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PREFACE

Mne of the most complex and, at the same time, extremely important, problems

of space medicine and biology Is the collection and transmission of information on

the condition of an astronaut at a great distance from Earth. This problem is

interlaced with the ideas, interests, and methods of various disciplines: radio

electronics and medicine, psychology and automation, physiology and cybernetics. In

distinction from physicians and physiologists, who work in ground laboratories,

specialists in space medicine are forced to be concerned with a large number of

limiting factors such as weight and size rastrictions, power consumption of on-board

medical equipment, limitation of the number of telemetering channels, recording time

and carrying capacity of channels, and limitations related to the prolonged location

of electrodes and transducers on the body of an astronaut. Practically none of the

known physiological methods can be applied under the conditions of space flight

without an appropriate modification, and in a number of cases it is necessary to

develop fundamentally new methods.

The monograph by R. M. Bayevskiy illuminates a wide range of problems related

to achievements in the area of methods for obtaining b-omediceal in-formAtion from

outer space. The author is a specialist in space physiology and a direct participant

in Soviet space research. In sumarizing the development of the methodological area

of space physiology, R. M. Bayevskiy spends considerable time on the perspectives of

physiological measurements in ruture, longer and further, and also interplanetary,

flights. Here, from strictly scientific positions, many questions for the first

time are considered and discussed, which until now were the objects of hypotheses

and scientific fantasy. General ideas and concrete solutions tested by experiment

FTD--im-66-="2 - I



and under clinical conditions are described, which convinces the reader not only in

the reality of the practical guarantee of safety of further, more complicated, space

Sflighta, but al!so in the Pxpedianey or the recommended solutions.

j The first steps of space medicine were closely related to the application of

traditional well-known research methods (with the appropriate modernization), and

the subsequent development of this area proceeded in its own, original ways. The

book strongly emphasizes this process of the transition from conventional

methodological presentations to new concepts stipulated by the specific nature of

space flight, as well as by the present status of science and technology, the advent

of cybernetics and automation, and the serious application of quantitative methods in

medicine and biology. In addition, it was evident that many of the solutions dictated

by the nature of space research could not be practically applied on Earth. There:ore,

R. M. Bayevsklyls book should be useful not only to specialists working in the field

of astronautics, but also for the extensive group of physicians, physiologists,

engineers, and mathematicians interested in the problems of collecting, disseminating,

and processing medical information.

The book constantly emphasizes the presence of "feedback" between the problems

of space medicine and practical health. In both cases the main problem is to ensure

the well-being of the "patient." It is natural that the use of the achievements in

* space medicine for improving the medical service of the population is an important

," I scientific and social problem.

R. M. Bayevskiy's book illustrates the necessity of extensive education of the

physician and physiologist in the most diverse areas of contemporary science and

technology, and we hope that it will be received with interest by the readers.

V. V. Parin and 0. G. Gazenko

FTD-MT-66-42 -2-
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DMTRODUCTION

"Science moves in leaps and bounds,
depending upon the progress made by the
methodology. With each step of the
methodology we rise one level higher,
which opens up to us a wider horizon with
previously invisible objects."

(I. P. Pavlov)

On 4 October 1957, the Soviet Union launched the first artificial earth

:stellite (MC3) [AES] In the world. This event began a new age in the history of

man'b conquest of nature. The broad perspective of interplanetary and space flights,

knowledge of the planets of the so!Lr system, and study of the Universe was expended.

But the conquest of space is impossible with the aid of only a few automatic

instruments, let alone even the most perfected. It is necessary that the master of

the spaceship and outer space, and then the planets, be man.

On 3 November 1957, the second Soviet artificial earth satellite was launched

into orbit with a living being on board, i.e., the dog Layka. This flight was the
beginning of systematic biomadical Ilnvestigations in sDace, which in a little more

than three years led to an outstanding victory of Soviet and world science - the

circumterrestrial orbital flight of pilot-astronaut Yu. A. Oagarin in the "Vostok"

spaceship.

In the realization of these and subsequent achievements, a significant role

was played by space biology and medicine - a new science with an extremely diversified

range of problems and tasks. A characteristic of space biology Is. close contact

with the other natural and technical sciences: physics, chemistry, astronomy, aero-

dynamics, and radio engineering.

T-.T-66-k---



N. K. Sieskyan, V. V. Parin, V. N. Chernigovskiy, and V. I. YazdoVskiy [234)

thus defined the basic scientific problems which make up the subject space biology:

S. 1tudy of the influonre of extreme factors of outer space on living

terrestrial organisms.

2. Investigation and development of the blological bases for ensuring space
flights and life an the planets.

3. Study of the formJ and conditions of extraterrestrial life.

A more detailed examination each of these problems in contained in the works

of N. M. Slookyan [232, 234, 236, 238], N. M. Silakyan, 0. 0. Gazenko, and A. M.
Oentn [233, 2ý37]# 0. G. 0azenko (78], and other authors.

The birth and development of the now science also stipulated the emergence of

now research methods to ensure the obtainment of the necessary experimental data,

their interpretation, and analysis 149, 199, 201]. The flight test as the basis of

space biology and medicine advanced biological telemetry as its main method, i.e.,
long-distance measurement of various biological indices.

The large number of data recorded in a space flight and in various laboratory

inveztitionz demanded the creation of special data-measuring systems which, on the

basis of the latest schievments of science and technology, would provide quantitative
measurements.

The collection, transmission, recording, and processing of the huge volumes of

nformation necessary for hle development of space biology and medicine requires the

extensive use of the methods and facilities of radio electronics, automation, and

cybernetics.
New methods are necessary not only for providing biomedical investigations in

flight, but also for carrying out special laboratory experiments on Earth.

A very essential condition is the compatibility of the results of ground and

flight tests; therefore, it is extremely important that in both cases the same

methods be used as much as possible. Certainly, under laboratory conditions there

are possibilities for expanding the range of procedures by employing methods which

cannot be used in a spaceship, but the condition of compatibility of the obtained

results with the flight-test data should also be observed in thia case.

One of the most important problems of space biology and medicine consists in

studying the influance of extreme factors of outer space on living orga±&isms. The

development of research in this direction led to the origin of an independent

division in space biology, i.e., space physiology. Space physiology studies an

-4-!



extensive range of prublems related to the study of the state of various

physiolog•c•l systems and organs during the action of extreme factors, investigation

of tolerance 1imita, development of iaethodz for i.creasing the re!ýista•rp of the

organism, clarification of the mechanisms of pathological reactions and ways of
compensating them, problems of the interaction of the organism with the medium, and

others. Space physiology is closely related to such areas of space biology and

medicine as space psychology [93), space hygiene [156], space microbiology (i16],

and also other disciplines, e.g., aviation physi6logy, radiation medicine, and others.

The tasks of the preparation and realization of manned space flight, which has

recently occupied a central position in Soviet space biology and medicine,

necessitated the extensive development of physiological research and, at the same

tixm, the introduction of physiological methods into astronautics.

A systematic account of the experience of physiological measurements under

space-flight conditions has hampered the dynamic nature of this scientific endeavor.

New ideas, instruments, and experimental data appear daily, which attempt to satisfy

the ever increasing demands of astronautics. The huge number of publications on

space biology has already led to the necessity of compiling special bibliographic

publications in this rield [539); not less extensive are the publications concerning

the methods of physiological research in reference to the accomplishment of space

flights. Bearing in mind that the methods of space physiology are being developed

to a definite extent on the basis of already known methods, one should also try to

estimate the expediency of using in astronautics the various physiological methods

that are applied in other areas of medicine. The expediency and necessity of these

works is mentioned in a recent report concerning a U. S. Air Force contract with the

RCA Service Company for a study of the feasibility of employing electronic methods

for purposes of physiological monitoring in mvton 9nd aqtronAtA rA751.

Soviet space physiology presently has the most experience in physiological

research. The huge volume of valuable physiological information obtained from

artificial earth satellites and spaceships during flight experiments with animals and

the flights of our astronauts is a result of the development and improvement of

physiological methods in astronautics. The value of physiological methods in

realizing the first manned space flight has been stated repeatedly in the works of

N. M. Sisakyan, V. V. Parin, 0. G. Gazenko, V. I. Yazdovskiy, and others [199, 231,

235, 73). An important role was played by physiological methods in providing
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reliable medical mmItornng during the flights of Yu. A. Gagarin, 0. S. Titov, A. 0.

NIkolayev, P. R. Popovich, V. F. Bykovskiy, and V. V. Nikolayeva-Tereshkova [5, 10,

)•2, 38, 49, 78, 195, 294, 2951, and also the crew of the multiseater "Voskhod"

spaceship.

The monograph attempts to generalize five years of operational experience in

the area of physiological measurements in space (1959-1964) from the point of view

of the physician-physiologist. The contemporary achievements of astronautics to a

Oonsiderable extent are the result of c )llective efforts. An especially important

role in space physiology was played by the collaboration of physicians and engineers.

The successes attained became possible only due to the friendly work of physiologists,

designers, mathematicians, and all tAe scientific and technical personnel that

participated in the preparation end performance of biomedical inve,3tigations in space.

Therefore, in all cases, where it Is possible, references are made to published

materials or persons who have worked on the question in point are indicated. Along

with the data collected in the USSR, information from foreign research is also

discussed.

Physiological methods in astronautics are considered in relation to the general

biological problems of space research and certain aspects of space technology. The

term "physiological methods" in this case implies not so much the specific

methouological procedures (for instance, electrocardiography or pneumography), as
the principles of accomplishing physiological measurements under space-flight

conditions. The monograph discusses, in sequence, data on the physiological methods

that have already been used in previous experiments, contemporary methods, and the

perspectives of their development. In examining the perspectives of such a rapidly

devel( ,. , science as space physiology, we had to make a careful selection of data

that hr-. -Iready boen documented in various scientific publications.

The monograph consists of it chapters. The historlca.L outiine o0 physiological

space resov zh which comprises the first chapter serves as a necessary prerequisite

to the f' )wing presentation of physiological methods.

The first part of the monograph (Chapters 2-6) "Physiological Data-Measuring

systems" is devoted to general questions of physiological measurements in space

flight. The main purpose of this section consists in examining the methods and

facilities of space physiology in reference to flight experiments. The concept of

the physiological data-measuring system emphasizes the four leading aspects of the

problem: physiological - directed towards the solution of its own physiological

-6-
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problems; measurement - based on the quantitative evaluation of ph•jloiogical

processes; informational - which considers the various physiological data as signals

which carry oil the processes occurring in an organism. Finally, the aspect which

empha•uvea the necessity of applying a complex uf various facilities United into a

single system that is intended for the solution of a specific problem, in this case

for physiological measurements. The physiological data-measuring system here is

considered as a particular case of the biological data-measuring system.

The second part of the monograph (Chapters 7-11) "Physiological Research

Methods" considers the specific physiological methods that are used in astronautics.

Prime attention is given here to the methods which have been employed in flig.ft

experiments with animals and in manned flights; howeVer, considerable space is also

a. ited to methods that have been developed in reference to future space flights.

The bibliographic index includes more than 800 'ources. This was stipulated by

the multitude of monographs and the necessity of considering questions related to

biology, technology, and cybernetics. The invention of new instruments and methods

for space research was initially directed basically towards adapting the already

existing methods to new conditions. This also is now an important trend in space

physiology. However original, purely "space," solutions have appeared quite rapidly,

which make it possible to significantly increase the reliability and effectiveness

of the research. These "space" solutions, in turn, are beginning to enter

"terrestrial" medicine and public health.

The profound interrelation of various close and remotely-connected branches of

knowledge is characteristic for contemporary science. This interrelationship is

accomplished on the principle of "feedback," when an intensive exchange of

infor-mtion, ideas, and experimental data serves as an important stimulus of scientific

and technical progress. A good example of this type of feedback is the use of

"___ uLatrial" methods in space and "space" methods on Earth. The achievements of

space physiology in the area of collecting and processing information are of serious

value for extensive medical practice since the problems of diagnosis, control, and

prophylaxis cannot be solved effectively without contemporary radio-electronic

instrumentation methods. This, in particular, is the important role of space

biology and medicine which both are ci-on to scienoe and to humanity.

p -7-
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II

CHAPTER I

BRIEF HISTORICAL OUTLINE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL SPACE RESEARCH

Space flights are a natural result of scientific and technical progress. An

historical survey of physiological space research makes it possible to trace the

onset and development of objective methods of collecting biomedical Information and

to explain the main trends of their further improvement. The survey presents data

that pertain only to in-flight investigations. The survey consists of four sections

which are devoted to aerostats, aircraft, rockets, and spaceships, respectively.

Physiological Investigations in Balloons and Aeroatats

A balloon was the first means by which man went into the air, and then th*

stratosphere. There is information that the first balloon flight in the world was

made by the Russian inventor Kryakutny in Ryazan in 1731 [228]. More detailed data

are published about flights in balloons designed by the Montgolfier brothers. On

19 September 1783, in Paris, a sheep and a duck ascended to a height of about 500

meters in one of these balloons (328]. Two months later, on 21 November 1783, the

French scientist Pilittre de Rozier and a companion, Marquis d'Arlandes, ascended to

a height of about I km. The first unfavorable altitude effect during a flight in an

aerostat (19 December 1783) was experienced by the French scientist Jacques Charles

[372).

On 4 June 1784, a balloon flight was made for the first time by a woman,

Madame Thible. The height of her ascent was about 3 km. On 7 January 1785, an

American physician, Jeffrey sicl], and an Englishman [sic], Blanchard, made a

balloon flight from England to France. The first reputable publication on the

influence of balloon flight on the human organism is accredited not to a physician,

but a journalist, Baldwin, who in 1786 published a scientific work under the title

r9
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w By te e beginnibt of the 19th emntury there appeared many reports by physicians

and scientists about their flihts in balloons, which laid the foundation for the

development of aiastiun medicine an a science. One of the first balloon flights for

scientific prposes me madet at St. Petersburg on 12 July 180 by a physicist,

Academician Ya. A. Zakharov. On 24 September and 1 October 1805, the Russian

physician Rashtnseky made an ascent In an independently built balloon. We know of

the flights of sme eminent scientists of that time, Robertson, Bay-Lussac, and Biot,

who described the sysptas of altitude sickness (hypoxia) in a balloon ascent.

As the altitude of balloon flight increased, manifestations of altitude sickness

became daneroues for the outcome of the flights. Thus, on 5 September $862, the

director of the Greenwich Observatory, James Olaisher, and a scientist by the name

of Coxwell, nearly died from acute oxygen starvationt: their balloon reached an

altitude of 8800 m and both aeronauts lost consciousness several times. Glaisher's

observations are of much interest since his ascent to this altitude without oxygen

equipment is, most likely, the only one. Olaisher noted changes in skin color,

difficulty In breathing, afferentia disturbance, and other phenomena. All this

demonstrated the need to pay more attention to the preparation of subsequent flights.

Further steps in the conquest of altitude are linked with the name of the famous

French scientist Paul Behr, who established that disorders in a high-altitude ascent

are caused by a lack of oxygen and proposed to take oxygen supplies on a high-altitude

flight. Of importantance to the development of high-altitude physiology was the

work of the famous Russian scientist I. X. Sechenov [228].

On 15 April 1875, *here took place a flight in the balloon "Zenith," which

carried a small supply of oxygen. The balloon reached an altitude of about 8000 m.

The aeronauts, Tiseandler. Croci-Spinellis and Sivel, could not use the oxygen

because they developed euphoria. Only Tisseandier was saved, who later described

this state. In the flight of the "Zenith," which was organized with the participation

of Paul Behr, attempts were made to conduct planned medical investigations. It was
* :proposed to measure pulse rate, respiration rate, and body temperature. The

equipment for the in-flight physical measurements included a barometer, thermometer,

and spectroscope [3781. Because of the tragic outcome of the flight, this program

was not carried out. Nineteen years later, in 1894, the German scientist Berson,

using the scientific results of research on oxygen deficiency made a successful

ascent to an altitude of about 9000 m in an open 6ondola. He had oxygen supplies

- 0-- '... . ] 11
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and heating facilities. In 1901, Berson and Zring, In a ape-iallf built giant

balloon, aevended to an altitude of over 11,000 m. A large role in the development

of aeronautics was played by the great Russian scientist D. I. Mendeloyev. He

ascended by himself in an cerostat to an altitude of up to 3000 m. D. 1.

Meneyeleyev is credited with the idea of using pressurized cabirns for high-altitude

flights.

A new series of flights in balloons with closed (airtight) gondonas was initiated

in the 1930'.. In 1932, the Swiss scientists Piccard and Cosyns ascended to an

altitude of almost 18 km, and in 1933, the Soviet stratonauts Prokof'yev and Godunov

ascended to an altitude of 21 kin. One year later there occurred the flight of

Fedosayenko, Vacenko, and Usykin, who reached an altitude of 23 km in the stratosphere

Il. Iloon "USSR-1". The Americans Stevens and Anderson ascended approximately the same

alttitude in 1935.

Balloon flights at the end of the last century were of importance to research on

the influence of decreased barometric pressure on the human body, and the flights in

the 1930's played a significant role in the development of means for protecting man

in a high-altitude flight. Pressurized cabins, air-conditioning and heat-control

systems, and pressure suits were developed and tested. However, none of these flights

made it possible to obtain any 41enificant objective physiological information

inasmuch as at that time the means of telemetry for physiological and biological data

had not yet been developed.

In the 1950's, aerostats were used by American scientists for research in space

medicine. They studied the influence of cosmic rays and the "feeling of isolation.,"

checked out model of high-altitude equipment and devices. Experiments were conducted

by the Air Force In the "Manhigh" program (three flights) and by the Navy in the

"Stratolab" program (four flights) [328]. The highest altitude (approximately 33 kin)

was reached in the aerostat Manhigh I1 in August 1957. There are also reports that

in 1960 an ascent was made to an altitude of approximately 37 km.

The application of methods of biological telemetry in the indicated experiments

with transmission of physiologic information to Earth made an essential contribution

to the development of intrumentation methods of space medicine. Thus, the aerostat

Stratolab V contained medical equipment for recording 12 physiological parameters

(722].

We should mention the use of aerostats for conducting biological investigations.

The Soviet Union in 1938 carried out a biological experiment with Drosophila flies in
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"the stratoeomwre bal~loon "tIBS-i," ddoh asoooded to an alti~tude or 15,:)oo m [861.

3UperSaets with the exposure nf variouas biological specimens (dogs, oies, microbes,

plants#, Insects) In the United States have been conducted regularly since 19117. In

*'1 a =MLer of oases the biolagicbk experiments were, in a sense, a rehearsal for a

1 0000d ell.t. So, Project UAbiht oandw'ted Two flights with mice and gulinea pigs

to check out the capsule and equipment. On 9 July 1960, the aerostat "Astro-60-8,"

with a tissue culture, Chlorellas, and bacteria, reached an altitude of approximately

48 ka. This is a unique record for an high-altitude flight of biological specimens

in an aerostat.

We should further note the aerostat flights conducted by Project "E&celsior."

This project ti anticipated an aerostat ascent with a subsequent parachute jump from

an open gondola. In 1959-1960, an American pilot by the name of Kittenger made three

jumps from altitudes of 24, 26, and 34 ka. This event included radio-telemetric

recording of pulse and respiration, and also radio communications during free fall;

these parameters were simultaneously recorded by a self-contained automatic recorder

on the parachute (661). Similar investigations have a direct bearing on improving

safety equipment and instruments for monitoring the astronaut's condition during hiB:1 descent to Earth.

Physiolozical Investigations with Airplanes

The first heavier-than-air craft in which a manned flight was made was an

airplane designed by A. F. Mozhayskiy. This historical flight, which began the

development of modern aviation, took place in Krasnoye Selo* near St. Petersburg, in

the suimmer of 1882. The beginning of the 19001s witnessed the rapid development ot

aeronautical engineering all over the world. On 26 June 1906, Bl1riot made the first

flight across the English Channel. In 1913, a Russian pilot, P. Nesterov, made the

first acrobatic maneuver in an airplane by performing a "loop". Airplanes were

employed in World War I as a means of combat. The improvement of aircraft hardward,

which continuously vent on between World War I and World War II, made it possible to

achieve a large number of successes by the beginning of the 19140's. The non-stop

crew flights of Valerly (%khalov and Mikhail Gramov across the Worth Pole to America,

the record-breaLing flight of the aviatrices (P. Osinenko, V. Grizodubova, M.

Raekova), and the flights of Soviet pilots to the North Pole are known the world

over.
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Aviation in World war .1 was one of one most Inaorhhant brancn a oo %ne armeo

forces. Jet aircraft appeared at the end of the war. The first Jet aircraft wes

tested in the USSR at the end of the 3.930's.

Together with the development of aviation, aviation medicine was developed which

was then one of the important sources of space medicine. Many of the problems of

space medicine are traditional divisions of aviation mediaine: for instAnce, the

influence of 0-loads on the human body, and thi effect of decreased barometric

pressure and severe vibrations. Of importance to the development of aviation medicine

was the work of the Soviet researchers V. V. Strel'teov, A. P. Appolonov, N. M.

Dobrotvorskiy, 0. Ye. Vladimirov, P. I. Yegorov, L. A. Orbeli, and others (160, 2283.

The airplane is presently being used in practical space medicine as a meanm of

croeting brief weightlessness for special investigations and for astronaut training.

A proposal concerning the use of Kepler's parabola for creating brief weightlessness

in an aircraft was published by F. Haber and H. Haber in 1950 [49)], and in 1951 the

first such flight was made by an American pilot, S. Crossfield. Subsequently,

several such flights were made in the USSR, the United States, and other countries

(Italy, France, Argentina). An aircraft also was used as means of simulating the

conditions of orbital entry and descent to Earth. For this purpose, the influence

of weightlessness was studied after the 0-loads created during aircraft motion on

a "dive spiral" or by the G-load created after a flight on a Keplerian parabola

preceding it [326]. In distinction frcm experiments involving submersion into water

_[478, T79], where physiological effects similar to those obtained in weightlesaness

could be studied only partially, or from experiments with the aid of a "reduced-weight

tower" [605] or an elevator (iO], where the duration of weightlessness was too short

to cause shifts in the state of the vegetative functions which correspond to the

zero-gravity state in a spaceship, the airplane was an Important instrument for

research as well as for astronaut training [516].

In accordance with the Soviet astronaut training program, training flights in

airplanes specially equipped for reproducing the conditions of weightlessness had

the following goals [294, 295]t familiarization of astronauts with the zero-gravity

state and determination of their individual resistance: study of the physiological

functions in the sero-gravity state and in transient periods.

The following recordings were made in flight by means of on-board automatic

recording devices: electrocardiogram, respiratory rate, arterial pressure, and

motor coordination (hand-writing analysis and conditioned-motor responses). The



duration of the period of weightl 'saness amounted to 45 sec. In the initial and

f-rlna periods ef parabolic flight there appeared O-loads of 3.5 t 0.5 units. In

theme flights, the possibility and quality of the reception and transmission of

speech urder conditions of weightlesennms was Investigated and astronaut activity was

filmed.

In nwlo•g)uu flights conducted in the United States, electrocardiograms and

galvanic-skin reactions were investigated. ftlms also were made [326]. P-105

aircraft were ealoyed to record electrocardiogrms, arterial pressure, respiration

and, in certain cases, body teMerature and galvanic-skin reactions. Simultaneous

trnsmissioh of data by telemetry was accomplished [513, 678]. It is interesting

to not* that certain methods were first tested in airplanes which were then used on

a spaceahipi for instance, Impedance pneumnosapy (513). The American rocket plane

1-15, which is designed to al1-b to an altitude of up to 80 km with a speed of

approximately 6000 kmnhr for the purpose of mmitoring the pilot' s condition, was

equipped to conduct telemetric transmission of pulse rate, respiratory rate 4511],

body temperature and suit pressure (465].

Thus, physiological investigations in airplanes made it possible to obtain the

first information on the action of accelerations and weightlessness, and also to

check the effectiveness of a number of research methods. It was established that

II during the creation of brief weightlessness there can appear vegetative and sensory

disturbances. These phenomena are encountered five times less frequently in persons

having flight experience [139]. It was also pointed out that during the intermittent

influence of accelerations and weightlessness there can occur regular shifts in the

circulatory, respiratory, and central nervous systems [1323.

Physiolo0lcal Investigations with Rockets

Balloons, aerostats, and airplanes made it possible for the scientist to gain

the experience of high-altitude flights and to become acquainted with some of the

dangers standing in the path to space. However, the only means of studying outer

space at the present time is the rocket. Therefore, investigations with rockets

marked the beginning of the practical develoymot of astronautics and made it

possible to carry out the first biomedical experiments in space.

Rockets served as military weapons in ancient times. There is a legend about

an attempt to lift a man into the air with the aid of several rockets ignited

simultaneously; naeurally, such an attempt could not bive a safe ending [448). The
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first flight of a living being in a rocket took place at Paris in 1806. A gunemith

named Ruggierl successfully launched a rabbit which safely descended to the ground

on a parachute, but this flight wau neither based on scientific calculation nor

good luck. Only after almost 150 years later could Ruggieri's experiment be

repeated.

The Russian revolutionary Nikolay Kibal'chich was the first to design a rocket

ship for space flight. In 1883, from his prison cell, he wrote his scientific

tectament, which was discovered in the archives of the police departumt only after

the Great October Revolution. It is interesting to note that the principle of the

rocket platform which was proposed by N. Kibal'chich was used in project "Orion" by

the U. S. Air Force in 1960 (648].

The first large-scaie work that contained the scientific foundation of the

applicability of jet engines for space flight was written by K. E. Tsiolkovsky3

"Investigating Space with Rocket Devices." The first chapters of this work were

printed in 1903 in the journal "Scientific Review" and only in 19ii did Its

contir•ation appear in the journal "Herald of Aeronautics". K. E. TsiolkovaXy is

rightfully considered to be the founder of scientific astronautics. His works
anticipated many contemporary discoveries and inventions. The theoretical research

and experimentation in the field of jet propulsion which was conducted in the

twenties and thirties in our country (N. A. Rynin and F. A. Teander) and abroad (H.

Oberth in Germany, R. Goddard in the United States, and Esnault-Pelterie in France)

made it possible to construct the first rockets - the prototypes of future

spaceships. Work on rockeL weapons which were employed in World War II, was an

important stage in the development of astronautics.

The first biomedical experiments with rockets, which were initiated by American

researchers in 1946, used captured V-2 rockets. On 17 December 1945, at the Wright

Field proving ground, the first launching of a V-2 rocket was conducted with a

capsule containing mushroom spores to an altitude of 18,3 km. However, the capsule

was not found after the flight. On 20 February 1947, American scientists were able

to recover a capsule containing fruit flies from altitude of 109 k. Then four V-2

rockets were launched with monkeys onboard. The first attempt to send an animal

into space was made on ii June 1948 (project "Albert I"). However, this attempt

ended in failure. The second experiment ("Albert II") took place on 14 June 1949.

Although the monkey died (during landing), valuable data were obtained by means of

radio-telemetry on the pulse and respiration of the animal during the entire flight

-1 5-
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to en altitude of 140 km. in this flight, physiological data were transmitted for

the ftret time to Earth fron on board a rocket by means of radio-telemetry. The

*ird expdrimntal V-2 tligt again was a failure, and finlly, In the fourth flight

(In the suimr of 1950) they succeeded in studying the motor responses of intact mice

with the aid of a amera •ilch was actuated in specific time Intervals.

In 1951, American researchers began to use "Aerobe*" rockets for biological

experiments. Three launchings were made with monkeys, which were under narcosis,

and mice: the first end second launchings, in the sier of 1951, were failures;

the third launching, on 21 May 1952, was made with two drugged monkeys and two mice.

The monkeys, Pat and KMke, were the first primates which the American scientists

were able to recover alive and unharmed from a flight to an altitude of approximately

60 km. The results of the biological investigations on the V-2 and "Aerobee" rockets

are sutinrsed in an article by Henry Ballinger, Maher, and Simone which was

published In 1952 [575]. The authors noted the imp6rtant role which was played

by the application of radio-telemetry methods for physiological investigations.

Despite the fact that more than half of the missiles were demolished when they fell

to the ground due to a failure in the parachute systems, valuable scientific

Information was obtained owing to the use of radio-telemetry.

At approximately the same time, the Soviet Union conducted vertical rocket

Launchings with various animals (dogs, rabbits, rats). The presence of a very

reliable landing system made it possible to perfo• •,• t i,. of the rcorudin..g... ....

.1d of automatic recorders on board the rocket. In certain cases, physiological data

were also transmitted by telemetry. From 1950 through 1957 three series of experi-

menta were conducted. The first series was devoted to a study of the survival rate

of animals under the conditions of a small capsule during flight to an altitude of

up to 110 ka. In the second series they studied the feasibility of applying pressure

suits and recovering animals by means of ejection with subsequent descent on a

parachute. Finally, the experiments of the third series were distinguished by an

increase in the altitude of ascent to 212 km, wherein one of the two dogs was sent

on a flight in a state of narcosis [53].

In 1958, the flight altitude was increased to 450-4 75 km owing to the

application of ballistic rockets. Many animals accomplished several flights in

rockets. The dog Otvazhnaya made five flights.

-16-
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In 1959-1960, ballistic rockets were launched with dogs and rabbits. Problems

of the Influence of weightlessnesa on muscular tonus and motor coordination were

first investigated in them. The data obtained as a result of the deicribed

experiments made it possible to estimate the physiological reactions of the animal

organism to a weightless state lasting several minutes after the preceding action

of accelerations, and also the action of accelerations (launching) following

weightlessness [77, 54, 83, 33, i)4, 154].

After a six-year break, the American biological experiments with rockets were

renewed in 1958. Van der Wall and Young organized the launching of three "Thor-Able"

rockets whose nose cones each contained a mouse. The flight altitude was over

2uj0 km and the duration of weightlessness was approximately 45 minutes. None of

th. capsules were founds however, as a result of the application of radiotelaestry

in the second and third rockets, data were obtained on the pulse rate, respiratory

rate, and arterial pressure of the animals.

On 13 December 1958, the United States launched a "Jupiter" rocket whose nose

cone contained a capsule with a monkey called Gordo (genus saimiri). The flight

altitude was 470 km, the time was approximately 15 minutes, and the duration of

weightlessness was 7.8 minutes. An important role was also played here by

telemetering systems, by means of which the transmission of physiological data was

accomplished. Although the container with the animals also did not return to Earth,

the experiment was not a failure a'-e valuable scientific iformat on -was obtained.

The second "Jupiter" flight with two monkeys, Able (genus rhesus) and Baker

(genus saimirl), took place on 28 May 1959. In this flight the duration of the

period of weightlessness amounted to 14.2 minutes. Telemetric recording of

electrocardiograms, pneumograms, electromyograms, phonocardiograms, and body

temperature was performed, and the behavior of the animals was filmed. The hygienic

parameters of the biocapsule were recorded; temperature, pressure, and gas composition

of the air. The animals were recovered alive and unharmed from the flight [481, 449].

At the and of 1959 (4 December) a .successful launching of a chimpanzee, Sam, to

an altitude of 90 km was made. This launching was carried out under project "Hermes"

in order to prepare for the flight of astronauts under project "Mercury." The

purpose of project "Hermes" was to develop an escape system for a manned capsule

[483].

An American program of preparation for launching a man into space, known as

project "Mercury", was initiated in October 1958. The general management of this
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SPr~gr= Was assigned to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

Te "Mercury" program foresaw the construction of an inhabited capsule for a twenty-

four-hour orbital flight, first a ballistic flight, and then an orbital manned flight

with Identical takeoff and landing regimes (570, 788, 789]. The mentioned launching

at the chimpesee Sam on a "Little-Joe" rocket in a "Mercury" capsule was the first

ezperlment in the American man-in-space program. A subsequent analogous flight with

Sam, was condIed on 21 January 1960. Finally, the last launching of an animal in

a "Mercury" capsule before a manned flight took place on 31 January 1961. This was

the chimpe•see Ham, who ascended to an altitude of approximately 200 ka in a

"Redstone" rockets the period of weightlessness lasted for 7.5 minutes [334, 500,

4151, 312].

The first suborbital (ballistic) manned flight was carried out in the USA on

5 May 1961, i.e., almost one month after the first Soviet orbital space flight in

the world. The Amerit astronaut A. Shepard stayed in flight for 15 minutes;

weightlessness lasted a little more than five minutes; maximum flight altitude was

187.4 km. The splash-down site was the Atlantic Ocean, 486 ka from the launch site

(Cape Canaveral, now known as Cape Kennedy). Physiological data (electrocardiogram,

respiration, and bc4y temperature) were recorded by means of radiotelemetry.

A second American balli-' ¶c flight, similar to the first [788], was made by V.

"-I sas on 21 July ii.

In the project "Her-es" flights, the first studies of psychomotor activity of

S primates were madG, whereby d&turbancea in their efficiency during takeoff and

landing were discovered, and ... tempts to record vectorelectrocardiograms also were

made (483).

To complete the survey of physiological investigations with rockets, we should

mention the French experiments. In February 1961, a "VWronique" rocket was launched

with a white rat, Hector. By means of chronically implanted electrodes, they recorded

brain, reticular-formation, and neck-muscle potentials, and also pulse and

respiration. The telemetry system functioned until the moent of separation of the

first stage during the descent, after which recording was performed by a self-

contained on-board recorder. At the end of 1963, a similar experiment was repeated

with a cat, Felix [W75, T76].

Biomedical experiments with rockets provided space biology with abundant

information on the influence of flight factors on an organism, and made it possible
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to develop methodological bases for subsequent investigations with artificial earth

satellites. The American scientists usad ballitie ruckets to prepare for --- n-d

space flight. The first American astronauts did not accomplish orbital, but

suborbital flights.

In Soviet Union, on the basis of improved rocket technology, It became possible,

earlier than in the United States, to transfer from biological experiments with

rockets to experiments with artificial earth satellites, end then directly to the

realization of the first orbital space flight in the world.

Physiological ;nvestigations with artificlarth
satellites and •aceshis

On 3 November 1957, the Soviet Union launched a pressurized capsule with a dog,

•jyka, into the orbit of an artificial earth satellite. This experiment was a

natural continuation of the investigations that were conducted by Soviet scientists

with rockets. When setting up the biomedical experiment with the artificial earth

satellite, it was necessary to solve a number of complicated problems on the

construction of automatic life-support equipment for an wimal which would function

for a sufficient period of time (air-conditioning, heat-control, feeding systems.

"and others). It was also necessary to design scientific equipment for transmitting

the results of physiolcgical observations to Earth. Figure I shows a picture of the
dog Layka, th, first living being to orbit around the globe.

The follcwing physiological parameters were recorded during the flights

electrocardiogram, pneumogram, arterial pressure in the carotid, and aetogream. The

-•d - physiological equipment Was autmaticaLily

controlled from a programed device [263].

As a result of the first flight experiment

in the Earth's orbit, space biology obtained

a number of important facts, some of which

confirmed the previous observations and others

brought out new questions. This flight

demonstrated the possibility of the survival

of a highly orga•ised living being during entry

Fig. I. Lkyka - the first livirn into the orbit of an artificial earth satellite
being to orbit around the Earth.

and in orbital flight. It also demonstrated

the important role of blotelemetry inasmch as,

-19-
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*eplto the tat that the satellite could not be returned to Earth, valuable

VgiMtLJou was oLtained on the influs~we of flight factors on physiological functions.

Nowever, the question concerning the reactions of a living outrgiiam to the accelora-

tions which appear during descent remained unclarifled. Similar investigations were

posaible only with recoverable artificial earzh satellites.

On 19-20 August 1960, tha USSR conducted the first flight experiment in the
world with one return of snimls from space to Earth,. The possibility of comparison

of the pre- and post-flight data with the rei•UtL of In-flight physiological was a

serious scientific achievement which war related to the use of radiotelemetry. The

large range of physiological ."N nods ti were amployed for studying the dogs Balk&

and Strelka provided the basis foz calltn the second SoV4et satellite ship a

"flying labormtory."

This first successful experience of tetting up extensive physiological

Investigations In space was one of the important stages in the development and

formation of space medicine and biology.

In December 1960 there took place a new flight experiment - the flight of the

*hird Soviet satellite ship with the dogs Pchelka and Mushka on board. The ship

entered an uncaiculated orbit and ceased Its existence during re-entry; however,

owing to the application of telemetering systems, valuable scientific information

collected. Thus, from the biologist's point of view, this flight was quite
,essful since it deepened the knowledge on the physiological state of animals

rnder conditions of multihour existance in weightlessness.

In 1961, which was the first year of the space age, the fourth and fifth

spaceships were launched with the dogs ChernushX& and Zvezdochrka on board. Tbese

* flights preceded the triumphant flight of Yu. A. Gagarin which took place on 12

April 1961. A new systum of physiological measurements was tested which was specially

developed for reliable medical monitoring of the state of the basic vital functions

of an astronaut [193]. The first manned space flight, as we know, opened a new page

in the development of space biology and medicine. It was also the first check-out

of a medical-monitoring system in a space flight.

The first manned space flight was an outstinding achievement of Soviet and

world science. This flight opened the road to the further conquest of outer space

and to new manned space flights (Fig. 2),

On 6 August 1961, the USSR launched the "Vostok-2" with pilot-astronaut G. S.

Titov on board. During this twenty-four-hour space flight, dynamic medical
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monitorinze of pulse and respiration was conducted, for which electrocardiograms and

pneumograxmo were trnnsmltted throueh telemetering channels. In addition, the

mechanical work oC the henrt (kinetocardiogfaphy) was investigated. For operational

mtedical monit(ri:.g cound ....... ..corresponding t,, pulse rates wera continuously sent

through a "Signal" shortwave radio transmitter.

On 11-15 August 1962, the USSR conducted the first multi-day group space flight

of" the astronauts A. G. Niko]ayev and P. R. Popovich in the "Vostok-3" and "Vostok-4."

This flight was a new and important achievement in space technology and space

biolok-y. A large program of phyaiological measurements was carried out during the

t'light, which included, in addition to recording electrocardiograms and respiration,

tI~i recording of biopotentials of the brain, eye movements, and galvanic skin

,,, ,tions. Experience wao gained in medical monitoring during the performance of

a multi-day group space flight, and also in solving a number of research problems in

the performance of a manned space flight.

On 14-19 June 1963, there took place a group flight by the astronauts V. F.

i•ykovskiy and V. V. Tereshkova in the "Vostok-5" and "Vostok-6." The program of

physiological measurements this time was expanded by means of the application of

seismocardiography, i.e., a method of studying the contraction function of the

myocardium. Of importance was the experience received in setting up physiological

investigations for the flight of a woman.

12 October 1964 will be entered in the history of astronautics as the

beginning of a new age in the manned conquest of space. On this day the Soviet

Union launched a three-man spaceship, the

"Voskhod," into a satellite orbit. In

S ,addition to the pilot=&atrorAut, a salentiat

and a physician went on flight for the first

time. This was the first space expedition

in history, a prototype of the scientific

expeditions which will be made to the Moor,

and the planets, and for working In mnned

stations in space. The inclusion of a

physician in the crew was very noteworthy.

A young colleague of one of the scientific-

r.esearch institutes became the first space
aig. 2. n u. A. Gatarin - the firstastronaut in the world. ph~ysician. In this flight the duties of the
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ship$s physician Icluded not only problems of prophylaxis but the rendering of

mdaical ald If necessary. The physician participated in the solution of many

scientific problems. He controlled the research equipment and conducted a numv ber

of seasuremnts himself with the aid of the on-board instruments. During the flight

of the "Voakhod" many new physiological methods of collecting biomedical information

were tested. Methods of dynamography and recording of written-language signals for

studying the efficiency and state of precision motor coordination were employed for

the first tim. The first experiment in the programng of medical investigations

was cewTred out, The flight had an important methodological value since it made it

possible to check out a number of theories concerning the organization of collective

work of a crew In a spaceship.

Table I gives the basic data on Soviet biomedical orbital experiments

beginning with the flight of LAyka.

The first attempt at an orbital flight of a space capsule with biological

specimens was mode by the Americans in June 1959. They prepared for the flight of

four black mice on a "Discoverer", but the "Atlas" rocket did not send the satellite

into orbit [328).

On 12 September and 7 December 1960, the satellites "Discoverer-IT" and

" Piscoverer-18" were launched with capsules containing bacteria spores, cell and

'esue cultures, plants, and others. In both cases the capsules were recovered in

e air as they entered the 31st and 48th revolutions, respectively.

In 1960-1963, American scientists worked on the fulfillment of project "Mercury,"

the purpose of which consisted in carrying out a twenty-four-hour manned space fliget.

As already pointed out, the first stage of project "Mercury" involved the

performance of a suborbital flight. After the flights of A. Shepard and V. Grissom,

the American scientists began to prprse for an orb1teal flight. On PQ November 1961,

an "Atlas" rocket launched a "Mercury" capsule into orbit with a female chimpanzee,

Enos.

The first American manned orbital flight took place on 20 February 1962.

Astronaut John Glenn made three revolutions around the Earth and landed safely in

the Atlantic Ocean. The duration of flight amounted to 4 hours and 20 minutes.

In-flight recordings were made of electrocardiograms, raspiration, body temperature,

and arterial pressure. Because of the equatorial orbit, the spaceship passed over

the same telemetric receiving stations in each revolution. This ensured the

possibility of practically constant monitoring of the astronaut's state (7893.
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During 1962-i963, four orbitall space flights were conducted under project "Mercury"

(Table 2). The last one continued for 32 hours [790).

The biomedical experiments with artflicial earth satellites and the flights of'

the Soviet and American astronauts made it possible to collect extensive

Information for playing the scientific foundation of space biology and medicine and

space physiology. An extremely important role in obtaining the necessary

Information was played by the system of objective recording of physiological data

and the methods of biological telewetry. It would not be an exaggeration to say

;;bat the achievements of space technology could be used for manned space flight only

owing to the development of methods which provide reliable monitoring of the

astronaut's state under space-flight conditions.

Each science is characterized by its own specific methods and a unique

methodology. The brief historical survey given above shows that the methodological

basis of space biology and medicine is made up by flight experimentation and Its

methods involve the measurement of various quantities at a distance under complex

and unique conditions that are quite different than on the ground.

The realization of physiological investigations in the field of astronautics

can be divided into three stages [6] (Fig. 3): a theoretical study of the problem;

laboratory investigations on the ground; flight experimentation.

iT

Pig. 3. Stages of biomedical. investigations in space.

The results of flight experiments, in turn, play an extremely important role

for correcting the old and developing new theoretical concepts [64). New

nypotheses and theories lead to the organization of new laboratory investigations

and then to flIght experiments. The "feedback": between the flight experiments on

the one hand, and the laboratoey investigations and theories on the other hand,
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provides a dialectic cause-and-effect unity of extensive and diversified

investigations which characterizes modern space biology and medicine. One of the

instruments for providing this feedback are the physiological methods. They

methodologically unite all stages of space investigations into a single process

which is governed by a specific idea, i.e., directed towards the obtainment of new

information which is necessary for the further development of science.

The leading role of method and methodology which is emphasized in this survey

indicates the necessity and expediency of documenting the data collected in this

area to the present time. The absence of similar documentation in world literature

and the rapid rate of devetlopment of astronautics make this task extremely important

a.-,l timely.

Table 2. S ages of the American Mercury" Pro ram

Conditional Date, Who was in Type of Orbital Physiological
designation years the .apsule flight parameters, research methods

.pogee Perigee

MR-2 31.1 Chimpanzee, Ballistic 203.8 - EKG, pneumography,
1961 Ham measurement of body

temperature
MR-3 3.V Astronaut A. The same 187.1 - The same

1961 Shepard
MR-4 21.VII Astronaut V. The same 190.8 - The same

1961 Grissom

MPA-5 29.11 Chimpanzee, Orbital 237.2 159.3 The same
1961 Enos (two revo.

lut ions)
MA-6 20.11 Astronaut J. Orbital 261.2 161 EKG, pneumography,

1962 Glenn (three arterial oscillography,
revolutions measurement of body

teperature

-, 26.VII Astronaut S. The same 265.7 160.9 The same
1962 Carpenter

MA-8 9.XII Astronaut W. Orbital 273.1 i61 The same
1962 Schirra (nine rev

olutions)

MA-9 15.V Astronaut G. Orbital 267.1 161.6 The samer 1963 Cooper (22 revolu-tions)

Note: MR - "Mercury" capsule, "Redstone" launch vehicle; MA -- "Mercury" capsule,
- "Atlas" launch vehicle.
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CHAPTER 2

TRANSMISSION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL INFORMATION FROM SPACECRAFT TO EARTH

One of the essential peculiarities of space physiology consists in the fact

that for collecting the necessary scientific information it is forced to use long-

distance methods of measurement. The new scientific field (biological telemetry)

that emerged in the last decade takes on even greater significance in astronautics

each year. In turn, astronautics to a considerable extent assists the great progress

beine made in the field of biotelemetry. In astronautics it became necessary for

the first time for physiologists to contend with the necessity of strict coordination

of the volume of transmitted information with the carrying capacity of the telemetering

links. This conditioned the application of "information theory" to the consideration

of signals of biological origin. Finally, the presence of the large number of

objects taking part in the measurement process (source of information, on-board

equipment, telemetric devices, physician - recipient of information, and others)

oonditioned the application of the concept of a 1'measurement and information system"

in space physiology [287]. The great value of this concept will be demonstrated

later. This chapter combines the problems of biotelemetry, information theory, and

measurement systems, which have a direct relation to questions of the transmission

of physiological information from a space craft to the ground.

Biotelemetry

Biological telemetry is the long-distance measurement of biological data. In a

broal sense, the sphere of biotelemetric measurements takes in the investigations of

various types of biological specimens an well as the recording of data on the

conditions to which these specimens are subjected.
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There wire telemetry and radiotelemetry, Hire telemetry began with Einthoven's

exparigaents. in 1906 on the tranm-misaion of an electroaardiogram from a clinic to a

laboratory to distances of up to 1.5 km [14i], and also with the telephonic

etethoscope designed by Brown in 1910, which provided for the transmission of pulse

s&inals to a distance of approximately 150 )a [360]. However, space physiology has

employed minly telemetering methods, i.e., methods based on the transmission of

physiological data by radio. In the following discussion we will consider namely

this method of biological telemetry. The transmission of physiological information

by radio was accomplished for the first time by Soviet researchers A. A. Yushchenko

and L. A. Chernavkin in 1932 (285]. They recorded signals from a contact transducer

which had been adapted to measure salivation through the fistula in a freely moving

dog. The same contact transducer was used by these authors for recording working

movements in studies on the psychophysiology of work [286]. In 1938 K. Zemlyakov,

D. Ivanov, and T. Fedorov transmitted heart tones through wires from a person

located in a pressure chamber, and made attempts to record phonocardiograms by radio

[119]. The use of radio electronics and, in particular, radiotelemetry in biology

obtained especially extensive propagation after World War II. Experiments on the

long-distance transmission of physiological data were renewed. In 1948, Fuller and

Gordon recorded the sphygomogram and respiration of a freely moving animal by radio

Lstances of up to 30 m [438, 446]. In 1947-1953, the solution of questions of

v-, radio transmission of biopotentials of the human heart and brain was studied by

Holter [446, 455, 529] and Parker [446, 351, 651].

In 1948, 0. J. Boxer and his colleagues created the first telemetering device

for long-distance investigation of the latent period of motor response under

conditions of wireless communications and a changing distance between the

experimenter and the subject of investigation [51].

In 1952 there began to appear publications about the application of biotelemetry

in aviation and space medicine. According to Smith [722], the first experiment with

the telemetric transmission of an electrocardiogram from an aircraft was carried out

in 1952 in Switzerland. In the United States, the first physiological recordings by

means of radio from an aircraft were made in 1953 under project "RAM". The

following parameters were transmitted to the ground; electrocardiogram, electro-

encephalogram, respiration, and body temperature [722]. Subsequently there were

special investigations devoted to biological measurements in an aircraft [227, 324,

45 41. Many of the publications pertain to the transmission of physiological data



from X-.5 aircraft (465, 687, 688].

In i.32 the works of Henry and his co-aurhors were published on telemetric

raccrding of physiological functions during .fligt•3 of V-2 and "Aerobee" missiles

LYIS5.. Howe%•r, the first radio transmission of data on bioluoical specimens from a

rocket was conducted in 1946 [500].

0 In the fcllowing years biological telemetry began to be applied in the most

diverse areas of biology and medicine (171, 194, 205]. Biotelemetric investigations

in athletic medicine and the physiology of work have been conducted since 1955 in

Sverdlovsk under the direction of V. V. Rozenblat (216]. Long-distance recording

of various data in the physiology of agricultural animals has been conducted since

1c, 6 by B. V. Panin [188]. In 1957 there appeared the first publications about the

aplication of telemetering methods for studying pressure, temperature, and acidity

in the stomach and intestines (425, 615), and material were also published in the

same year on the radio-recording of cellular potentials from the cortex of a non-

anesthetized saimal [463, 161]. 3 November 1957 should be noted as the birthday of

space biotelemetry, when the transmission of physiological and hygienic data from an

artificial earth satellite was performed for the first time.

In 1958, Webb and his co-workers recorded the electrocardiogram of a freely

moving animal for the first time [768]. This was followed by work on the use of

biotelemetric methods in a cardiological clinic [296], in pediatrics [279], in

hygienic investigations [97, 98, 386], and other areas (128).

The First Symposium on the Application of Biotelemetry in Medicine and

Physiology took place at Sverdlovsk in 1959 [215, 292]. In December 1963 the Second

Symposium on Biological Telemetry was also held there. The achievements of Soviet

science in the field of space biotelemetry were specially noted at that time [12,

192]. In 1963 the United States held a conference on questions of the application

of biotelemetry in animal physiology and ecological research [531, 543].

At the present it is possible to speak of biological telemetry as fully

• developed scientific discipline. In spite of its nominally great age, biotelemetry

can be rightfully called a new scientific field since only In the last 5-10 years,

in view of the rapid development of radio electronics, the appearance of semiconductor

devices, methods of microminiaturization of equipment, and new radiomaterials, did

the creation of various types of equipment for long-distance recording of biological

data become possible [101, 386, 242, 279, 325, 310, 323, 406, 446, 530, 549]. An

important role in the development and formation of biotelemetry was played by
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""ranuMt• clO. Ilotelointry Is gra4fally becoming an Important research method with

Ut,,ordinafrly broad prospects of aliMlcation In the molt diveree areas of medicine

end biology.

For remote mesuremnt of varriou indicators, a complex of facilities called a

blotelmietrw system to used. The general fuu of such a system can be represented

In the fo'm of a block diagam composed of the following elementes transducers and

amplifiers, coders (co€smtators and modulators),

shaping and ammory units, a transmitter, a

b receiver, decoders (converters, c utators), and

recorders 543, 74T4]. As compared to the devices

utililed for recording physiological functions

under laboratory conditions, the complexity of
blotoleirem~etr ytms I.s evident (Fig. 4I).

~The attempt to construct a scientific

clamssifcation of biological telemetry systems is

G poti contained i many works. Halter [51] propose to

Yig,. 4. Block diagram of a classify biotetlemtric systems by the principle of
Laborstorn• facility (a) and
tho t ,eoemetric system of recording time, activity of the subject under
a sprvs ,rilft, (b).
f) t+nmducers; Y) a lifiers; investiation, and the urgency of obtaining the

hY)recorders H ) commutators;
j ',4)elemetri.c signal shaping data.u ni't! 3Y) memory uniti HP..)

unit er; ) pmmorycuiter; He distinguishes the following characteristics

of biotelemetry systems:

i) converter, B-P) recorder
block. A1 - brief recordingi

I!• A2 - prolonged recording;

B B - recording conducted during active behavior of subject under investigation;

B 2 - recording conducted from a motionless subject;

( C1 - recording with rapid data analysis;

C2 - recording with data storage for subsequent analysis.

As a result of various combinations of the indicated criteria, eight variations

of blotelemetric systems can be obtained. For instance, system A2 B1 C1 provides

prolonged recording with rapid data analysis from a moving subject.

Johnston [ 5 48] proposes three types of biotelemetric systems: 1) for

investigations of pilots and astronauts, 2) for clinical Investigations, and 3) for

experiments with animals.
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One (if the r1most detailid wf t w•x proposed by V. V. Rozenblat (216].

He distinguishes five forms of biotelcrnetey: on-board, dynamic, relay, stationary,

and endoradiosonde methoda. This clasbiI'fcatlon is based primarily on the

consilderation of only the biotelemetry rnith•ds which have practically obtained

application. An on-board system is a biotelemetric system which is characterized

by the fact that the investigated subject and the transmitter are both on board a

specific object (aircraft, spaceship, and also a motor vehicle or boat) which is

traveling with respect to the researcher and the receiver. Dynamic biotelemetry is

rharacterized by the investigation of a freely moving subject, such as an athletes

who carries a transmitter and goes about his usual activity. The combination of

omiboard and dynamic biotelemetric systems, one of the variations of which may bej .isidered to be intracabin telemetry on a spaceship (for details, see Chapter 4),

was called relay telemetry by V. V. Rozentlat. The endoradiosonde method is

characterized by the introduction of miniature radio transmitters into body cavities.

Stationary biotelemetry, according to V. V. Rozenblat, is the radio transmission of

physiological data from one ground point tc. another with the transmitter and

receiver motionless relative to one other.

In 1963, V. V. Parin and R. M. Bayevskiy [198] proposed a classification of

biotelemetric systems founded on the consideration of the following characteristic$:

location of elements of the biotelemetric system with respect to the subject under

investigation; circuits and design features; purposes and areas of application of

the biotelernetric system.

This classification was substantiated in detail in a special work in 1964 [192],

and then composed the foundation of the official classification that was worked out

by the commission of the Second All-Union Symposium on the Application of

Radiotelemetry in Medicine and Physiology (V. V. Rozenblat took part in this work),

which will be mentioned later.

Classification of Biotelemetric L3stems

I. Accordingto the Interrelation of the subject under investigation, the

transmitter, and the receiver:

1) the relative position of the subject under Investigation and the transmitter:

a) transmitter located a short distance from the subject;

b) transmitter directly on subject;

c) transmitter inside subject;
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2) internlatin of transmitter and reaelvers 0 - transmitter and receiver

tual1ly setaticrary 1 - tranmitter or reciver mowvng.

&Uo~g Temporary dsolqations of acme of the most wi•de-spread systems at the
present time itat.ioarr"- A0." of" o (portable) -ABl "relay"- 30 or VOj "dynudc" - BJ (W)! I mdoradlosandes" - BI (Bl) (capsules
and pills).

U., A eoo r"il, to • area ,ot aaZD lioatian.

The Investilated systems of the orlanim (radLopualse background, radio-

ene•lphalamph) the branch of biology and medicine (sports blotelemetry, space

biotelmsitry).

III. Acoordiri to technical criteria.

Method of information transmission (radio, wire comunications, light)j method

of supplying power to transmitter (self-contained, inductive); method of transmitter

control (manual autistic); modulation method; nuber of channels, and so forth.

Space bioteleletry is presently based mainly on the use of systems of type Al;

however, in future it will also employ other types of systems (see below). The

characteristic features of space blotelemetrys

transmission of information over very long distances; discrete nature of

transmission, which depends on the orbital parameters and geographic location of

the receiving stations; limitation of carrying capacity of channels; use of on-board

memory units for information storage; simultaneous transmission of a large number of

measured paremeteras one necessity of collecting information under conditions of

iormal activity of astronaut; the necessity of operational analysis or part of the

transmitted information for purposes of medical monitoring of astronaut.

The features of biotelemetric systems in astronautics conditioned the

appearance of a considerable number of special investigations [12, 27, 32, 192, 433,

533, 553]. The serious value of biotelemetry in space physiology is noted in a

number of special survey works and monographs [78, 7T1, 788). The value of telemetry

in astronautics is indicated by the publication of a special handbook on space

telemetry by the U. S. in 1963 [8041].

In a report devoted to the first manned space flight, Academician A. A.

Blagonravov (19] pointed out that space bioteliwtry played an extremely important

role in providing for medical monitoring of the astronaut's condition, and noted

the importance of the further development of work in this field.
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Tranmltislon of Phlysioloical Dat% from the Standpoint
. .of Inomat ionT heor_

Inasmuch as weight and power contunpt.ion of telemetering equipment on board a

spaceship are severely limited, Lhe tran&uiittar power and frequency band, and

consequently, the amount of information transmitted to the ground, must be

coordinated with duration and range of flight. Astronautics is probably the first

field in physiologists had to contend with the necessity of such a rigid limit with

respect to the characteristics of information, and this in turn demanded the

performance of special calculations and Investigations.

Fig. 5. C. Shannon's communication channel (1948).

[1 = channel].

First of all we shall consider some general concepts concerning comunication

channels [52, 710] which make up the basis of" telemetering systems. Figure 5 shows
a block diagram of a generalized communication channel designed by C. Shannon. The

oommunication channel can be represented in the form of five elements.

1. The information source. In space biotelemetry this is the subject of

measurement: human, animal, or controlled medium.

2. Transmitter. This element should be considered as the total of all on-

board facilities, including the information collection system, the amplifying

equipment, and the telemetering system, which provides for the creation of a signal

that can be transmitted through the communication channel.

3. The channel is the medium which Is utilized for transmitting a signal from

the transmitter to the receiver. The channel is usually characterized by the power,

frequency band, and amount of noisej therefore, the noise source is considered

together with the channel.

4. Receiver. This unit takes in the entire complex of facilities for

reception, amplification, and conversion of signals into a form that is suitable

for interpretation by medical personnel.
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5. The information recipient, i.e.. the ground medical staff.

ftete oowlotonahn.ji a&.. par of the 'ca.nia~tions Pvutem.- serves

tor the transaission of messages from the ldormation source to the recipient. In

soace biotelsmstry the messages are basically considered to be physiological

Stafozution. Any mesmOs Is a complete gro•p of signals which characterize the

vrious poeeible states of the information source. Here we come into contact with

the diffirnalt problem of interpretation in toes of the general omunication

theory of physiologic Information, I.e., the parameters, indicator6s and curves

which we repeated)ly record in laboratories.

The concept of information in physiology bears a clearly expressed semantic

character. The physiologist and clinical physician are first of all Interested in

the content of the report they have obtained, regardless of the method of its

expression. For Instance, information oan the presepeo of tachyeardia in a patient

can be obtained by counting the number of hoaft contractions when taking his pulse,

by auscultation, by an electrocardiogram, and by a phonocardiogram. The value of

the information depends on the previous amount of knowledge about the information

source. Thus, the manifestation of tachycardia in a patient with decompensated

heart failure will not be unexpected by the physician. Conversely, tachycardia

in a healthy person will force the physician to be on the alert and make additional

investigations. This means that in the second case the information was more

valuable to the physician, or, as it is usually expressed, he obtained more

information. Questions of the study of the content or value of information make up

a special division of information theory. In the investigation of problems of data

transmission# the main objective is not the content of the message, but the number

and character of the signals which must be transmitted, and the duration of the

tranuasm18on. Each mesesae in considered as one of the possible ones which

generally can originate from the given source of information. For a quantitattive

appraisal of information, it is necessary to know the total number of possible
signals at the channel input and the probability of appearance of each of them. The
concept of amount of information Is the corner stone of the information theory. The

* analysis of information concepts Is a complicated philosophical problem. Information

is essentially one of the properties of matter. Information theory is concerned

with the quantitative description of this property of matter (2)45).

The first person to point out the possibility of quantitative analysis of

Information was R. Hartley (5063. The emergence of information theory as a science
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is credited to the American mathematiclJa Claude 3hannon [710], who in 1940 published

his work "The Mathematical Theory of Commaiication", which today still remains a

classic work on information theory.

One of the central positionsh Ju thid Iziforrntion theory Is occupied by Shannonfs

formula for determining the amount of information (H)t

A

This formula Indicates that the amount of information Is equal to the product

uf the number of signals n times the sum of the products uf the probability of each

of them multiplied by the probability logarithm. The minus sign to specified by the

rela&tionship of the concepts of information and entropy. As it is known, entropy -

~I oil, of the concepts of statistical mechanics - is a measuare of the disorder of a

system, a measure of chaos.

The concept of Information is the reverse of the concept of entropy since it

hignifies a measure of organization, of order. Shannon's formula emphasizes the

probability character of information. Indeed, in the process of obtaining

information, the observer (researcher) in the beginning does not know the state of

the object under observation, and then, by observing the obtained signals, receives

an answer to the question of the state of the object. Thus, physicians at a

telemetry receiving point have a feeling of uncertainty in their knowledge about

the state of an astronaut in flight until they obtain the first messages from the

spacecraft which is flying in the tone ne coverage nf the receiving system.

Consequently, the obtainment of information may be Identified with the elimination

of uncertainty. Thus, the presence of the minus sign in Shannon's formula becomes

* intelligible.

One of the definitions of the amount of Information states: the amount of

information is a measure of the uncertainty which is eliminated [245]. Prior to

obtaining a message, a physician on the ground can aasume, with different degrees of

probability, the presence of various states of an aatronaut. If it Is known that

during the preceding comiunication the state of the astronaut was good and no shifts

were observed in the other indicators, it is most probable that his state also will

be good in the forthcoming ccimmunication. The probability of the appearance of

syncopal states in this case is extremely small. The probability of the

manifestation of symptoms of veetibular stimulation is more significant. It is

clear that the probability approach to information is completed grounded and realistic.I•7



Alovevero concerning the quL*ptiofl of the transmission of physiological parameters

(reeorai~zas of physiological functions), it is necessary to temporarily reject the

probobility approach 31nice we cannot determine the probability of individual signals

with suff icteint accuracy, the totality of which makes up a message on a physiolugigal

parainter. In other worcfs, we still do not know the probability characteristics of

the signals sicith mske up the electrocardiograms, sphygnograms, pneumogram., or

other pihysiological aessages. Only therefore are we forced to consider all the

transmi.tted signals to be equiprobable and to use Hartley's formula to calculate

the &mount of Information in physiological parameters Instead of Shannon'sa formula,

*which in a particular case of Shannon's formula in the aevent of equiprobable signals.

where Hi Is the &mount of intormatim, n is the number of signals in a unit of time,

and m is the nu;2ber of possible signals.

Akctually, If pi - i/1a, i I.if the signals are equiprobiable,

thanmi 16P~pi = a-Pjk-Llog, --Lok' I ma -nlogrnt.

The unit of the am~oun~t of tnformation Is the b~t (from the English words

"binary digit"). One bit is thi, information obtained in a single selection from

two equjiprobable signa],. Correspondingly, a single selection from four equiprobeble

signals givis two bits of information, and selection from 32 signals gives five

Ibits. In other words, the numter 2 iz employed as the logarithm base when using
*the forzu:La for computing the amc~unt of informrtiuri.

`Vo investigate the possibility of transmitting physiological information

through telemetering channels it Is first Of All nOeesary to determine the amount

I I Actually~, it is a question of the so-called capacity of the information

soure, ie.,the amount of Informati~on which is created by the source of Information

per xmnit time. We are solving a similar problem for the first time in reference to

physiology, mid therefore we shall subsequently devote prime attention to the

fundamental. approach to the calculation, and not to' the achievement of Its n'aximum

accuracy. This is also connected with the fact that as we study the probahility

structure of physiologica. signals tho final computed values will change.

The first attempts to determine the amount of inx'ormetion In physiological

pareraetere were published by the USSR In 1961-1962 in cooperation with V. V. Parin
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and 0. 0. Gazenko [32, 81, 191, 196]. F. I. Bushmin published a worý- in 1963 [57]

in which he considers the reliability of information which Is recorded by

contemporary electrocardiographs, and usev the concepts of information theory to do

this. To explain the speed of creation of' information it is necessary to know at

least two quantities: the number of possible signals and the minimum necessary

number of signals per second. Although physiological parameters are practically

continuous functions, they can be completely determined by a sequence of discrete

signals inasmuch as the quantization errors can be reduced to a minimum by the

appropriate selection of the frequency of readings (710, 759]. Thus, the

calculation of the capacity of a physiological source of information amounts to tb

ae'ermination of the number of discrete values for each parameter per Mit time

('•,cond) which are necessary for a sufficiently complete (in reference to 'cncrete

problems) description of a continuous quantity by a series of discrete quantities.

It is necessary to determine the quantization rate with respect to two Indicatora.

i.e., time and amplitude. Figure 6 illustrates the quantization alterntives of ars

electroencephalogram, pneumogram, and electrocardiogram at various frequencaes with

respect to these two indicators. It is evident from the figure that In tine

quantization with a frequency of 100 per second all three par••eter are well

defined by their discrete values. At a quantization frequency of 10 per weccd,

only the pneumogram can be physiologically evaluated, and only delta-mves can be

determined in the electroencephalogram. Analogous relationships also occur at

different frequencies of amplitude quantization. In determining the quantization

frequency, the maximum amplitude of the curve is assumed to be 100% and then

quantized with an-accuracy of 5 and 20%, i.e., 20 and 5 amplitude readings.

It is not difficult to see that the number of time readings is no other than

the quantity n in the Hartley formula, and the number of amplitude readings is the

quantity m. Conbequently, after determining these values for each physiological

parameter subject to transmission by telemetry, we will find a very important

characteristic of the communication channel, i.e., the capacity of the source of

information. However, this task not as simple as it seems at first glance. The

fact is that the selection of quantities m and n depends on the point of view of

the physician and the physiologist on the obtained message. If, for instance, a

physician is interested in an electroencephalogram only for the presence or absence

of delta-rhythms. (for the purpose of monitoring sleep and waking cycles), the

selection of values of m and n within the limits of 10 and 10, respectively, is
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ufPMCIOent, i..C, the time qAntisIAtoIn Interval Can mount to 0.1 sece which is

autttient for mnifesting oscillations with a frequency of 2-4 cps, and the accuracy
of anplitude quantization can mount to io%, since it is well known that slow

delts-oscillations usually have amplitudes of the order of 20-30 microvolts [114],

and ther•O eow at a max1iin amplitude of 100 microvolts they can be easily determined.

4 B ;D

o ,.o

2*.. . .

•. : ':.'.

4 S

_. elle of quantization of an electrocardiograman electwoencephaloraim (331., and pneumogram ()
lith respect to amplitude and ") and tome (C and D).

%am accuracy of amplitude quantizetion is 5%(C) and 20%
(D)l the frequency of tin. quantization is 100 and 10 per
se w (A, 3).

S'I In general, the selection of the frequencies of time quantization for

physiological paramoters can be based on the Kotel'nikov t'eorem, according to which

the quantization frequency should be twice as much as the maximum signal frequency.

Thus, by knowing the spectrum of the frequencies to be transmitted through a

radio channel, It Is Lasy to determine the necessary quantization frequency. It

has already been said that the selection of quantization frequencies depends on

what we expect to obtain from the recorded physiological parameter.

Below, as examples which illustrate the method of calculating the capacity of

an information source, we will consider the transmission of oscillograms with

electrocardiogram, electroencephalogram, electromyogram, pneumogram, and thermogram

characteristics through a radio channel. These parameters were selected out of

didactic considerations in view of the distinction in frequencies of amplitude and

time quantization. We shall consider the transmission of these parameters in the

form in which they are recorded by means of contemporary electrographic devices and

under the condition of preserving those of their details which are necessary for a
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pratlcal evaluation by methods that lhave obtained suffilciently extensive

utilization.

For practical purposes, the spectrum of an EKG recording can be limited to
54U-50 cps, which gives a value of n equal to 100. The same number can be obtained

by originating from the minimum duration of the QRS complex, i.e., 0.05-0.06 see,

what gives a quantization Interval of no more than 0.01 sec. It is more complicated

to determine the accuracy of amplitude quantization. It is known that the normal

re! -ionship between a maximum R-wave and a minimum P-wave can attain 10:1. This

makes it necessary to select at least 20 quantized levels (i.e., an accuracy of 5%).

However, when it is necessary to determine the shift of the ST interval by 0.1-0.2

milivolt at an R-wave amplitude (in chest leads) of up to 2.0 millivolts, the

nmraber of readings should be increased. For convenience of calculations, we will

assume that number m is equal to 16 or 32. This signifies that at any moment of

time at the input to the velemetering channel there can appear with equal

probability any of the 16 or 32 signals with a fixed amplitude. Thus, by using the

Hartley formula we obtain

&-wn. • logm iO1 og,32 == O1 5 ,500 (When m = 16. n 400).

Consequently, the capacity of the information source in the electrocardiogram

transmission system is equal to 400-500 bitu per second.

For analogous calculations in reference to an electroencephalogram, one should

consider that a frequency spectrum of up to 100 cp;i ii necessary in clinical

practice for manifesting epileptoid spikes. If, however, we base our calculations

on the usual methods of visual frequency analysis, a spectrum of up to 40-50 cpa

will be sufficient. Thus, two values of number n can be obtained - 100 and 200.

The accuracy of amplitude quantization, taking Into account the amplitude difference

of the exalted alpha-rhythm and the low-voltage beta-oscillations, should be no

lower than 5% (for convenience, we will assume that n - 16). By the Hartley

r formula, we obtain:

- -. 20 0 . Ing in = 00 . 4 "=M 8 bits/sec.

The basic indicators in an electromyogram also are frequency and amplitude.

The electromyogram, which represents a curve of non-sinusoidal oscillations, has a

frequency spectrum of up to -1 cps. This signifies that n should be equal to 1000.

With respect to the amplitude characteristics of muscular biopotentials, one should
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consider that a diagnostic value is given usually to changes of the order of

*10-20%. Consequently, the capacity of tite Information source for an electromyo-

graphic channel is expressed by a very large numbers H - 'O0.lo 2 8 - 3000 bits/sec.

The pneumogrea Is a relatively slow parameter. The respiratory rate in a

hvmmn, as it Is known, attains 50-60 per minute, i.e., does not exceed I cps. When

recording a pne ogram, the researcher usually Is not Interested the fine details

of the curve. Therefore, the tccuacy of amplitude quintization can be selected as

20-25%. Computation by the formula Lives a quantity of order of 4 bits/see. For a

pneumographic channel that is intended for Inveetigating animals, in view of the

fact that their respiratory rates can attain 200 and more per minute, the amount of

information is equal to 16 bits/sec.
(If-.S.I s4ma..s-2us)

Finally, ?or transmitting data on body temperature, the telemetering channel

should be designed to trnsamit only about 0.1 bite/see. Indeed, if we assume a

0.10 C accuracy of temperature measurement on a 200 scale, the number m is equal to

200 (-256). The discrete nature of the temperature readings cannot be greater than

one measurement every few minutes (for instance, 2-3 minutes), i.e.,

Of (H 0,01. I", 2M 0o01.. -oa. 0. . oj).

Figure 7 represents diagrams of amplitude-time quantization of the indicated

"jhysiological parameters which illustrate the discussed calculations.

Total volume of a message (V) to be transmitted through a telemetering channel

is determined on the basis of the frequency band (F), the mean signal power (P),

and the transmission time (T):

T =- FTP.

The quantity 2F is selected in accordance with the Kotel'nikov theorem on the

discrete presentation of a signal with a limited spectrum. The quantity P can be

defined as log2 m under the condition of the absence of noise. T is the time in

seconds. Thus, it is possible to calculate the volume of a message which contains

the recording of any physiological parameter during a specified time interval. For

instance, the volume of a message that contains a 30-second electrocardiogram

recording is equal to 15,000 bits.

We have considered the question of what amount of information should be

transmitted from the information source to the recipient by means of telemetering

system, and how much information can proceed to the input of a radio channel per
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unit time. However, each channel I. dusilgiged to transmit a fully specified volume

of information. A channel is characterJ.:ud by its rate of information tranrsmisuion,

its carrying ability, or capacity.
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The apaity of a chatrnel (C) in bits/see Is equal to the amount of Informa',Ion

S!Iblah It can• transmit in I see. For an actual channel with noise, there exists the

where p. and Pn are the signal power and the noise power, respectively. For

undistorted transmission of a message, it Is necessary that the capacity be a little

greater than the rate of information creation by the information source (C % H).

This circumstance musat be borne in mind when calculatin the capacity or telemetering

channels for the transmission of phystolc Acal information (Table 3).

Table 3. Tentative Calculations of the Capacity of Sources of Physiological
Information and t.e C&Dac:Lty of the Teleweterina Channels ror its Transmission

Phsiological Upper Accuracy of Nwaber of Amount of Capacity,
parameter limit level G•o• necessary, informations bits/sec

of fro- tization, • icee bite/sec
quency _r•d~
spectrum, time ampli-
cps rude

Electrocardiogram. 50 5 100 16 W00 500 to 600

Electroencephalo-
gram ............. 100 5 200 16 Boo 900 to 1000

lectromyogram .... ;500 20 1000 8 3000 3500 to 4000

S•mga .... 4 25 8 4 16 20 to 25

Thermogram ........ 10.005 0.5 0.01 256 0.1 0.i to 0,2

! iAs can be seen from the table, the transmission of" physiological inform tion

S requires channels with various capacities from 4000 to 0.1 bits/see. This means

S that it is either necessary to create special telemetric systems that have channels

with different capacities, or, when using standard telemetric systems, to use

i methods of information storage In the channels. If the volume of a signal exceeds

!! the capacity of the channel, several channels are connented together to transmit

S one parameter, or the information Is converted into a form that is suitable for

S transmission through a giveiL channel (encoding). All of these methods are known in

', space btotelemetry.

! The telemetric facility used by the American researchers for transmitting
S biological information from the nose cone of the ballistic rocket "Jupiter" for the

S monkey launchings in 1958-i959 [481] had channels with different carrying capacities
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for transmitting different parameters. The sybtem was based on a combination of the

methoda of frequency and time multipleyin•.. Table 4 presents the basic character-

istics of this biotelemetric syztem.

Table 4. Characteristics of the "Jupiter" Biotelemetric ystem. ........

Parameter Frequen- Subcarrier Number Parameter Frequen- Subcarrier Number
ýy band, frequency, of in- cy band, frequency, of In-

•p k terro- cps kc terro-
gations gations
per see per see

Electro- Rate of
cardiogram... 330 22 pulse wave. 25 1.7

1neumogram.... - 30 10 CO2 content

in air .....

3oBdd Temper-
athre ........ 30 10 30 10

Temperature Motor
of medium.... 30 10 responses.. 30 10

Cabin pressure 30 10 Stimulant 30 10
Electro-
myogram 790 52.5

Cabin humidity 30 10 Heart tones. i050 70

During the flight experiments on the oecond and third Soviet satellite ships,

the method of commutation of 20 slowly varying biological parameters in one standard

telemetering channel was used. To do this, the on-board medical equipment included

a special mechanical commutator which consecutively connected the information source

to the radio channel once every second. The commutated parameters included: body

temperature of animals, air temperature and humidity, cabin pressure, and others.

In these flight experiments, the volume of signals proceeding through the electro-

myogram and phonocardiogram recording channels was decrease with the aid of filters

in the form of a detector and an integrator with recording of the signal envelope

instead of its complete spectrum [11, 29].

In the flight of the "Vostok-5" and the "Vostok-6" the telemetering channel

was loaded more fully by the simultaneous transmission of two physiological

parameters with different frequency spectra (seismocardiogram and electrooculogram)

through one channel.

The problem of optimum loading of telemetering channels takes on an especially

urgent value in connection with increasing the duration and range of space flights.

The basic task consists of transmitting a maximum amount of physiological information
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S&~~) using statistical constraints in the emessagmie, e.g.* optimum encodingmeth~ ; b) Is easi the sigcal-no-nolse ai tly. c) using n he-information rocipientws

these directions of research have already been realized to smme extent in

the feld of space biotelestry. Questions of information encoding will be considered

in detail In Chapter 5. In particular, one of the simplest signals, i.e., codes,

was transmitted through a "Signal", transmitter during the "Vostok" flights in the

form of a sequence of impuoses which corresponded to the rhythm of heart contractions.

Questions of increasing the signal-to-noise ratio are being solved by the joint

efforts of physiologists and medical-equipment designers. The most interestingly

trend Is the use of the information recipient's characteristics. To illustrate

this trend C. Shannon cites an exampLe from the area of verbal communication. He

points out that the frequency band for the transmission of speech can be many times

narrower as compared to the band necessary for transmitting music in the recipient

is interested only in evaluating the semantic value of the messages and is not

interested in voice timbre and intonation. This means that the selection of

--dicators which are of most importance to the recipient, and the sifting out

.verything which is not essential (for the given concrete ct.se) can serve as an

important factor in the creation of narrow-band biotelemetry systems. Investigations

in the field of automatic processing of medical information (see Chapter 5) are

based precisely on the use of the characteristics of the information recipient, i.e.,

the physician, who is interested in the fastest obtainment of the results of an

Investigation without the tedious analysis of initial and intermediate data. The

use of a "diagnostic machine" as the information source on board a spaceship, which

transmits messages in a code that is optimn=\ for the channel and the recipient, is

essentially considered here.

Physiological Measurement and Information Systems in Astronautics

A blotelemetric system which interacts with the subject under investigation,

ii a spaceship, and a ground medical staff is an example of a large ,laas of systems

known as information systems [129, 245, 710]. One of the important properties of

ii the objects that make up an information system is their property of containing
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information un one another. At the desire o"' tht observer (researcher), from the

great number of conneC+ions of a spec•1it Jject with the others, it Is possible to

isolate only those which are of interesT. in thia cabs, disregarding the rest. Since

wo are interested in physiological informalion, we can conaider the system as a

physiological one, i.e., having the main purpose of transmitting message* on the

physiological state of a living subject. However, this system can differ

qualitatively for another observer, such as an engineer. An amplifier design

engineer can investigate the noise resistance and noise characteristias of amplifier

by using the same information system. The living subject to him in this case will

not be the information source, but a generator of test-signals and noises. It is

po• ible to demonstrate that this system can aid in the tasks of studying the

p",-ation of telemetering devices, conditions of radio-wave propagation, character-

istics of directional reception, and so forth. Moreover, thi system can be used for

a large number of special measurements which concentrate on the behavior of a

living subject; for instance, the operation of a heat-control system may be

investigated by means of analyzing the dynamics of physiologica. functions.

The term "physiological measurement and information system" which we have

introduced is intended to reflect the specific nature or the considered system of

objects, into which there enters the information source (human or animal);

transducers and electrodes; on-board amplifying equipment; telemetering, transmitting,

and receiving devicesj devices for recording and presenting data on the ground; the

observer (researcher), i.e., the recipient of the informationj the spacecraft

communications system; the spacecraft television system.

This composition of the information system should also be augmented by all

other objects which can change Its state by influencing the Information source.

;u:ýh a broad definition of the ccomposition of a physiological measurement and

iformation system makes it possible to consider man in space flight from the point

of view of his dialectic unity with his surroundings, i.e., objects, and to consider

these objects, in turn, as directly intended for providing the most optimum

conditions for the existence of man In space flight. The principle of the system

in combination with one clear meaning of its main purpose - to obtain physiological

Information - makes it possible to purposefully study and plan flight experiments

entirely with the use of the large volume of data obtained as a result of each

space flight.
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nt•itlon as me of the properties of matter Is a concept which is related

Uo the concept of reflection which to c1onsdred by dialectic materialism [T2453.

VA Proif at reflection consists in the fact that between states ol Interacting

objects there exists a definite antormityj ome of them reflect the state of the

OM•wo Snt•4Im %beW studlies the qtiafttative side of the states of matter

which reflect its various properties. The quantititive approach to physiological

Information does not simply ohareaoteise the state of an object, even in rather

clear clinialem-physioogloal term, but smues this state and expresses it in

digital fom. The feaibility of quantitative analsis In space biology and medicine

can scarcely be exaggerated. This science can be constructed only on the basis of

quantitative criteria. In the famous words at D. I. NuM4leyev - "Setence begins

where measurements begin.' It is possible to Sive many more siatlar expressions,

.but, apparently, It is q4ite clear' t the ta N'ssm UiNg" system was not selected

at random, but has a profound and important wna".

Thus, a physiological masurnment and intformtion system is a ecoplete set of

facilities which make it possible to perform a quantitative appraisal of physio-

logical Information. In reference to astronautics, this is the complete set of

facilities which provides for obtaining a maximum volume of data about the physio-

logical state of an astronaut.

: 'I The physiological measurement and information system of a spaceship is an

example of a very complicated (cybernetic) system. This system, in turn, consists

of a number of simpler systems and Is characterised on the whole by the presence

of feedbacks which perform the task of internal control and stabilization. Before

we consider the entire system on the whole, let us mention some brief characteristics

of its separate elements.

The Information source (man or animal) Is the basic object of the information

system. As we know, the number of various signals which are produced by a living

orgmnia is extraordinarily great. According to F. P. Tarasov's classification

[245], all signals can be divided into three large groups: 1) communications

Ssignals (telephone, telegraph, writing, and so forth); 2) natural signals which

characterize the state of an object and, as a rule, are produced by the object

Itself) 3) measurement signals, where there are two signals - the standard and the

one compared with It. In the process of physiological measurements it is necessary

to operate with all the indicated types of signals. Communications signals can

characterise the activity of an astronaut very well and, when analyzing radio



barriers, his physiological state, emotional strese, tind psyche.

Natural signals are all forms of physiolooical Information which are recorded

with the aid of various electrodes and sensuors. Fin.•Ily, measurement signals are

all stimulus signals, the response to which is a specific reaction that is known

beforehand. Here the standard signal is stored in the memory of the information

system (for instance, in the memory of the physician who is analyzing the

information, or in a table of the results of the preceding experiments). The

response of the teat subject is the signal which is compared. It is important that

neither the standard nor the compared signals themselves carry useful information

and that only the total set of these signals gives the measurement information.

It is clear that the number of signals produced by an information source,

cially under the complicated and dynamic conditionb, of space flight, is

extraordinarily great. The first and foremost task consiats in selecting the

necessary signals. Since each already selected signal carries considerably more

information than the recipient desires or more than can be transmitted to the

ground, the second task consists in removing the surplus of information in the

signal in such a conversipn of it which makes It possible to transmit the necessary

information through channels with the specified carrying capacity (33). We shall

further discuss the concept of surplus later. Here it is important to note that a

certain surplus of information during transmission is necessary for purposes of

counteracting noise and distortions. The simplest example of the creation of

surplus is the repetition of a signal.

Signals which are converted and ready for transmission can be either immediately

introduced into the communication channel or stored in a memory unit for subsequent

transmission, or used for the solution of other problems (signaling, control).

From the above-stated, we can underetand the role of the remaining elementL

of the measurement and information ayatem. The sensors and electrodes select

specific information from the huge amount of signels produced by a living organism.

The on-board amplifying equipment converts the signal into a form that is suitable

for transmission or storage. The telemetering devices (on-board aiid ground)

directly transmit and receive information. The role of the information recipient -

the ground medical staff - consists in interpreting the information and processing

it into concrete solutions. The realization of these solutions is carried out by

the Flight Control Center through command radio lines and radio communications

ý:ystems. Fi,;ure 8 represents a simplified b'ck diogram of a phyrinlogical
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measurement and information system In reference to the "Vostok" fligot".

II

rig. 8. Block diagram of physiological
measurement and information system in reference
to the "Vostok" flights.

i - man in space flight; ORC - physe.ological
! measurement system of spaceship; TVLS - on

!I i board television oyatem; A.06 -- on-boa.rd
Scommunications equipment; PTC6 - on-board

telemetering Bystems; 1P1 - on-board

command radio line; AOeHJ; HP31; PTCH -

corresponding ground systems; P - recorders;
I - physician; U - flight control center.

This diagram shows four types of comunication between objects of the

information system. There are two forms of direct communication, in which natural* I
*-. aand communications signals proceed from the information source to the recipient,

-nd two forms of feedback, in which control signals proceed from the recipient to

the information source and to the objects of the spaceship. The time of circulation

of information in the described system, which used for solving problems of

operational medical monitoring in the course of a space flightr is characterized

by a specific quantity, i.e., the control signals lag somewhat with respect to the

information signals. Thus, one or the indicators of a phyjiological measurement

and information system is the time of circulation of information or the time

necessary for processing physiological information into control commands.

Questions of optimizing the circulation of information, and decreasing the

lag time of the control signals are considered later and are related to the solution

of the problem of automating physiological measurements on a spaceship.

Let us now consider certain practically important parameters of a physlologiual

measurement and information system. The most important requirements of anyc

information system are noise Immunity, reliability, and effectiveness (245]. The

noise im•unity of a system is its ability to transmit information in the presence
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of interferences. Measurement of nolme Immunity can be based on a comparison of the

sent and received sipgals. The greater their difference, the lower the noise

immunity. It is necesmary to consider Lhat rotjL eauh system there cxlt specific

;Accuraciea of reproduction. Thus, when transmitting an electrocardiogram, one of

ihe requirements with reiArd to accuracy consists in generating a P wave which
ii• •onotitutes O.1 of the amplitude of the R wave. Distortions of physilogoical

zinformation during its trantsmiasion to Earth can be caused by different elements I
of the system. Distortions can be related to incorrect installation of sensors and

tlectrodes. To do this, special research is conducted on the distribution ofI

-ectrodes and sensors on the human body and animals and on the creation of fixation

Sy_!-rnms. Distortionfa can be caused by incorrect selection of the characteristics i

SeL i e amplifying equkipment or by the presence of set noise in the amplifiers. A

large class of distortions is related to the transmission and reception of

information and to the radio channel; finally, distortions can appear in the process

of recording the information. The increase of noise immunity of a system is

sAimultaneously'both an engineering and a medleal problem. The correct formulationn

of the requirements for the accuracy of information reproduction, taking into

account the carrying capacity of the communication channel, should be based on |

criteria of radio-electronics technology and information theory to the same extent

as on criteria of physiology and medicine. I
The reliability of a system is its ability to perform specific functions

without failure under certain conditions of operation and time (66, 245, 710].

Reliabilit." refers to probability criteria since it is deoMeaed iAn the form of

fthe probability of failure, which iE calculated in reference to a specific period

of operation. Since the reliability of a system on the whole depends on the

reliability of its separate elements, the reliability of systems decreases a. they

become more complex. An increase of the reliability of complicated radio-electronic

systems pertain to a sphere of two scientific disciplines: radio electronics and

information theory. The first is concerned with the problem of increasing the

reliability of separate units of the system, i.e., radioelectronic devices,

components, and elements. The second investigates the problem of creating

sufficiently reliable systems from unreliable elements. There has recently

appeared a special discipline, the theory of reliability. The least reliable

elements of a physiological measurement and information system are the sensors and

electrodes [287). To obtain high-quality and reliable information, it Is necessary
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to observe seateasi eandrlUltio with reopeet to their dlmeionm a design, andi AI'Wearw egoueot. Of Importance Is the proper selection of the physiological parmeters

for recording under sperifted conditions. Thus, at present it to practically

i omposible to oreate a system which provides for the reliable record"n of a hiwman

eloetroenaep•a•odrom uder cmlGtlos of motor ativity. Therefore, with regard to

the degree of reliability, we can disting&s4h universal systems, whlch function

reliably under any conditions, e.g., rest, activity, the action of various extreme

factors, and speel&UL!ed systems, which funeti¢n reliably only under specific given

conditions, e.g.# under eonmitiona of rest. The reliability of a system should be

givan in the technical spsc!'Ications, just an the other parameters.

! IThe reliability requiwemento are part of the other special requirements forIi
the elements of the system. Thus. when setting up the requirements for an

Celectrocardiogrea-reoor"ig system. along with the form and dimensions of the

electrodes# the method of their fixation, and the quality of the contact paste, the

limits of changes of the contact resistance during a specified time also must be

given. For Instance, a system which varies Interelectrode resistance from 5 to 00

kohm in 12 hours cannot be considered to be reliable for a multi-day soiacr flight;

however, It Is fully reliable for purposes of preflight inspection or for brief

laboratory tests.

The concept of the effectiveness of a physiological measurement and information
,•"' system has two aspects; technical and diagnostic. Technical effectiveness ino i

I related to the rate of transmission of the information. Of two systems with

Identical carrying capadity, the more effective is the one which transmits the

specified amount of information in the shortest Interval of time ([45). it is clear

"that an increase of effectiveness is related to a decrease in the surplus of

information; i.e., to its optimum encoding [468, 647, 710, 759]. This question is

considered in detail later. Here we will mention onw of the indicators of technical

effectiveness, the information transmission factor, which is defined as the ratio

of the ratio of transmission of information through a channel to the rate of

creation of Information by the source. We already saw that In a number of cases

the telemetering channel operates with underloading, .ie., the amount of information

transmitted through the channhel is considerably below its c~pabilities. This ledI

to the development of various methods of channel multiplexingi commutation of a

large znumber of slow parameters to one chanmel and simultaneous tranumission of
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two parameters through one rhar.mel. Thi oemplete realization of the capabilities of

4 he telemetering channel is one of the Imptrtant problems or space physilol4y.

W'a havc propossed a-n W•.nPtAgl inde.x uo the quality of it physiological measurement

and informational system. It is called diagnostic! effectivenesms, inasmuch as

diagnostics is essentially the processing of biological Information into diagnoses,

daand then into active measures directed towards the object of meas&urement (patient).
The diagnostic effectiveness of a system can be defined as the ability to solve a

specific rane of problems with a given volume of transmitted information under

given operating conditions. Diagnostic effectiveness in the first plac- depends on

the selection of the parateters subject to registration and on the algorithm for

pro esasing the obtained Information. Regardless of whether the information to

rpro(essad by on-board automatic devices or on Earth, or whether medical personnel

do it, other things being equal, diagnostic effectiveness to a considerable extent
depends on the general level of physiological and medical knowledge and, in

particular, on the training of the physiologists and physicians that select the

phyriological parameters, formulate the renuirements for the medical equipment, and

develop diagnostic algorithms. It should be noted that with high quality of the

electronic equipment and sufficient capacity of the telemetering channels the

diagnostic effectiveness can be very low in view of the improper selection of I
parameters and algorithms for processing the inero tion. Conversely, the well-
founded selection of parameters and the application of effective algorithms can

ensure high diagnostic effectiveness of the system even when channels with an

extremely upall carrying capacity are used•.

Diagnostic effectiveness is related to the selection of the parameters, the

arrangement and design of the sensors, as well as to such indicators of the system

ýLs noise immunity, reliability, carrying capacitý, and so forth.

In concluding this chapter, let us more clearly differentiate between the two
ronoepts that we have used: the "biotelemetric system" and the "physiological

measurement and infozuiatloii rastem." From our explanations., it is clear that the
second concept is more inclusive and broader, and pertains essentially to the field

of cybernetics. The "biotelemetric system" to a considerable extent is a technical

concept which unites the means for transmitting biological data through a radio

channel, and in this sense constitutes one of the elements of the physiological

measurement and Information system. The biotelemetric system, just as the

physiological measurement and information system, is a particular case of a
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CHAPTFR

CONTEMPORARY PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURENWT SY"TD I
ON SPACECRAIT

Flight experiments with animals and manned space fligts made It possible to

.-nt 4 --- t----U-

rr provtdi?_i, flight safety and sclv.ng re-earcn problems, This chapter considers

,ho various aspects or contemporary physiological measurements in space: problems

:'f information collection, features of the on-board radio-electronic equipment,

questions of transmi t ting and recording data, and also the features of setting up

flight experiment and evaluating it. Prize attention is given here to the medical

s de of the considered problems, although in certain cases It is also necessary to

concern outselves with technical questions. This once again emphasizes the imortant

.,, of creative cullaboration or physiciat-a and englneers in providing for

physiological measurements in space flight.

Transducers and Electrodes

In order to seloct the necessary physiologic data from the huge volume of the

,av1oua signals produced by the Information source, transducers and electrodes are

-!it. elements of a physiological measurement and information system which coordinate

hp Innformation source with the on-board Dhvsioloical radio-electronic equipment.

A transducer is a device which in activated by the energy of one system and produces

eziergy for another system, or a device which converts one form of energy into another

Itn',, or a device which receives specific information and returns it in a specified

form. There are other definitions of the term "transducer," whose abundance indicates

the attention which is given to this dlevice in the various fields of scenslce and

,ecltiulogy. The problem of transducers occupies a special place in medical electronics
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itr. view of the fact that progress In 1he ileJ4 oa %imeiers essentially determines

the achlevaments in the fiold of msthodolo•', The doveloiwnt of each new research

method in physiology usually begins with the creation of &n appropriate transducer.
In .goA j A- Ai Ine te- A pnneidera
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ble extent Involves the conversion of nonslespisai (bolo~gical, phsiological)
qVA~ntitite into Ql*0F96 VA$titN tITM I, aS =Y5. tS.. T351.

lICertain biological procesese have an electricl nature or are accompanied by

Scha.nces of electrical potentials in tiuts. •lot;-r-oj are used to invoetigate

these processes. An electrode is a dovice ws, h to iended for contact reception

of the electrical potentials that appear in a livtin organim. There are the follow-
Ing types of electrodest surface, inserted I mplanted, and intracavitery.

Ia n space physiology, a l0ie (for an m M p (for eam pals) electrodes

are used to obtain information in a fM t expesi t.

Tran•duer weexe•eltrodes play ew iport" raO In eawuring of high noise

WQ%.;#r46i ____C__ t_ ______!"s msrtmant and Inror-
iIni.J on th ___fetvpyfllg 1--t a

=ation System of a Spaceshp. Avn.y, eve• effetive hs iological method can

be useless if effective Ioraion collection is noT. edUr- with the aid of

perfected transducers d electrodes. The uniqueness and high cost of a flight

experimnt imposes requirements uf high reliability on the whole physiological

measurement system. We knu i.3f cases when the mlfu.tioni.n of .... nsducer and

reak in the wire have essentially decreased the volume information obtained in

Ight (449, 481]. In the multi-day space flights of the "Vostok$" the EKG electrodes

were duplicated, which sharply iareased the reliability of the measurement system

[10].

Accordtin to their principle or action, all transd.cers can be divided into

two nateaoriest senerating a parametric. The firmt ones produce electrical

signals themselves, which are equivalent (isomorphic) to the investigatod biological

process. The second ones chwnge their electrical characteristics (parameters) in

accordance with the dynamcs of the blcl•ical process, Transducers of tl generating

type are more preferable in space investigationa since they do not require special

measurement systems and power sources.

R. Stacy [7IT5 proposes to place transducers in the category of primary converters

if the clectrical signal appears in them as a result of the direct influence of an

observable phenomeanon IM4 ý'-.one- for '9,ording of heart tones, potentiometers for

recording movements); transducers belong to the oategory of secondary converters if

there are any intermediate devices for transmitting the process under investigation

- -6.
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to the tranaducer's sensor. As examples )f secondary conVerters we can mpntion the

rtectrodynarsometer, in which straining o, tli steele springs causes the potentiometer

nlider to move and the anemometric resplratory tranoducer, In which a aptream of

-'haled air revolves a light- m.naturc !,-,rbinr wh.axo bladca cause Oscillations of

.,e beam of light which strikes the photocell, or the excitation of Induction currents

. a coil because of the motion of miniatur, magnetic elements. It is clear that

o-undary converters which have intermediate devices possess poorer charactsristics

ihan primary ones. In addition, their size and weight specifications are also less

applicable. Therefore, in space investigations it is expedient to employ chiefly

i-timary converters.

Also of interest to space physlilogy is the classification of transducers

"ccrr 'ing to their power Interrelationships with the object of measurement. We

.,,n:rIF ti.s cesaseflcatn . on the bbasi- of an ar•inl wita' the I&sifi.ioiun rf

S1-iocybernetic automatic devices [196). We propose to distinguish biocontrolled

.trunsducers and power transducers. Biocv&,trulled transducers include all generating I
t.ransducers and most parametric trensducerc. These ar_ the tranesduc-ra which

•'oduce signalu by using the information from the biological subject under Investigs-

" as a control. The process of biological cunLrol esbentially is accomplished in
miniature herel the subject controls the transducers operation by making it generate

.•~ic•l• vi inals or change its electrical parameters. Power transducers operate

n the principle of recording the effects which appear as a result of the influence
rf some form of energy on the investigated subject. A classic example of this type

"I trnnsducer is the pickup unit of an ele'trokym"rgraph. Here, changes in intensity

o1 Xwradiation passing through the section of tissue under investigation are converted

nto oscillations of electrical current. The same type includes transducers of
instruments for rheography, ox3yhomography, and ultrasonic location. The value of

. described classification of transducers I n astronautics lies in the fact that

iii a prolonged investigation it is not possible to use power transducers since, on

ht, ore harnd, it will demand %d4ittional power consumption, for constant .;Liun on the

*-•'g.aksm and on the other hand, proionged action can render an unfavorable influence,

vopecially in the complicated and, in p•any respects, vague zonditions of space

ilight. Therefore we consider, for example, the use of the method of impedance

pueumography ir prolonged flights which the American researchers employed during

i,,,I 'llghto W. Schirra and G. Cooper to 1,e Inexpedient (788, 790]. Of course, this

,!oe not mean that power transdueers cannot be used for brief research recordings.
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ThqA6, the .Mwh9 of e3Vhinraphy (1s5) wA u'eoi 'a (S35) should find their

aplication in future rmesareh eoqtpNt o9M imeeehil".

Later we shall consider general q40tief of the design and application of

trwuntrwere ad e leactrodee in sBMW* _hysSQ1y. We sha11 turn our attention to

the frundmmtal principles or operation or rsiawl topes if transducers, the methods

atmostlwtinl their 9.ating cta5lefSt ,spift m p'obltem of connecting the

trans4eacers to the on-beord radIo-eleotrOtic Oqwit11t. A detailed description of

special transduceres w h rave been used in sviset pace "starch will tI, givo n

together with a acovnt or the corresMpomd" inthi a•g iIz ologioal research.

the de.vlo]mnt of trWA•auoers i0 aslecth s te for eslication under conditions

S of space flight has ite difflcultiee (•e, 59, i•5 T791. The necessity o)f their

prolonred and ault1nams opeation WAX* vointsinitah their operting characteristics

constant during and aftelr tl• action• at varrtas fantore (vibrations) ac~celeatioens,

var iou s at mlO spber io f actO res (te•l rat urf e, h1 M 111 y,1• 1 b ascastri a pr essure), and al wo

S~the m -- posibi+lit,t --T rqpacir4 them in cose --f failure during rilght• forces up to

: ~eek! never methods of recordLza physilogical• reactione and to design more In~roved

types ofrlcroe n trr& u i. Aserious5 Pr~ob1m Is tha &rrc.-anerent cf elec-

trodes and transducers on the bodies or astronauts. On the ground, the inconveniences

experienced by a man during certain Investigations are ver' briefl In flight, they

become constantly actkng factors. Transducers and electrodes should not interfere

;ith the work of an astronaut or cause his any discomfort. This statement equally

"artaint to animals inasmuch as symptoms of discomfort cause them to be restless,

and Increase their motor activity, which cannot fail to show up in the results of

the physiological investigations.

The arrangement of transducers and electrodes ¢in the subject to be Investigated

(man or animal) is quite difficult. Hget transducer@ and electrodes must be placed

at specific points, and a small displacemnt ot them to the side may cause essential

distortion of the recording. In investigations Oa animals, the escape from this

difficult situation was found by &eans of Implanting electrodes under the skin or

in a muscle, with the application of special operative methoas which ensure exact

fixation of the transducer (for instance, drawin out the c"rotid in dogs into a

skin flap for measuring arterial pressure and ephygmogram recording, [82]. Methcds

of Lplanting transducers in the thoracic [4211 and cranial (17,9. 1i80 cavities have

been tecribed !M..e t~ask of arra-gueent and fixation of transducers and electrodes

on the human body is significantly more complicated. At present there exist many

proposals for glulng electrceles and transducers to the skin, sewing them Into clothe@,
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plactng thbm ti natu•al oriftcea (rectum, nuos, oral eavity). and even implanting

them under the skin. The most expedient turned out to be a system of attachment

with the application of sletvial cheat beltu and lnmetso, wasa done in the flights

.-f A, G. thntklayev, P. I. Popovich, V. F. Pykovnkty. and V. V. Teroe•hova [10. 1i,

1,4. 295).

For application ei space investigatione, the transduaers of physiological

".•.•-urement svelena mast rosse*@ a large number uf Qualities. They have to be as

uMall as possible, constructively convenient for arrawement and fixation, must not

tvie sharp and protruding edges, must not contain liquid and eemiliquid elements (oal,

.]_?,'.o_ muse~t _m-t cotJnsume srgy as much &a possible, and surat not render a n
.mrgtlc Influence on the subject of investiption." of Importance Is the method of i

-,.ting the transducer to the szplifying equipment. To provide for sustained

in,. ,ramants, the contact heads of the transducer are connected to a system of

lead-off wires by means of soldering. Miniature built-in plugs are used for periodic-

action transducers. Transmitter pickups have recently started to be developed. They"

tuo miniature devices which contain their own transducers end &plifierm, and a

transmitter which rlte 4 data to shore distances within the cabin of the sp4acship
[27, 40, 19.2, 579].i

The basic operating oharacteristics of tranisducers which are of interest to the

p y .....a . .1.c ... , a tr .na"It. ..v.... - -... .,.,u.n **-0cMon ........ o,.,..* ...*z

and linearity. The sensitivity of a transducer can be defined so the magnitude

of the output signal per unit of the input signal. Thus, if the output signal is

',ota[ge, ano the input signal is the mechanical movement of a vascular wall

(piezoelectric transducer for aphygmogran recording), the sensitivity way be expressed

In rulzrovolts pcr micron of displacement. beerl'4 i.n ontd that the displacements of -

a vascular wall cAe attain 100 and son microns. The selsitivity of a similar

tr,.s;ducer with a tensometeric converter can be expressed in rractione of an owm

per mrcron of displacement or in microamperes (current in the circuit of a meafurirn

brI.g.ti) per micron of displaocemnt. In space investigations, sensitivity is usually

calculated in reference to the entire physiological mesuremant and information system.

Thus, when measuring the body temperature of the animals during the flight of the

second and third Soviet satellite ships, the values of temperature were computed

directly in percents of the cOals of the visual indicator of the ground telemetric

:.tatn, whereupon 100% corresponded to a change in temperature from 30 to 400, i.e.,

ýi( - 10% of the scale. Tn the given case we encounter two other characteristics of

-.rpreducer. I.e., workirwý rang* e~nd 11n-rirty,

- 59- .- .--- ._ _ I-I I
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If- •b.-•g.i . .... • . .. t,

- ren~or the specific rams, or naemitances corresponds t
I"" froM 30 to 4o0 C. The tu•oeducer aomid be designed such a MY

that the reW of the working values or its resis-

scow& tome r em AMi to the siven trane of chanes.

p lop & a"Oser that to J61and for measuring the

40"14JPM~M p -W _ MU,. %he workling rwaie of

_ ma a ein es within the limits of

10iOG mico=.

An ImotmM alangss of a transducer In the

linearity of U~s aperating characteristic, i.e.. the
h aCheo fIn fte ottput 61sil linseawl' correspond

fri•. g. Operating chm- to the hmm a the Uoput uigoal. This characteris-
ho. 9 . vpeatwn -'a-ac

resistance trouehrers. ic is *Mlets4 `NW a straIt M1n a graph

I (tob, c)- *&wson trm
piupj 2 so- nstmet-)OM wit• -4 cha).cteristics create I
PtOp; 3- -definite oonvw4lencee Ouring subsoquent analysis of

eimewimental data. Linearity is especially important

for transducers which operate in operationol awitoring channels, where the rate of

informtion analysis bhe a decisive value. It should be noted, however, that the

application of automtion for processizg physiological information makes the problem

of linearity less urgent.

*--, The frequency-response curve of a truanducer is the ra•ge of frequencies that

be reproduced by the transducer without distortiors. The frequency-response

curve of a transducer sk.ould cor•espond to the frequency range of the input sigpal.

The input signal can be subject to integration or differentiation in the tri•aducer

Itself if its frequency-response curve shirts in the direction of low or hilt

frequenciem as compared to the frequemy of the Input s•nials. Thus, in pulse

recording with en electrovs4%etic (induction) transducer, there usuma-llyis ob~isn ed

a different4ial curve (speea recording). This is related to the fact that electro-

=, •etic transducer. usually have ve-y low sensitivity at frequencies up to 2-zii-,

an thi •%-4r ez•-Me.cy-responame t~h~ar~ctsristies lie within the limits of 50-500 cps,

while the frequency range of pulse fluctuation i-s ftra 0.1 to 40 cps. Conversely,

potent.ometer trasducers havq a frequency-response characteristic from 0 to 20-30

cps, and their use, even for recording such a aslatively low-frequency process as

respivation, leads to the obt-irnent of Integrated curves. Thus. the .e.ect.o.. o-f

the type of transducer and the dvelopisnt of Its design are directly related to

problems of physiological measuring and should be solved Jointly by the physiologist
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and the engineer.

Active Resistan'ie Transducers

Active reaistance transducers or ohmic tran~Iducerx change their electrical

resistance as the measured quantity chari;er. Their simplest form is the potentlo-

meter transducer. It consists of a wirc.-wound resistor, along which there moves a

1idc contact. •it is essent.allv a potentiometer which is connected to the object

Reat ments with animals for studying
! / / , Movement E

Al their motor activity and spatial3

position. The animal is connected

a• a potentiometer movement

Fig. 10. Animal movements recorded by a potentio- pickup by means of a Kapron I

""lothes." The resistance of the potentiometer directly proportional to the

length of the cord (see Fig. 9). The direct component of output voltage indicates

the animal's position inside the capsule with respect to the point of attachment of

the transducer (the distanc~e f rom this point). The alternating component makes itI

possible to estimate the degree of motor activity and also to see what the animl is

doing precisely (Fig. 10).

Another type of active resistance transducer that was developed for recording

movements is called the contact-rheostat transducer. The magnitude of resistance

ot this transducer depends on the force apilied to the cord which connects its I I
c~ursor to the object of measurement. The measurement system is turned on only duringI

the action of a specific force, i.e., the contact system signals the minimum efforts

of thie animal. I I

Potentiometer pickups in the form of an elastic rubber tube filled with carbon

oowuer have received ruch use because of their sib-•plicIty (r45l. Ths type of

transducer is placed above the elastic Insert of the chest harness and charages its 3 I
length in accordance with the change of the perimeter of the chest (Fig. U1). The

peculiarity of the carbon transducer consists in its nonlinsarity. FV1ure 9 shows

the typical characteristic curve of this type of transducer (the relation of

resistance to length). T-he sae figare 'll. .. •:; - - e characteristis-_ on potentto-

meter and contact-resistance movement transducers. As can be seen, the carbon

transducer can have a rectillnear section of its operating characteristic, in which
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resistance in directly proportional

Ii S)_______ to lmgth. The working range of the
i l-v -• • t ranedu cer when It to ins talled i n

j: rectilinear section, where it usually

-- "Sesies the greatest sensitivity.

I ___.,__,__,__"_ _ Variations of the carbon trans-

I ducer are the electrolytic and

Ib) mercuIy transducers '318, 7-6].

in this coase the rubber tube is

filled with an electrolyte solution

or mercury, respectively. The

0 ; -allt¢ of theme tre-nesducers In

FPig. I. Carbon transducer for pnmgrepmo
recording. a - drawi at of Abo.n traneduereol good •nWity in a wide range of
P -ruber tubel -- -rbon por-der, _wiwLe•
H I -f ilament which secures lead-off wires; values; their disadvantage is the
b - exterval vise of transducer.

difficulty of making them airtight.

In~ one of the first American ballistic flights under projact "Merculry," a respiration

transducer filled with a solution of copper sulfate was tested [789].

Another variation oftecarbon transducer are the tensolite element@ for

- phygeorgrea recording (30] and pneumoelectric converters with the use of a carbon

-rophone (223].

* Active resistance transducers include thermistors. A thermistor is a resistance

thermometer made from semiconductor material with a high temperature coefficient.

Skiermistor transducers have been employed for monitoring the tvmp-eratl-re regime oW.

i spaceships, including air temperature, and also for temiperature changes in animals

and humans. The application of thersistors was conditioned by their high sensitivity

(approximately 10-15 times greater than the sensitivity of copper resist---ce the-mo-
meters) and small dimensions which make it possible to create transducers that can

be placed at Wy point of the bodiy.

Thermistor tr -."-duc ar: . a-'r ie_ not only for measuring body temperature,

i but "lo for recordin oec~l~ltions of air flas [15, 6T0]. ,For instance, thernistor

transducers were widely used in Knerican space research for recording the respiration

of animals (523, 650].

In this case a current Is sent throux the theormstor with su... a zagItude so

as to ensure its heating to a teerature of about t000 C. The thermistor is placed

in the path of the air flow and the fluctuatioLs in air speed change the temperature
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of the thermistor. The voltage drop In it can reach 3u-tc mlIlivolts. These voltages -*
are proportional to the speed of the air flvw which cools the transdlacer. Vibrations

and accelerations practically have no effect on this type of trnsducer. Similar

transducers have been called thermoanemometric transducers. They are used for

recording pulmonary ventilation, pulse oscillations of air flow during the measure-

ment of arterial pressure (pneumoosciiiograma), ar- in othuar cases. Active resistance

transducers also include etric transducers, which have be employed a great

in medicine and physiolobj 1.

Piezoelectric Traisducers

In piezoelectric transducers, the coiiversion of nonelectric (mechanical)

. nWities into electrical ones is based on the appe~rance of electrical charges on

the .aces of certain natural or artificially created crystals when they are atrained

by external forces. The charge that .ppears due to the piezoelectric effect is

directly proportional to the strain. The change of the magnitude of the charge

depends on the rate of change of the magnitude of mechanical stress (strain)s

where q is the density of the charge (in coul/cm2 ), Rn is the piezoelectric modulus

(in coul/kgý and a is the stress (in ksjcm
2

).

The piezoelectric modulus for quartz has a magnitude of the order of 2.10

and 2.10" for barium titanate. Piezoelectric transducers belong to the generating-

transducer class.

SWen building transducers that are based on the piezoelectric effect, it is

necessary to consider that they are recording the first derivative of a controlled

process, i.e., charge* exist on the piezoelectric element as long as there is strain.

5,J t'at tWha *ýf nhargew 1WOaot h - -a-"tin11 eu~ of the nesin _ en, it 116

necessary that fI time constant of the transducer be sufficiently great as compared

Sto •r:e ýerLn. r1 reasurent of the controlled quantity. The time constant of a

tra,•,,duo• !i computed by the following formula:

Swhere C and C NX are the capacitances of the trnsdlucer and the input circuit of the

electrical network, respectivily; 0 and Ox are the conductances of the transducer

and the Input cireuit of the electrical network, respectively.

When recording phyuiologioal processes with the aid of piezoelectric transducers

there usually occurs differentiation of the measured stress. This must be considered

2A



when docodiiAg and analyzing the data.

Pie•oelectric transducers were used on

Soviet ipaceships and artificial earth

s atellites for recordini_ arterial

osollUations when measuring arterial
i , Ipressre.= liW for recording sphygmograms

of the carotid in animals. United

States made attempts to use piezoelectric

'Fig. 12, Samples of transducers for trsnsducers for recording heart tones.
kinetocardiogrem recording. 1 - transducer
with rectangular piezoelectric el-ment and We have developed high-quality
pollet; 2 - transducer with piezocermaic
disk; 3 - electromgnetie transducer. transducers for recording the vibrations

of the chest wall (kinetocardlogrsas). They sere as the prototype of the electro-

magnetic kinetocardiographic transducer that was used on the "Vostok-2" (8, ±0].

Samples of piezoelectric transducers ak shown in Fig. 121 the sawe fitire illustrates

an electromagnetic transducer similar to the one which was used in 0. S. Titov's

flight. The difficulty of applying piezoelectric elements in transistor circuits

lies in the fact that a piezoelectric transducer requires a high input amplifier

impedance, and this is very complicated to ensure in transistor dev'Ices.

inlduction Transducers

Induction transducers are based on the phenomenon of electrical induction.

.n the magnetic flux in a conductor is changed, an electromotive force (e), is

i.,duced, the magnitude of which is determined by the following formula:

where B is the magnetic flux in oersteds, L ts the number of turns of the induction

coil, v is the speed of the magnet, a is the angle between directions of coil turns

and magnetic lines of force.

a ; There are two types of induction transducers: *those with a moving magnetic

field and those with a varying magnetic flux.

: ~An example of the first type is the seilamocardiographie transducer that is

intended for investigating the mechanical efforts of cardiac activity. It has

a moving magnet which performs the role of a seismic mass and is connected to the

'I transducer housing by a steel spring. The vibrations of the body which are caused

by c•rdiac activity produce osciiiations of -0 **ia• i e. S - mF a I
of the magnetic flux relative to the stationary coil. A detailed description of

various types of seismo-traneducers is given in Chapter 5.
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For recording acoustical phenomena of card-ac activity azd local vibrations of

the cheat wall, induction transducers are uita- with a varying magnetic flux which are

constructively similar to electromagnetic telephones. This

type of transduuei (cte Fig. 1) it s small inductIuI- coil U

Al placed in an ebonite case, with a cure made from a oagnetic

alloy and a diaphragm that 4.nfluncees the amount of .. aetic

flux in the coil. Similar transducers were used for recording

heart tones (phonocardiogram) and for recording vibrations

of the chest wall (1inetocardiogram). The frequency response

of electromagnetic transducers is in the range of 5o-.50o cps.

mr(it, (A), speed (B) Therefore, low-freqiiency vibrations are recorded in the f'orm
af1 Rcceleration

(rc, turves when of speed curves. Rosa and Luisede [684] conducted special
rc-•-'rd ng vibre-

t wall .i the chest research in the question of the character of oscillograms of
wall with various

trinsducers (Rosa and cardiac vibrations obtained by transducers with various

frequency responses. It was shown that the electromagnetic

transducers, as compared to the capacitance and piezoelectric transducer, other things

icing equal, gives a speed or acceleration curve (Fig. 13). The speed character of

the curve is determined by the principle of action of the induction transducer itself,

zince the electromotive forces are functions of the magnetic flux, number of turns,

and time. The sensitivity of the transducer is higher, the greater the number of

Lurns in the induction coils and the higher the magnetic properties of the core.

Electromagnetic transducers possess good linearity within the operating range of

'requencies and with small displacements (to 100 microns).

Other Types of Transducers

K mong the numerous methods of converting nonelectrical quantities in electrical

ones, we shall mention those which have obtained rather extensive application I1.

vwcrlous medical instruments or are perspective in the sense of their use on a space-

(,h fti

phf olectric transducers are usually designed on the basis of photoresistors

(p•hctocells with photoconductive effect). A change in the intensity of light which

strikes a conducting layer causes a chane of the current in an electrical circuit.

Scnsitive plethysmographic transducers, transducers for recording ballistocardiograms,

internaml pressure, and respiration were developed, Oxyhem ,-- =----= I--. .

plhot-oelectric.

Cavacitor picktwDS have been employed in generator circuits, where they are
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reson•nt circuit elements. Theose trnsducers, Just as the photoelectric unes, record

nouvwients. Recently Ye, K. Luk'y&flov, I. I. $amorukov, sad others developed original

auG very sensitive capacitor pickups for investigations of pulse and respiration

F [1631. Capacitor pickups are used in plethyunograpy. The principle of the change

in circuit capacitawo is the basis of the dGlelwtrocardiographic method.

I&.ff~h.Isaa transducers use variouas el9etrachmeal reaction@. In particular,
electro-osmomis transducers based on the u-eff*ct have been employed the appearance

of electrical potentials on the boundary of two liquids with different surface

tension). These transducers are sensitive to accelerations.

Nechanotron transducers are miniature electron tubes with movable anodes.

Micro-displacements of the anode cause changes in the anode current. The parameters

of the electron tube are thus controlled. Tresducers for aeasuring arterial pressure

pule, rtor activity, and other physiologial parameters were designed on the basis

of s ech•not rons.

Electrode#

A significant group of physiological measurements is performed strictly speaking,

without transducers - the investigation of the electrical processes of a living

organism.

Surface or Inserted electrodes are employed for recording biopotentials in

qoace physiolog.

Electrodes are unique "transduccre" of measurement systems. Bioelectric

measurements involve tho necessity of providing reliable electrical conta-t of

the electrode with the investigated living tissue. This is very complicates task

since it is not a question of several minutes, as under laboratory or clinical

conditions, but of hours and days. The fact is that a change in the "electrode-

tissue" transition resistance creates distortions and interference, and frequently

makes investigation impossible. Of large value is the correct location of electrodes

in accordance with the laws of distribution of an electrical field in the volume of

II a conducting substance, i.e., tissue. It is assumed that the medium surrounding

the source of electrical potentials Is uniform in an ideal case. The magnitude of

the potential of fired points on the body surface is inversely proportional to the

square of the distance from the investigated organ or tissue and depends on the

Ilocation of the electrodes. Under actual conditions, electrical nonuniformity of

body tissue disturbs theoretical calculations and requires appropriate experimental

investigations. In practical electrophysiological measurements, the biopotentials
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are tapped with the aid of two elhctr,_,vu whlh kai, be araraged in monopolar or

bipolar fashion. The monopolar electrod- pl•.sitl.on signifies that one electrode is

In the section of the body where the 1nvt-•u0 1tt.d potentiel is extremely small ,r

approaches zero. 'The second elecLru•,i . which iu thelt Loetled near the biopotential

tource with respect to the hzero" electrode, measures the "truu" value of the

blopotential at a given point. In the biopolar arranigment. both electrodes are

,,eove the organ or tissue which pneeuses bloelectric activity. The absolute value

of the biopotentials is not measured here, but the difference value. In the came

ol bipolar leads, it is necessary to use a third "zero" electrode, which ensures the

operation of the noise-suppression system in the amplifier (see below).

When recording biopotentials, special attention must be given to the inter-

-cl' ,-ode resistance, selection of points for locating the electrodes, their fixation

and -,,ise elimination. For electrodes, which are inserted into animal tissue, it is

extremely essential to select an appropriate material which would not cause a

biological response from the surrounding tissues and would not traumatize them. The

amplitude of the biopotentials varies fr:-i several microvolts (brain potentials) to

several millivolts (galvanic skin potentials); the frequency range of bioelectric

phenomena lies from zero to a thousand cycles per second. Thus, when recording

biopotentials, the researcher must solve a large number of diverse questions of both

a medical and an engineering nature.

The important role of electrodes in space research is stipulated by the fact

that the most popular and universal method for medical monitoring and investigations

Is electrocardiography. In spite of its substantial age (over 50 years old), this

method essentially had to be specially modernized for application in space research.

A significant portion of this work consisted in research on sepking methods o&"

reliable and long-term tapping of biopotentials.

On-Board Radioelectroic Physiological

6gUipment

An important element of the physiological measurement system on a spaceship is

the on-board radioelectronic equipment. its role consists in converting signals from

transducers and electrodes into a form suitable for introduction into the telemetering

device. In the process of information conversion, the information is amplified, its

spectrum is limited, and it is integrated or differentiated. The on-board equipment

provides the final coordination of tho capacity of the information source with the

carrying capacity of the radio channel. The equipment for recording physiological

information that is placed on board a Gpaceshlp has a number of essential distinctions
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as coeared to ground instruments. These distinction@ are related. on the one hand,

to weight and size limitations, and the expenditure oV' electric power, Wid on the

other hand, to the specific operating conditions of the equipment (159, 367, '428,

526, 665. 649, 7ý2, "00). As a rule, to provide for each new series of flight

experiments, new types of on-board equipment are developed which correspond to the

specific teaks or the expertment and th death of the spacecraft. Thi formulation

of the medical-technicml specifications (NTT) for this equipment in the first stage

0f its development and is carried out Jointly by engineers and phy•iologists. The

wTT must consider: a) the program of future experimentation: b) the possibility of
recording one parameter or another under fligbt conditional c) the possibility of

transmitting the measured parameters to the grounde 4) design limitations (weight,

dimensions, power consution)l e) the operating conditions of the equipment.

It is natural that when the NTT are set up the level of development of medical

electronics is taken into account in order to use a&U the latest achievements in this

Lield to the fullest extent.

Samples of on-board equipment are developed in reference to specific flight

experiments and specific spacecraft. Therefore, the equipment's makeup is determined

by the program of futures biomedical research.

In one series of flight experiments, if necessary, according to the results of

the preceding flight, the telemetry program of the next flight can be modifried.

' w',,ver, in view of the spacecraft equipment of the Liven series, the -pparatus can

m. made of the same type only by modifying the transducers and electrodes in

referenee to the already existing amplifying and measuring channels. There it

experience in this type of telemetry program correction. Thus, for instance, in the

flight of the third Soviet satellite ship with the dogs P•helka and Mushka, one of

the EKO channels was used for recording mechanical activity of the heart with the

aid or a ceismotraneducer, while the electromvographic charnel was used for phonocar-

d iography. -

In the flight of the "Vostok-3" and the "Vostok-4," preamplifiers which operated

jointly with the EKG channels were used for electrooculogrsa and electroencephalogram

recording.

Since the information source must be coordinated with the amplifying and measuring

channels of the on-board equipment by means of transducers and electrdei, the letter

ale.,MtftA with th- parmameters of the telemetering system. If the

resolving power of the telemetry provides for the transmission of a frequency band

from 0 to 50 cps, it is senseless to design amplifiers with a frequency band to
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50U Cp., e.g., for elctroayography.

If the radio system permits thie tr.•nnmisston of I signal per second, for

Instance, none of the physiological parameters such as the electrocardlogram,

pneumogram, or electroencephalogram can be transmitted wit.hout special treatment.

Thus, when setting up the medical-technical specifications for the on-board physiolo-

gleal equipment, the characteristics of the irnput information and the telmetric

devices must be taken into account.

Frequently, however, for the purpose of more economic use of the telemetry

lines, engineers and physiologists agree on compromised solutions when the amplifying

and measuring channel is deliged in such a way as to transmit a specific portion of

p',Iyetological information to Earth, For instance, on the third Soviet satellite

ship, -he electromyogram was recorded by means of an amplifier with a detector at

Its -- tput. which ensured the transmission of data only on the amplitude of muscle

blocurrents. which means that it permItted the use of a telemetry channel with a

c<apacity iO times less than that required for transmitting a natural electromyogram.

of course, the information on the frequency spectrum of the biopotentials was lost

in the detector curve. However, the amplLtude characteristics of the electromyogram

obtained under conditions of 0-loads and weightlessness were of much interest to the

physiologists.

Of importance is the amplifcation factor of the channel. The information that

proceeds from the transducers and electrodes has a variable intensity (with respect

to voltage - from one microvolt to ten millivolts). For introduction into the

telemetric system, signals are necessary which vary in magnitude in the standard

range, for instance from 0 to 5 v (662]. Therefore the amplifying and measuring

channels must possess different amplification factors depending upon the voltages

produced by the transducers.

We should point out one of the moat important features of amplifier& which are

intended for recording biopotentials, i.e., the necessity of measures for noise

suppression. The object of investigation always is in some sort of an electrical

fieLd whicra is caused Ly the operation of various electrical instruments and the

eilectrumagnetic radiation of the wiring in tne a-c network, A noise voltage is

formed at the input terminalsýof the amplifier due to the capacitive coupling with

the external source of electric power. Under laboratory conditions, the application

of shielded chambers can completely exclude noise. In flight, if a man or animal

Is placed in a cabin which is a shielded chamber and there are no sources of inter-

ference such as an a-c network, conventional amplifier circuits can be used without
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shielding. Thms, during flight expariaonts with animals, the so-called se#ey-tric

alitiler circuits, which have an identical emplification factor both for the useful

signal aw also for cophamal interference, were successfUly used. However, In the

preparattton for a man-ed space flight, the application of similar amplilfere turned

out to be impossible simce the astronaut was not shielded from sources of electro-

magnetle radiation of the craft's equipment, ad also bewuse on all stages of checking

and complete testing of the on-board equipment, which are conducted under plant

conditions or at the launch site, he is in the sphere of action of strong electrical

interferences.

All this leads to the necessity of developing Saplifiers which are not sensitive

to noise signals, especially those related to an a-c network. Similar amplifiers

are the so-called differential amplifiers. Their main property is that amplification

of the signal that goes to both input wires in one phase (cophaval) is relatively

small with respect to the grounded point. The useful signal from the electrodes is

inserted between the tube grids (or triode bases) and is amlified many times

stronger than the noise signal. The relationship between the maitudes of t•plifi-
cation of the useful signal and the noise signal is called the discrimination factor

and serves as a criterion of amplifier quality in the sense of its noise immunity.

The smaller tho magnitude of the useful signal, the higher the discrimination factor

the amplifier must have. Amplifiers that are placed on spacecraft must have the

""!-lowing discrimination factors: 1:500 for heat biopotential amplification and

.,:'000 for brain biopotential amplification.

The amplifying and measuring channel, besides the corresponding characteristics

waith respect to amplification, frequency range, and dlscriniaatl,.r factor, shuuld

ensure a specific accuracy of measurements. By accuracy of measurements we mean the

highest permissible magnitude of the basic error expressed in percents of the upper

limit of the measurements. Nonstandard operating conditions of the equipment

(electrical interferences, changes in temperature and humidity, changes in supply

voltages) may cause additional errors. Thus, when recording an EKG under conditions

I j of the influence of strong electrical interferences. it is difficult to accurately

measure the amplitude of its individual waves. Systems for measuring tem•perature
or resistances change their accuracy under various influences, sucn as a considerable

increase in humidity or temperature.

For quantitative measurement or phystoioglcal irnormation, a control (standard)

signal is sent to the Input of the amplifying and measuring channel. It is usually

a square pulse with a definite, strictly specified value. A 100-microvolt control
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signal is employed to calibrate Whe eloctroethc*Ph&lofh and electroyographic j
channels, and a i-millivolt signal for the ZKG channels. In the on-board physiologi-

cal equipment on the second and third LOovist satellite ships the control, signals

were sinusoidal voltages of 15 cpa-I mv for the 1KO bhannel oxnd 400 cps-i00 tv for

the electromyographic channel.
A distinctive feature of the on-boat p•llOgI@&1 equipmnt to automtic

control from a program device or by signals sent fram Urth through a comand radio

link (IUA) [CRL]. Connection and disconnection of the equIpment is strictl4

synchronized with the beginning and and of the perlio of telemetric communioation.

This ensures an economical power conasmption by the supply sources. The reliability

of the amplifying channels Is increased by Iuplyit thom from separate voltage

con erterS. Theo* converters ensure the obtail-ent of various voltagas from the

o:n-board source and stabilise them. In the event of a breakdown of one of the

converters, the remaining channels retain their efficiency.

The on-board equipment In the first Soviet space experiments was designed with

the use of miniature bantam tubes. The "Vostok" and "Vockhod" crafts employed

equipment which wse completely transietorised. Some brief information is given

below on the on-board radioelectronic physiological equipment applied in Soviet and

American space experiments.

Becond Soviet- Artificial Narth Satellite

The biological experiment on the second Soviet artificial earth satellite was

an extremely Important stage in the development of space medicine and biology. To

record the physiological functions of

the dog LialKa, a special1 ret of

~~ medical equipment wast designed whichI

Bob"' provided'for electrocardiogram,
OsciU.'ai. pneuImogrem, arterial pressure, and

:in mn- otion recording (56).

SfIThe equipsent included pickups,

aI" im two amplifiers, a switching block, an

In IAW automatic plessure control device,

°Fix. 14. Block diagram of onr-board physio- and a program device (Fig. 14). One
iogical equi3aenL or 2nd artaicial warth
satellite. 11- IlifierIs - switching of the amplifiers was used to record
blockjo W - control paLnell Mi- power supply•
AM - automatic pressure control in cuff. heart biopotentials and second was

for recording oscillations of *e carotid walls of the animal. The pressure in a



Mt Ukiaoh UM placed arwgld an artery was created with We aid of the automatic

preesu. cnt VIrsl Lv0. Ie 0oelat"MIN s the cuff Mrs recorded with the aid of

.. _*ooeleetric pickup. ih movoost pimp was of the potentiometer type and the

respiration pickup was ofat u• eostat type.

The eqataiut also provided for the recording of air pressure and temperature

In the bbl&
The prop-- 6evioe perW~cUyteaAmd *ae4• egqltsint an mid off In "-eordance

with the Peoro" ot tolm•tirt esaeumlatiou.

S-e_,c _ ad eM , _hir Soviet OrbitAl Smaeeeaft

The second and third Soviet orbital epacol&aft are frequently called "flying

j ~pace laboratories." lu* , with respect to the volvme of phyl•iological informa-

tion obtalid in these flight*, they are unexcelled

eles at or scientific emeriaentation in @pace.

I A-? An Waorts" rolei was puiYp by the on-board

radioelectrlfic medical equipment. In the accor-

dance with Progea of inwestiations, studios were

peforad oan the czardio-vascular system, respira-

tion, heat oantrol, and the neuro-miscular apparatus

~hysioloioaimmmi of tbe animals * A block diagram of the on-board

Fig. 15. Block diagrm oat medical equipment used in these experiments is
;)hysologolal Nmseasureat
.ystem on second miW third repreeer~ted in Fig. ±5, and its external view iB
Soviet orbital spacecraft.

t '{Z- anep i ce ules 5 (1, shown in Fig. 16. The equiprwent is in the form of
pa-- ..4..nm.. - ti

pressure controli 7B (1, 9. three block*. The total number of aluring

sae; FCic f yetelemet-pruy yt~e m; channels is eqaul to i5, including one chraxel forshaper; PTC -- telemt~ry OWatest

IPA- transm•tteres V -- or measri 20 slowly chmging parameters (physiolo-
unit. Oround equipment; 0-
oscilloscOpei C - &ut~tiC .tt-IL and hwaao characteristics and operating
recorder.

conditions of equd,;msnt).

The two measuring channel were deosigned for EM recording. Since the investi-

gat ions were conducted an anials located in a o41oule, the noise level was

Imlpedance of the reolifler wa 20-!50 M• The amplft~er factor was 2000-3000. The

SI frequency-resporse curve was Yctilinear in a rng~e of frequencies from 0.5 to

S 100 cps. The aspliter circuit had a 50 pe bandpeass filter. One of the EKG

oi~nfiere i,, conafvad to speciale elueatronic circuit which separated the

m- oe _f the cKO cur. conve•rted them into sqire Iuleee of About 100 milliseconds
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in duration, and performed audio-frequency modulation.

This circuit was intended for controlling the opera-

tion 6f the on-board transmitter for the purpose of

checking the possilility of audio monitoring of the

pulse frequency. Similar devices were subdequently

employed on the "Vostok" spacecraft (eoectrocardio-

Fig. 16. External view of' phone).
on-board physiological equip-
ment of second and third Measurement of arterial pressure waa accowlishedI Soviet orbital spacecraft.Swith the aid of an automatic device which provided

cyclical compression of the carotid. Cuff pressure increased smoothly from 0 to

250 mm Hg for 30 seconds, and then there occurred a rapid drop in pressare. The

pi' :ssure level was recorded by means of a micromanomoter with conversion of the
diaphragm position into vol~ge.

Oscillations in the pneumo-system, which were caused by pulse oscillations of

the vascular wall, were converted into an electrical signal by a piezotranaducer

and amplified with the aid of an EKG amplifier. A similar amplifier was used to

record the signals of the seismocardiographic transducer.

Identical amplifiers with a frequency response of 50-500 cps and an amplifica-

tion factor of about 30,000 are used to record electrosograas and phonocardiograms.

Inasmuch as both processes are relatively high-frequency, for the purpose of decreas-

ing the capacity of the telemetering channel required for their transmission, are

a detector and an integrator are connected to the input of the amplifiers (see Fig.

31).

A dc amplifier was used to measure temperature, to which thermistors in various

parts of the body were alternately connected (83.

The Soviet "Vost-.ok" Swý*rvft!I

The first manned space flights, which were made in the "Vostok" spacecraft,

made it possible to obtain a great deal of scientific data on the influence of various

factors of flight on the human organism. Special completely transistorized radio-

electronic medical equipment was installed to provide for reliable mdical monitoring

of the state of man and for solving research problie on boWd the "Vostoks." This

equipment was modified from flight to flight by means of the addition of new blocks

in accordance with changes in the flight progres. The first equipmient tests were

conducted during the flights of the fourth and fifth Soviet orbital spacecraft

-7A
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The equipment consisted or units whiich were placed in the cabin and in the•| etro~autle calot~hing. The cabin contained& the priar amplifying block, anF1~ asa cmrir'I!:2 -P aninsr-.rnan fo mordi- gava4ni skin reactions, The

astronaut$@ clothing coptained preamplitfers for recording kinetocardiogmras,

electroencepblograms, and elootrooouLorams. Pickups ad electrodes were fixed by

Now of a seet harness. A- black eGi•am •t te NIsolgl O1al msssuwuwet systemIJused In the experiment on the NVot tok-3" is ipumete I& Fla. 17. Table 5 presents

""ata on the methods of p•hYlsaogical measurezt on the *Vostok" and "Voekhod"
c ra f t .

I

Fig. 17. block diagram of physiological measurement
a•em of Voatok-3.U Y- a-plfiers of priumry block;

•Ovand Bb - pre*Apliflers for recording eloctrooculo-
grams and electroencephalograms; 8 - electrocardio-
phone; AP-- self-contained recorderL__K' - block for
recording galvanic skin reactional _PT•- telemetry system;

FW ~- onl-board recorder; Ga- GIgan-l" traram.=_-I , P -

recording device.

The primary amplifying block consists of three electrocardiographic amplifi.ers

and one pnemmographic amplifier. The characteristics of the amplifiers for recording

electrocardiogranst amplification factor about 2001 freq rny response 0.5-40.

The amplifier to lymmetrical, which determines Lood noise lmunity. Temperature

compensation ie ensured by the installation of a P* compensating resistor in each

cascade. The pneweographic amplifier has an aWmlification factor of 20 and a

frequancy band of 0.1-15 cpe. Its schematic diagram is represented In Fig. 26.
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Prwelmpfierm which operated jointly with the 1Ko channels were used for electro-

eoephalogra. and electrooculogrsn recording. The preamplifiers provided 20-50 fold

_mlification of signals in a frequemyj ban of 3-15 cps. The preamplifiers for

the "Voatok-3" and the "Vostok-4" were a syinstrical with a self-contained powerrly1 (1. 3. v). Both preemplfioers were placed in the autronaut's clothing; their

eISe we just a little larWrU1 w a match ben. The plifiers employed in the

"Voetok-5U a•A "Vostok-6" flights were ayimmstfteal.

In the flight of 0. B, Titov, an EKG amplifter together with a miniature

preamplifier block the size of a mtch box wae used for kinetocardiogram recording.

This block was placed in a po-zket of the pressure suit and provided amplification

of the electromagnetic pickup signal from 10-20 4v to 1-2 •v [8].

The instrument for recording the galvanic skt reations of A. 0. Nikolayev and

P. r Poviovch consisted of a d-c measuring bridge with a self-contained power supply,f a balanced modulator, a carrier-frequency generator (6 ice), an amplifier, and a

demodulator. This setup recorded mainly slow (daily) changes in electrical resistance

of the skin. In the flight of V. F. Bykovskiy and V. V. Tereshkova, an instrument

of a differenat v ,nst-ruction ms used, which was desianed to record mainly fast

(reactive) oscijiatione of electrical resistance of the skin4 The design of a similar

itistrumoent was initially developed by I. r. Akilinichev.

Continuous monitoring of pulse frequency during the flight of the astronauts

)n the "Vostoks" was carried out with the aid of an'electrocardiophone (SHO) [EKPJ,

which is a device that converts eiectrocardlogram waves into square pulses 150 msec

SThe electrocardiophone includes: an amplifier, a limiter-shaper, a slave

multivibrator, and an audio-frequency oscillator. The amplifier consists of two

4 main parts: a differential biopotential aplifier and a shaping circuit. The

•aamp , aml ifie i• riee coy band like the inmut st•ges of an electrocardiogram

amplifier, but has a frequency band of 0-20 cps. In the -haping part of the system,

the wave Is differentiated by a rheostat-capacitance circuit, amplified, and limited

by a diode limiter. The obtained pulse triggers the slave multivibrator which

generates time- and arplitude-calibrated pulses. This system of asmplifying the

pulse of an R wave and the selection of the place of installation of the electrodes

at which the muscular potentials rendered a minimum influence or, thvt ie-ntude of

the Input signal makes it possible to obtain reliable information on pulse frequency

even during sharp motions of t;Ie investigated subject.
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Soviet Multisest "Vnskhod" cEpoymft

The "Vookhkd" spacecraft was the first multiseat rocket-powered flight vehicle.

its l•a%.nchtngco !? ontob~r 196• •as a. veritable triumph of Soviet science and

technology and opened an new era in the conquest of outer space. This step was very

important from all points of view since only the daily collective work in space of

many people and m apsace expeditions will allow men to 'beome the true vaster of

the moon, the planets, and outer space. The creation of a crew with the participa-

tior. of a physician will allow to use . new principle for oollecting biomedical

information which is based on the separation of questions of medical monitoring and

medical investigations (this will be discusseG in detail in the following chapter).

A physiological leasurement system was correspondingly built on the "Vookhod." The

radio lectronic medical equipment consists of two blocks, one of which was designed

for continuous medical monitori4- of all thuve astronawuts si--,4--l.eo',JY. and the

other was turned on periodically when carrying out medical Investigations. The

medical monitoring block consisted of six amplifiere, three of which were designed to

record electrocardiogrms, while the other three made it possible to record seismo-

grams and pneumograms on one channel. 1n addition, the same block contained a

pneumoelectrocardiophone with a commutator. This new system was constructed on

the basis of the experience of using the electrocardiophone on the "Vostoks." The

pneumoelectrocardiophone Mae control of the duration of the pulses shaped by it

from heart biopotentials with the aid of a contact respiration censor. On inhala-

tion, the pulse width is 150-200 m/sec, and on exhalation It is 70-100 a/sec.

This ensures operational monitoring of both pulse rate and respiratory rate.

Tran.smission is acomplished through the on-board "Signal" system. A special commu-

tator connected one of the astronauts to the pneouocardlophone and sent a corre-

sponding marker signal every two minutes.

Inrormation was coilected by means of a cuhwa .r1nuA wi% alatrO.d as

built into it, a selmocardiographic sensor, and two respiration sensors (carbon

and contact).

The research system was designed for consecutive recording (through one tele-

metering channel) of *lectrooncephalograna, eloctrooculogrows, dynamogroms, and

hand-written signals (objective recording of writing). The sensors and electrodes

were attached by the physician only during the period of investigation were conducted

in several revolution at diffent flight times.
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Siax talemotrin chn/lrals were used to transi~t p•yolological data to Ea~rth.

A 0190t•Loa rdu B, a ;hloc 'legrlu M- %W &&_ flrosi were transmitted

through independent chanznels. Th~e remaining paraimeters - bodr temperature and

reslpiratory rate. humlidity, pressure, air tolwnatur¢, an oarhen dioxide content-

I were transmitted throui4 a ooutator. 7386 wlryl a•u.• y qpment was transistorized

and had a printed circuit,

Amplifiers for electrocardiogram recording had an amplification factor from

I1000 to 5000 with an inUut impedance of up to 100,000 oh. Frequency response was

rectilinear in a range from I to 750 cps. !
Thonocardiogram recording was carried out with the aid of an amplifier with a

frequency ?aA of 20-2000 cps and an amlificstion factor of 1500. A microphone

with 20,000 ohm resistance provided a signal of the order of 5-10 my at the amplifier
i input.

inu.ach of the two amplifiers of nmscle biopotentiala had an input impedance of

p about 100,000 ohms, a frequency-responhe curve of 30-2000 cps, and an amplification K

S factur of 300.

Thermistors which were connected to the circuit of the stabilized supply source

ere used to record the respiratory rate and body temperature. They provided an

output signal of the order of 0-5 V without special amplifiers.

American Research in the Nsraury" Program

The first teot, ýsf the physiological oquwient of a "Mercury" capsule were

conducted dwaing thVe '1i4ht of the chIjwanse 31",on 21 January 1961 (788]. The

equipment was subsequently improved by mean or the g•iaumi audivioul Ur roawei-, Uea t

of sensors and blocks. The equipment initially consiated of two electrocardiographic

ampliflers and circui for measuring body temperature and recording respiration by

thermistor pickups.

Stainless-steel disk-shaled electrodes with a 30-m diameter were used for

electrocardiogram recording. The electrodes were built into a rubber ring which was

I secured to the body by means of a patch. Respiration was measured by means of a

thermistor that was heated to a temperature of 93.3°C and placed in one of the

S micropho.,es. For temperature measurements, a 5-= catheter wai constructed which

contained a thermiator connected to a bridg (freque.-y 400 cpel. Tn n. Cooper's

*1 I
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flight, body temperature was measured by a eeisor which US. periodically placed in

the mouth, instead of a rectal thermistor 1788]. In J. Glenn'@ first orbital fl.ght

a system for measuring arterial preisure according to tCh Knrotkoff ethCod Was

employed. In this case, however, the astronaut had to compress the cuff himpelf

(7891. Measurement of arterial pressure was fully automated in Carpenter's flight.

The cuff for its measurement was placed on his left arm. A microphone was built

Into the lower part of the cuff. The microphone was piezoelectric with a diameter

of 3.5 cm and a thickness of 0.5 cm. An amplifier with a frequency band of 3 2-40

eps was employed to decrease interference and noise [445]. The amplifier was cut off

in the absence of a signal. BeginniAg with W. Schirrate flight, the method ofI
impcdance perauit0rapti y was used to record respiration 1790].

The medical equipment for the "Mercury" cedsule was developed by the McDonnell I
Corporation (788]. The equipment was completely transistorized with the use of

printel circuits.

On-Board Systems for Data Tralaission and Recording

The transmission of data a spacecraft to Earth is carried out with the aid of

various types of radio systems. Of prime value in space physiology are radiotelemetry

devices; however, in the overall composition of the devices in a physiological

measurement and information system a definite role is also played by other systems

of data transmission and recording% compunicatio.s equipment, television equipment,

and memory units. A consideration of a contemporary physiological measurement syst~a

on a spacecraft is impossible without investigating the role of each of these

systems. [

On-or~d RaiJo Telemetry $11tes

The talemetering device converts the output signals of the on-board physiological

equipment into radio signals of a specific form. The same transmitter of' the space-

craft simultaneously transmits a large number of technical and biological parameters.

To create a complex telmaetering signal which carries information on a large number

of parameters, the on-board system has a modulator or encoder, and the ground system

has a demodulator decoder. According to the methodrs of chAsipl separation, multi-

channel telemeterin._ systems ae divided into sy5stems with frequency separation, by

time separation, and code sepqzation (43].

The method of frequency modulation consists In the fact that the subcarrier

frequency for each parameter is separated, which varies in accordance with the
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=Mpit•dt of the measuzvd Vwrmeter. The mothOde of t1w siodulation can be based

n tbe tra, mIssion of pulse thw&%*'n radl ohennels 1) the duration of the pulses

4 fi o he mainItude of th measured p•r•meter at speetfic moments of time (pulse-

width modulaticn - ( MI) tlMI) 2) Whe 1ime between pulseis (poesstal aria measuring

pIasl") to a tfmction of the measu•ed sbnUit.de (pulseo-tIm. modulation - (31M)

tl' ). 3k h O M*MUSAS .qWMSO ,lee 'a the M 4,04 ma•ntude tre converted

I nto a code, e.g.. into binary nwmbers, which are tmasnaitted in the form of pulse

groups. FPlw 186 shows % ftagsm of the Mhaping of telmeetric signals with the

var us modulation msthods.

Ira pt

ftt

1 b
' I i " I

rg 1,8".V "hatn ofvtelvm, v -

S! I I
I s •

frequency modulation; b) puse-width modulation;c) pulse-time modulation; d) putlse-code modu- -

lation.

On the basis of considerations of eeon , niotie immunity, reliability, and

effectiveness, sesttme with tin* separation are used most frequently in astronautiBs.
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Special commutators which alternately connect the outputs of different channels

to the radio system are employed for transmitting a large number of different

-r-metersA on on catrrier frequency. I

The f'reauency of connection is from

#awl one to hur,dreds of times per second

[14]. Mechanical commutators are

used for small low of Interrogation,

and electronic ones are employed for

high speeds. Thus, the radio channel
Sreceives 

discrete values of the

measured quantities. and they are

T • recorded on Earth also in discrete

L r..1 7L In, JJ %|n n i o Il 1  form in the shape of a curve consisting

of separate points whose amtplitudesI

correspond to the voltage of the channel

and whose frequency corresponds to the j
commutation frequency at the outputI

f of the telemetering system.

Fiur 9i shows a diagram, of the

. shaping of a telemetry signal in a

Fig. 19. Shape of telemetric signals trans- multichannel system with the pulse-
mitted by a multichannel system with pulse-
width modulation. width method of modulation FVM.

Actual WM systems do not permit the arbitrary selection of the most optimum frequency g

-of interrogation for each channel. There is a certain standard interrogation

frequency for all channels, and it can be increased orly by means of connecting

several channels In parallel, and decreased by using additional commutators at the

input to the telemetering channel. It is also possible to employ methods of storing

informetion in a channel by mane of simultaneously recording several parameters (ill,

173, 25k, 548).

The radiotelemetry system that are utilized for transmitting physiological

information from a spacecraft to Earth can be divided into: a) periodic-action

systems of direct transmission; b) continuous-action systems of direct transmission;

c) systems with 3torae and subsequent transmission of information [32].

At present, space physiology uses mainly systems of direct trammission.

Transmission is carried out in orbital flights, in periods when the spacecraft passes

over corresponding measuring pointa. A "Signal" transmimter wa. used for co•ntlnuuun
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direct pulse transmaision on the "Vostoka." It operated during the entire time of

flight, eitting pulses In the rhythm of the astronaut's heart contractions.

,s Oi-Board Data-Storage System

Informtion to stored on board In the following casen: a) if it is necessary

to peirto'm Iiwi ti w Ih perilos of tIs when the telemetering as:tem Is not

operating, e.g., beyond the sphere of action of the receiving stations or during the

time of descent; b) It the total capacity of information sources in the period of

measuresmets exceeds the capacity of the telemetering systeml c) if the total

capacity of the information sources is considerably lower than the capacity of the

telemetering system and there is not enough power to transmit information in the

process of measurementl 4) If it is necessary to duplicate data recording by radio-

telemetry with ,oEord~ifw on bohnrd the spacecraft,

The systems that are utilized for storing physiological information can be

divided Into the following groups:

1) long-term storage devices (information is read after the craft returns to

t the ground); 2) operational storage devices; a) with accelerated reproduction; b)

with delayed reproduced; 3) intermediate memory systems for dota storage in the

process of transmission or recording.

This classification of on-board memory units has an analogy in the theory of

Atgital computers. In this case there also are three corresponding types of memory

units: the long-term memory, the fast-store memory, and registers (buffer memory

units).

Biomedical apace research is presently employing mainly long-term memory devices.

Fast storage with accelerated reproduction was used only for transmitting Information

and performing various physchological tests recorded by an on-board tape recorder.

-A A... ---------------.- 1-- -. - .*- - -en--- wan

to record physiological data during the descents of the second through fifth Soviet

orbital spacecraft and the "Vostoks." After the flight, the information from the

magnetic carrier was re-recorded on photographic or paper tape for subsequent analyulu.

A miniature self-contained recorder which was placed in the astronaut's clothing

or In his parachute bag [11, "4$. 295] was used to record Important physiological

data (pulse and respiration) after the astronaut had ejected. Recordings obtained

with the aid of a self-contained recorder make it possible to Investigate the

physiological reactions of an astronaut at the time of ejection, and during parachut-

Ina and landinx.
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Memory units may be characterized by their storage capacity and speed. The

whitch the memory can contain at maximwn storage. The storage speed is analogous to

the concept of the carrying capacity of a radio channel. It is necessary that the

capacity of the information source be coordinated with the storage speed. To prevent

osslble distortions in the storage process, it Is necessary that its speed be

6)lmewhat higher than the speed of Information Input. Thus, for storing an electro-

cardiogram (the amount of information Is approximately 500 bits/sec) the storage

&,peci should be no lower than 600 bits/sec.

Calculation of the capacity of memory unlts in relation to the capacity of'

lin',rmation sources has an important value in fast-store memorization. Here it is

neee •sary to consider the amount of information to be stored, the speed of data

• , t and output, and the time of recording and reproduction. All these indices

must be mutually coordinated. Fast-store memorization of physiological informaticn

has a big future in prolonged and distant space flignts. A characteristic of systems

with accelerated reproduction is the dependence of th* azmouant of information

introduced per unit of time on the periods of storage and reproduction. If a

standard telemetry channel is used for repruductlon and the reproduction time is equal

to 5 minutes, for example, a simple calculation shows that storage takes 60 minutes, I
which means that the speed of information input to the memory unit should be i2

times less than that in direct transmission. Accordingly, an increase in the storage

period to twenty-four hours leads to practically a 300-fold (12 x 24) decrease in

th • a .ount. of information-•to•d- per ,,nit. timc. Thus, the use of data-stor"ap systems

with subsequent reproduction or information envolves the problem encoding biomedical I
data. This problem becomes even more serious if we consider that with the increase

of the duration and distame of space flights, the capacity of direct-transmission

will, decrease, which, in turn, will lead to larger limitations on the possibility

of transmitting biomedical information. An important role must be played hern by

memory units with delayed reproduction. For instance, if the carryi4g capacity of a

radio channel is insufficient for direct transmission of an electrocardiogram (for

Instance, a channel with a capacity of 10 bits/sae),.the slitrocardloara can, be

introduced with normal speed (500-600 bits/see) into the on-board storage device, and I

then transmitted with a iO-fol4 deceleration through ar, available telemetric channel.

The transmission of a one-secord segment of an EKC curve will then take 60 sec. I
Table 6 lists tentative data on the necessary factors of acceleration or
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•Opý,,*atlon of ttranmiosioni of physiological information with the use of telemeter-

t ch oinels with different cavrying eapacities from 0.01 to 500 bits/sec. A

tgtection Udleatus the necessity of slowing dow ti imiwsrslor %'UhA donminittor.

shows the multiplicity of deceleration). The integers correspond to the number of

****"a of aottial recordin of the aunt of Information which can be transmitted

%brow& a given cbmmol in 0 direct-traef alooson mode-per second, One my see

ftrm the table that en electrocawdiogrea can be tramaitted through a channel with

a carryic• aacity of 20 bits/see with appr~almtely a 25-told delay, and the data

of 200 tteVeratuwr naeurements can be trammitted in I second.

Table 6. Tentative Data on Capacity of Memory Units (W) [MU] and Characteristics
of Modes of Aceloerated and Delayed Reproduction of lFVysological Information

Pbaologi Parameters
Charactcristice, of NU
mad oper,--tioml modes 88 Wi n TT

MW Uapacity rot storge
period

-2 mi 60 thous.bits 30 thova.bits 1200 bits 6 bits
-20 min 600 thmus.bits 300 thous.bits 12 thous.bits 60 bits
-i hour m milbits 1.5 &il.bits 60 thous.bits 300 bits
-8 hours 2? mil.bits 12 mil.bits 480 thous.bits 2400 bits
-24 hours 71 mil.bits 36 mil.bitm i mil. 4W bits 7200 bits

Deceleration and
accel( ration Tactors
of transmission for
raito e•bmnls with
the following carry-

Cqcmpcities
.-OA bcit/se: i/Iocoo 1/5000 1/200

-2 bits/sec 1/5OO0 1/500 1/20 lo
-20 bits/se e1/00 1/25 200
-100 bits/sec I1/o 1/5
-500 bits/sec 1/2 1 25 5000
-1000 bits/sec 1, 010000

*ote: (8K) [EKG]- electrocrdlograrn (8) [(0G]- electrvnencephalogram, (n)
[P1) - pneuwogrem, (TT) [BT] - ssurement of body temperature.

The table also gives calculations of storage capacity for various storage times.

Questions of on-boArd storage and tronmission of physiological information

to Earth are closely related to investigtions of the informational characteristics

of physiological parameters. Under laboratory end ground conditions it is usually

not necessary to scrupulously coordinate the swunt of information with the

capabilities of the recording instruLment, where frequently a narrowing of the

frequency band (ie., a decrease in capacity) of the channel is only the means of

counteracting interferences. Conversely, physiological measurement systems on

a spacecraft must be constructed taking into account their main requirement of

tranamitting (recording) maximum information with the use of the minimum capacity
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of the telemetric (recording) charinel. This requirement eventually causes essential

changes, as compared to conventional ones, in the methods of collecting ilnformation

in the circuits of electronic amplifier equipment. Moreover, the observance of this

requirement necessitates the development of' absolutely new methods of physiological

investigation. Also very signilicant are the changes introduced by the specific

character of transmission and storage of information in Space fliht, the mthodologi-

cal principles of the physiological investigations, their organization and prepara-

tion, processing the results of measurements, and analyzing them.

Television and Radio Comunications Systems

A considerable amount of physiological information has been obtained during

spac•c investigations by means of television and radio comunicattions. The clarity

of the television transmissions during the flights of "Vostok 3-6" mad* it possible

to analyze the astronaut's facial expression and his oculomotor responses. In

flight experiments with animals, television was used to observe the motor responses

of dogs in various phases of flight [T7, 117]. The aoviet spacecraft had two tele-

vision cameras which made it possible to conduct extensive observations. Figure 20

shows sawles of television pictures that were obtained during investigatios with

animals ad in the "Vostok" flights.

II

Ag. 20. Samples of television pictures obtained
during flight experiments with animals and Is "Voetokflights.

The television method of investigation and monitoring Is now being eiloyed

more and more in medicine and physiology. Television is used in operatlms for

observing difficult cases arid for Investigations in microbiology, opthalmology. and
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*twr fields (60). The television metbd in pace phynioloff obviously has a big

NMan. A lwp nmier of remote investip•ti s, suoh ase eoscopy, examination of

- ee_-Ar trase, study ot pupil reflexes, diagonosieg of skin diseases, and so

twoap will became possible, epecOaly with the introduction of color television.

TeVJlvio w*ee it possible for a piWqcia to observe his "siowe patient,"

tWo " st.6 eMtinom 0SbtqttS him bi n to * patieat and converse with him.

Certtsan aVtwh.. aserlbe a e .ept!aisa. Valu, to two-tay radio commnications with

the ast•onaut, considering its role In providing operational medical monitoring no

loes iortant tme aeetrowdlograpW 013,[ 669). Acoording to the data received

from radio conversations, the physician can estimte the general state, efficiency,

and health of te astro••SMt, his noauro--mtiol background, and also can detect

Wmetal disturb~a• s. Zit to necessa to disti•lpaish two methods of radio-conversation

easlmyist 1) the loe-samntic method, when prime iortance is ascribed to what

the astronaut saps mad how he snewoer questiomal 2) the structural-acoustical method,

when such informational chtracterietics of spech as frequency spectrum, fundamental

and component harmonics (tim6bre), duration of separate sonmds, words, and phrases,

and other indices a taken Unto account. Comequently, physiologists and physicians

1re extremely interested in high-quality and noise-proof communicationn. For semantic

commimcation, it is sufficient to use a narrow frequency band within the limits of

a hundred cycles per second, while a structural-acoustical evaluation of an astronaut's

beech requires a sufficiently broad dynamic frequen1cy band, e.g., from 100 to 7000

ps or even from 20 to 0),000 cps.

During the "Vostok" flights, an extensive network of ground shortwave and ultra-

short wave stations was used for two-way radio commnications. On board there were

primary and reserve radio sets of different r•emes. Microphones, laryngophones,

and telephones were placed In the estromeutas helmet. In addition, extra microphones

and loudspeakers were Unstalled in the cabin. This made it possible to continue

radio communications when the astronaut left his seat And when his spacesuit was

disconnected from the on-board cable metwork. In these msents of flight, informa-

tion from the sensors and electrodes did not enter the channels of the telemetry

system and radio omnmicatlims was the only zmmQhod for ev4uating the astronaut 's

condition.

The radio cammunicationa equipment of the spacecraft had both automatic and

manual control. The astronaut could re4late the volume of the receivers, turn

the transmitters on and off, and connect the microphones and telephones. A physiolo-

gical evaluation of these operations can be of iqaortance for investigations of
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astronaut efficiency In flight. H .
Radio communications, television, and radiotelmetry, by complemnting one

another, compose the single foundation of the contemporary physiological measurement

system on spacecraft (5, 91.

Problems of Preparing and Conduct!% Height p1riments todValuating Their RsUltZO

Among the various Investigations in the field of space biolo and medicine,

a central position is occupied by the flight experiment. The direct result of each

flight experiment contains a definite amount of scientific informtion. The quality

and quantity of this Information depends not only on the theoretioal level of thV

development of questions on data transmission, the selection of research method.,

and .he creation of appropriate equipment, but also to a considerable extent on how

pri'totically the flight experiment is prepared, how is medical security in the course

of flight organized, and how the obtained data are processed. Therefore, an account

of the questions of preparing and carrying out flight experiments and evaluating the

results is organically related to the investigation of a contemporary physiological

measurement system on a spacecraft. The recipient of the information (physician,

physiologint) is one of the objecti of the physiological measurement and information

system to the same extent as the source of information (astronaut). A consideration

of this system would be incomplete without studying the problems of feedback.

In this case these problems are related to the specific state of the astronaut

before, during, and after the flight the making of decisions and the issuance of

instructions on the basis of the results )f medical monitoring, and the making of

re.!ommendations on preparation for the following flight experiment.

Preflight TestinA'of Phyviological Measurement

As it is known,. a measurement process requires the presence of two quantities:

the one to be measured and a standard. Standard information is extremely Important

for physiological measurements in a space flight in view of the peculiarities of the

research methods and equipment plus the variety of conditions of the experiment

itself. Preflight testing of the physiological measurement system to one of the

sources of standard informatiop. The following functions are performsed in the test-

ing proceses a check of methodological methods r-nd equipment; individual finishing

of electrodes and sensors in reference to the specific astronaut candidates; obtain-

ment of the reference data necessary for subsequent analysis of telemetric information
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tIvemal t e t es t sI a ebsol of tge sttumv oa the sirelioJOglol Msaurement

GsteM IM orS torv u4Oeri Mt wM inz1SM4rMphtiaMU to fliJit oonditlonSj

apeM'ati or mediomi saun for woek in pue3awch period and during flight.¶Weflt testis m conducted with V. 4licatian ao mstatir clinical,

Spenm t im-board e*tu*mmt. in as bqiingA the methods proposed for

A"M 1 A m ei tMOW "Wrim VFWMPM OVA"h Oa e mse* ot stat ionsaw

equipment. Mhen, by =4edixg IMe sn . s %Asatod•ls, they try to obtain high-

qWtiyt euW'di gsi"i n an al e eVm- y oMsidered to be the standards. FUrther,

in the prccs of SstetS a wok" of the on-board equipmnt, tbey try to obtain

recordings of naslogaouquality. The•, an tN psent on-board equipment, after

indivi~lftarnJiailg of "Sptem of seeuwlng U. eliectredes and sensos, physiological
tunaetloms of the astrawal a" woeoo4d., bests8 In eInd the staedard recordings

obtained prow iml~y. The otalamet st 1"i~it sowuIngs of physiological
functiams in %te pre-v* pos• oSt perie is wr.uortanee for evaluating the

inWomatim reoeidd divst4# in the course at 411ht. Therfore, serious attention

is given to all tat" or preparation for the tlJm ezperiment.

Special devices have been developed for emoning out the various testing opera-

tions, which Involve i*Mvidval finishing of sensors Ae electrodes, checking out

the physiological equdet, and carrying out self-contained and full-scale tests

of the physiological uama'rqment systeas a test Vanel and a simulator (U±]. The

it panel is used to beack the quality of fixtion of the sensors and electrodes

itout the on-board --- .This ... cl 3 .X.

3tages of work end especially in proceses of outfitting the estrornut on the day of
the launching. in•e the launch preparation Is conducted on a strict time schedule,

a delty in outfitting the astronaut is Impemissible. If a wire break or lproperly-

locates sensor is detected after the spacesuit is put an, and all the more so after

sitting down in the cabin of the spsaeoratt., correction of the situation mauy demand

"rescheduling of the day of the launching. Therefore a test panel in the form of an

analog of the ca-board equipampt is an ~ortant aid to the physic• an. It consists

of two amlifiers mnd a switching devices and mkes it possible to monitor the opera-

S tiOo"f the electrodes ind a owezby * awm or % d ee lopds peaker (for listening)

or a microammeter (visually). A second mimualted instrument is an ar~log of the

intortion source. Rei ntly in literanture there have afoeared deocrnpteon- of

simulators for medical puzposes [665, 690] and analog cmpaters, which also are

si•l~ators [3]. A s1ale simlaor can be made It the for* of a noon-tube relwxation

'I generator. The generator sends out acute-angle palses like the R waves of an
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electrocardiogram. Their tracking frequency is continuously reglated by means 3f

s potentiometer of intermittently by mean of capacitance switching. PracticallyjI

square pulses are given by a transistorized multivibrator-type sinllatOr. More

complicated simulators permit recording of pulses of various.:frequently rather

complicated, foris siiltaneoumly throug several channel* (Fig. 21). The magnitude

of the output sigtal Is selected with *he sensitivity thwxholds of the lr'it of

the amplifier of the channel under investigation. It it usually sufficdiet to hove

two standard values of output signalst 100 microvolts and I millivolt. SImalAtors

are extremely useful in various checks of the on-board e•uipment, but are espe4nil

Important during prolonged technical testa.

A a A , a

- . .. i.i - ~ I....... A.. A - ""

FIg2. . -Samples of simulator output sn1s which

trocardiogrm (a).

When considering questions of the collection of reference data which will

subsequently serve as a standard for evaluating telemetric information, it is

necessary to indicate the following circumstance. A distinctive feature of the

physiological .easure•iet and information system of a spacecraft is the polygraphic

approach to the Investigation of physiological functions. Laboratories and clinics

presently are inly using the method of Independent study of separate systmes and

organs, e.g., there are electrocardiographs and corresponding electrocardiographic

departments, electroencephalographs and corresponding electroencephalogpic

departments. Sven the departpnts and sections of functiorl digostls are

equipped With a large ntmber •f various devices which are used sqerately depending

upon the readings during the examination of one patient or another. HIO~-quality

mass-produced instruments are used for the preflight examinatior of astronauts:

encephalographs, spircmetablogr•phs, mechanical cardiographs, and so forth [294.
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9g]. However, to obtAin dta in aceardanoO with the methodology of the full-socle

spozlah to physiological IrAW0tigatione InT SioL4t, It Is neesar to construct

appropriate equpsment •74, 1.1. 2941 .

T i I

*i ~ I 'I T1

I.T T~ 1%1

F l t io n• with the f & a I o. ,t-i-u - phlim c3Bical•

11. 2.SapesofrWw

i ~lateral pro JectionS; b)• PCI' _onoeai~i. TS3), I - elec--
trocardiogram in first leadi va - .lue Irenlpism~tivflcm9

g 2.•oscil elM) The readcnge or l1i (ph)y siooialman

funcatin with trrows abore the pressur•yeres ansdre lot

T. tkulii iheel a r "ZSdl "yP i Tr e re lscialpo r

T• 'he (D) lEA] plant, tovether with our participation in cooperation with I.
i T.•kulnlcevdevlopedm) Th readi-yp ngs--l for IMO later-alme plgapn

research which was used under clinical and polyclinical conditions, and was also
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applied in prelaunch investigations. Figure 22 illustrates sample* of recordings

of various physiological functions that were -----e with its aid- The described
lnstr~hmert was constructed on the basis of' the vectoreardioncope designed by 1. T.

Akulinichev and makes it possible to conduct both visual observation and recording

of parameters on 36-m photographic film. The total number of physiological parameters

which can be recorded in a full-scale investigation is 16, including an electracardlo-

gram, vectorcardiogran, phonocardlogram, arterial ovcillogram, ballistocardiogram,

electroencephalogram, body temperature, galvanic skin reflex, conditioned more

responses, and so forth.

A similar "combine" essentially replaces the department of ltnctional diagnostics

and makes it potsiblc. to conduct extremely diverse physiological research according

to a selected program.

f1tlgol Monitoring During Space Flight

The medical check of an astronaut on the day of a flight begins withI an evalus-

tion of prelaunch recordings. After the astronaut enters the spacecraft during the

launch preparation, practically continuous recording of the most important physiolo-

-_cal perameters is conducted (electrocardiogram, pulse rate, respiratory rate).

Of importance for providing medical monitoring ir the prelaunch period are two-way

radio communications with the launch command post and periodic observations on a
televivion channel.

At the time of launching and during propelled flight, therough medical monitor- I
tag is conducted according to television data radio conversations, and also by means

of visual monitoring of the main physiological parameters on the screen of the

telemetry station. I
After the spacecraft is launched, the network of ground telemetry measuring

points begins to operate. At each point there is a medical group, whose duties

include medical monitoring at the moment that the spacecraft flies over a given

point and immediate transmission of data to the flight control center and to the

coordination-computation center. Thus, for the flights conducted under the "Mercury"

program, 15 receiving stations located in various areas of the world in the orbital

projection of the spacecraft were connected with the launch center at Cape Canaveral

(Cape Kennedy).

In the USSR, during the flights of the second through fifth Soviet orbital

spacecraft with animals, for the purpose of obtaining experience in redical Monitor-

ing, medical groups were set up for operational evaulation of the state of the arimals



iI• space flight.

The specific chiaracter of the work of the physicians at the measuring pointsI
demanded special training and instruction on how to read telemetry recordings,

For operational evaluation of data obtained In the course of flight, special tables

were' constructed which systimi•t~ed 'age dta& of the training and attempts of each

astronmau tit made a fJrll* Thus, tables .nr* conatructed with data on the limits

of individual variations of the basic pktytiological indicts during the action of

0-loads, during heat tests, during prolvnged Ieoltionk. and so forth. A great deal

of *ssistan&e wse rendered also by graphs of the A.tcaje in pulse and respirmtion

where observed in preceding space '\t:tes ,x' st,. These data were considered

to be the standards when comparing w with Th.% r•sults ut the flight of other

astronauts. Indeed, every subsequent flight assentially differed with respect to

time from the preceding one, but even a compartson of the physiological reactions

In identical phases of fligt uas an important factor lor a proper medical evalua-

tion of the data and a prognosis.

In the process of preparation for work at the measuring points, the various

dangerous deviations in the state of health of the astronauts that are probable in

flisht were studied and the possible pathological changes of the recorded parameters

were schematically depicted.

Medical monitoring at the measuring points were carried out in two stages. The

Irst stage consisted of visual ubi6rvatlon of pny.-l-tognom indices (basically

lectrocardiograms and pneuaograss) on the screens of telemetry devices, listening

to (and counting) the electrocardiophone signals, examining television pictures,

and monitoring the content of radio conversations. On the basis of these data, a

preliminary conclusion was made concerning the state of the astronaut. The second

stage of operational monitoring consisted of a more detailed study of telemetry

recordings, and an exact determination of the pulse rate and respiratory rate, the

hygienic conditions in the cabin, and the radiation situation. These data were

transmitted to the flight control center and to the coordiration-computation center.

The conclusions: coneoain the state of astronauts were mnde on the basis of

calculating all the data and comparing them with the data trom ground tests and

training sessions.

A final conclusion about the state of the astronaut was made by n.edlcal

specialists and cotsultarts in the medical groups at the flight control center and

the coordination-computation center.
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We should point out some os the peculiarities of the reception of telemetry

information rrom a iacicrafat which Interfere with the realization of medical moni-

toring. The fact is that the motion of a craft in orbit stipulates only an episodical

character of communication with Earth. The eamount ut' information obtained during

a space flight is severely limited; the duration of recording periods depends on

the orbital parameters, the location of .. ie receiving points, and also on the power

resources of the spacecraft. The communication time in different revolutions of an

artificial satellite, and consequently, the amount of information obtained, are not

identical. At separate intervals of time up to several hours in length, direct

telemetry communication is impossible and only the medical information are the signals

Crom the continuously operating electrocardiophone ( the "Signal" transmitter).

Pal1.l f the biological information is rec,rded on board the spacecraft and cannot be

o1tained in the course of the space flight. This information is on the descent

phase. Thus, the physicians must deal with information obtained from various

flight phases that is nonuniformly distributed in time and quantity, which creates

definite difficulties in its processing and analybis. In addition, the form of

late recording sharply differs from the usual laboratory oscillograms. It is usually

photographic film with recordings in the form of points with curves. The frequency

of quantification and the accuracy of reading depend on the capacity of the telemetry

channel. Tapes with recordings are marked with a single time (Moscow) which makes

it possiole to synchronize the data rf several channels or even the receiving points,

and to accomplish time annexation to the data obtained through the radio communica-

tions and television channels. In the beginning and at the end of the information

reception period, due to radio interference, data interpretation and analysis are

difficult.

In the process of medical monitoring It is difficult to perform complicated

sLatistical calculations; however, a specific amount of measurements is necessary.

As a rule, the mean maximum and minimum values of separate indices are determined

fcr each revolution, and the entire volume of information is quantitatively evaluated

on the object of manifestation of specific changes in the oscillograms. Of importance

is a comparative analysis of data from revolution to revolution. This results in

the timely detection of tendencies toward the appearance of pathological deviations

and an &ppropriate prognosis can be established.

The participation of a physician in a space flight does not essentially change

the general principles of medical monitoring at least for the closer orbital flights.

The physician-astronaut, just as the rest of the crew, must be monitored by the medical
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staff on Earth. Therefore, the entire system of medical monitoring desclribed, above

also remains unchanged for flights of roultlieor. craft with a phy-ician on board.

However, it is natural that the reliability of monitoring in essentia3ly increased

here. IMny dangerous situations can be quickly detected by the physician and fast

medical aid can be given both on the basis of the results of the physician's

observations an also on the basis of instraetionu from Bearth. When the spacecraft

has on-board computers, the diagnostic capabilities of the physician are considerably

increased in flight and the intensity of work of the ground staff decreases.

The use of computer technology on Earth for current operational analysis of'

information In the course of space flight will also be of importance. Such experi-

ments already are being conducted. There is also a number of experimental and

theoretical efforts in this direction, which indicate the expediency of constructing

automated ground systems of medical monitoring [376].

Evaluating the Results of FFItaht Experiments

Spacecraft flights to some extent experimentally confirm specific calculations

and laboratory investigations, which in turn are based on the experience of' previous

± light experiments. As indicated above, there is feedback in the system of the

following categories: theoretical investigations and calculations, laboratory

experiments and mockups; experimental space flights. This means that the results

-f' every flight experiment have a high scientific value and should serve as the basis

'1r the organization and realization of subsequent, more complicated, flights into

4pace. In reference to questions of physiological measurements, the analysis and

ý;aluatlon of telemetry information obtained in the course of flight have two aspects:

the obtainment of new scientific data on the influence of factors of space flight

on a living organism; the obtainment of information on the quality of operation of

the physiological measuring system, data on the effectivenesp of the methods used,

and determination of ways of further improving the measurement system.

It is naturally that these two aspects are interdepenient and supplement one

another, since it is impossible to imagine the possibility of proper scientific

treatment of flight data without a knowledge of the methodological pecullarities of

the measuring system, and conversely, it is impossible to estimate the effectiveness

of the physiological methods used and to outline ways for their improvement without

knowing the scientific results of the flight.

Questions of the evaluation of telemetry information have a specific character

both due to the peeuliarities of obtaining information (time and quantitative
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nonuniformity) and also because of its huge volume. Since the actual formulation of

space experiments is not within the capability of one person, even a simple examina-

tion of many kilometers telemetry recordlngH, tiot to mention their processing and

analysis, is impossible for one person tu a•curpllsh. The data obtained as a result

ol' the realization of a space flight experiment are the pr'cpe,-ty of everyone that

has participated in its preparation and performance. The first experience of

processing and analyzing large amounts of telemetry information was obtained during

flight experiments on the second and third Soviet orbital spacecraft with animals.

The method given below was developed in cooperation with G. N. Zlotin.

In the postflight period, all telemetry recordings obtained at the various

receiving points were concentrated in one place. The first stage of operation was

to n te and fix the time of the recordings and then to construct so-called receiving

chains. A receiving chain is continuous series of telemetry tapes obtained during

one communication period. Since numerous stations are operating during the period,

partially duplicating one another, the task consists in selecting the best quality

recordings. All further treatment is conducted within the limits of the receiving

chains.

Primary interepretation of recordings consists of determining certain amplitude

and time indices. In the beginning of the operation, medical specialists make up

the so-called telemetry information interpretation plan, which indicates:

a) a list of the measured indices for each recording channel; b) the procedure

for determining each index; c) the frequency of measurements; d) the methids of

calculating the necessary derivatives.

As a result of the primary interpretation, numerical data are obtained with a

specified discretion which characterizes the measured physiological parameters.
However, the huge amount of data cannot be analysed without, the appropriate

gro•iping and statistical processing [209].

For data grouping, the qualitative uniformity of the data should be taken into

account. Grouping of data obtained by telemetry was produced in accordance with

flight phases in which qualitatively (but not quantitatively) uniform influences

are expected. There are four of these phases: FTC - prelaunch; A - powered flight;

0 - orbital; C - descent. However, nonequivalent conditions were observed practically

in each of the mentioned phases. Thus, in the pcuered-tlight phase, the magnitude

of accelerations acting on the living organism at different times from the moment of

launching was different. Reactions to weightlessness also to a considerable extent
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depend on time. Therefore, when the recordiigs were processed, phases MlCI and flC 2S were isolated; nIC was 3-4 hours before launching; nIC2 was 5 minutes before launching;

A1 and A2 were the first and second half of powered flight; Ji was the first five

minutes of weight1esnesst H2f Hrs and.4 were the following 5-minute periods of

v -.c• flight in the first revolution. The Information obtained in each revolution

of the qpaeeorft awod rth a groupe aeording to revolutions (B2 .1 6 etc.).

In the descent, data grouping was carried out in 5-minute intervals (C., C22 C., etc).

Let us consider the rules of the proposed method of grouping telemetry data.

First of all, one should note that for the prelaunch, powered flight, and descent

phases, all the data to be analyzed is generalized. However, here we are concerned

with an evidently nonstationurj nonergodic process. Therefore, the averaging times

should be selected as minimum, e.g., equal to 10 sec, i.e., such, within the limits

of which the conditions of stationarity are observed. In the orbital phase of flight,

within the limits of tne operating period of the telemetry receiving point, the physio-

logical processes can be said to be stationary; therefore, here we will apply the

method of time averaging (i.e., tho use of the property of ergodicity.

Let us consider in greater detail the problem of processing the data obtained

fin an orbital flight. Since the reception, time in different revolutions is not the

same, the obtained data are selected samplings. These selections are random to a

certain extent since they depend on the orbital projection of the spacecraft in the

z ne of coverage of the receiving station and on the propagation conditions of the

,is wavus. As it is known, the most important property which the selected samplings

should possess is its max!mvm reflection of all trends of the general sampling

[209]. The question arises of to what extent the state of an organism in the period'• of information transmission to Earth reflects its state during all the remaining

time in a given revolution. The field of statistics has a special numerical exponent

which characterirer the degre. of distinction between the selective and general

sampling. This exponent is the mean error (m), which indicates how much the selective

k L mean differs from the mean in a very large number of observations (general sampling).

As a result of processing the te3emetry data in orbital phases, basically insigni-

ficant mean errors were obtained, which points out the high reliability of the

obtained selective means.
In statistical processing of numerical data, the following exponents were

S:4sually calculatedt the arithmetic mean value (M), the standard deviation (a), and

the difference between the maximum and miniium values of each exponent (Xmx, Xmn).
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For a clarification of the authenticity of the distinction betwee.: twoj ii-oar (%J

different revolutions) the coefficient t was determinedt

Attempts also were made to calculate the self- and inter-correlation relationships,

and also to extrapolate the data by the applIcation of the method of least squares

[122]. However, these more complicated mathematical methods of treatment require

automation. The primary statistical and mathematical treatment of telemetry infor-

mation is basically concerned with preparing the data for further scientific analysis.

Indeed, many statistical exponents can have a concrete physiological otgnificance.

For instance, the variation factor [V' to SOM extent evidently reflects the level

of x.erve control of the vegetatAve functions C112, 33]. Deteamination of the

authenticity of distictione between mean values in different revolutions gives

the physiologist mathematically substantiated facts. The development of methods

for analyzing large volumes of nonuniform information, especially in reference to

data obtained in a space flight, is a complicated task.

It is alreddy absolutely clear that intense research on mathemtical methods

for evaluating each physiological parameter is necessary A preliminary chack of these

methods in a large number of laboratory experiments and In the clinic will be of

importance in this case.

The tediousness and ineffectiveness of manually processing large volumes of

telemetry information brouht about the appearance of * large number of proposals

for the automation of this process. It is possible to isolate two trends of similar

efforts:

a) automation of information readout (measurement); b) automation of processing

the results of measurements.

With regard to the readout of information from different carriers (paper, film,

and so forth), there is extensive literature [297], and it is not a complicated

problem for nonintegrated recordings. Telemetry recordings, as a z•ule, are

integrated, i.e., they are superimposed, forming Intersecting lines, which complicates

their automatic readout and requires manual assistance. At present these problems

are being successfully solvei. However, the most effective approach to recording

is on magnetic tape, which can be directly introduced Into a digital computer.

Regarding the statistical and mathematical )rocessing of data after mamial measure-

ment, punch-card end digital computers are now being used extensively.
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The obtaiinnt of a definite sun of digital indices which characterize the

4ynaalos att phyniological processes in the course of a flight experiment in only an

initial, preparatory stage 'or a scientific evaluation of the results of the flight

experiment. A thorough comparison cf these data with each other and with the

rMInifg flight data (microclnta•e or cabin, ykWyical conditions cf flight, radio-

televisiou data, operation of spacec!mt systsms, etc.) Is the so,:ond stage of the

scientific evaluation of telemetry data, as a result of which a Judgement can be

made about the reactions of the astronaut to the actions of a large number factors

of $pace flight. Finally, the third and concluding stage of evaluation constants of

clarifying the mechanisms and geneisis of the observed reactions and determining

ways of further investigation, including investigations in the area of physiological

methods and physiological smoauring systems.
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CHAPTER 1

DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURMUT AND
INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR USE ON LIONG-TRK,

LONG-RANGE SPACE FLIGHTS

The development or space research brought to life various projects which

anticipate an essential increase of the duration and distance of flights. The task

of this chapter is to discuss the main design pri.nciples of physiological measurement

and information systems of spacecraft of the nearest future on the basis of numerous

publications. Special attention is given here to a consideration of the methods of

medical monitoring and the methods of medical investigation. The differentiated

approach to each of these groups of methods, depending upon the tasks and conditions

of the flight, in the final result, also composes a more expressed specific character

of future physiological measurements in space.

Main Trends in the Refinement of Physiological

Measurement Systems for vsacecrart

Flight experiments with animals and the maulti-day flights of the "Vostoks"

nv.de it possible to gain rich experience in physiological measurement under the con-

ditions of outer space. This experience has been summarised in a number of publica-

tions (6, 81, 2893 and ways of further improving physiological measurement and

information systems for spacecraft have been based on it. As already mentioned, the
main purpose of the physiological mseasursments on the "Vostoks" was to provide flight

safety and conduct reliable medical monitoring. The collection of scientific

information on the influence 1f flight factors op an organism in this sense was an

additional problem. Therefore, the physiological measurement systam was constructed

on the basis of the following principles:

1) all sensors and electrodes should be on the astronaut's body during the

entire flight; 2) the transmission of physiologic&l information from the sensors and
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eLectrodes on the astronaut to the on-board equipment is carried but through wires,

i.e., a 4peC& cable Which connectse', the spai to_ the soat_! a i) the on-board

medical equipment is controlled automtically from a progrma device or from Earth;

4) most of the data is recorded in the period of direct communication between the

Siecraft and the ground pointuj 5) all physiological information is recorded in

*be form of oeoillogui subjeat to eambasemt Iaeoretation and analysis.

The tulfillment of these principles was stipalated by the design features of

the on-board equipment and the information collection system, as well as by the

organization of the operational medical monitoring In the course of flight. However,

in the multi-day flights definite tendencies were revealed, the development of which

with the increase of the duration of flight will load to a complete reconsideration

r- the entire system. Thus, the gradtal expansion of the range of physiological

Measurements fros flight to flight by means of Installaing new instruments on board,

,'Nanging the essinment of chanaels, ad tranmitting several parameters on one

channel is absolutely obvious. It is absolutely clear that the tendency to increase

the nuber of research methods will be subsequently retained. This is indicated by

the publication of various proposals for programs of physiological measurements in

space flight. Some programs offer up to 10 and more methods (512, 662, 756]. It

Is quite possible that even moro detailed investigations of astronauts in flight

will be demanded. However, this will lead to literally "weighing-down" the astronaut

t, electrodes and sensors if the principles of their constant position on the

ronaut's body during the entire flight are mstintained. There are two opinions

this matter. S author• co• ide.r ,m t.he problems of micerominiaturization of

sensors and electrodes in order to make them "inconspicuous" to the astronaut and

tuo ensure prolonged functioning without discomfort [413, 572]. Others consider it

feasible to keep only a minimum of sensors and electrodes on the astronaut's body

to obtain Information which characterizes the state of his basic physiological

functions and efficiency [669]. The remaining sensors should be employed only for

the purpose of obtaining prognastic information [5W, 601]. Some specially mention

methods necessary for monitoring and investigation in flight (378].

In 1961 R. N, Bayevskiy and 0. G. Gazenko proposed two independent measuring

systems for long-term and long-range flights: a medical monitoring system and a

medical research system (81].

The first ib Intended for ensuring space flight safety by means of operational

Monitoring of the most important physiological indices. To do this, a definite

minimum of sensors and electrodes must continuously be on the astronaut and the system
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must be ready to transmit information to Earth or inform the crew at any moment.

This, In the words of Edmund (413], is the ro-called *police surveillance" of the

astronaut or the OB service.

The second system Is intended for more detailed mdical investigations which

are conducted for dispensary observation or collection of scientific inforumtion.

Here there should be employed a @ystem of detachable sensors and electrodes which

would provide considerably more extensive and diverse physiological lWoruation

than in the medical monitoring system. These sencors and electrodes can be

independently attached by the astronautse at verious moments of flight by Instruc- n

tions from Earth or according to a special program. On board there can be reserve

sets of sensors as well as sets of sensors for various purposes (for instance, for

pla.med and unplanned investigations). A similar approach to the construction of

pphysiological measuring systems imnediately expands the methodologic capabilitier

of the physiologists working In the field of space nedicine and permits the

application of methods under conditions of space flight which would be senseless to

use in another approach.

In the flight of V. F. Sykovekiy and V. V. Tereohkova, where a large number of

physiological measurements was made during the 3-5 day flight, the volume of

physiological information proceeding to Earth could not be completely processed in

the course of the flight, and for medical monitoring it wa sufficient to observe

a comparatively small number of the most important indices. This confirms the

expediency of the differential approach to physiological measurements in space flight
and the development of independent systems of medical monitoring and medical Inves-

tigations. A change in the working and living conditions of the astronauts in a

prolonged flight, the Oize of the living and working compartments, the composition

of the on-board systems, and the possibilities of transmitting information to Earth

(a sharp decrease in carrying capacity of the channels) will lead to an essential

change in the requirements of the physiological measurement system. Among these

requirements are the following:

a) the necessity of releasing the astronaut from constantly wearing most of

the sensors and electrodes;

b) the necessity of releasing the astronaut from constant wire commincations

with the on-board equipment;

t ) makins It possible to record phiiologwical data under "restn condithons of

the astronaut, when he is not cormunicating with Earth and not operating the spacecraft
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*qO•4sno, I.e., In the period between of telemtry transmissions;

6) pl'v sig aro the peesiality of nmia-l Costr-o• the se 4' esa equipment ad

Mtive participation in oarryiY o4t Vwe Inveot1gational

0) the solution of the problem of "compression" of the biomedical data trans-

.ULtt@4 to Sath by eliminating mesa Information for dma transmission on channels

with OzglO limited oaWU'la eap~aoitaLe

f) providift for astomatic sial,'.g to Barth and the crew in case of the

appearance at owdltions a&erous fc2 life wd health.

In the re•lisation of those ksquirements we onoonter the necoesaity of Introduc-

tng new enwits and units into future physiological measurement and informattion

systemsan spacecraft.

The provision fto medical monitoring under coaditions of tree movement of the

astronaut inside the spacecraft cabin involves the application of a radio link for

transmitting Information tram the electrodes md s ors on the astronaut's body to

the on-board oquipment. Similar arrangements are called dynamic telemetry systems,

and in sp•cs medicine are known as "minor" telemetry (in distinction from "major"

telemetry, "spacecraft-to-Earth").

The development of a medical research system will make it possible to "unload"

the astronaut of a large number of sensors and electrodes on his body. Most of them

will be Independently attached by the astronaut for the time of the investigation.

is will demand his active participation in the medical investigation: manual

I art-stop operation of the equipment, installation and removal of the sensors, and

,.•rformance or functional tests on a atrict tim-- schedule.

The realization of investigationo in the period between telemetry comunications

will become possible only if the spacecratt has powerful memory units or digital

computers (UN) ETBVMI on board. The necessity of an on-board digital computer is

also dictated by the task of "compressing" the medical information for its trans-

mission to Earth through channels of limited capacity, for automatic signaling of

dangerous situations, lssulr recoamendations, and also for solving many other

problems of actronautics.

Later we shall present data on investigations devoted the search the most

rational ways of creating certain new elements of physiologiual measurement and

information systems: intracabin radio links, medical investigation systems, and

devices for automatic processing of physiological Information. These elements,

together with the (es already considered, are the objects of a qualitatively new
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physioloaical measurement and inform-

tion system. The struactuire of this

system lt represented in Fig. 23.

As can be meen, the system Is baracteri-

sod by a larog number of various direct

and reow rse afferent wA efferent,

I commnications. A physician on Narth

C CUN can obtain informutiu during a coMA-

nloation period or from a memory unit

L. directly from the astronaut in the form
M .of an oscillogram or a special on-board

'Fig. 23. Block diagrem of on-board digital ccompater in the form of digits

section of a physiologlc"ka nouremSnt and code coiznations. The astronaut
and informtioh system used for lona-
term twid *an-rarle spa*ce "1,1s az_ controls the conmioations equipment
distance. (1q) PO - (W [IO -
medical monditorl sstem t•) C the medical research unit, and

[ (MRS] -- medicIa oresearch system; TV -
television; (Acs [CZJ] - communications obtains information •ram Barth ss well
equipment; (p)d [CR - command receiver;
(PTCO() OBTE] - on-board telemetry system; as from the special digital computer.
(CM) SDC] -- special digital computar.

Owing to the application of the special

digital Computer, operational medical monitoring with recommendations made to the

astronaut can be acemlished practically without delay, and problems of diagnostics

and prognosis can be solved on Barth directly In the course of flight in periods

from several ainutos to several hours. Thus, an Increase of the duration and di-stance

of flights will lead to a further increase in the diagnostic effectiveness of the

physiological measurement &Ad information system at the expense of making it more

complicated end introducing new elemets into Lt.

At present, the system of sensors and electrodes on an astronaut is connected to

the measuring and amplifying devices on board the spaeccraft by means of a special

cable. This cable to a known degree limits the mobility of the astronaut, as if

"attaching him" to the biotelemetry equipment on board. M" free "floating" in

the !Vbstok'" cabin, the astrolmuts were forced to disconnect the cable connecting

them to the on-board equipment and, thus, in this period of time physiological

infoxftion did not enter the measurement system.

An increase of the duration and range of spoe flights will lead to a radical

change in the design of living quarters of spacecraft. An increase in crew strength
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Gag tageessity oa am Mlot will load to the O@Moahation of appropriate

some iving, parts of i•iah at present ane aifficult to predict. However, it it

lelow that an ustroaut wil move freexy throu the sections of the spacecraft and

mill not be wired to the on-bois" equlment. At the m time, in eaCh space flijtit,

ee WPID tW WAe* O m tes%, Me III* rea 00 danger of unexpected effects

quat..wte MAIM to"*e gfttsm. w te DM o VuMWA A w teetrs) an6d also the

huge depudems of the em an the eeitiar of the i3nterval atmosphere of the

craft. Therefore, there .is) be demnded periodic WA# ii certain phases of flight,

continuous aeial initoring of arm ambers, SM1 variM repair *perations to a

craft in space obviously will also be dome ew modical control.

Thus, It Us nemaseat to develop blotelntolta Wstam which will ensure the

recording ot the most IpcePmt ftsialogicul pautWm e Mer the conditions of free

movement of sm.

The so3.Ucn to & pmblim WU rapqul the troiWNIn aot information from

man to the on-board equlnaint throu* a radio Oarel, which will lead to the crea-

tion of Intracabin dynmic telemetry systems. ore there tries both technical and

medical problems which awe closely interrelated. The baeic requirements of a similar

Intracabin system consist of the"following:

12) the equipment placed on the astronaut must ha" u1nimm weight and dimensions

with maximm time of continuous operation without replacing supply sources;

2) there must be stable reception of signals in any relative position of the

trona.ut and receiving antennas inside the cabin or cona tients of the spacecraft;

3) the system of electrodes and sensors on the astronaut must not interfere

with his activity and must not cause discomfort in a prolonged flight;

4) thers mat be qualitative recording of basic physiological functions under

conditions of vigorous activity of the astronaut.

System of "minor" telmetry must be multichsanel since reliable medical

monitory requires simultaneous recording of several physiological parameters. The

minimum number of parameters Is determined from two circuwmtancest the possibility

of providing sufficiently qualitative recording of a parater under conditions of

active behavior of the subject and its diagnostic value. Ws can cite amny physio-

logical parameters whose recording is theoretically necessary and expedient for medi-

cal monitoring: olectroencephalography (delta-waves in symopal states), sphygmo-

graphy (low pulse rate during collapse), arterial oscillography (pressure drop

dur.ng shock), oxyhemography (decrease in oxyhemoglobin saturation of blood during
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haypoxs), -nd others. H-owever, practica-ll at the present time on the contem.ormm

level of technology none of these methods can be used in the medical mOnitoring system" 4
on a spacecraft. On the other hand, there are many phy•Iclogical parnmetere which1
can be successfully recorded during vigorous activity under conditions of free

movement. These include pulse rate and EKO (40, 184, 2i6, 261, 3d14, 36. 377. "t5
505, 777), electromyogram [98, 226], body temerature [(9, 3141, aM pulmonaryV
ventilatioit [40, 184, 216, 262, 346].

At present we can cite only a tentative set or phtsiological methods which

satisfy both conditions (the possibility of qualitative recording and the diagnostic

value). Table 7 presents data on the methods und measured parameters which can be

recommended in the design of medical monitorlng systems for apcelcett.

Frslle 7. Physiological Methods for Medical Monitoring Vnder Conditions of Space
, 'll , I I

Method What is maeured Limits of measurmnt Accuracy of
* measurement, % of

measured magnitude

Electrocardiography Pulse rate 20-300 per minute *5
Pneumography Respiratory rate 6-120 per minute t5
Skin thermometry 3kin temperature 20-400 t2
Actography Motor activity 0-300 movmunts t1O

per mimte
Measurement of Electrical 500-100,QOO ohms t5
galvenic skin resistance of
reflex skin
Pericardial Mechanical work 5-0 W%/sOec 2  ±5
ballintocardio- ha•rt
graphy ( aeiso-
cardiography)
Recording of Latent period of 0.1-2 sec ±i.0
conditioned motor conditioned
responses response

The table also showS the limits and accuracy of measurents. These data must

be considered in the development of minor telemetry system as well as when designing

on-board systems of connected te the intracabin radio hooWp (on-board telemetry system,

S memory units, computer units, etc.).

Multichannel systems o dynamic telemetry can be designed according to two

principless with chauel w4tiplezing in the trarsmitter end transmission cf all

parameters on one carrier frequency with appropriate separation of channels at the

receiving end; with autonomous transmission and reception of information for each

paramseter.
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::with Infomtion m:ltiplexing an be built an te basis of time or

tnqmysearationi, eli also by nouns of combned trasmissiofl of several (distin.~-
.4bth04 epeetn) pareten one channl.

iiWef descriptios are given below of ewWrLmental meutems of dynamic telemetry

A2ch we ereated for the puVeO of pw tioa vierifiestlon of the different design

PtIMIOUe eof Oe SM4t Ne mdSeal m"IteeUl.

?ISAWS it int w EI N *e I smwelflofi e 521is designed for

siiltatlW trUanissioS of four p&iameters [4O]. The instrument has channels for

trammission of three typee of informations eotijmme rapidly-changig4 signals in

a limited f requency epectu'm (for jUatano.e, M transmimsia for monitoring pulse

rate) constant level eI elOwll-y sageia etremees (for Insts 9, skin resita•fce,

body temperture), and *tVAU of fte tom "yes - no" (costest &essor).

Pig. 2k.. Block diagram of blotelemetry system with

frequenny separation of channels. J - sewsore; rrI -

subearrier-frequency oacillatorel Z - eAder, flep- trans-

mitterI lnp - receivers; 0 - filters; I A - detectors.

A block diagram of a telemetry lAnk is giver, i• ,ig. -1. Amplifid ignals

from the electrodes and sensors ars emplitude-nodulated by the subcarrier-frequency

oscillator, the total signal of which in turn frequency-•moulates the carrier-frequency

oscillator-radio transmitter (AN-FP system). At the output of the receiver of the

frequercy-modulated signals, the subcarrier frequencies are separated by filters

&d then, by means of amplitude detection, voltages are obtained which are propor-

tional to the measured parameters. The given system was tested under laboratory and

clinics) conditions. Pulse rate (electrocardiogram) was ,ecorded by means of a

chest harness with electrodes attached in the fifth intercostal space on the left

and on the right along the central armpit line (DS lead), contact respiration gnd

movement sonsors amonted on a belt, and thermistors stitched to a strap system. A

transmitter and antenna in the form of a conductor approximately i-m long were placed

on the subject. Recording was performed under conditions of vigorous activity of

the subject at a distance of sevral meters from Wie receiving antenna. The weight
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of all the equipment on the test s&bject,

including supply sources designed for

*€ continuous operation for several days,

does not exceed I kg. Figure 25 shows

a photograph of the transmitter and

receiver of the described system.

Combined transmission of two para-

moters on one channel war carried out

with the aid of a KPRI-2 [ICP-2] instru-

-I ment which was developed by the Sverdlovsk

biotelemtry group (216). The instrument

was modified with respect to dimensions

P and power consumption. By doing this,

"it was possible to achieve continuous

operation of the instrument for twenty-

S I four hours without replacing the supply

"source with a tot&. weight of no more
Fig. 25. Telemetry system with frequency
separation of channels. Pep - trms- than 500 9 (A. A. Bessonov). Data was
mitter; npm -- receiver. recorded by a (404A-7) (4PPD-73 and a

simple UHF-receiver with a superregenerative circuit (P. Ignatenko). The instrument

was tested by I. P. Neumyvakin. After connecting the EKO electrodes (in the DS lead)

to the amplifier input and the contact respiration seilsor to the maltivibrator circuit

(function converter), recordings were obtained which clearly noted the pulse and

respiratory rates. Stable recordings were obtained at distances up to 50 m (Fig. 26).

b) .

kFi. 26. Cmbinei recording of pulse and respiration
obtained with the 4ld of a modified KRF-2 instrument at
distances of 10 (a) and 60 (b) a.

Time-division multiplexing for rapidly varying signals with small transmitter

size and weight ii technlcal1y difficult to acccmplish. However, for prolonged
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obWervation of the physiological system of the organism under conditions of

stationary stea•r-state re~gims (for instance, in a multi-day orbital flight),

consecutive recording of parameters is permissible and expedient. The frequency

of channel switching 1.6 then selected within the limits defined by the medical

monitoring tasks. Consequeutly, it to then possible to use long-period systems with

time sepamit ion.

We forwlaat.ed the requirmus•e for two %pon of much systems: with automatic

nd manual switching.

The eybtea with automatic wtching is intended for the consecutive transmission

of three farsaeters, e@g., electrocardiogram, seisaQaardlogram, and respiratory rate

(ccintact seesor), or other parameters with analogous frequency spectra. An electronic

switching circuit i employ"d, and a transmitter with cry•Ul control and amplitude

modulation is used (04]. Yto range is 8-10 a (opersAtion was conducted on radio

frequencies on the order of 200 ho), The weight of the transmitter is approximately

000 g. The 1ErequF-ry of autotic switching in an assembled prototype of the

instrument was seleeted vithin the limits of 5-6 per minute. R. V. Unzhin employed

tiLing mechauism for switching two p*-ameters (254]. (

The metbod of manual switchinr was applied in a single-channel multipurpose

telemetry system which made according to nur specifications at Sverdlovsk for the

consecutive transmission of data

during prolonged observation

SO fyj (303], The instrument was

assombli4 on the basis of a

10 (PSHO) LEEK-i] system P16]. Crystal

frequency control is used. The

Ma range of operating frequencies is

35-45 Mc. The system is FM-FM.
Fig. 27. S&Nrler of recordingo of seismocardio-
gram, electrocardiogram, electroencephaiogram, The amplifier has an input

withtroe ,l r oedance of several kilohms andwith the aidi vf a single-chalnne3 multipurpose
telemetry system with mmual switching,. estvt o h r ro

a senwsltivity of the order of

50 4v per -av or receiver output voltage during oy..*Attion at distances of 10-20 m.*

The instrument has 10 Inputs,,ian1 a manual switch ýthe :11th pooition is used to supply

a control signal of 100 iv to the amplifier irnput). The frequency band of the

emplifier Is from 0.5 to 40 cps. The .mplitude difference between input signsls of

*The ay: tea useg a standard (APC) [ARSB receiver.-1i3
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the various sensors is removed by the application of appropriate voltage dividers.

Figure 27 illustrates samples of recordings of physiological parameters tY-t

were obtained with the aid of the above-described multipurpose se•stem. Figure 28

shows the transmitter, receiver, and EKG recorder.

Autonomous transmission of physiological data on divided telemetry channels with

their separate reception has definite technical adventages and disadvantages. The
physiologist will be interested on the low probability of channel interference, and
also in the known autonomy of tuning of the receiver with respect to each recorded

parameter.

A system with autonomous transmission can be easily constructed by means of

the structural connection of several single-channel systams, e.g., ones similar to

the .bove-described multipurpose instrument. Crystal frequency control has an

Amiortant value here in providing stability of recordings.

(sMr

-0

Fig. 28. Multipurpose single-channel blo- Fig. 29. Samples of recordings
telemetry system with manual switching. obtained with the aid of a blotele-
nep - transmitter; uipw - receiver; P -- EK metric systsm with autonomoums
recorder. channels. WT-- electrocardiogram;

OW - seismocardlograa.

A special experimental instrument was constructed for the transmission of three

parameters (V. R. Freydel', I. P. Sazonov, et al). This instrument is designed to

record electrocardiograms, seismocardiogrames, and respiratory rate (contact sensor)

or signals with a similar frequency spectrum. Frequency control both in the receiver

and In the transmitter is crystal. The frequency range is 5-0 Me. The transmission

range is up to 10 m. The wei•ht of the transmitter is 300 g (without supply sources).

Samples of recordings obtained with the described system are represented in Fig. 29.

Power supplies and design features of certain systems. All the enumerated
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telemetry devices with respect to the princirle of their power supply refer to

i etsms etM self-contained powor w,-eppizs. U:azain be-.eries, as we know. have a

finite service life and require periodic replacemont or recharging. There.?ore, the

Idea of the possibility 8f dropping our concern for power supplies of telemetry

transmitters on astronauts is very tempting. This is Important also from the pointJ at view st eupAng reliability of medical uuitorlag aimse •u•limited recording of

Ibiologioal functions will become possible under an conditions, even if the

setronaut" om'ot, for one reason on another, replape or recharge the power supply

of the tandmtter. Besides self-contained power supplies, there are two more methods

of ob ainigt power for a telemetry device that Is located on an astronaut. The first

Netbod is an estwnal s•mply ou? ich gets its power from a specially created artificial

*lectrommgtte field. The second eUtod is tba conversion of biological processes

W- electictal enes..

• 30. -0.-tnsmitter-sensor developed by Lear Inc.
(160). - power-rectifier receiverl TC - signal
tranemicter; 11 - modulator; YC48 - sensor amplifier;
0 - tranamitter-sensor envelope; M - protective
ccvering of sensor; T - thermistor.

Power supplies that receive energy from an electromagnetic field are used in a

great deal of American developments. For instance, Lear Inc. developed a 12-channel

telemetry system with an Inductive power supply. Each sensor is in the form of an

independent transceiver. It consists of its own sensor, amplifier, generator,

receiving loop, and rectifying circuit (Fig. 30). The transmitter-sensor has small

dimensions and is placed directly on the subject's body. The on-board generator,

which sets up an electromagnetic field to supply the transmitter-sensors, operates

consecutively on 12 frequencies. Each frequency (f - fi2) corresponds to a specific12
sensor (Fig. 3i)z f 0 is the frequency of the receivtng loop, Transmission and

Sreception of physiological information is done on one frequency. Thus, the described

system operates as if on the principle of time-division multiplexing, since the

o t�. transmitter-sensors are actuated by "commands" fqom the on-board generator in a

definite time seque-ce. The switching frequency can be selected in a range of a few
-1.10-



earenAa for aprips recordt.ng of physiological data, as well as in a range of micro-

seconds, which ensures practically parallel recording of the investigated functions.

Man suit

ED

ED

"Fig r. 'l-c .diga f1-hne itlmtysse

M• Cab-in

IL

fig. 31. Block diagram of 12-channel biotelemetry system

with inductive power supply developed by Lear Inc (1960).
f-- converter (sensor) I - amplifier, B - rectifier; M -
modulator; n - transmitter; MV - receiver; AV - demodu-
lator; Ml! - power source; F - gerLerator; Cl - synchronizing
generator; RM - 12-channel generator-demodulator; 1-12 -tra,•nltte•- ... f reque.ncy of nower

.ransmitter-.•esoro placed on man; f oW

generator for feeding transmitter-sensorsl f0 - operating

frequency of transmitter-sensors.

In our opinion the inductive method of supplying power, which requires conaidera-

ble radio qmission outputs, is not very suitable for investigations of a hman being

in a spacecraft. First, it does not exclude the unfavorable effect of an electro-

magnetic field on a living organism. Secondly, the creation of an electromagnetic

field requires very considerable power consumption. Efficiency is then extremely

low. An inductive power supply system in applicable only for investigations with

animals (biological indication), and even then mainly for implanted system under the

condition of periodic recharging of the storage batteries located inside the organism.

The method of biological power supply is promising, i.e., the use of the energy

of the actual subject of investigation. First of all we should mention the well-known
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m~oldior-motor,% i.e., an electric generator that is actuated by means of turning a

hU24o or pedals. Such Obiological" sources of energy were Included in the equipment

of certain &amies in the period of the Second World War.

It is quite natural to plan for the use of human muscular force for "generating"

6 definite amount of electric power on a spacecraft. There already exist correspond-

IVA calculatices with respect to she "econoq" or museles as a source of electrical

energy [578]. Thus, for instance, it would be quite reasonable to simultaneously

use physical exercises and special loads on a araft for recharging the on-board power

sources. However, the problem of providing emrgy for the biotelemetry instruments

placed on an astronaut is very complicated. It requires the solution of at least two

problems:

find effective methods of converting biological processes into electrical energy;

develop highly econoaical amplifying and transmitting radio circuits with respect

to power consumtion.

Table 8. Feasibilities of Using Biological Energy as the Power Supply for Telemetry
Devices

Biological process Method of conversion Publications on experi-
mental tests of given
type of converter

Muscular activity (motor Piezoelements implanted in Long [606]activity) muscle mass

Tht same Seismic motion transducer Long [814]i with piezoelectric converter

Plood circulation Piezoelement implanted in Myers [642]
wall of aorta

;5ioelectric processes Direct tapping of electri= .Reynolds '6721
cal energy

Oxidation of organic Biochemical fuel calls Wolff [780]
matter Konikoff (574

Respiration Cheat movement

Metabolism (heat regLIation) Temperature difference at
various portions of the body

Speech Body and air vibrations Cited in (192]

Table 8 presents data on the possible ways of obtaining electrical energy by

means of the conversion of various processes of vital activity.

Figure 31 represents the circuit of Long's selasic transducer for converting

motion into electtical energy [814]. The transducer was used for supplying power

to a miniature telemetry transmitter.

*Usually a foot-operated generator [Tr. Ed. note].
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The transducer-tranuiltter consists of a

Sseismic weight secured by two springs and

N ,, . circuit includes a resonance transformer,

diode rectifier with filter, and a tunmel-diode

Fig. 32. Conversion of biologi-
cal energisotion) in electrical high-frequency generator. A description of

energy. A - motion transducer;
m - weight attached to two spring& some other biological power-supply devices for

(see circuit, bottom right); IxHp -

iezocrystal connected to weight; implanted system is given in the next chapter.

p - transformer; B - rectifier;
r - oscillator. The electrical There is one more way of increasing the

c~.rcuit is shown at bottom left
(Long, 1962). period of continuous operation of teletric

transmitters without replacing the power

sour.es. This is done by Increasing the operational economy of biotelemetry systems

by means of improving the research procedures. We are thinking, in term of the

reasonable selection of work cycles of a system, inasmuch as it Is not always necessary

to have continuous control. Thus, under conditions of prolonged orbital flight it

is apparently quite permissible to periodically connect the medical monitoring system,

e.g., for 5 minutes every hour. This gives a 12-fold gain in the power resource of

the biotelemetry system, i.e., a self-contained power source designed for continuous

operation for 3 days with such cyclical operation can ensure medical monitoring

for 36 days. Start-stop operation of the biotelemetry transmitter can be done

manually or automatically. In the last case it is most economic to use a timing

mechanism; we can also use remote automatic switching by means of supplying a

powerful radio signal which, by acting upon the receiving antenna and detector .*

circuit, causes the relay of the power source to close. Control of the telemetric

transmitter is possible also by means of biological aignals (see the section in

this book entitled "Blocontrol," Chapter 6).

Finally, we must mention the efforts in the field of so-called "magnetic

telemetry" the pioneer of which in the USSR is 3. V. Panin, who constructed a

capsule for studying intentinal peristalsis in sheep.

B. V. Panin's capsule consists of an A-F oscillator with an RC circuit on a

ferrite rod and a self-contained power source. The work of th2 oscillator can be

detected with the aid of a loop antenna and a low-frequency amplifier at distances

of several meters. By changing the inductance of the circuit by mans of bringing

the ferrite plate attached to the diaphragm of the capsule near to the ferrite rod,

it is possible to record displacements of up to 0.05 me.
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Zn cooperation with B. V. Panin, we developed a system for respiration recording

on the basis of this princ•ple. It Is possilMe to use both the principle of the

contact pickup and the principle of the chage In perimeter of the chest. In the

first cate the respiratory proc•se controls th2 starting and stopping of the oscilla-

tori in the second case the ferrite plate is the movable element of a conventional

rftpiration tramduer %blo is placod on the heet. The low-frequency amplifier

with the look antenna has an output at a lou"peoker (for audio monitoring) and at

a recording instrument (MCG) or at a vectorcardloecope for visual observation of

respiration sipgals.

A very important problem in the construction ef "minor" telemetry devices is the

miniaturization of equipment, which Is closely related to power-supply economy. At

present the spacing of elsm te In spacial equips at Is up to 10 per cm'l however,

in the very near future it will be possible to construct

systems 114th spadin or up to 1000 elements per cm3

[565].
The miniaturization of biomedical equipment is

being worked on by a large number ao foreign firms:

Martin [442], (uldon [7731], Douglas [572], Boeing (413],

North Am. Inc [1467] and others [(4146, 572]. Various

miniature blotelemetric systems have been developed

for installation on a human or an animal (Fig. 33)

1[24, 242, 279, 332, 389, 413, 781, 621, 714, 742, 718,

793, 364]. One of these systems Is being used for

rescue operations [810}.
] Fig. 33. Miniature trans-

Fig. 33.cd Miniture hreas A three-channel system for tranumitting pulse.
~mitter placed on the head

of a cat (Fischier et al,
1961). "opirtion, and body temperature with a weight of

approxiutely 150 g, was described by Marko (620].

A 600-gram, 200-microwatt, 12-channel system with an electronic transmitter was

reported on at the instrumentation automation conference in Los Angeles in 1961

[1403]. One of latest developments is a tunnel-diode transmitter with an input

sensitivity of 5 4v. Its weig)ht is 3 g and its dimensions gre 1.2 x 1.2 x 0.8 cm

[751]. An Interesting report was given on a system for telemetric EKG transmission

made in the form of a fountainpen [806].

Many researchers consider the microminiaturization of equipment to be one of

the Lasic conditions for the ddve& ment of biomedical technique In astronautics

(446, 701o]. 1
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Methodological problem of "minor" telemetry also are of' importance. Prolonged

medical monitoring under conditions of free movement is possible only in the complete

absence of discomfort. An astronaut should not feel anr inconveniences from the

equipment or sensors placed on him. The censors and electrodes should be natural

parts of the astronaut's clothing, such as a watch, belt, or shirt. Therefore,

research in the field of dynamic biotelemetry also should be conducted towards the

development of system. for attaching electrodes and sensors, e.g., sensors built

into the clothing.

Systems of dynamic ("minor") telemetry are very important to the development

of space biology not only with respect to providing reliable medical monitoring in

flight, but also for solving a number of research problems. After all, it i. known

tha physiological reactions at rest considerably differ from reactions during the

performance of work.

Sports medicine, the physiology of work, and clinics are beginning to extensively

use biotelemetry for studying physiological states in dynamics. It is clear that the

investigation of a human being under dynamic co-nditions for a long time under the

influence of unusual factors (weightlessness, cosmic radtation, rotation) is of

extreme scientific and practical interest.

It is possible to assume that systems of "minor" telemetry will become an

inalienable part of spacecraft in the very near future and, naturally, tha problems

of their development and improvement are of much interest to physiciani and engineers

working in the field of space biology.

Design Princi2les of Medical Research Systems

An increase of the duration of flight will demand the liberation of the

astronaut from a large portion of the electrodes and sensors which he could constantly

wear in brief flights. At the same time, prolonged space flight, at least at the

present time, requires not only the organization of reliable medical monitoring, but

also rather extensive and inclusive medical research.

Such research should obviously have two goals. to promote the ccllection of

scientific information on the physiological reactione of living organisms to theK, sustained action of the complex of factors of space flight, including weightlessness

(a research problem); to ensure medical monitoring of the state of astronauts and

possibly earlier manifestation of minimum deviations in their vital activity (a

diagnostic problem).
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It to clear that the solution of these problems requires the ube of a large

r Maiber of variou physiologieal methods end an extensive telemetry program. As was

Show above, the contradiction between the necessity of decreasing the number of

seamers on an astronaut " the necessity of increosing the number of methods employed

for medical resoarch was solved by memo of developing an independent medical research

8iVU. This system is distinuished, first of all, by Its detachable sensors.

Detachable sensors must satisfy the following requirements: they must be

convenien~t and si•le and mast not cause difficulties in independent installation by

an astronaut under conditions of space flightl they must ensure the obtainment of

standard and high-quality recordingsl they must not cause discomfort during investi-
gation. (

The Introduction of detachable sensors makes the astronaut an active participant

in biomedical research. This Imposes definite obligations and responsibilities on

him. The fact is that even the simplest systes for attaching electrodes and sensors

will require the astronaut to perform specific working operations, i.e., purposeful

activity. With a sufficient level of efficiency, the Installation of sensor will

not cause any difficulties; however, a lowering of %fficiency can result in the

inaccurate installation of electrodes and sensors or the impossibility of their

installation in general. From the point of view of a medical research program, this

is certainly a disadvantage. However, from the point of view of medical monitoring,

* impossibility of the installation of sensors Is easily interpreted as an essential

qering in efficiency and, thus, a timely decision with respect to the state of the

astronaut can be made.

The activity of an astronaut in a medical research program Is not exhausted

by the installation of detachable sensors. The obtainment of vitally important

scientific information requires more than the recording of physiological functions

only during complete rest or during the usual work of an astronaut in communications

and control. The performance of functional tests is an absolutely obligatory

requirement of clinical physiology in the realisation of purposeful medical research

[1.62]. The simplest functional testa, such as shutting the eyes, holding the breath,

and apportioned physical loading, can be easily introduced into the physiological

measurement program on a spacecraft and performed by an astronaut. In addition,

the research program can be essentially expanded by means of switching the measuring

channels. Indeed, the performance the functional test of holding the breath requires

a detailed study of the functional shifts in the cardiovascular and respiratory

systems. Conversely, physchological tests should be accompanied by more thorough
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monitoring or runctions which characterize the state of the cvnLruJ.i hrvouu Gfitum

and analyzers. This plan can employ the principle of using the same measurement

chanlnels for recording dff( -ent physiological functions. Narrow specializat~on

of measurement channels would lead to the fact that in certain periods ot time

certain channels would be idle and their total number would be very considerable.

Switching can be accomplished automatically or manually by the astronaut himself.

In this case, either sensors requiring hookups to channels with identical character-

istics are switched, or elements of the amplifying-messuring system are switched, as

a result of which the channel characteristics are changed. An example of the first

type is the switching of selsmocardiogram and sphygogram sensors on one 1KO ch~mel.

An example of the second type Is the switching of electromyogram and electroencephalo-

gra•z. sensors on one channel, which requires a change in the frequency response of the

channel. The switching method is convenient in the respect that the necessary

sensors can be placed on the body simultaneously and ther hooked up to the recording

channels according to the specified program.

For the purpose of simplifying the methods of collecting medical information,

It is expedient to consider the possibility of series or parallel use of the same

electrodes and sensors for recording different physiological parameters. For

instance, electrodes for electroencephalogram recording also can serve for intracranial

electroplethysmogram recording. An EKG electrode can be mounted on the chest in such

a way so that a miniature thermistor can be built into it for recording skin tempera-

ture. It is possible to foresee three types of combined systems for collecting

physiological Information:

a) systems with series recording of different parameters from the same setrsors;

b) systems with parallel recording of different parameters from the same,

structurally comon, electrodes and sensors;

c) systems with parallel recording of different parameters from the name,

electrically common, electrodeb and sensors [636].

A good example of a combined system of the third type is a sensor in the form of

a tube containing carbon powder or a piezoelement mounted around the perimeter of

the chest which provides simultaneous pneumogram and volume kinetocardiogram recording

(pulse vibrations of chest perimeter). The realization of this type of' reco:.ling

requires two amplifiers with frequency responses of 0-5 and 15-50 cpa.

It is also possible to use one channel with a standard characteristic, whereby

a kinetocardiogram is recorded while the breath is held (see Fig. 79).
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Thus, the progna of astronaut actions In the period of medical research includes

the Installation of electrodes and sensors, the iwitching of measuring channels, and

the pertormance of assignge functional tests. It is very Uqportant that the

astronaMutta activity In the program of medical research be strictly limited in time.

This is related to the following circumstances:

1. A strict time schedule of astronaut activity iS a unique functional test

for accuracy and correctness in executing the reeearch program. Deviations in the

time of executing the entire program or parts of it from the standard obtained as a

result of ground laboratory tests with the astronaut have an important diagnostic

valute.

2. The time of the co~unication period of the spacecraft telemetering system

with Earth Is strictly limitedi. Therefore, the time of investigation should not

be greater than the duration of a comnication period. Indeed, the use of telemetry

systems with data storage and accelerated reproduction of information makes it possible

to avoid this difficult to some extent; however, the final volume of information

transmitted from the craft to Earth alwaya will be limiteA by the specific channel

capacity.

By using an on-board computer for data processing to Earth, not only can oscillo-

gramz themselves be transmitted, but also the results of medical research in the I

form of numbers, graphs, and final conclusions. The channel capacity for transmitting

medical research data can then be decreased by hundreds of times. The presence

tn on-board computer also provides control of the research program and gives the

astronaut the necessary instructions.

As can be seen, physiological measurements in future space flights will

essentially differ from the measurements that are presently conducted. In the first

"Vostok" flights the task of medical monitoring was considered to be of prime impor-

tance. It was required that the physiological information from the spacecraft

proceed independently of the desire and state of the astronut. The physiological

measuring system was turned on automatically and operated during the entire time

of telemetric communication without any participation of the astronaut. The "Vostok"

flights made it possible to obtain proof of the retention or sufficiently high

efficiency of a human being following a many-hour period of weightlessness. Thus,

there are no obstacles placed before the construction of more ratl:r-al and effective

physiological measurement and information systems In which the role of the astronaut

will not be passive, but active. The first experience of programmed collection of

research information, as It is known, was conducted during the flight of the "Voskhod."
-±18-
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his companions with the aid of detachable sensors and electrodes and special research I
equipment which was manually controlled.

Programing of astronaut actions in the course of physiological investigations

InvoIves the solution of the following problems:

1) selection of functional tests that are adequate for the conditions of flight

in a spacecraft;

2)determination of the sequence of astroraut actions and the order of measur-

ments;

3) development of a time schedule of research;

4) trainiig of astronautn and collection of reference data.

It is absolutely natural for physicians to wish to obtain maximum information on

tht- state of an astronaut. However, when considering the peculiarities of medical

research, there always exists the alternative of either obtaining general data on

the state of the various systems of the organism or detailed data on the state of a

certain specific physiological function. It is clear that the creation of a

"universal" program is a considerably more complicated matter than the development

of so-called particular or specialized programs.

A universal program or, to be more exact, a general-medical program, is analogous

to the primary medical examination which a physician makes, for eximple, in poly-

clinical admission. His task includes a determination of the general state of

health of t- -- ti-n snd the necessity of render A specialized A -- 11--

speoialist, such as a neuropathologist, examinea his patient according to a

purposeful program for manifesting specific deviations related to the state of the

nervous system. Similar to this, the specialized programs of medical research in

flight must be purposeful. It would be incorrect, however, to consider that

specialized programs must be performed by an astronaut only according to special

instructions in case of the appearance of any deviations. After all, ini a dispensary

examination, absolutely healthy people are checked by specialists. This provides

a more substantial basis for conducting planned examinations of an astronaut in

flight.

In the development of appropriate programs it is necessary to carefully select

the research methods and functional tests. Functional tests for independent

performance by aotronauts must be simple, should not cause unpleasant sensations, and

must ensure the obtairment of a clear shift in the state of several physiological
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runctior,., The tests should te apportloned and standardixed, i.e.. they sh-uld be

jperforaed in the same manner in all caeop. One or the measuring channels should be

used for monitoring the performance of functional tests. Thig does not require the

I I creation of special devices. Fc-r Instance, duri-n4 p hVec! lndading the motions

3• of the subject will'be reflected on the recordings of respiration, electroencephalo-

gram, and other parameters. The tests should correspond to the conditions of flight.

Thus, for the purpose of physical loading, considering the volume of the spacecraft

cabin, neither squatting nor running can be done. Val'sal'vo's test is difficult to

moasure out. The finger=nose text is difficult to objectively evaluate (it is

necessary to employ special television equipment). Besides the selection of well-

F known standard clinical furactional testo which correspond to the requirements of

!L flight experimentation, many tests can be modified in reference to the conditions

oa-c-

As already was indicated, within the limits of each research program there is

established a clear sequence of astronaut actions. Work is done on a strict time

"schedule and the correctness of its perfor*mace is its own type of functional test

,or efficiency. lhne time schedule can be szt up by two methods:

1) in the form of an initial reference signal followed by the performance of all'l

operations "by hours" (the astronaut himself makes sure that every one of his actions

is strictly performed at the specified time);

2) in the form of a sequence of command signals which indicate the character

"the operation to be executed (these signals can be sent from Earth or from an

n -board program device (timer] or digital computer). Similar program devices have
already been employed in certatin laboratories [I'C, 2.4 6,]

An experimental check of a system of detachable sensors and research programs

was conducted in seve.a! special experiments of 10-20 days in length, and also under

"CinicC'- and polycl•.ncal conditions. Different variations of general-medical and

specialized programs were developed. An example of a general-medical program is given

in Table 9. One of the specialized programs for investigating efficiency is i
considered in Chapter 9. The same chapter more specifically examines the research

program of physiological measurements on the "Voskhod." Figure 34 illustrates

samples of recordings obtaine4 in the process of executing a general-medical program.

These recordings well illustrate the polygraphic and functional approach to medical

research.
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Fig. 34. Samples of recordings obtained in the process
of executing a general medical program (upper four
recordings - at rest; lower - during work of a dynamc-
graph). elec-l-- 'dinrm 7 -W pne Igr m;
seismocardiogram; JI -- pulmonary ventilation; 8M1 - electro-
Myugram; AV' - dynamogram.

Tt IS 4motant to point out t! 4  thc proper and t. r unte.r...tAtL.n Uf Ulie

results obtained in the process of programmed research requires data of the same

standard research conducted under laboratory conditions. Therefore, a necessary

condition of the introduction of programmed research into the practice of space

flights is the preliminary training and instruction of astronauts and the extensive

collection of reference dsta.

Further expansion of the program of physiological measurements on spacecraft, and

the use of newer research methods cannot involve an increase in the number of telemetry

cr-Itunels. First of all, it io economically unprofttable; secondly, It is not necessary
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r I to NimAltaneouuly record data which ure not compared with each in the process of

analys ts.

rable 9. A Vaviatinn nf a (Ipnera-Metia! Research Program
Cubvmand Subject's response Time from Duration Recorded

[ beginn- of parameters
ing of recordingr
record- (opera-Inglr , sec t lea), sec_

____Attention Sits calmly without tension 0 20 .33r. li. osr

i Close evezf Close eyes I" .,n .,. .Sl A-t. ai,m

__ _.......___ _in , e jtiun i se #, ct

I i-9MOpnee pnee 02 A;J, axKr.cmr.
Hod nhr -c I~d- breath for -A 3 IL~I .-VAr.ýa-

1. 10 sec, and then exhales a. .
for 10 sec

I Dynamography Work with dynamgraph at, 90 6o i, *Ir
i ,•~~~~ rate of ..... p,- -er c-,

Attention Sit calmly without tension 150 90 3Kr,. .. aur.
End Remove sensors and ele2 - --

- trodes

Table 10. Typical Medical Research Program on a Space-
craft.*

r -.~ sIJ5O.1Idramo Woh _________
a6 .rdiewae iuar 6 terrrnal I fiofiteny V stiI'u lar

BKF BIr nTr aa 3Kr
nr cor-1mr coo YAP VIP
cKF owr 02. vir an Nr wen93r 3nr rpy.. 31lr rpy-. ar,•wr Orr orr J amr Krp

*-.T wnuIr 1 n ilAAK J TB I JA A

*•1jI' - pulmocardiogim-hy; UlT'r - pneuaotachography; CO2

and 0, - carbon dioxide and oxygen content in exhaled

air; orr - oxyhemogram; TB - temperature difference
between inhaled and exhaled air; y - humidity difference
between -.- e.•id -nd ca-l-1dA air; uu rPy. -- pctor.l
electroplethysmogram; B0IT mepen. - cranial electro-
plethysmogram.

We have already mentioned the expediency of the consecutive switching of

several sensors on one measuring channel according to an appropriate program.

Table 10 iiiustrates a typical in-flight medicai research program which includes

25 physiological methoas. Eight telemetry channels (it is possible also to construct
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a pr--.g or four chain•els) should be used Lu record data. Five research programs

are proposed, Including uoe general-mealcal wid four specialized. Practically all

of these physiological methods, with the exception of methods on the program for

studyinig external respiration, have already been employed under laboratory conditions

f'or preflight and postflight examination or" astronauts, and consequently, their

application on board a spacecraft is a thing of the near future.

I
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C H A P6 T E R 5 I

ON-BOARD AUTOMATIC PHYSIOLOOICAL INFORMATION
PROCESS ING SYSTEMS -

The expansion of the rang6e of research t aakau a fld the necessity- of nc rudulz NO

the reliability of medical monitori.-.g are accompanied by an increase in the amount i

of information subject to transmission from a spacecraft to Earth. At the same time,tionan increase of the duration and range of flight will load to a considerable limit&- i

tion on the capabilities of information transmission,

Thus, there appears an important problem - to transmit maximum Information with

the use of telemetry channels of limited capacity (35, 196]. A solution to this

problem is possible only with the aid of the facilities of computer technology, e.g., j
analog or digital computers. Therefore, one of the important elements of future

physiological measurement and information systems will be the on-board automatic 3
physiological data processing system (C-A) rADPP. Fnvvor, the functional capebili- I
ties of an ADP system are not exhausted only by the "compression" of information for

more effective use of telemetry channels. An ADP system also can be used to solve i
other problems, such as a quick evaluation of the state of an astronaut in flight

and a significant reduction in the periods of scientific data analysis. Indeed,

these problems also can be successfully solved with the aid of ground computers con-

nected to the receiving telemetry station. Thus, the main problem is to increase the

effectiveness of the telemetry links inasmuch as at the present time it is impossible

to provide power for a radio system that is sufficient for the transmission of a wide

"- e u--y b..a for long" spe .tripa. Th.'",t . .darablGe lr.tation In the

capacity of the telemetry links makes it absolutely necessary to install an on-board
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AD? syesems in such cases. There are also other conslderetions in favor or on-boord

AD? system.

First of alý, we should mention the possibility of iforming the crew of the

spiceorrat about Its condition end the issuance of ro'oaomndatione in came of the

eppearaece of dangetos siewtions. la0sr siguiatt will be car -ted out without

the participation of a medical Itaff on Earth, which ti very essential fcr the flight

3 phases in which thai* Is no communication with Rarth,In w ltiseat spacecraft, where the crew will probably include a physician (6•5],

the ADP eystei also will be able to perform the rola of a "machine-eavdser" or ba

used for solving medical diaLgnostie problem% (see below).

with the di•__t introduction of Information from man to the ADP system in the

appropriate way, processed end generalized physiological Information can be used for

the following purposesi for regulating the operation of lift-support systems (espe-

i cially in closed ecologic systoms); for controll&ng emergency rescue ystems,; for

blocontrol of the spacecraft in the event of physical incapability of the pilot to
accomplish complicated tasks (for instance, the use -of muscle biopotentials for con)-

trol during the action of large 0-loads).

The necessity of automatic processing of medical Information on board a space-

L craft was exchibited long before the first mam*4e space flight took place. One of

_'irst designs of an on-board ADP system was published by HcLenan in 1959 [6i6].

McLenan's system is designed to send one of seven signals to a telemetry channel

I . ,ich carry information on the physiological state of an astronaut. The principle

& -)f action of the system consists of using a seanning device for examining all infor-

4 ,k -%tion proceeding from the astronaut with subsequent binary selection through each

r channel and ehaping of a condittonal signal (code) with the aid of simple "And" and

I "Not" logical circuits. The system Is designed to process Information on the effi-

ciency and physiological state of an astronaut. lfficiencyr is determined in the form

o of the "highest" or "lowest" level of functioning. From the ph-'•iological parameters,

S• the following are considered: eye movements, muscular activity, and heart activity.

To differentiate between sleep and unconsciousness, the author proposes the applica-

. tion of a stimulus signal that is sent by radio which, in the came of sleep, should

Sensure a transition to a higher level of functioning. The system is designed to

t ransmit one thrme-bit U rin. y 41jit (frooza 0 to ') by L÷.Jeme , which Is the code. of

the astronaut's state. However, the proposed system is too general and cannot be

I completely used for medical research as the problemsaof medical in-flight monitoring.
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In 191 there appeared a publicstion cmee•nIW8 a ground syet*e for automatic

processing of data coming from a spacecraft (375, yT). The system was modeled under

clinical conditions with the use of a universal digital computer. Recently inWe

foreign press there have appeared publications concerning the development of minia-

ture on-board logical systems for processing medical data (467, 554] However, Ope-

cific information concerning the method of introducing the information, algorithms,

or technical operating principles of theue *•ystem ii not given.

The first Soviet publication which substantiates the need for on-board ADP sys-

teme and explains certain principles of their construction If the work by O. 0.

Gazenko and P. N. Daevskiy ([8]. Subsequently these questions were considered more

j-•:lifIeally it, masy Soviet articles [289, 33, 36 5, 9, 282). At the proeent time

thea-e has already been a slignficant amount of experience gained on the subject of

multi-day manned space flights and the problems nf designing on-board ADP systems

have become considerably clearer end more intelligible. The United States has devel-

aped an on-board digital comuter that weighs 5 kilograma, takes up 2 dU3 of space.

and has a power consumption of 20 watts [799].

(O-boardl systems for automatic processing of physiological information do not

differ in principle from the various systems proposed for the automation of physio-

logical measurements and the diagnostic process In laboratories and clinics. The

presently existing devices and systems for automatic processing of physiological

data can be divided into three groups:

devices for automatic processing of separate physiological parameters, e.g

cardlotachometers, integrators, correlographs, and so fortn (175, 185, 25, 657, 208]1

systems for automatic evaluation of a estuation by a group of physiological parea-

eters, e.g., electronic logical systems, devices which warn of the existance of dan-

gerous situations [34 7, 58 695, 794, 812]j instruments for automatic diagnosis,

i.e., "diagnostic machines" [16, 68, 563, 590, 591].

All of theme groups ane closely interrelated and are data processing systems

with a gradually constructed algorlthm.

Algorithms

The questions of the devolopment of algorithms occupy a central position among

the problems of automatic data processing. The work "algorithm" was derived from

the noae of the Persien mathematician, Al-Muwsrizm1, who lived in the 9th century

(197, 251]. An algorithm in an exact instruction on a sequence of actions which are
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= I"ceeSarY to solve specific type. of probleml. 79w Opl•eetion of cowuters fur

eatomotie date preeossng involves the use of *peci•ic algorithms, on the taeI3 of

which a program is comosed. Progrmning belangs to the sphere of digital computer

lPeal1ilsts. A general (initial) algoritthm should be dGelopd by specialists of

the P1M of acnta ewhoee problm are to be salwd with the aid of a digital coa-

puter. Zt to naturally what these initial algorlith are cmposed in terms which

are peculiar to the given urea of study.

We Ilntr4uzed the comept of the "diaepwitie a4orithu." which implies any

algorithem that involves the realization of a diagnottic procee. Inasmuch mea prac-

tically any proced,-. of interpretation, analysis, and evaluation of one or many

II physiological parameter Is Involved with dimle•tieo. the diaglnostic algorithm is

the basic concept of a physiological mesaureat and iofmttion system. A deecrip-

I tion oP the diagnostic algorithm Includese al operatlons Which pertain to the con-

WE version of information, beginning with its collection and terminating with the shaping

of signals for feedback circuits. The principle of construction of each specific

algorithm depends on the problem which i must solve, we sal briefly consider the

principles of construction of three groups or algorithms In accordance with the three
i groups of devices and systems for automatic processing of physiological data which

1 [ we cutisidered earlier.

1. Algorithms for the solution of problems related to the analysis of separate

..yslological parameters can be constructed an the basis of the following principles:

. ..t Lerminatlon of the numerical value of one of the Indices, e.g., determination of

Spulse rate by meau olf an electricardlogrtau, cardiotechometer, or cardlointervalo-

i; graph (130, 175, 419, 462, 489, 559, 657T] logical evaluation of a selected index,

' ii1  e.S., as this is done in the "Rhythm-i" Inatrment (V. S. Ou'rfinkel' and M. L

:F Taetlin) (1267]; determixtation of a serita of indices, e.g., the waves and intervals

of an electrocardiogram and their relationships (668, 440, 489, 369, 370]1 statisti-

cal analysis of the indices of a given parameter (i55, 384, 485, 487]; special mathe-

mstical analysis of the Indices of a given paimster, e.g., determination of the

autocorrelation function of the spectral density, and so forth (23, 62, 2ii, 435,

V 496, 730, 733, 734J, 771, 697).

It is natural that a technical solution depends on the complexity of the selected

algorLthm. In, s e.- It is aufficnt to ha. a vary sIc counting circuit,L while in others it is necessary to use a computer. Although the application of a

digital computer fc- rrocessing all of one paramter 1i not very expedient, many
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scientific investigstions on the use of a digital computer in medicine are devoted

precisely to this question. Thus, we knaw of work on the application of dLgitAl coa-

puter for processing electrocardiogram [71I. 622, 729), electro1anophalograms 1146,

639, 640, 6T4], phonocardiograms [4531, kinotocardiogremis 307, 308), and others.

2. Algorithms for evaluating a group of pfiuiological parameters are Intended

for the determination of symptom complexes. Hare, much depends on the selection of

'he parameters and the indiaes subject to analysis. Algorithms st a similar type

must consider the phyuiuiu,'s logic. The principles of ecastruloting these algorithms

have not yet been suffiolerAtly studied. Thepefore It is possible to name snly some

or the possible sppraowhss to the solution of this prablemt deteimlnation of a Symp-

trn or Pyndrome according to one or as-a.rl pathologic daivato•u•i Of by the iaM of

untiypioal deviations. but characteristic for their specifie combination, (matrix

principle)) comparison of the directivity of shifts observed siuultaneously on the

part of several parevetere Vfox instance, pulse Increases and arterial pressure

drops)j probability logic or evaluating deviationsj evaluation of the degree of

correlation of indices$ application of special mathematical methods which ensure the

best approLch to effective identification or a specific syndrome (the syndrome as an

information form).

The reali-atio., of thass algorIttme is possible with the aid of analog computers

as well as with digital computers.

3,. Algorithms of the diagnostic process are presently the subject of numerous

Investigations. There are several different views on this question. Thus, Lusted

and Loedly (590] stim that the most effective algorithm Is the one based on the calcu-

lation of the conditiWal prababill.tMes of separate symptoms in a disease complex.

Tanimoto (749) devised a diagnoess for polycythemLa on an ON 704 digital computer

on the basis of the matrix principle (symptoms-cases).

In the opinion of A. A. Vishnevskly, N. L. Dykhovsklys end I. 1. Artobolevekiy

r681. automation of the diagnostic pros•e ean be based on three logical processes:

deterministie logic, probability logic, and phase inter"al logic. ?eose processes,

to the urnds of the authors, well simAlate the physician's logic with respect to

differential Gipaostics and 6eleotion of the Oost probable diagnosis rm a series

of possible ones. It should be mentioned, however, that the iathematic~l evaluation

of even extremely sLmple dlagostic methods is very difficult. For instrace, the

same symptom can be determined £n different diseases, but its significance in every

ease depends not only on the character of the disease, but also on with what other
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symptomis It in combined.

Consequently, it Is also necessary to opniider'the probability and correlation

criteria and the logical relationships and moo of other criteria. Therefore, it is

Still tipoUsible to disceue diagnostic algo-ritims in detaill however, work in this

"ireoction to eftiemly ipertent and tawuest 963)%~.

1 Going on to the consideration of work algorithms of on-board ADP systems, we

must emphasize the wide range of possible approach-s to this question, Therefore

f we will begin with an account of the simplest algorithms for processing individual

physiological parameters (enoading) and will gradually go on to the more complicated

Salgorithas.

When investigatitg the possibitlees of tranesitting a maxuium amount of infor-

mation through channels of limited capacity, we vast first of all turn to the prop-

S ositions of Iqtoraatiotn th*Wl, In particular to Its setions which illuminate the

methods of optimum encoding. Actual messages (Including physiological information)

i contain both useful and useless information. The latter pertains to the repetition

of information or to Information that is of no use for diagnostics from the point of

view of the preaent status of scienne. Thus, when considering an electrocardiogram,

S we are dealing with a periodically and strictly repeating process (with the exception

cf cases of extrapolation). If we extract only necessary (useful) information from

;, j1 iessage itp trenswission will require telemetry channels with up to a hundred times

:4 ,-iler capacity than for the transmisalon of the Initial message. The presence of

:aeless data In messages along with useful infoawation is called redundancy in infor-

moation theory [66 ]. The positive value of re4nuancy consists in the fact that it

acilitates the identification of individual errors which accompany the transmission

of messages end increases the noise Isatnity of transmission. Thus, the repetition

of =G cycles, even with a high noise level, makes It possible to consider the indl-

vidual elements ot the curve by comparing the neighboring cycles between one another.

Thus, one of methods of effective encoding of physiological information can be based

or. the eiiaination of r-dunmancy [. ]

The principle or code Iorming should be selected by tqklng into account the

most important (to the physician) criteria contained in the given message. Thus,

in EKG processing, approximately 1O different indices arm computed, such as Pq, Q•,

SP, A,, and AT. The frequency of measurement of these Indices Is no more than one

per minute. Consequently, in a 20-minute recordLng it is necessary to determine
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approximately 200 digital indices ,during a 20-minute telemetry recording of an

electrocardlogram approrimately 0.5 million bits of information should be transmitted

to Earth.) Lot us Imagine that all calculations are performed on board the space-

craft and an EKG is not transmitted to Earh, but already calculated Indices. What

will be the gain In the sense of the capacity of the telemetry charnel and the time

of transmission? If a four6diait binary code Is used for transmission, a 200-

character message will contain approximately iOO bits, i.e., 500 tiS5l less than

the original electrocardiogram. Consequently, a channel with a 500 bit@/sec capacity

will take only a total of about 2 seconds to transmit this message instead of 20

minutes, and a channel with a capacity of only about I bit/sec can be used in a tranc-

m.-:,!,!!tn time of 20 minutes (instead of 500 bits/sec).

iut the applicatimt of an ADP system ensures, besides a gain in channel capac:,ty

and, transmission time, a higher operational efficiency of medical monitorIng of an

astronaut, since the inforrAtimo obtained on Earth Goes not require Interpretation

and can be evaluated directly in the course of flight.

A further decrease in the number of messages subject to transmission from a

spacecraft to Barth can be attained by means of constructing a code which would

reflect not the digital values of the indices, but their relationship to a definite

class of values. The simplest symbol in this case (for instance, "0") Is used to

code the range of normal (the most frequently encountered) values of the Index.

More complicated symbols (1, 2, 3) are used to code the pathologic values of

an index. For Instance, for P0, the values are (0.12-0.20) = 0, (0.21-0.25) = 1,

and (0.26 and higher) - 2.

A similar method of encoding can be said to be #tatistical, Inasmuch as It con-

siders the p tibability of the appearance of certain signals.

Statistical encoding Is More effective than nonstatie•ctil encoding (417, 647].

However, the statistical distribution of values cannot always be taken into account

for medical information,
An effective code can be coatz % n U -I-1 4'8UpleA w 4h .

tions of a given parameter beycmd the limits of its specified rarge (FIZ. 35). The

simplest two-position code (9.114 1) Indicates onLy tOe prebence or absence of devia-

tions, while the khree-poeitil code (+, -, R) indicates the sign of the deviation.

The most practical is the fouS-position code, utdch makes It possible to determine,

in addition to the pathologic4 values, the transition values, which is Important

for a prognosis. Wooe also co be constructed an the basis of statistical and
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probability Indices. * to ve have considered the
ftle rate (boatseIAth. I

- .~ 7, ~version or an algorithm tor the mnleyuis of an elec-

trocari.aop which iU based on the calculation of

K . ____ _ epemifti indsoes. This type of algorlthm can be

weelisd by 4dW1t1 c~ater as weillasb an ima..

log oColo~,

Sl7 ow w hll eonmler an algorithm that Is

directed toamrds the Idamtifcation of a symptom,

a syndrome end. finally, the determination of a diag-

Fig. 35. Methods of oncoding nomls. Here It ts mwcesusa to consider the charac-
deviations of physiological
paramteoe (see text). %- toa at the pklioamns Ito. Let us consider how

the diiost.e process,'s InI rtmd by a phyel-an. We am tentatively Isolate three

stages of this po•oess.

1. Colliction of Inumation ablmt the patient by mis of questioning. physical

examination, and laboratory end clinical anal••ses.
2. Rvaluation of the Information collected from the point of view of isolating

signs which are sybotoms of a disease. In other words, all data are distributed into

two groups (norm-pathology).

3. Comearison of the sun of isolated s&MtOms with symptom complxes known to

1hysician and the establishment of an identity, i.e., determination of the symptom

-. plexie existing In the patient (and then, a d4apnosis by the •-bination of symp-

tom complexes).

These three stages reflect the physician's loglc (in the general. sense). How-

ever, in the realization of the described actions, the physician does not only use

logical rules, but also definite, speelfic nformetion JA his memory. Even the ee-

quence of logical operations required for diagUoels should be first "recorded" in

his memory. hen his smeory should raocord the psogram ft ativity for each stae of

the diagnostic pro.es.. PFinaly, the phy.sicien should memorize the data which he

has taken at the standard, with which he com'parel te Information obtained as a re-

sult of exeaslamton.

Consequently, the physilian's memory, alafg wIth the Ohysician's logic, com-

poses an important element of"the theory of constructing an ADP system for physio-

logical Information.

Already, in the realszation of even extreecly simple algorithms, we are encoun-

tering the necessity of recording the values of the norm in the msmory of the logical
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unit or computer, i.e., the limits of variation of each parameter, which are con-

aidered to be normal. But, as it Is known, there do not exist rigid norms for the

majority of physiological indices. For instance, a pulse of i20 beats per minute

following moderate physical exercise (20 squats) is normal for an untrained person

and pathological for an athlete.

The physiologic norm is a dynamic concept which Is stipulated by the individual

peculiarities, the degree of training, the conditions of examination; and so forth.

Quantitative expressions are generally unknown for Van Important Indiae*, and there-

fore there are no norms (for instance, the degree of facial pallor or perspiration

during syncopal.and precoma states). Special Investigations of such Indices and

quan'itative criteria for them are necessary. The most correct approach to the prob-

lem of norms in astronautics is the statistical processing of a large number of

realizations of an Investigated function In various conditions of laboratory tests,

training sessions, and prelaunching periods. This ensures the obtainment of indivi-

dualized, statistically reliable norm. For instance, after the realization of a

number of manned space flights, we now can speak of the norms in the propelled flight

of a spacecraft. These norm are calculated according to data obtained as a result

of the analysis of telemetry information. Similar statistical norm can be used as

the basis for programming future on-board ADP systems.

In addition to statistical norms, there also exist critical values of individual

indices, which by themselves indicate evident trouble. For instance, a quickening

of the pulse to 200 per minute Is an extraordinary circumstance not only for a trained

person, but also for an untrained one.

The concept which we developed concerning statistical norms and critical values

corresponds to the conception of V. B. Malkin and his co-authors (103, 167] concerning

two types of deviations: deviations of separate parsmeters from individual norms and

deviat'i.* which characterize the extreme absolute values of parameters.

7n aking his diagnosis, the physician evaluates various symptoms differently:
••,• h~her, Others lower. Zn other words, every- symptom in a symptom complex has

' -e own e . - -- are the values of the sympto.m of the drop Jn arterial

pressure and the lowering of Skin temperature during a collapse, the first symptomI

undoubtedly has a larger "weight" than the second. A decrease in the amplitude of

the first tone of a phonocardlogram ca.a have quite an insignificant "weight" in the

same symptom complex. Calculation of the weight of separate symptoms can be perfnrmed i
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with the probability seproach to the analysis and evaluation of information. The

probability of each symtom comlex is equal to the sum ot probabilities of its com-

• ponment synptMlt on the other hand, thi probability of a given symptom complex in

the presOGnc Of a derMto nuer of criteria frther depends on other conditions

(selectil s at santmi Iar atee tim and Psm. at investigation. the individual
characteristics of the subject, and others). Attempts have been made to determine

a diagnosis an the basis of the feas formual (58, 591, which was applied for calcu-

lating the probabilities of Interdependent events. Ini a general case it in possible

to say that each Inde h" a defite probability of bein normal or pathological,

and each symptop chaaacteLses one state or mat'nr with a definite probability.

Therefore, the caloeiUAS or probabilities Ian boortmat operation of the algo-

rithm, but mediaine, w• ftmwately, a td space mediclne in particular, cannot yet

039POSS Its G*eXMQGne SA PeabQilty aalt
A no lees Imortant role in the construction of diapoetie algorithms Is played

by the correlation India@* between different physiological paraeters [208!.

All physiological parameters in an integral organism are Interdependent. A

pathological state of one of the systems of an organism imediately causes a devia-

tion in the other systoumi howveir, the factor that deterilnes the Influence of one

%ystem on another can vary depending upon the conditions, the Individual character-
- 3tiCo n, the otver or the dhiease, and fo torth. Tha relationships between bio-

orici1 processes, yuptomIs, and physiological paramters can be direct, inverse,

logarithmic, parabolic, and so forth. The mathematical analysis of pathological

processes require. a study of the control curves ofvarilous functions and their inter-

dependence (20, 197]. Tbe calculation of corroUtion functiona sad correlation

factors Is one of the methods which helps us to cl.arify the interdependence of dif-

ferent physiological indlces. With a very high co elation it is possible to deter-

mine the value of one •ndex with respect to another, I.e., to optimize the diagnostic

algorithm. For Instance, we kiow of the possibility of determining pulse rate with

respect to respiration (45) and the minute volume of the vital capacity of the lungs

r 4go1. The correlation _mroach to evaluating, phyasilogical information makes it

possible to decrease the numer of control Indices without impairing the quality of

control.

Other mathematical metho4s (integration, differentiation, spectral analysis)

also cati essentially Increase the quality of dllanosticsi however, the practical

application of the above-sentiomed methods requires the collection of data and
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special research work.

Computers

The construction of on-board ADP systems brings up comee very co-.licated prob-

lems, which are related to the following: the conversion of analog sigfnall into

digital form or the separation of a specific portion of the most significant or the

most important physiological indices in the given investigationj the mathematical

and logical processing digital indices for obtaining generalized characteristical

the formation of conclusions, i.e., "diagnoses" (syndromes. sinptomas) on the basis

of the results of the preceding stages of automatic processing and the analysis of

rt,,-tological information.

In accordance with these problems we can consider three trends of research in

the area of developing on-board ADP systems which involve the technical realization

of specific diagnostic algorithms.

Coders convert physiological information from analog form into a discrete form

expressed by a specific code. The purpose of conversion is: a) to decrease the

volume of information subject to transmission through telemetry channelsj b) to

present information in a form that is more convenient for subsequent analysis.

Let us first consider the method of effective encoding of the most high-frequency

physiological parameters of an electromyogram and an electroencephalogram. We pro-

posed this method in 1959 and realized it in the form of a working mockup of physio-

logical equipment. The encoding principle consists in determining the frequency and

amplitude characteristics of the process and shaping of signals which individually

reflect these characteristics [196, 197, 204]. We developed a system for the trans-

mission of four electromyogram recordings or four electroencephalogram recordings

through one telemetry channel (Fig. 36).

The program for electromyogram encoding consisted of determining the frequency

and amplitude of the signals per second and shaping two amplitude-modulated pulses

corresponding to the values of the frequency and amplitude. To do this, we used a

counter with a storage unit and an integrator with a storage unit. The storage units

were capacitors. Each of th? four channels, thus, had two storage units apiece. The

entire system has 8 capacitot-storage units. The output device of the instrument is

a commutator with an 8-element capacitative memory unit. The work cycle of the out-

put device is equal to the storage time. In the beginning of a cycle the comutator

eimultaneously connects all the memory elements to the storage units and their levels
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S~the frequency and amlitude status of four electromyogram
• •recolrdigs

,, are memorized. This operation takes approxiemately 0.05 sec. Then, simultaneously

S• with the cutoff of the emaoi7, units, the storNag units &re cut to zero. After that,

the commutator consecutively connects the memory elements to the recorder for the

remaining tine, which records 8 levela that rtflect the frequency and amplitude of

the muscle biocurrents i.n each of the fcar leads in the last second. After recording

the Information contained, in thm ls iawr •y element a dro to zero !a automatically

performed and connection to the storage units again takes place.

STh* program for elactroancepitaogron encodin conssted of determining the into-

g:. ral. values of the a-, j3-, *y- and 5-frequlencies and the total signal. Similar methods

Sof analysis are extencilvely ftscribed in literature (111,• 1'461. Four rnarrow-bond

S frequency filters and, five storage-lntegratore were used. In• all, the four channels
had 20 storage-In.erators (Ffg. 37)h The sysmel for recofdan t one channel was

analgou tothe requctoy andaphitud strafia tus ofa four ea 2ectro-orae

torare tine also ope about two saec. Thup, the Instruelnt 0 crforhd simultaneous

%t



automatic frequency analysia of two-

second *&efnta of four elsctrc-

Aun encephavgiuwi leauda 'Mg. 38).1
E M.. 2• =3 ,As can be seen, in both cases

the principle of single-chmnnel re-

cording was applied to several blo-

potential leads. The same principle

can be used for recording indices

mom 1 that are different in character.

1 In 1960 we built a mockup of

a rt¢ompute-encode module [UJN]

S (Tfl) for single-channel recording

I of pulse and respiratory rate and

intensity of movements. A block
1ra diagram or the Instreenalt and a

L-2i
=2 • ,sample of a recording are shown inA 1 

* ,Fig. 39b. The date processing

program consisted of determining

W 1the pulse and respiration rate with

the aid of counters and the intensity

$ of movements by means of integrating

the signals from a potentiometer

pickup. The circuit generated out-

put prlses of different amplitude

Lm~jL;1ýevery 50 pulse beats, 25 respire-
Fig. 37. Block diagram of instrument for
single-channel recording of four electro- time, an.4 2 movements. The out-
encephalograms. 8A - electrodeej 0 - filteri 5S- integrators; SY - memory units, puts of three channels were connected

with the aid of an adder to the recorder and each form of information was recorded

in the form of a definite pulse magnitude. in the event of pulse coincidence, the

pulse amplitudes were added tgether.

It is possible to carry out single-channel recording of other parameters in a
similar manner.

The simplest form of single-channel recording was developed In reference to the

"signal" transmitter which was Installed on the "Vostok&." If we change the duration

or audio ssndings which correspond to the pulse rate to the rhythm of respiration, we
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gFia. 39. Methods of encoding
SI aiiological Information.

0 tramnriesinn by meana o
"$ electrocartAlophone through "Signal"

WI" transmitter; b) recompute-encode
system for three parameters; c)

2'lg. 38. Seples of recordings obtained with encoding with digital computer;
the aid of an instrument for single-channel 8 - elettrodes; Y - amplifier;
recording of four electroencephalogram leads. np - converters Pl - radio trans-
.) oacllo£reA8 at output of alpha-frequency mUitter;, -- pulse, A - respiration;
filter (A) and amlifier (B); b) oscillograme Uus - motion; Fl-C - conversion cir-
at output of alpha-frequency integrator@ (A) cultj ? - integrator; ]pI-C - con-
and total signal (B); c) single-channel re- verter-adder; B - output; AHM -
cording of four electroencephalogram leads. pulse-avlitude modulation; D -
The first pulse reflects the energy of the total pulse-width modulation; [DI-CC -
signal. The following four pulses raflect the recove.-y, control panel; T - tem-
energy of the a-, 0-, y-, and 6-frequencIea, perature A - cabin atmosphere!
respectively. The uata of four channels are ji-- t Lta! computer; N - crew
consecutively commutated, i.e., a total of 20 ?Tn 'C - telemetry eye-
pulses. tz-,

can obtain additional information on the respirmtorz rate. -he technical reeal.atio.u

of this idea consists in controiling the duration of the pulse produced by a slave

multivibrator with the aid of a contact respiration sensor (Fig. 4L0). The pulse

length at inhalation amounts to 100-150 mace, and 200-300 mace at exhalation.
similar system was used for operational medical monitoring on the "Vookhod."
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Fig. 4~0. 8inglechannel recording of puala. and respira-
tory rate in rfrence to a "Signal' system, a) block
diagram or system 5t - contact respiration sensor;
WI - electrodes; §W electrocardiogram a~lifierl

PW- output at electrocardiogram recorderl Ph - output
at pulse-rate recorder; W~ - audio-frequency oscillator;

CY- terminal amplifierl A~ - dynamic louda eaker; b)
samp~le of experimental recording (change of pulse dura-
tion through WC (EK?) channel in accordance-with res-
piration) % - electrocardiogram; IT - jpneumograml
B4- else trocardiophone signals.

Automatic lazical devices provide an evaluation of a set of parameters accordLing

to specified criteria. Theme devices work on a "rigid" program, which is determined

by the construction of the instrument. Different forms of automatic logical devices

are described In the bibliography (5, 3J4 , 103, 199, 758, 812). A distinctive feature

of the devices considered below Is the application or a diode matrix for realization

K of the diagnostic algorithm. The idea of employing a diode matrix belong& to author

Jointly with the Do A. 13oshin (91 34].

The algorithm for the operation of electronic logical devices can be represented

in the general form of three consecutive operations. I - measurement of the monitored

index during a specified interval of time (for instance, determination of the number

of pulses In 10 sec or the average voltage level In the same Interval of time);

-±39-
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omparison of %tw val.ue# obtained with the spectifid limits of the norm and

taltouvowtion of the ourre•t etate of each liU0eo (tor instance, in the form of sym-

tJ bale "lin W ? "- -+ N.de r_.n4intw Wpon whothr the amitored index is in the specified

r116e, is 1mrasEed or deareased)z

3 - eamuateona of W sembol& obtained hAi theu analysis of separate pares-

eters, and ehmitng of a conditiconal ',-c4e, i e. j the "OosVooste.i

! Fig. 41. block diagram of diagnostic algorithm.

In accordanoe with the considered algorithm, Fig. 41 illustrates a block diagram

of the operations executed by an automatic logical system.

Two mockups of logical systems working on the indicated principle were developed.

Tht first one was constructed In cooperation with engineere V. Ya. Kostikov, A. P.

*Vn1.novekty, and B. A. Soshin. The system was designed for the analysis of the fol-

t.owing indices: pulse rate (PR] (qt), respiratory rate (RR] (qA). body temperature
LBT] (TT), conditioned motor response time (MR] (Op), level of motor activity [(] (A),

electrical resistance or skin [UiS] (K•(), air temperature (AT] (TB), carbon dioxide

content (CO2 ), and oxygen content (02) in the surrourding atmosphere. A block dia-

gram of the system Is represented in Fig. 42. Analysis of information through chan-

nels PR, RR, and M was carried out with the aid of a discrete counting circuit on the

basts of a binary counter controlled by a slave multivibrator. Counting was per-

formed In iO-econd Intervals or time. The measured values were compared with the

specified ones with the aid of a cod* register in which the norms were recorded. A

* comparison circuit controlled by flip-flop. win" ued to a-lyze iroformt ioT or, the

remaining channels. A contrsllwd matrix w us •ed to .hape oonditional signals cor-

responding to specific combinations of deviations. A program of logical evaluation

which was composed in reference to different farms of syncopes is represented in

Table 11.

-14I0- ___________________________o-_______________
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Table ii. Program for Electronic Logical System Operation

or A ot W

" !ii

e - -d t.,

tap. t . DlIraB -d -d arxpo

YRAr I-- -

Fig. 42. Block diagram of automatic grammed in accordaned, with Table 11
logical system (variation I). Mse textl.

Figure 43 illustrates a diagram of a diode matrix that was programmed in accord-

ance with the table.

A second logical system was developed in cooperation with engineers Ye. A.

Ztl'bertil', V. M. Kruzonshteirn, and V. 0. Freydel; [34]. It was also designed for

diagnosing syncopes. Figure 44 illustrates a block diagram of this system. Its

basic units are: a) transducers for converting biological process into electrical

signals; b) amplifying-measuring units; c) selection and memory circuits, which i
-..........
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fix the specified values of param-

etere; 6) a control systems e) 'Pn-

coders for determining specified

j9I syWtom complexes in a combination

If of Gefiati~ons (smyqtomas)i f) signal

indicator.

Six physiologi~cal indices were

selected, of which three can be mea-

sured by the number of pulses per
Fig. 44. Block diagram of automatic logical
system (variation 2). t% - pulse-rate trans- unit time [pulse rate (M), respira-
ducer; 11 - respiratory-rate transducer; A -
actogrsm- transducer; TI - setn-temperature tion rate ('U), actogram (A)], and
transducer; 0J1T - oxyhemogran transducerl
81W - eloetroplethyemogram transducer (for three can be measured as voltage
measuring blood supply to the brain)j M -
amplifying-mmeauring unitsS CXO3 - Informa- levels (skin temperature (TH), oxy-
tion selection and stor"a c•ircuits! ; --two-stage encoder; MB - Indicator unit; BY - hemogram (01T), and cranial electro-
control unit; A - dynamic loudspeaker for
supplying audio signal. plethysmogram (sWr)].

The measuring system for pulse

counting Is a binary flip-flop counter. The selection circuit is a logical "And"

circuit with the necessary number of inputs. At the circuit output there is a stor-i
age =ell flip-flop. The norm range is set up by connecting the inputs of the selec-

ion circuit to the necessary counter collectors. The circuit for the selection of

f t in the form of voltage levels works on the principle of a stabititron pulse

height discriminator and also has a storage-cell flip-flop. The control system auto-

iatically connects the seorage cells and sets the counters at the initial state at

the end of every measurement cycle (from 10 to 60 see). For simplification of the

circuit, only two states are selected: "H" and 'W'. State "-" is determined in the

first stage of the encoder by the absence of signals "+" and "H". In the second

stage of the encoder the logical operation of comparing the state of the six indices

is performed and the output signal is shaped. The algorithL is given in matrix form

(Table 12). The encoders are diode-matrix circuý.ts.

Table 12. Algortthm for Logical System Operation

-n - + -

-II _ _
'INt If -1+ + fu

U a

-12



HW~r-Speed DMIltal S~stoms for ProgessLng

Digital technology opens up absclutely new possibilities in the area of medical

monitoring by providing the complete simulation of the physician's logic In those

cases when it can be expressed by a specific algorithm. A digital system can vorL

on a "flexible" piogram and pertains to the class of "diagnostic machines."

The application of a digital computer for diagnostic purposes is an absolutely

new and little Investigated field, On-board diagnostic machines are distinguished

by the obligatory introduction of Information directly from the astronaut. A, h.

Zhdanov, V. V. Bogdanov, and L. A. Kazar'yan participated In the development of the

first mockup of an automatic medical monitoring system on a specialized digital coa-

putf r base [33, 36, 288].

The first experimont used an algorithm which was given in matrix form This,

however, was only a check of the possibilities of using a specialized digital com-

puter (CIa) [WDc] for processing medical information.

The SDC for automatic medical monitoring consisted of the following functional

modulest an input unit (UVJn' (YBB)s an arithmetic unit (AU] (AY), a control unit (CU]

(YY), a magnetic operational storage (KOS] (MM), a permanent storage CPS] (Ar),

and an output unit [Ucet~j1 (yVB). A block diagram of the SDC is chown in Fig. 45.

Fig. .45 Block diagram of a specialized digital
computer used In an automatic medical monitoring
system. A - transducers; ft - physiolsglo equip-
mentI AtUI - analog-to-digital converterl AY -
arithmetic unit;Yy - control unit; M -ag-
netic operatioral storage) AIS - permanent storage;
YM - output unit.

The Input unit consists of a number of analog-to-digital converters, the character-

istics of Which are given In 'Table 13.

The magnetic operational storage has the capacity necessary for storing current

information proceeding from the converters durlng the measuring cycle.

-14.3-
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Isbie.1). Characteristils Input Convertors of Automatic Medical Moni-
toting "aitem

Accuracy Speed
Parameter Type of converter of of

conversion quantizat ion

palm rase Perioi-to-diit *0.05 see

D"upImwtot@ rate The oame 0.2 see -

skin temperature Volts-to-diglt *20 1 per minute

Motor activity Prequenicy-to-digit *1 cps -

OoVn•hc sKID reponse Volts-to-diglt *20 5 per second

Nesheuieal work of heart The same *1% 100 per second

Conditioned-motor response Perlod-to-digit *0.01 sec -

Air pressure Volts-to-d•git 2% I1 per minute

tAtohero humidity The same 12% The same

Air temperature The sEl t2% The same

Carbon dioxide content The urnm to-% The same

Oxygen content The same *2% The same

With the development of an appropriate algorithm the MOB capacity can be brought

up to 32 characters. Thus, for example, during the analysis of ballistocardiograms

(selsuocardiogra-s) it is not necessary to store all curve points; it is sufficient

to determine only its characteristic points so that In subsequent measurements it is

essary only to compare the recorded values with the new ones and correct them dur-

"irg the entire measuring cycle. The PS holds the machi•ne-operation program and con-

stant numbers (norm limits of every parameter). The PS capacity is equal to 1024

13-bit binary numbers. The AU is high-speed with several thousand operations per

second and performs its computations with a fixed point. The output unit records

data with the aid of a digital teletype (for operation under laboratory conditions),

and also can send Information to the telemetry system to an indicator to inform the

crew.

L An operational program of a digital computer for evaluating the state of an

S astronaut and life-support systems was constructed similar .to the matrix table type

4 analogous to Tables 10 and 1.

Figure 46 illustrates a sample of a recording obtained during laboratory tests

of a ODC mockup. Simultaneously with the input to the SDC, direct recording oa a

number of parameters was performed on an ink recorder followed by "manual" data

+ . . .. ' -•L. , +.# "4
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a,
Fig. 1., Sample of recording obtained during laboratory
teats of a SDC mockup with a medieal monitoring program.
II -- pulse; A -- respirationi •B -- motion; Afl -- pulse ar-
rhythula; LA - respiration arrhythmia; TET- body temper-
ature; K-- code.

analysis. A coMparative evaluation of "machine" and "manual" data proceming Indi-

cated that only in 5% of cases were there observed any machlne processing "errors."

The causes of these errors consisted in the fact that interferences (short duration

failures) vere considered by the machine as useful information, while they were re-

jected in manual processing. Various algorithms can be suggested for machine detec-

tion of interferences [345].

The following stage of research was devoted to automating the medical research

program. This wasn done in cooperation with V. A. Sharov and K. K. Chexnushev. First

of all, the input of analog information from on-board physiological equipment to the

memory unit of a digital computer was wovaed out. *The quantization frequency of each

parameter was Selected In accordance with the requirements in Table 3. Input of an

electrocardiogram, seismogran, pneumograa, sphygmogram, and other indicators was

conducted.

Then by means of constructing curves for the discrete values of the parameters

contained in the memory unit, the quality of operation of the converter was checked.

A sample of a recording obtained by means of artificial "readout" of data from the

machine memory is shown in Fig. 47.

too-
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CHAPTER 6

SOWS PROOlCS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL ISABUIZIUIT
iN IrTRPLANNTARY FLIGHTS

The gigantic rate of development of astronautie tis maLing flights to the Moon

and planets of the solar system a reality. A large number of investigations today

are being directed towards thi solution of problem, related to medical security in

long-term and long-range Interplanetary flights.

These investigations include the work on the creation of partially and completely

closed ecologic systems (8, 237], work on the psycholog of gioulp activity and pro-

longed isolation [50, 92, 93], work on hypodynamia (1251, on the selection of an

optimum microclimate for spacecraft cabins (296, T031, snd an establishing programs

of work and rest in a long-term flight [74, 78]. Orbital variations for flight to

the Moon, Mars, and Venus were subjected to detailed aalysis (2781. However, the

problems of medical security in interplanetary flights with respect to physiological

measurements and diagnostics are not sufficiently discussed in literature.

Lovelace and Sohwichtenberg point out that the further away Wi In from larth,

the more difficult it is to ensure the safety of his existence and return [608]. Of

importance. therefore, is reliable udla_1 'mnontring eaA the &o leetion of phyaio=

logical data an the Intluence of interplanetary factors on man [451, 3.3, 610, 7783.

It Is assumed that man's conquest of space will consist of the ful•tllment of

a series of successively more complicated programs. Thus, the United States, after

fulfillment of the "Mercury" program (twenty-four hour orbItal fl4$t), plans to

first carry out the "Gemini" f"Twins") program - a two-men . fligt aromA the Berth

for 14 days - and then Project "Apollo" - a flight to the Noon with a return to Borth

(451, 528, 683]. Un addition, the Americans Intend to develop plans for the creation

of piloted artificial earth satellites on the basis of the X-15 aircraft (Project
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"%Qn4-IOer') sa4 are conel ting research on the developut of lons-term space (or-

V Ultl and iiitorplaetaiY) GtatIon. [#50, 451]. The construction of support and Mont-

"toring system on a spacecraft eisentially depends oan the duration and range of flight

and its character. Johnston proposes three types of monitoring systems: 1) the

S"WI *614*) the "ll; t 3" 1) a f ftw as stations (541].

A sefies at flight experiments with anials has been set up for investigating

the influemse of prolonged weightlenmeess, cosmie radlation, and other factors (552].

Projects have been planed which are involved with the search for extraterrestrial

life [123, 35%. 37, 55, 739, 592, 7911, • ad in the more distant future, the reali-

sation of fights to Man and Venue and the ocr&ti of an inhabited station on larn

and inMObited eStelltes af Tuome ed TUpiter has bean proposed t568].

Thus# at Ptsent the most fantaetio projeete have bOcoso the subject of scien-

tific inveetiqtion and eMe teotuaal 4e0eigAi end modellng. Nuerous trainers and

simulators are being used t study the conditions oflight to the Moon and Mars and

to clear up a =nber of questions related to prolonged hypodyneaia, isolation, and

so forth (601i, 51, #963.

The prophetic words of the father of astronautics, K. R. Tsiolkovsky, are being

fulfilled: "Earth in the crdle of humanity, but it Is Impossible to live forever in

a c. dle." Hufanity is now earnestly preparing to leave its cradle, the Earth.

Let us consider In greater detail certain questions of physiological measure-

! :ent In a long-term (interplanetary) space flight.

Flight to the Moon and htry Into Space

It Is natural that the nearest neighbor of Earth and Its eternal satellite, the

i4oon, e. uld be the first goal of astronautics. The U. S. Qovernment has officially

declair .hat reaching the NW In is one ot Its Important national concern.. In view

of this, besides the serious research being done, tbe Uknited States is clearly at-

tempting t. carry out adventurous projects for a "one-way flight to the Moon" [S90].

;rhis prod.,- t proposed to send a man to the Moon Imeoditely, as soon " a reliable

lunar-landing system Is worked out, even before ensuring the possibility of his re-

turn. The astronaut will rqtur In 2 or 3 years, .wen space technology has reached

the appropriate level. It proposed to use a rocket a the astronaut's living quarters

and to supply him with the aid of cargo rockets. It has been calculated that approxi-

mtely 13 rockets a year will have to be sent to the Moon In oider to support one man.

Similar anti-humane projects are alien to Soviet scientists. As long as the

* -1#8-
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conditions for a safe flight to the Moon and return are not ensured, we will not

plan such a flight.

The large amount of work being conducted in the USSR on the creation of a reli-

able technical base for the realization of flights toi the Moor and other plncta is

confirmed, for Instance, by the statement made by the chief spacecraft desiner in

"Pravda" 1 January 1964.

One of the first tasks of space technology and space medicine consists of in-

creasing the length of man's stay In outer space. American scientists have planned

to carry out a 14-day two-man orbital flight in the next few years (Project "Gemini").

This project is a logical development of the "Mercury" program and its prime mission

l, to prepare for a lunar flight, including the testing of new space systems, rockets,

anc, equipment, and also experimenting with the entry of one man into space (381].

It has been proposed that the first manned flight in a "Gemini" capsule will be car-

ried out in 1964 and it will be orbital [363]. The "Gemini" is a two-man spacecraft

with a volume 50% larger than that of "Mercury" and twice as heavy. Its shape is

the same as the "Mercury" capsule. The craft has two ejection seats. One of the

pilots sits at the control panel, and the scond watches the instruments which indi-

cate the operation of the on-board systems. They have spacesuits with a 15-minute

oxygen supply. It is possibly to leave the craft in a spacesult while In orbit with

a 30-minute oxygen supply (488]. Regarding the physiological measurements, they

essentially will not differ from the measurements conducted under the "Mercury" pro-

gram (3811].
Certain changes in the physiological monitoring program are planned in reference

to the "Apollo" craft. First of all, they propose to use "minor" telemetry since the

duration of flight and the necessity of active participation in control of the craft

make wire communications between the astronaut and the on-board equipment very

Inconvenient.

Several new research methods plan t, employ phonocardiography. Total equipment

weight is approximately 2.5 kilograms and power consumption is 25 watts, including

23 watts for relay and motor operation. Output voltage is 1.5 volts [387, 811].

An "Apollo" capsule should be used in the fulfillment of the LEN 'Lunar Excursion

Module) program. This program anticipates the creation of a three-module spacecraft:

a 5-ton control module, a 21-ton engine module, and a 12.5-ton lunar module. The

control module will contain three astronauts (the "Apollo" craft proper). Two astro-

nauts will transfer to the lunar module in lunar orbit and descend to the luna-r
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surce. Lending and takeoff from the Moon is accomplished with the same engine.

After entero lunar orbit and docking with the main craft, the astronauts will again

transfer from the lunar module to the "Apollo" craft (682, 809]. This, in broad

tOms, lo the American lunar flight project.

Problems at the realsation of a night to the Moon have been agitating the

representatives of various sciences for a long timet astronomy, rocket technology,

biologW. The Soviet Union has an undisputable priority in the development of these

problems as well as in the first practical results. On the night of 13 to 14 Sep-

tember 1959, the second Soviet spacecraft reached the surface of the Moon and placed

a banner bearing the seal or the USSR in the region of the western part of the sea

at Raine. n October 1959, a Soviet automatic interplanetary station photographed

the far side of the Umoc and transmitted the photographs to Earth.

These outstanding results of Soviet science are involved with astronomical,

mathematical, and *eieutitte.technical research, which originated with the works of

K. Toiolkovsky. The problems of flight to the Moon are considered in detail in the

monographs by V. Z. Levantovskiy 1157] and A. A. 8hternfel d [4(8].

The preparation for a flight to the Moon requires a thorough study of the condi-

tions which men will encounter on this planet. It Is known that the Moon is a dead

and uninviting world. The absence of an atmosphere, the sharp fluctuations in tem-

%ture, cosmic radiation., and meteoritic danger - this by far Is not a comlete

• st of the factors which must be taken Into account when organizing a lunar expedi-

tion (15T, 357, 609]. The first investigations of the Moon will be carried out with

the aid of automatic Instruments (157, 6271] however, manned flight will involve a

great number of unstudied factors.

Lowrey and Sys, in considering the "human factors of a flight to the Moon,"

aiong with otner.e, vautethe61a to1Clawing ps '-h1oogic'al fai~torst isolation. disorienta-

tion, mental fatigue, motivational disturbances, insomnia, a sensation of the "un-

fiown," and ethers [609].

It Is clear that medical monitoring and detailed medical research are a necessary

element of any lunar program. For the purpose of preparing and training astronauts,

special trainers and simulators have been developed both for investigating their

roactions during in-flight spscecraft control in flight (603, 808] and during landing

(388], and also while they are on the Moon (7831].

A flight to the Moon will require the continuous monitoring of basic functions

witbh in-Or"at-on storage ond transmission during alternate coumunications periods
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with rarth. There should also be the psuicbllity of send ing warning signals to the

crew from an automatic on-board device which processes both physiological and tech-

nical information [288]. After landing, one of the moot critical operations will be

the astronauts' deacent to the surface of the Muon, which will demand medical moni-

toring with indications of astronaut condition on board the craft.

A man on the Moon will accomplish active and purposeful tasks. The construction

of a lunar base, the obtainment of air, water, and food from lunar materials, the

use of solar radiation as a source of energy - these are the tasks connected with

supporting astronaut life. Bince the day-time temperature of the lunar surface

reaches W00O, and at nigh% drops to -12i°, Immediately after the astronauts arrive on

LU,- Moon, they must dA Into its surface layer or make a shelter for protection from

ext .eme tesperatures and radiation which is not weakened by the atmosphere as on

Earth [783]. Inasmuch "s the life of people on the Moon (for the first time) will

depend on their ability to perform various forms of activity, medical monitoring and

medical research should occupy an Important place In the lunar-conquest program.

A significant place in medical support of human activity on the Noon apparently

will be occupied by biotelemetry systems of the "spacesuit-to-spacecraft type, which

will be employed to transmit biological and technical Information and to conduct two-

way radio comimications [140.

Medical monitoring during entry into space and on the surface or the moon in-

volves the use of various, sensors and electrodes, ampLifiers and radio links. Now

there already awe concrete proposals on the problems of constructing a physiological

masurement system to be used for these purpcses. In cooperation with K. P. Zazykin,

N. P. Sasonov, end V. R. Froydel , we proposed to use the elements of intracabin

telemetry &ystes for WAdL•l monitoring during entry into space and an the surface

-or planets (j01. Tuns prpsal was dictated both by limitations in volume, weight,

end pcwer consiptlan ot the equipment which can be taken on the flight, and also by

the single concept of medical monitoring, i.e., the comparability of data obtained

on the Farth, ia space, and on the Moon. The sensors and electrodes for medical

monitoring, and the aplifters and transmitter of Intracabin telemetry can be con-

e6die4 as the atnre of intormation for the "spacesult-to-spactecatt" radio li.nk.

Aflor adding a sower aplifter" to the transmitter of the intracabin biotelemetry eye-

tem, it to possible to considerably increase the coamunications range. It Is possible

that te nAmer of physlclog$eal parameters to be monitored during entry and on the

"osuraf-o W2 the lm should be Inereased as eoWared to intracabin monitoring. it is



oaeqlent to Introduc• a nuwber of research wmasuremente. Of importance in such

el!m, appareontly, vwil be the measurement of the hygienic parameters of the space-

ePk1t m two-way rado coemanicatione. Solar' batteries my be used to supply power

to WW Madio equipment of ow spacesult.

"3aVINmmUlb MastOWMA Which derlve fteir power trro photocells have already

teein deurlbed In literature: e.g., a pulsomater In the form of a carbon microphone

with an wlpfier having a eonsumption of 2 ma operates from storage batteries with

recharging from selenium photocells [588].

The " eGeuiolt-to-apacearatt" radiu lIPA Is a version of "long-range" dynamic

bLotelemetry an4 differs In its parameters frOr the dynmic telemetry systems that

an applied Inside a cabin to sports mdicIne (Table i4).

Table 14. Characterlstice of ]Dualo Telemetry Systems

space medi ine

or eentry Into sportsInside space and mdLline

cabin on surface
Of Noon

Range of operation up to 10 1-10 km 50-2000 m

8orvIce life i-30 days 3-12 hours up to 3 hours

In connection with the given characteristics, we can propose a classification

- blotelmetry systems in astronautics on the basis of renge criteria (Fig. 48).

• propose to distinguish rive types of radio links: ultra-short-range, short-range,

medium-range, long- rafte, and ult a-long-rafte.

Ultra-short-range radio links are designed for research and monitoring at dio-

tanoes up to I a. Their areas of application are a "Vostok" or "Mercury" cabins,

Ard also 1nvetiLt1on1S of QIMeS Under c-,io1 s of tC;P f o..nt InsIde ;.a.-l

locations (cages). System of this type may emloy inductive methods for supplying

power to the telowtry equipment and may use Implanted system with a biological

power supply.

Short-range radio links are basically intracabin "minor" telemetry systems with

a refe of operatlon up to 10 a. In reference to terrestrial conditions, short-range

radio links can be hospital biotelemetry lines, certain for•s of sports biotelemetry *

(Insle a gymnaslum), and others. The maximum range of action of short-range radio

links can be 50 or 100 a.
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CA ®

Fig. 48. Classificatioin of space biotele etry sys-

tems. CK - ultra-short-range; K - short-ranges
C - medium rungel J,• -- long range; CA, - ultra-long-

r-g -; antmal;~. 14 - humn; oi -snsor; AL-"l-
sensor-transmitter; Pm - receiver; r - generator;
p - recorder; flPf - transmitter; Y - amplifier;
CKH - spacesuit; I}T - apscecreft; 3Y - memory unit,
BA - on-board equipment; ITC6 - on-board telemetry
system; PTCH - ground telemetry system.

Medium-range radio links include toe "apacesult-tro-spacecraft' systems which

will be used during entry and on the surfeace of the Moon and planets. Its indicated

range of up to 10 km is tenativP Innsmuvh as the limits of direct visibility on the

Moon, due to its large curvature "i' surfnve, are restricted to a tctal of i km. Com-

miinication will be extremely difficult on the Moon since the absence of an ionosphere

mokes it impossible to empluy radi I Wnk: without direct visibility between the
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reeiving and transmitting antennas. In connection with this there are proposals

concerning the realization of communications with the aid of seismic waves from

microexplosions that can be produced in strictly specified time and spread through

the hbrd crust of the Moon (819]. During entry it may possibly be required to trans-

K• sit physiological data from an astronaut at a distance of up to 10 km.

From the general-medicine point of view, medium-range radio links pertain to

-he fields of sports medicine and the physiology of work.

Long-range radio linl,6 are used to transmit date from a spacecraft or airplane

to Earth and also to transmit biological information from one point to another on

the surface of the Earth. The maximum distances in this case can reach 20 thousand

km. Experiments on the transmission of physiological data by radio have already

been conducted. Thus, in 1959 an electrocardiogram was transmitted from the aircraft

carrier "Franklin Roosevelt," which was near the shores of Greece, to Washington

[722]. Recently, an electrocardiogram was transmitted through the American artificial

earth satellite "Telestar".

Ultra-long-range radio links provide for the transmission of information at dia-

tances of over 20 thousand Km. Radio links of this type will be applied for communi-

cations with a spacecraft on a circumlunar trajectory and during landing on the Moon,

and with space 'stations at a large distance from the Earth and with a lunar base. An

essential role is played here by coordination of the volume of information with the

carrying capacity of the channels.

It is necessary to employ methods of optimum encoding. Long-range radio links,

in the fullest sense, amount to "space telemetry."

The organization of a flight to the Moon as one of the important aspects re-

quires a study of the problem of the transmission of biological and physiological

information from the Moon to the Earth. Certain sides of this problem were considered
i" in Chapter 2.

Flight to Mars and Other Planets of the Solar System

The next space goal after the Moon will be Mers [798]. This assumption ensues

from a large number of astronomical, biological, and technical considerations [157,

150, 23 4., 824I. There a~e many different projects for a flight to Mars. One of

these projects anticipates the creation of a spacecraft that consists of two capsules

(one reserve in case of damage to the craft). Each capsule consists of three modules:

j 1i -. for life support during an extended flight 2 -2 for orbiting Mars, landing and

! ,~
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takeoff; 3 - for control in stages: launch, correction of orbit, and return. The

crew is made up of 3-8 men [798].

The Douglas CompAny, under contract to NASA, developed detailed specifications

for all systems to provide for a 3 to 10 man expedition to Mars. The duration of the

expedition is to be from 1 to 3 years. The lergth of stay on Mars will be 10-50

days [807].

A project for an interplanetary spacecraft with a nuclear engine for a tour-man

15-month flight to Mars was recently published (815]. The craft should be assembled

In a satellite orbit. A special two-man module to being developed for landing on

Mars.

One of ihe chief characteristics of the physiological measurement and information

sIysteta of interplanetary spacecraft is the participation of a physician (crew member)

in its operation. The necessity of the participation of a physician in an inter-

planetary expedition is mentioned in many works [798, 635, 36]. The United States

has even named ito tirst physician-astronaut candtdate, a famous specialist in the

field of space physiologr, Doctor Roman [792].

However, ts we inow, the first physician in space was a Soviet citizen, Boris

Borisovich Yegorov, a member of the "Voskhod" crew. Of definite Importance in the

sense of gaining experience in medical support of extended space flights will be the

orbital space stations who3e launching will precede the interplanetary flights (365,

521, 547, 681, 796].

The long duration of an interplanetary flight and the presence of a physlcian

In the crew, and also the use of on-board automatic data processing and storage aye-

tems requires the development of new principles of constru:tion or physiological

measurement and information systems. First of all it I s necessary to determine the

main tasks which must be performed with the aid of physiological measurements on an

interplanetary spacecraft. It is possible to cite at least four such problems:

1. Operational medical monitoring carried out by the spacecraft physician

periodically in separate periods of fligt.

2. Planned, dispensary, general-medicine investigations of crew members for

the purpose of evaluating the state of their nealth and collecting scientific !nfor-

mation oxt the influence of the factors of an extended interplanetary flight on the

physiological functions of mar..

3. Special medical investigatione conducted for the purpose of more thorough

monitoring of separate systems and organs and for diagnosing diseases which may
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duringt~a flight.

- t , _Ysmau-m aul of the basic re:ulte of all physiological measurements to Earth.

; Conaidering that the physiolpt•eal measuring system has a means of collecting,

converting, trasmitting, and recording data, we will try to illustrate the possible

I . straeture of such a system hich would correspond to the problem on hand. First we

shall consier tM vays of solving separate problems.

NeiOeal iIatorng an an inteurplnotary spacecraft should be carried out period-

Ically accordin to a 4oelfite program, and also beyond the program, when there is a

possibillib • of the appemarance oa dangerous deviations In the state of health of the

crew mbers. All similar situations cannot be foreseen beforehand. Some of them

can be cited nows the performance of repair operations In space, a considerable in-

orease in radioactivity, disturbances In air.conditioning and heat-control systems,

braking of the spacecraft wwen e"cuting a maneuver and during landing, and so forth.

In these cases the neeossary sensors and electrodes are attached by the physician

(or by the astronaut himself) and the appropriate on-board equipment in turned on

(the intracabin telemetry system is used in this instance). Data must be fed in

generalized form (and, at the desire of the physician, in primary form) to a specially

equipped medical panel. These data mast be fixed simultaneously in a memory unit

and then transmitted to Earth in reduced ("compressed") form during alternate com-

.nicationa periods.

Planned, dispensary, medical investigations of the crew must be sufficiently

detailed In order to ensure the timely detection of even slight deviation in the

state of health and the obtainment of sufficiently complete scientific information.

It Is natural that these investigations will be conducted by a physician (by a spe-

cially trained Individual), whose duties will include not only monitoring the quality

and authenticity of the data obtained, but also interpretation of the data. A pre-

determined, standardized, and tested set of procedures with a sufficiently wide range

and a specific program will make it possible to use reliable algorithms for primary

on-board automatic data processing. Special reference aids will also be required for

evaluating the results of investigations. If we assume that these investigations can

be conducted once a month, the storage of the recordings accumulated during an entire

flight becomes a complicated problem. Therefore it Is necessary to prelimina-rily

work out these problems with physicians and engineers in order to determine the degree

of preliminary data processing for on-board storage as well as for transmission to

Earth.

I



Special medical investigations may include: investigations foreseen beforehand

in case of the appearance of definite shifts of individual organs and systems or

planned physiological measurements of research value; investigations necessary for

a more precise deteemination of the state of the crew members who have developed a

symptom complex that is still unknown on Earth.

In the first case, if a set of sufficiently large and diverse procedures in-

volved with definite programs can be used for simultaneous machine processing of

results, the matter is considerably more complicated in the second case. Here the

possibilities of employing research methods which are not in the planned programs

must be ensured. To do this, the physician and the crew members with appropriate

e,4gtneering training must be oriented In the diagnostic aspects of contemporary

physiology and must have various sensors and instruments for organizing such investi-

gations which will be necessary in the developing situation. As an example, it is

sufficient to indicate the possible necessity of measuring spinal fluid pressure,

determining pH and temperature in the stomach, and studying the albumin fractions

in the blood.

Diagnostic problems under the conditions of an interplanetary flight are closely

related to problems of physiological measurement. But besides physiological measure-

ments, one should correctly collect the necessary information, inspect and examine

the patient, logically interpret all these data, and make a correct diagnosis. It

is known that when making a diagnosis (and consequently, when selecting the treatment)

the physician's experience is of tremendous importance. It Is doubtful that It

would be possible that the physician of an interplanetary spacecraft will be able to

gain the necessary experience in all fields of medicine. The requirements of uni-

versality that are imposed on him exclude the possibility of gaining a large amount

of medical experience In sufficiently diverse areas: e.g., in dermatology and neuro-

pathology. This means that the diagnostic abilities of the physician must be rein-

forced by the contemporary facilities of computer technology and mathematics, and

also by the appropriate reference aids. Thus, the physiological measurement and in-

formation system of the spacecraft may be said to be a "diagnostic" one. A block

diagram of a diagnostic system is shown in Fig. 49. The construction of diagnostic

systems on a spacecraft has a specific character which is related to the following

factors:

a) the volume of the memory and the high-speed operation of the on-board com-

puter are limited; b) the most diverse data in the most diverse form will be fed
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Into the diagnostic system (oscillo-

gram@ directly from an Individual,

numerical data, complaints and infor-

mation In the form of codes, and so

forth); c) the number of probable di-

agnoies is very great; d) the possi-

ble appearance of symptom complexes

Flg. 149. Block diaram of the "diagnostic" which are still unknown and cannot be
system of an interplanetar spacecraft.
%I - Individual; CN( - medical monitoring foreseen beforehand.
system; CM - medical research system,
MP -- physician's panel; CIN - on-board The difficulties of creating a
specialized digital computer rTc -- telem-
etry system; 3V -- mmor unit (dotted universal diagnostic system on an,
line indicates -feedback between physician
and patient). interplanetary spacecraft to a certain

extent may be decreased by swans of developing special microfilm references, and

also by making it possible to solve particular diagnostic problems with the on-board

conputer, using programs which can be developed, If necessary, by mathematicians on

the spacecraft with the participation of a physician. One also should not forget (
the possible advisory help from Earth; but this Is already related to the next task,

i.e., the transmission of information to Earth. [

It Is a well-known fact that the limited power supplies and longer "astronomi-

cal" distances in interplanetary flights do not permit broad-band and continued radio

communications. It is assumed that the capacity of telemetry channels and the dura-

tion of transmitsion will decrease hundreds of times and the exchange of Information

between the spacecraft crew and Earth will be very limited.

It is now difficult to perform the appropriate calculations; however, it is

absolutely clear that the transmission of not only oscillograma, but also numerical

data will be Impossible. Coded, generalized Information apparently will be the basic

means of exchanging data with the Earth. Therefore, we should now begin work on the

creation of "new code language" for expressing all the necessary data and concepts

of medicine and biology which may be demanded in an interplanetary flight.

*. Just as there exists an international radio code, where a combination of three

letters expresses whole concepts (SOS - request for help; QRA - question concerning

location), space medicine also should possess a corresponding means of exchanging
information. We should also bear In mind the possibility and necessity of automatic

code sending by an on-board computer for transmission to Earth after every routine
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or, paecial physiological investigation.

Thus, the diagnostic measurement. system of an interplanetary spacecraft will

essentially differ from the systemni known at the present. The comparative charac-

terastics of three types of physiologiual measuring systems (for short-tarm space

flights, for extended space flights, and for interplanetary spacecraft) are given

in Table 15.

Table 15. Characteristics of Various Types of Physiological Measurement and Infor-
mation Systems

Short-term (up to 5 days) Extended (up to one month) Interplanetary
flights flights flights

All ,ensors and electrodes Astronaut has only a mini- Sensors and electrodes of
are -)n astronaut during mum number of sensors and medical monitoring system
fl1bht electrodes for medical and all remaining sensors

monitoring, most of them are attached by spacecraft
attached by the astronaut physician
himself for a brief exami-
nation period

Astronaut is wired to on- Intracabin radio link used Intracabin radio link used
board equipment for medical monitoring for medical monitoring

On-board medical equipment In addition to automatic Equipment is controlled
is controlled automatically and program control, manually
from Earth or from on-board there is manual control
timer.

Physiological data are re- Most physiological data Data recorded with the aid
corded only in the period are recorded by memory of on-board equipment with
of direct communications units in the period of no storage in processed form.
between spacecraft and communications with Earth. Only a small portion of
ground points followed by automatic generalized data is trans-

transmission of all infor- mitted to Earth
mation to Earth

Transmission of physiologi- Transmission of physiolog- Physiological information
cal information in the form ical information only par- transmitted to Earth only
of oscillograms tially in the form of in generalized form

osc illograms
Majority of data transmit-
ted in digital form and in
generalized code form

Biological Indications of Interplanetary Space

The first "astronauts" were animals. Before a man is sent into space, the

route of his future flight is extensively investigated with the aid of various bio-

logical specimens. The orbit in which the "Vostoks" accomplished their triumphal

flights was repeatedly probed by satellite vehicles with animals on board. Similar

methodology for flight experiments in space has been adopted by both the USSR and

the United States. It is now possible to definitely, say that a special trend has

appeared in astronautics, i.e., biological indications of interplanetary space; its
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13al4on includes:

I - a study of the biological action of the factors of space and interpIanetary

f)lihtl 2 - a biological evaluation of life-support systems of spacecraft intended

ftr manned flight; -- the creation of biological warning indicators.

These three trends can be reduced to the following: biological intelligence,

biological monitoring, and biological warning.

The physiological measurement and Information system of a spacecraft and an

interplanetary vehicle is one means of biological intelligence and biological moni-

toring. The application of the same physiological methods and the same equipment

for inveatigating animals and humans Is expedient both economically and methodologi-

cally. This ensures the coMarability of the data obtained in the first flights of

animals with the data from medical monitoring and medical research in manned flights.

Therefore, the development of physiological measurement and Information systems

should anticipate t.: °osuibility of their application for investigations with ani-

mals. Thus, the physiological measurement system of the "Vostok" spacecraft was

first tested with the dogs Chernushka and Zvezdochka.

Brief investigations with animals can be conducted with the aid of implanted

sensors and electrodes which are wired to the on-board equipment. However, a flight

experiment lasting up to a rnnth and more requires contactless methods of collecting

Tormation. Iump..--.ted t'iatexitter-sensors or integral systems and other methods of

'2i .ntactleas physiological research have been developed for this purpose.

Miniature instruments have been devised for installation on animals ([731: e.g.,

a 20-gram transmitter with i-meter range of operation for installation on the back

of a rat [795). It was possible to measure the body temperature of a dolphin swimming

In a basin (807]. Miniature transmitters w*re built into eggs which were placed

under penguins. This made It possible to study incubation temperature (4I6].

Contactless methods include methods of investigating the motor activity of mice

by means of recording the oscillations of a cage mounted on springs with automatic

counting of the number of pulses produced by a piezoelectric sensor (786]. An elec-

tromagnetic method is prepared for recording the respiration of mice. In this method,

a 4 x 4 x 20 mm magnet is placed under the animals' skin and inductance coils in

which there has appeared an emf proportional to respiratory and motor activity are

placed in a chamber (415). A barometric method is used for contactless recording of

respiration, i.e., recording insignificant pressure drops in a hermetic chamber
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caused by respiration [319]. Methods for contactless recording of electromyograms

have been developed [317).

The most promising are the sensors and systems which are implanted in the ani-

mal's body and transmit Information through undamaged nkin under conditions of free

behavior. Diverse variations of subcutaneous transmitters are described in many

works (318, 419, 349, 467, 728]. The most serious achievements were made by

Ettlesson's group [352, 42Q, 421, 422]. A three-channel FH-FM system was developed.

The Parameters were selected in such a way as to check tte feasibility of obtaining

occillograms from within an organism in different frequency ranges: low-frequency-

respiration, medium-frequency - electrocardiogram, and high-frequency - phonocardlo-

One nickel-cadmium cell was used for the power supply. It was recharged by

en eiectromagnetic field. The time of continuous operation without recharging was

12 hOurs. The frequency of the transmitter was 45 Me and the output power was 2

milliwatte. At present this group of authors is developing systems for implantation

with the application of elements of molecular electronics. They propose to record

cardiac output, oxygen saturation of the blood, arid so forth. There are reports

concerning attempts to launch monkeys with three-channel systems implanted in the

kidney region on "Atlas" rockets. There are indications that, in spite of the un-

successful launchings, satisfactory telemetry curves were obtained [393].

A serious problem is that of supplying power to implanted devices. Inductive

power supplies are economically unprofitable and complicate the on-board equipment.

Experiments on the use of the galvanic (polarization) potential difference that

appears between two electrodes made from different metals and placed at different

points of the body are promising. The best results were obtained with the aid of

stainless steel acd platinum placed subcutaneously and in the abdominal cavity,

respectively. On a load of 500 ohms it was possible to obtain a power of 115 micro-

watts with a voltage of 0.23 volts. This turned out to be sufficient for supplying

power to a 500-kc generator [672, 673].

Thus, in the methodological respect, the use of animals as biological indicators

in an extended space flight is fully substantiated both theoretically and praclically.

There are two stages of biological intelligence. First of all, the problem of

survival is solved during the study of a new space route. This is the first stage

of biological intelligence in outer space. In connection with the "Vostok" flights,

this stage was the flight experiment with Laika, whereas the flights of the dogs
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DelUa, Strelka, and others were the second stage of biological intelligance, the

mission of wtlch consisted In detailed investigations of the biological action of

the factors of space flight on a living organism. The second and third Soviet orbital

.•{ 8•spacecraft were veritable "flying" scientific laboratories. However, even in flights

where chiefly problems of survival are studied, a large amount of scientific material

of a research nature it collected. We have alWeady determined a tentative list of

subjects for biological Intelligence 4n outer 3pace. Dogs are the first on the list.

They are the classical subjects of Rusx,-"n oal Soviet physioloy. Their circulatory

and respiratory systems s,. very C's.lar to analogous human systems. Nice are suit-

able subjects in the met.. tvologi, reapect Cor studying metabolism 1. 644• .

Soviet space research has gained much experience in studies of mice and special con-

tainers for the extended flight of nice oan a spacecraft have been developed (42].

Investigations of the biological action of cosmic rays are being conducted on plants,

microbes, flies, and rodents. American researchers have used primates for the pur-

pose of biological intelligence. France has conducted a flight experiment with a

cat.

Prime attention in biological intelligence is given to obtaining a sufficient

volume of Information necessary for establishing the degree of biological action of

a particular factor or a givup or factor.. Biological monitoring is conducted to

,eck out life-support and recovery systems. An example of biological monitoring

.,is the flight of the dogs Chernushka and Zvezdochka.

Biological signalling refers to measurements with the obligatory application of

automatic data processing systems. The signal which a measurement system generates

Ican indicate the normal or pathological state of a biological specimen in connection

with the action of some extreme factor. One of the first signal indicators was the

blocell, i.e., ar inatr--ent for automatieally re.ord•ng the vital activity of mi-

crobes which was tested during the flights of the second and third Soviet orbital

spaceraft (18, 2991. The blocell was designed to transmit Information on the amount

of pressure in an airtight capsule containing microbes of butyric acid fermentation

and a nutritive solution. Normal gas formation in the process of the vital activity

of the microbes ensured a corresponding growth of pressure in the capsules. A com-

parison of the amount of pressure measured in flight with the standard value makes

it possible to detect changes in the vital activity of microorganisms.

Biological signalting on manned interplanetary craft will be of particular
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importance. Miners, when going underground, take along a canary, which is very

sensitive to an increase in the concentrntion of mine gas and intensive motor activ-

ity warna of danger. An astronaut in fligjht also should have similar biological

signal indicators which would warn him of' various dangers. The variety of extreme

factors of interplanetary apace dictates the necessity of uaini various living or-

ganisms, some of which would warn of some daners and others would warn of other

dangers. At present, methods have been devoloped for telemetric transmission of

information from the most diverse biological specimens: dogs (349], mice [7951,

monkeys (352•], and birds [689]. There are experimental data on the fact that the

pulse rate of mice is directly proportional to the magnitude of 0-loading, and con-

sei,'ently, can indicate limiting reactions to acceleration t7073. With the aid of

I.Pniometer pickups implanted in the heart, it is possible to detect changes in the

contracting ability of the inyocardium as a result of the action of 0-loads, weight-

lessness, and other factors [316, 598). A signal indicator of high pressure inside

the stomach of animals has been described, which can be used for indicating certain

influences involved with the appearance of meteorism (656]. Finally, we may mention

the high sensitivity of certain microbes to ionizing radiation, which also is of

interest for biological indication in space (269]. Thus the development of methods

for various biological (including physiological) measurements on animals, microbes,

plants, and insects plays an important role in the solution of problems of the bio-

logical indication of apace routes. However, the effective application of various

hioindicatore is possible only on the basis of a clear idea of the spectrum and

limits of the effects which must be dete'tted.

A bionignalling system on board an Interplanetary craft has an independent value,

but is connected with a single diagnostic system. It uses the on-board computer and

has outputs on the physician's panel. It is important to note the circumstance that

the introduction of blosienal indicators will free the astronaut from a number of

additional investigations, inasmuch as the biological specimens on the craft will

reliably warn of possible dangerous effects.

The problems of biological indication play an important role in planning the

further steps for the conquest of space. The principle of preliminary investigation

of various routes and space systems with the aid of animals and other biosubjects

remains as a firm law of astronautics [18, 38, 74, 85, 238]. Animal flights also

will precede manned flights in the future. The United States is planning 49
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biological experiments in space in the near ruture, including several 30-day flights.

bkvestigatione will be conducted with monkeys and other animals, and also with plants

(797). They propose to net up a number of specialized experiments to clear up the

Senesee or certain physiologic phenomena In weightlessness. For Instance, a special

jepule for investigating blood circulation has been developed (394). Special expert-

rents ane pfoposed for studying the influence of radiation on the brain (816 1 and

behavioral responses (3953.

Biolosical Control

The astronaut Is not only one of the objects of a physiological measurement and

Information system, but Is also included in the oomplicated system of spacecraft

control. The complIcatlon of space flight programs will demand more active partici-

pation from the astronaut In the control process. At large distances from Earth,

under conditions where there can appear unforeseen circumstances, man should be able

to make decisions and carry them out. Therefore, the requirements imposed on man

as the operator of the control system must be coordinated with the characteristics

of this systems and conversely, the control system should be designed in such a way

as to ensure the possibility of control by the mai. The problem of "man-machine"

has lately been given greater attention on the part of space biology specialists [107i,

One of the fuAnctions of a physiological measurement and information system con-

sicts in monitoring astronaut efficiency, i.e., determining his ability to carry out

*he control process. Depending upon the data obtained during alternate communications

periods from Earth, a "go" or "no go" can be given to switch from automatic to manual

control. Blocking of "manual" control, depending upon the state of the astronaut,

¶ can be performed automatically after p!ormasnfg the physiological inform.ation with

the on-board computer. This Is the simplest variation of the use of physiological

information for control (biological control).

Biologcial control Is a new captivating field, a branch of cybernetics. In

biological control systems, Information taken from a living organism controls the

-" r operation of technical systems: e.g., an automatic syringe can be actuated [1831].

The United States has published data on a bloelectric control system that functions

under the action of 0-loads, i.e., under conditions when an astronaut cannot physi-

cally control the spacecraft [633, 745, 7T70]. There are proposals concerning the

use of biological information for purposes of automatic regulation in a closed
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ecologic system [p, 121, -71] end for controtlling emergency-rescue or life-support

systems (12, 753]. ALtually, the Itociai of recommendattonn to the crew which in

carried out by an automatic on-toard uoiq;u|ter ic also an example of biocontrol. Here

the recommendations obtained on the 1,nuli or lyr.)k','aalng physiological information

control the actions of the crew [(53].

One of the first biological control systems is the "artificial hand" (control of

muscle biopotentials) whlch was created by V. S. Ourfinkel , A. Ye. Kobrinskiy, and

their associates (99, 142) and was successfully demonstrated at the Brussels World

Fair in 1958. Biological control can be carried out with the use of the most diverse

information. Thus, we know of projects where artificial respiration control was

c. "ried out by biopotentiala of the phrenie nerve or respiratory muscles [210, 638]

A1.J X-ray machine control with the aid of cardiac biopotentials (i00, t721. Attempts

have been made to manufacture #anesthesia devices controlled by brain biopotentials

(330, 1,1', Brain blopotentiala have been used to actuate a relay [4o83. Not only

bioelectric processes are used for biocontrol, but also other biological phenomenaL.

Thus, for instance, a signal on the given pressure level is used for automatically

regulating the height of arterial pressure. When the pressure drops below the given

level, a specific dose of noradrenaline is automatically introduced into a vein [8221.

The mechanical properties of muscle have also been used for biocontrol [61ý]. All

this makes the idea of using the principles of biological control very tempting when

designing automatic spacecraft systems. Indeed, only an automatic space system that

oonsiders the state of living organisms on board a spacecraft can ensure the most

optimum regime of flight and maximum crew safety. We can isolate at least three

groups of problems which can be solved by means of automatic systems with the intro-

duction or biological information: a) voluntary control, with the aid of muscle
biopotentials, of spacecraft systems which must be turned on, turned off, or con-

tinuously regulated in the period of action of extreme factors which make manual

control physically impossiblej b) involuntary control, with the aid of various bio-

logical indices, of automatic spacecraft systems by ensuring optimum living and work-

ing conditions for the crew: e.g., an air conditioning system; c) voluntary and in-

voluntary control of emergency-rescue systems during the action of vitally dangerous

factors.

A biological control system, or the biol-ical part of a complex system of

automatic control, can be illustrated in the form of a number of series-cornected
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r l' •r it a) a block for the collection and amplification of primary biological In-

, oemation; b) a block for processing primary information and shaping signals which

are utilized for carrying out the control algorithm; c) a computational block which

generatea commands on the basis of a specific algorithm; d) an electric drive which

tansmits control commands to servomechanismat relays, electric motors, and so forth.

The use of biological information for controlling technical systems should iot

decrease, and convervely, increase the operational reliability of these systems.

Therefore, 911 biological control blocks, and especially the block for collection

and amplification of primary information, must be given very stringent requirements.

On'y information whose obtainment under conditions of space flight can be firmly

gusranteed should be used for control. For screening out interferences or signals

of no value in the control process, the information obtained from a living organism

will be subjected to thorough automatic analysis according to special 1agorithms

which monitor the authenticity of the data introduced. Separate indices which occupy

a definite place in the control algorithm must be isolated from the flow of infor-

mation in order to shape control signals. Thus, for instance, various indices of

independent value in various algorithms can be isolated from an electrocardiogram,

such as the length of the RR interval and the index of pulse arrhythmia (ARR max);

the integral index of delta-rhythm and so forth can be isolated from an electro-

'icephalogram. As an example, Fig. 50 illustrates the block diagram of a biocontrol

A item for emergency rescue on the baG~s of the use of voluntary (electromyogram)

'nd involuntary (pneumogram) commands. The smie figure schematically depicts the

control algorithmi.

Today we can already come up with a certain idea of the list of biological in-

dices which could be used in biological control systems at the present level of

development of medical electronics. These include biocurrents of the muscles, brain,

and heart, indices of the mechanical work of the heart, external respiration, heat

"control, the func..tonal state of the cernral nervous system, and, in particular, the

vestibular &pparatus. It is also clear that the methods of introducing biological

Information into a control systems must he diverse, depending upon the conditions of

flight and the possibilitiea of the procedures and techniques. It is possible to

i-magine three versions of information input; a) input from a limited numher of sen-

sors anl eler.trodes on the body of an astronaut for medical monitoring; b) input

from sensors and electrodes that are specially attached on~ly for the time of
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realization of the control

processl c) Input from sen-

A) 'mr 814-10a o rlson Minn 0 sorn and electrodes that are

attached for a short time for

detailed examination of an

"astronauto It Is then nec-

essary to memorise certain

B) indices which characterize the

state of the crew for the time

M..r TL I C prior to the next examination
period.

Fii. 50. Block diagram and operational algorithms Such an examination can
of voluntary (A) and involuntary (B) biocontrol
systems. aMr - electrodes for electromyogram re- be planned or a special one
cording; Y - arplifier; J - integrator; T - shaper;
8O - electric drive; M - servomechanism; IT - sen- conducted by a command from an
sor for pneumogram recording; A - circuit for mea-
suring the length (tg) of the respiratory cycle; automatic system which requires
OB - reference voltage; C - comparison circuit;

tg - given length of respiratory cycle, additional information for se-

lecting the most optimum pro-

gram of ite worki

d) input from sensors and electrodes on animals, which perform the role of

bioindicators (signal indicators).

The most complicated question irn problems of the application of the principles

of biological control to automatic space systems are the operational algorithms for

the computational block that generates commands for technical devices. The algorithms

must consider specific combinations of technical, phyaical, and biological indices

and possess the necessary reliability in the sense of unity of final decisions in

the event of the appearance of unexpected situations. The principles of duplicating

the input signals and multiple monitoring should be used. Various combinations of

biological and physical factors must be studied and their interrelationships must be

expressed in mathematical form. There is still a lot of scientific remearch to be

done on algorithms of biological control under conditions of space flight. Now it

is even difficult to imagine the general trends of such work. However, the expediency

and necessity of introducing the principles of biological control in astronautics is

indubitable. Therefore, all the facts obtained by space medicine and biology must

be analyzed from the point of view of the possibilities of' algorithmization of the

control process in space flight on the basis of a thorough calculation of the
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Biological con trOl in astraioutiCls i not a fantasy, but a necessity. The

increase of the duration and range of space flights and the beginning of the age of

conquest of other celestial bodies will require the maximum use oa human and techni-

eal capabilities in all stages of flight. The use of biological information for

optiuization of automatic space systems opens up new possibilities towards the con-

quest of space. Thus, for instance, of importance to ultra-long-range flights is

the problem of artificial hibernation [247, 385, 524], The solution of this problem

involves research in the field of blocontrol. The possibility is not excluded that

certain sections of automatic systems will use various types of animals that are best

adapted for the perception of certain effects and can best provide the information

necessary for control. Effects can be perceived by animals both directly and also

in the form of electrical stimuli. Telestimulation of animals with the aid of elec-

trodes implanted in the brain is presently the subject of serious investigations

[340, 399, 659, 760]1 the possibility of controlling the work of the muscles, heart,

urinary bladder, and other systems is being studied [355]. However, man undoubtedly

has the leading role in spacecraft control, and the information on the state of the

crew should be the main criterion which determine the program and regime of flight.

F'ýsearch in the field of application of the principles of biological control in astro-

.ltics will make it possible to ensure maximum spacecraft reliability and maximum

Race flight safety.
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CHAPTER 7

CARDIOVASCULAR RESEARCH METHODS

The cardiovascular system supplies organs and tissues with oxyen and nutrients

and removes metabolic products from them. Because of the perfect regulation of

all functional components of this system, a wide range of adaptive responses to

the varying conditions of the medium is accomplished. Space flight Imposes high

requirements on the circulatory apparatus. The isolated and complex action of

G-loads, weightlessness, emotional tension, and other factors causes various com-

pensator shifts on the part of the cardiovascular system and the organism on the

whole. The necessity of research on the effect of the factors of space flight on

the heart and vessels stipulated the application of method* for pulse and electro-

cardiogram recording in all flight experiments with no exceptions both with rockets

and also with artificial earth satellites and spacecraft. A large program of

cardiological research was carried out during the flights of the second and third

Soviet orbital spacecraft. At present, the number of investigations being conducted

un the circulatory system under conditions of space flight considerably exceeds

ttie number of Investigatlons on the other systems of the organism. Correspondingly,

the procedures and methods in this area have been developed considerably to a fuller

extent. As a result of the accumulation of experimental and theoretical data, it

is possible with rightfully speak of the formation of a specific branch of space

physiology, i.e., space cardtology.

The basic tasks of space cardiology consist in developing research methods,

studying the mechanisms of the compensative-adaptive responses of the circulatory

system, investigations of cardiovascular disorders that are possible in flight,

nid the means for their treatment. The methods of space cardiology, Just as those



of &ph" phSiolo an the whole, a"e basically well-known cliniczal atxd laborator-y
,Vmeduree which have been odifled for the conditions of space flight, and only

In certain cases have new methods and procedures been specially developed. There-

fare, general information on the esujence of the methods, the history of their

Ievelo Int. sId theLr functional cipabilities Is very brief. At the sa time,

the appr"o•iate fi*elds has reported on certain results of the application of the

4escribed methods and procedures in space fights.

Pinally• In conclusIon, a review of ome new methods is given in reference to

cardiclogoial research in apace.

The slection of cardiological methods for research in space flight was

dictated by considerations that are well-known in clinical medicine and physiology.

Inasmuch as the cmspensative-adaptive responses of the cardiovascular syatem are

accomplished In two ways (by changing the minute volu and changing the redistri-

bution of the blood), mthods which characterize the function of the Ewocardium

as well as peripheral circulation must be used.

In addition., also of great importance tI the study of the neural and the

neuro-endocrine mechanisms for regulating blood circulation; however, this question

is considered In detail in subsequent chapters.

Prom the viethods of Investigating the functional state of the myocardium, to

"•• +the most developed Is considered to be electrocardiography. However, in virtue

the specific character of space flight, practically all questions of electro-

cardlographic procedure had to be reconsidered, including the selection of leads,

the fixation of electrodes, bands of recorded frequencies, and methods of analysis.

Even more difficult was the application of such methods as ballistocardiography,

kinetocardiography, and phonocardiography In space research.

Difficulties also arose in the development of methods for investigating

peripheral blood circulation. The application of sphygmography, plethysmography,

and arterial oscillography in space flight required radical modification of these

methods and essentially the creation of new methods and procedures specially

K K, adapted fox, spacecraft conditions.

In examining the questions of the application of physiological research methods

in space flight, one should consider the various aspects. First of all, physio-

logical methods are necessary for the solution of medicil monitoring problems.
Monitoring the state of an astronaut's cardiovascular system includes a number of

absolutely obligatory measures that are undertaken to ensure flight safety. The
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pulse rate ("Signal" transmitter) was not randomly selected as the physiological

parameter whose transmission on the "Vostoks" was conducted continuously during

the entire time of flight. The basic requirements of & method from the point of

view of the problems of medical monitoring are high reliability and diagnostic

effectiveness. It is absolutely necessary to devise methods for operationial

evaluation of the paramters of medical monitoring when narrow-bend channels are

used for their transmission. Therefore, special consideration is given to methods

for recording, transmitting, and analyzing pulse rate.

The solution of research and diagnostic problems requires the use of a wide

range of methods and procedures which cover the various aspects of activity of

a fk::ctlonal system.

Space cardiology already now possesses a sufficiently large set of mothods and

procedures which have been tested under space flight conditions. A significant

number of new methods has been developed on the basis of evaluating the results of

flight experiments for application in the future. Many cardiological methods

that are applied In clinical medicine and experimental physiology have a potential

value for astronautics [5273. Finally, it is important to note the clinical aspects

of space cardiology: the diagnostic check of new methods in a clinic and the use

of the data obtained for improving the interpretation of the results of flight

experiments.

Electrocardiography

Electrocardiogram Recording: In Humans

Electrocardiography is one of the most wide-spread methods for studying the

heart. An electrocardiogram makes it possible to directly evaluate three functions

of the cardiac muscle: automatism, excitability, and conduction (260]. As it

is known, electrocardiograms are recorded in humans by using electrodes that are

attached at various points on the surface of the body. Questions of the selection

of leads, the attachment of electrodes, and ensuring a uinimum trmsition resistance

on the electrode-skin section are among those basic methodological problems on the

solution of which depends both the quality of the recordils obtained as well as

their information content. Electrocardiogram recording under the conditions of

space flight required the development of an essentially new method. It was

necessary to obtain recordings of the samL quality as in the laboratory, whereupon

the prolonged attachment of electrodes to an astronaut's body should not cause

dLscomfort, interfere with his activity, irritate his skin, cause sores, or result
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Ws problem of ?Sco14Ung eleotrocardi~srems In spes. f light to a certain extent

m, m si•ilar to alnalogou. i"ob wm In sports medloine and the physiology of work.

Mierefore, the first IlnveStigStons were dvoted to the study of appropriate

*La@t1S5S•��_•_I- sids sad ustbe ftot f teasbU eleetrodes. Leads reaoimnded

by L. A. utoehaof were tested [561, imnludtg (NMI) (OW) leoads, [(N] (HI) and

[N] (HO) leads, leads proposed by the verevsk Diotelentry Group (75], end

leads desribed by Aricae author 1437. 44, 00. 613). It to natural that the

selection of points for attaching the electedeis was liminted to the chest, where

the level of muscular Interferences and the degree of electrode displacement

curing movesent to considerably loeer them cm the extreties.

In addItio, the recordings obtained from the chest possess a high diagnostic

effectivemess. Thus, for instance, Jacomo sod Lusada propose to simplf electro-

cerdiography technique by Introducing a totas or 3 chest leads instead of the 12

standard ones (1, 2, 3 single-pole leads trom the extremities and 6 cheat leads)

(542•.

As a result of expermental Investigations, two bi-polar cheat leads which

were called NX and DO (2). The advantages at these leads consist in the following.

high noise-resistance (minimus level of muscle biopotentials); convenience of

attaching electrodes; high diagnostic effectiveness.

The electrodes In the NX lead are arranged on the center of the sternum on

the level of the manubriun and the ensisternu•; the electrodes in the IS lead are

placed along the midaIllary line on the right and an the level of the fi1fh

intercostal space on the left (FJig. 51). Thus, the MX lead belongs to the sternal

group, and the D8 lead belongs to the axillary group of leads described by Roman

SI (679].

Special work has been conducted on finding methods for attaching electrodes.

An adhesive system was tried first, using glue (11-6] (•-6), dleol (Mastisol],

glue No. 88, and collodion. Electrodes were tested In the form of thin siliver

plates, silver foil, spiral wire, and a mixture of ailver powder and collodion

(Trate et al.). The most suitable method was that of using glue No. 88 or BF-6.

A similar method of attachmenk was used :in Yu. A. Gagarin's flight. The electrodes

were attached 0. 8. Titov's in flight by adhesion (in the WX lead) and with the

aid of a harness (in the D) lead) EN. A. Agadsh ana I. G. Akulinichev, et al.).

A complete transition to the harness brace was subsequently made. This system
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Includes the above-described chest harness with

built-in electrodes on orlon linings and two straps

which cross on the astronaut's chest and ar

fastened on his back. Rubber plece mounted In the

P harness create conditions rzr tight adheasion o the

9 electrodes to the skin.

The interelectrode resistanme is hold cefotant
EM . by using contact paste. N et retllts afe obtained

Fig. 51. Harness for with VNIaDaIO (All-Mion Scientific bleesrcb
attaching sertuore end
electrodes. Y-- - carbon- Institute of Nodical Imaetunte ead Equipuent)

e respiratory sensorp- aoltact respirator past* No. 2 [)

sens,.r;, 1" SumOarWIo-
grap•'ic sensor; electro- Mw value or the Intoelelectrode resistance In
cardiographic electrodes:
H - neutral electrodes; P - electrocardicg•rapkc Investigations has been studied
electrodes for rheography
(electroplethyasgraphy). by many authorS. L. A. Vodolauskly considers that

a high interelectrode resistance results in the appearance or frequency and

amplitude distortions of the electrocardiogram, an Increase In the 18 wave, and a

decrease in the positive P, R, and T waves (69].

L. A. Vodolasxftky proposed complex method for treating the skin wic.h lowers

the resistance to 10-15 kn. The skin is treated with a paste made from soep cream

containing finely ground pumice; then the skin is ribbed with ether, sad Crly

after that is the electrode paste applied. This method has been used very often

in sports medicine various modifications [300). A dot•aled study of interelectrode

resistance with various methods of skin treatment, types of pastes, and electrode

sizes was conducted by V. V. Rosenblat and A. T. Vorob'lev [21,]. Tey shomd

that for brief recordings It is most expedient to use a liquid suction-cup electrode

with skin treatment leather by Nikiforov's mixture (alcohol + ether 1A1).

Regarding electrode construction, from the various types - reticular (7563,

foil [761], lam1nar with wire brush [750], and disk (i06, 43T, 612, 6793 - the last

type was selected as the most convenient for attacnment. The constr•action of the

electrode was selected so that It could be easily attached to a chest harness, would

not press Its sharp edges Into te skin, have a recess for depositing paste, and

be sufficiently light. The electrode diameter is 18-20 m. The electrode is made

from pure silver. It Is interesting to note that the American researchers employed

stainless steel electrodes In space flights steel [43T7, 788, 789, 790]. The value

of the proper selection of material for electrodes is pointed out, for instance,
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ymu ,W.ele1 AAhi Weib m• IAmeh ,m- ilhJs In 1963 [612). The authors ,tudled

Sateseboetrfl reeletowe for ezeetroass =A* frpm a mixture of AS and ASCl

1l VgA@M PVmP@Wtlm. US Met e•feetitv e6e1totade, I.e., the ones which

9581f t410 U04 INtUMISGUOSS mOIetSMse tlurnd out to boel1cctrodes containing

WS shoAUd &100 nt. tho pnapsa. GomieafIAf dry wits electrodes made in the

fto et" a G em WAb is pressed to t* Ma with a moistened ponge (97, 631].

l GMtd# ,,eeeif.,, m t,, Me, t ,,,61o electrodes mad point. for their

arrI, me ts Per .U•e,.s I 'jig -m- ' , r esfilU s of space flight must be con-

timAid. 114 Is possible, tear ImaWe,. to iniaste the extremely promising model

at ani electrode Whi ws psepdsed go tie Genam Deoamratio Pep*im c (T76]. Three

"edike with a diameter ot W3•O m, an placed en Insulated plate at a distance of

540 M. US entnoo 41sks We. ae am "W central am& ("ground"l) weaken the

Pickuips.

To Improve the qualit1 oat electrocardigram recording, certain authors propose

the use of enppift'eH with a limited frequency band. J. Roman [679] indicates

that a lia•tation of the bend from above to 100 cpa does not affect the clinical

Infomtion content of a recording, to 50 ops the electrocardiogram practically

does not cheap# and to 15 cps it Introduces certain distortions. Limitation of

the band from below to 0.1 eps does not oheags the clinical information content.

The influence of rasole Interferences at various degrees ot narrowing the band of

an elootrotl dlographic, amplifier was investiatod in dtail by A. Freiman and his

associates [L437). Optium solutions were obtained tor a noisy channel, whereby

a change of the frequency scale created a mazina signal-to-noise ratio.

As was shown above, the electrocardsgrshic amplifiers In the physiolgic

equipment on the 8oviet "Vostok* spaceroaft had a uniform frequency-responst curve

In the frequetmy band of 0.1-10 ap. which fally corresponds to the practical as

well as the theoretlcal requirements, espectsal oi conslder the high signal

power In a lead from the chest.

Norms of the magnitude of ,lectrocardiaonO waves and intervals in selected

leads were studied by msans q omparing them Wtb standardsa. This was done by

examining 20 Youg persons. Tables 16 and IT give the somparative data.

As can be seen from the tables, the iIaut%:Lt of the QRB and QT intervals In

the WI lead Is somewhat 10ger than In the 11 standard, and the duration of the PQ

Interval Is somewhat shorter. lousver, the variance of values in the MX lead is less.
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Table 16. Normal Variations in Duration of EKG Interval@
'in II and NX Leads

Ic Intervalsstatititcal ... i '

index QJQs QT

...o ooI -"
N. eec 0.1 0.06 oI 4,Fl 0 092 1 10:385. 0.392
V. 2o. P. 10.7 7.: 251 .

Table 17. Normal Variations In Amplitude of MM Waver
"!oJAGk beaes Molding breath

Rests ter inhala- after ezhala-Wave L.eads- . , , - , IM v, tion ._•

lug~~" ...Ss W.0S a gm ip N !,l. fu1 f1b,0 Iin , 0,4 I ,

oe• I o I. ou~ I ,a gsa.e
i 03 4.0I .8 0.06 Iff.s

G I *.M At. % 1 1.e 1A Soso48

M 04140 34.1 ,0 .2 10 3.
1 S.U a 0a,

*f l *e4 41. 0,64TI l1. 0m *.tS
x ' ,u ama Io n I .T *~.u us.t43.

Iem 21 ITJm 41[oIIM I.21

D 0.0,11 ,1 0,4 4 0.S 04. 1'" a's

T In 0,10 U .9 O.X so sp .0
fil 301 n I M 0.6 Ie.ose

The P wave in the Mou and DO leads Is the same as In the I In II standard ones;

at inhalation, It essentially increases in the WX lead and decreases in the DS

lead. The same, but lose e•proeoed, changes a" observed In te III eld I standard

leads, respectively.

A rmll R wave and a deep 8 wave Is observed In th M load. The R wave is

high in the DS load (higher than in the standard leads). At Inhalation, In dis-

tinction from the standard eads, the amplitude oT the I wve In the D8 and the WX

hardly changes. The T wave In the MX and th* DS is higher than In the standard

leads (especially :in the MX). Thb changes of the T wae at inhalation are

analogous to the chage~s of Mh P wave.

The wave variance In the" X and DS leadsj Just as in the I and II standard

leads, Is 30-5•Q. The varlan*e in the DO loa4 1i less than in the NX.

To determine the direction of the electrical axis of the heart on electro-

cardiograms that re recorded In DS and MX leads on the basis of the analog of
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J, i,

%eat at Am1 u• l e 3I06 a. R. eorovw established the correlatio

Wr Ynis t10 mU tAwt, of .Ol.dste In the etmowo Uast; I is the mm pftude in

""I m l4 .• in s• t" I ZZ stata sae

Tn 4.tere m &Q51 how the W t Vot o4U. ss'we aen us ezisting tables or

f n.a wOns. MusoUtU4 MIt,01 MS. fspeot•t I •a the I end III stanaerd leads.

h obtMaM i•np4t4 of; wSe a W t he ss1thtsa din the given torm"a. It

SA strwoutsMr .PiMVr, to 401toat. #tohd ths elta to useful only for crlculating

~6le oZ~i 1~lthy7~ wae"*u!$icin of msat ClInial observation

did not oo fsU the au ths o h4w eote•%teomiiui the electrical axis

of the h" thoaL(u. N.Volkov).

SFigtures 52-53 show slinplem, of electrocsJrSlaorm Ina UKred DScoreads andSv

synthroou recot~ ofD &AI stndr lod W qhii~e thei totsbjcja

, Astroauts dTu.l~ A. GagarOn *M 1:~&lll, S.! Tia hadliIDfr thei slectrocardigu e orde

gramb of V. P. Bpkovakiy,, Whh were recorded ca the first emd last day of f light,tsl

syncronus ecott1 of t8 ne Istauad ees whileteen~ ••• th:.e tests. bet a
exrca r-Th io: luit 8 h -Sls sW7 entai
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Fig. 53. Noise lummity of MS lead during movemtn
(synchronous recording of first standard and DO leads).

~ 4
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iI~

3B 1 4

F1i.5. 5 *Samples of electrocardlogrom of Yu. A. 6erwa
JA) and V. V. Nikolayev&-Terechkova (B) that were rseors
uring space flight.

Fig. 55. Electrocardiogram of V. F. 'OVkovskj.
which were recorded on the first (a) and fifth (b)
day of flight.

For the purpose of studdng the diagnostie feasibilities of NX and DS leads,

Yu. M. Volkov examined 56 patients with various diseases of the cardiov*scular

system; this was 1lane at our suggestion as the S. 14. Kirov Ulitary MXec•acl "order

of Lenin" Acadeqv [VNOLA]. It was established that 4X and D8 leads quite clearly

reflect the pathological processes that occur in the cardiac muscle. It was
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W 90"arc~~~h Mse leds inheanitpastbe torom flgti

IhOMlqIeel48y simpler thw an~c humns, 2W heart biopotantial of animals are

,oe~ow by usa. at Implanted electrodes,

Wrinlg Us Mlits at Uhe eecan(-tifth Softet orbital spacecraft with animals,

*lactei um we me in the roam of a iL O lWlm reticule made from multiple

ateU NAM [Imd0-40 (Oi-ho). M Ied part at the electrode was a continuation

at S wt1euw put vad as coated (in a nvaber ot oasoo) with polyethylene.

Th sraistal teeheiqc md Procediures -irsr 4dinoped by A., R. Kotovskiy. The

ant for viskin ve g *I"&u s s% specially Investigated on 20 dogs with

J o coeeati ati of K3. OsipOaw Oil,. DlectUg us m conducted with the aid of

aemn seedle elmtrote Nsih were plwed on three extremities and in four pectoral

PoetIam [01, (13, 05, "1 (cri r3, rs. r9). - Ziteen leads were recorded in each

4%. All ininlms iner examied file lying an their stoawch. The investigations

mre caructed 3At te soe thin at da.

As It Is Whm, the electrocardiogas of dogs at distinlguished by expressed

s&;iratory anwbtbntha uid ~cosidaeable varlance In wave shape and amplitude,

'ich Is not connected with any Influence& an the animal [266, 7~43, 618]. The

zalculation of these peculiarities was facilitated by introduizng an arrhythmia

Indes (A R R) and structural complex formulas. The arrbythsla index is determined

by subtracting vhe miniam d*r&tio of the cardiac cycle from its maximum duration

(A R P - R RMUeCR R . 1e 2wstvte of the •M comlet was designated by letters

in accordeace with the number oa weressed waves. Lower-case letters expressed

a decrease in the waves, upper-case Ultters indicated their normal magnitude, and

upper-case letters in parenthees dnaoted an Umrease In the waves. To indicate

ii splitting, pointing, and two-phaem character of the waves, the following arbitrary

symbols were placed above trmý tppropriato letters:! IV) , (+ -). Displacement

of Intervals PQ or ST was dei4gnated by a horlsontal line above or below the letters.

Figure 56 illustrates samples of recordings that were obtained from the dog

Shutka. The structural tarmWs ame shoft under the complexes. The whole variety

of complexes can be reduced to five typical structures: PQWT, PURT, PRT, PST,

and PRMT.
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Fig. 56. Electrocardiogram of a dog In 18 leads (letters
designate structure of complexes).

In our opinion, only changes of the structural type of a complex as a result

of some Influence can serve as a criterion of electrocardiographic pathology in

animals. Therefore, wfen selecting EKG leads, it Is most expedient to have leads

with different types of complexes. Table 18 shows the distribution of structural

types for leads (on the basis of our research data).

As can be seen from the table, P R T is more frequently encountered in leads

2, 3. [UN) (Y1I) and JUL] (Yj)j -type PRMT is mre coo= I&. leads (OP-3) (ra-3),

SOP-5] (1I-5) and([GL-3] (17rt3) type P RT Is found sost often in leads [OP-1] (rp-i)
and (GL-I] (rl-i). Theme three types of structure. ar the most wide-spread.

The stablest structure is possessed by leads 9, 3, UN, UL, GP-3, GL-I# and GL-3.

Table 19 gives the data en certain SIM i•4ices in dogs according to the

results of processing the recordings in the second standard lead.
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Table 19. Value of Certain Electrocardiographic Indices in
Days Lm. e or imits or

EKO-index, Mean sormal MKG-index Mean pormal
vaavalueis vartons values variations

RR, sec 0.7 0. 4-1.2 P, my 0.35 0.2-0.5
QT, sec 0.28 0.15-0.7 R, mv 1.1 0.7-1.5
N.V see 0.11 0.09-0.13 T, av 0.3 0.1-0.6
QRS, see 0.05 0.03-0.08 Electrical
.I, % 32 . (degees) 72 50-85

These data fully correspond to the materials of other authors. Thus, 1. G.

Shevchuk and M. N. Bereshrd•*iy [274] Indicate values of PN and QEB within the

limits of 0.08-0•13 sec and O.04-0.08 see, respectively. R. Jain 151] Lives the
following mean figures: FR - 0.13 see, 08 - 0.048 eec, P wave - 0.26 mv, and

R wave - 1.41 mv.

When selecting EKG leads for dogs one should consider the possibility of

obtaining mLximum information with a minluam wmuber of leads. With the use of one

lead, one should recognize leas 2, UN. NA W3 as the but; for two leads, 2 and

OP-1, UL snd OP-3, UN and GL4, 3 and GL-3 cap be recommended.

Changes in wave amplitude most frequently depend on the change of the heart

position in the chest [266, 6•1]. Thus, according to our data, the biggest

respiratory variati•ns in amplitude an faoud Jn leads OL-5. OL-9 and 01-9. To
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determine the electrical position of the heart, It is convenient to use UL-UX leads.

The amplitude variations of the R wave in the UL lead usually ane connected with a

change of the electrical axis In different phases of the respiratory cycle.

In accordance with the experimental data obtained, electrodes were Implanted

in "astronaut dogs" in the region of the extremities, and In the 1ot and 5th

intercostal spaces. To prevent the animals from damaging the electrodes, the

electrodes on the extremities were transfered to the region of the" back, near the

shoulder and hip Joints. Control recordings shewed that the character of the curve

did not change essentially.

Table 20 gives data on EKG leads in animals that made flights on the second

ai.l( fifth Soviet orbital spacecraft.

Table 20. Electrocardiographic Le@& in Dogs Which Made Flights
on t Second and Fifth Soviet Orbital SBy ocraftMMK lead Dog I • RIM

con- V con- ( a (con-

ditional) ditional) ditionall dittonal)

Belka 1 2 4ushka 2 -

Strelka 2 OP-3 Chernushka 1 2

Pchelka GP-3 - Zvezdochka 1 2

When recording the electrocardiograms in the animals, it was necessary to take

into account various kinds of interferences Animal movements can cause high-

amplitude muscle biopotentials which distort the electrocardiogram. During move-

ments there also oucur intertranspositions (muscle$, skin, subcutaneous cellular

ti•sue), which causes displacement of electrodes and the appearance of inter-

ferences in the form of "driving" of the isoelectric "drivings also can be

observed in.time with respiration. For the surgical technique and Implantation

procedure have an important value in eliminating these interferences. Ilectrodes

must not be placed in the thickness or on the surface of large muscles. They must

be sutured to tendons or fasciae in regions which are far from the points of

attachment of the muscles. It is expedient to place the electrodes as close as

possible to the periosteum; then their displacements during animal movement will

be minimum. It is also necessary that the lead wire does not pass near any

strong muscles.

Serious inconeniences in experimental work are related to interferences

from the &.c. network (50 cps). However, inaamh as animal research was basically

conducted in a metallic capsule, which was a sort of. shield, no special
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The quantitative characteristics of reactions are determined by comparing the

pulse rate In various stages of flight with the initial pulse rate at rest and

during the simulation stresses which are accompanied by the action of the factors

of space flight (centrifuge, prolonged hypodynasia, etc.).

To monitor pulse rate during prolonged periods, and also when there Is no

direct telemetry contact with the spacecraft, a special instrument was developed,

I.e., the electrocardLophone (see above). This Instrument converted heart blo-

pc~ertials which corresponded to the Q R a complex of an electrocardiogram Into

square pulses 0.15 sec in duration. To send AP-modulated transmission in the

rhythm of heart contractions, a shortwave "Signal" transmitter was used, which

operated continuously during the entire orbital flight. A swle of an electro-

carctophonogram recording is shown in Fig. 58. The electrocardiogram is used for

more exact calculations of pulse rate.

Fig. 58. Sample of an electrocardiopha•uogram
recording made in flight "Signal" system.

The measurement of pulse rate - pulsometry - has an important practical value

in space medicine in providing for medical monitoring of an astronaut inasmuch

ag during considerable periods of time the electrocardlophone is the only source

of physiological information.

Pulsometry methods have recently started to be Intensely developed. Thus,

instruments for visual and audio pulse monitoring have been employed In operations

(392, 397]. Instruments have been devised which make It possible to record or

observe a continuous curve of the change in pulse rate, i.e., a pulse tachogram

[680, 715). The USSR Is masa-producing the [PT-2] (HT-2) pulse tachometer.

Descriptions have been published concerning instruments designed to count the

total number of pulse beats in an extended period of time: e.g., In days [(358, 6931.

Of import.ance Is an analysis of the time intervals between adjacent pulse beats,

i.e., cardiointervalography (397, 220, 311]. Other methods may also be used for

pulte analysis (~4, 3814, 1485, 5914, 6Ji01.
The pulsometry method is extremely convenient from the point of view of in-

formation transmission and instrumentation. Pulsometry requires neither broad-band
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obmeesis nor hi0rqmSllt amlifiers. D614MOLAation of Pulse Sigale to possible

0 ln *lsotroci~ogrtm with loniderable Aisotrtlions. All this askes it very
-WWS410ftt to conpletely ies the e41ipmtto felvation contained in a sequence of

"Dipoile whioh char.ctout. the rhyth of baqt otractions.

2% 61"u~st ma" at PUf "ale. jayis SUU lIn t. construction pulsograms

according to twrelsults at ountIft the frupunsy o heaft contractiosm in 10-

second or minute weaor•lg se ,nts. Th W 4 of statistical analysis of pulse

Intervals with the eal••&Am at Ot mIan al).I of the soot-man-square do-

viations of the variation tister ind the atmtoerelatlon function is more exact.

The determination of the degree of 9%ase antthi•ia (the difference between the

mxii m and minimum pass teWYaLs An a give% Ut interval) has an important

diagostic value. In partioulaz, with the &Ud of precase3y this method it was

established that pulse fluetUation 6pareasee. An welsht'e gpesa. ftis fact served

as an imptus for the developmant of ew m*tsids of pulse analysis.

In cooperation with K. I. Zhuovm we veloped the procedures of variational

pulsomtry.

We used the property of ergodicity of a dynamic nmber of pulse Intervals
in an investigation under relatively constant con.p (for instance, within the

limits of a telemtry cominications period).

Variational pulxometry Is the calculation of the distribution segents

!f values Of pulse intervals with the construction of variational curves or histo-

Crams.

To obtain a sufficient amount of numbers in each seent of the variational

curve it In necessary to have no lose than 00-i50 values of the analyzed meagnitude.

In pulse analysis this :is a 1.5-2 minute contuIuous recording. The interval

between segnt* was selected as 0.05 or 0.1 sec, proceeding from the accuracy of

recording calculations and the lower boundary of the normal limit or respiratory

oscillations, the heart rhythm In humans 0.10 and in ansmals 0.15 sec. Variational

curves make It possible to estimate the average pulse rate and fluctuation and the

character of the transition processes in the various reactions of the circulatory

system.

Figure 59B illustrates variational pulsogras of a healthy man under condi-

tions of normal activity after physical erciee and while asleep. As can be seen,

the sympathetic response (physical exercise) is accompanied by a shift of the

variational curve to the left nd pointing upwards (a decrease in pulse fluctuation);
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Fig. 59. Variational pulsagram. A - In the space MliW at Uitrae&at V. 1.
Bykovskiy (designated by doat). For companrion, pulIsasOn are given which were
ot Ained during tests on Earth and in the pro-launch period (solid line and dotted
linr.) B - on the ground for a healthy man at rest (n), atter exercise (1) end. a
BJLep (C).

the parasympathetic response (sleep), convermaly, omaases opposite chandess a shift

to the right and flattening. Thus, the variational curve mames It possible to

evaluate the state of nouro-endocrine regulation of the card' )vacular apparatus.

Figure 59 shows the variational curves of astronaut Ve F. fsk"vsrkly during

ground investigations in a spacecraft mockup In the pre-la•uch period (5 minutes

before launching) and in weightlessness (71st revolution). Here It Is distinctly

determined that In the pre-launch period the tonus of the sympathetic nervous

system sharply increases, while in weightlessness, there is observed a certain

predominance of the parasympathetic system.

Variational pulsometry has permitted us to make Important conclusions cop-

cerning the state of nervous regulation of the heart In sc*e flight, and Its

application in space cardiology 1s very promising. This method Is convenient for

malifestation of slow rhythms of the vegetative nervous system, which Is recently

being given an Important value [96, 652, 715].

phocardloaraphy

Phonocardiography Is the recording of the sound phenomena produced by heart

activity. The sounds produced by the heart afe characterled by a defilnite fre-

quency spectrum and energy (1ntenslty). Sound phenomena diring auscultation are

evaluated as tones or noises. The spectrum of heart tones lies within limits of

30-150 cpu, and the noise spectrum is up to 800 cps (259).

A characteristic property of heart sounds is the unequal distribution of energy
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Vic. 6o. Dtstributima tusw
* n heart dbratimnl4ad A, homml OAws0Is ogrt m consists of two
dhent!uJon t oesoemo. Alma tltuh e Vert f tones [1•] A otns te first and the second (systolic

als1O the"snal-O nd dgp~tOlM). Tp tid" and fourth tones

i• -logarithmic frqenyse~al s.hliS

The faist tame is samoda r tenam or V qocaftoi•SAe tw wall of large

vessels mA by napping or the atrioveatriu tr valves in the beginnin of the

! istric phase.

The second toae is brougt about by rapid flappie of the semilunar valves of

the aorta and the pubinmary artery foled by opening of the atrioventriclar

valves.

In the Investigation or healthy persons, e.g., in sports medicine, proie

attention is allotted to such phonocardiogram characteristics as duration end

irtude of tones [1093. A" Important value Is given In the clinic to phono-

:nrdiographic investigation of heart noises.

The value of the phonocardiographic nothod In cardiological examination con-

@ists in the possibility of objectively recording the force of the sounds, their

phase relationships, and a nuber of time characteristics of the heart cycle

(IT4. 222, 259].

Phonocardiogram recording under conditions of sacue flight has two purposes:

to monitor the mechanical activity of the cardiac macSo ard to Investigate the

dynamics of sound phenomena during the action of space fl t factors. Considering

that astronauts are specially selected and trained Individuals who have no

pathological heart murmurs, It Is expedient to give prima lttention to the recording

of heart tones. In addition. inasmach as phoweardiogram recording Is Impossible

under conditions of the actios of G-loads and vibrations, wid also when conducting

radio coaonications and :in the pro@ess of activity, It Is desirable to limit the

frequency bend when recordAng pbonocardiograme In space fMot. Limitation of the
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frequency band has Its advantages from the point of view of telemtry specialist@

since It makes it possible to significantly decreaae channel capacity.

In reference to the conlitions of the flight experiment on the second and

third Soviet orbital spacecraft, we developed a special method called "integral

phonocardiography" [29]. It consists of isolating a low-frequency envelope of

audio-frequencies by mans of detecting and Integrating *h output siWanls ot a

phonocardiographic amplifier, There Is no information an the frequency composition

of the phonocardiographic curve In this case, but it Is posible to determine

all the Indices which characterize the enerIlW and duration of heart tones. The

transmission of an "integral" curve can be domn by using telemetry channels with a

considerably smaller capacity than that required or the transmission of the usual

phr-tiocardicoram.

As it is known, the designing of microphmws with appropriate frequency

characteristics for purposes of phonocardiograpay Is being allotted considerable

attention [141, 2 46]. The recording of "Integral" phonocardlograms does not require

special microphones. Practically any converter can be twad which changes sound

vibrations into voltage, including miniature telephones. This essentially

facilitates sensor arrangement and attachment.

We used a miniature [TG-7] (Tr-7) telephone (a 50-ohm resistor) without any

special design modifications, and an amplifier with a gain factor of about 20,000

and a frequency band of 50-500 cps. We connected a diode detector and an

Integrating circuit with a time constant of the order of 0.02-0.05 sec to the

amplifier output (a 2000-ohm resistor and a 20-microfarad capacitor). Figure 61

illustrates synchronously recorded regular and "Integral" phonocardiograms.

Wr t A. ka LAL.J
Fig. 61. A regukx E ) and an Integral IWuO)
phonocardiogram.

It is interesting to note that In 1962 the United States published a patent

for an analogous "integral" pl•nocardiography method for recording heart noises

in limited frequency ranges ETEW]. Corresponding filters, a detector, and an
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inertial recorder were used.

The method of "integral" phnocar,, ogray was eouteseafully used in flight

experiments with animals. wocardtorm were recorded simultaneously with

elctrocaIrdiogris. A pickup was attached in the region of the fourth and fifth

intercostal space 2-4 m uoutwrd trom the jeft edge of -the strnum or above the

apex. The pickup was attached to the animal with the aid of bandages. The pickup

w.s mounted In an orlon case and was covered by a thin rubber band. This

facilitated its attachment and did not vaue askin obambe0ihn, located on the

animal for an extended period of time.

Durizn the analysis of phonocardlograq we detersmind the following indices:

amplitude and duration of first tone (I and !t I)1 amlis• and duration of second

tone (I! and t I1); duration of mechanical gtol -- t ftro beginning of first

tone to beg*&n=n of second tone (t I, II), ftiO of SaIaities of tone ,I and II

(I/1I); an electrýmechanical coefficient Whisk determines the relationship of the
t T. TT.

duration of the electrical and mechanical systole (K W -

Table 21 gives the values of normal varations of pkonocardiogrom indices in-

dogs which were obtained with the use of the described ipthod. Theme data

hardly differ from the results of phohocard•_•row analys•a In healthy dogs which I
were published by Yu. P. Antipchek [19].

Table 21. Normal ValU*e of Phonooardogrrmi Indices in
Dogs______ t

Index 11 iit 1. Ma t 11, "t III sec

maximum value .1 2.5 J0.15 0:090.2

Minimum value 0.7 1.2 OO 0.~ I4 01

"The quality or tkhe ph,'ocardlqg"e th%. were obtained under conditions of

orbital flight wa quite hig. In the pored ph&" it was possible to an&alyse

only separate elements of the curve.

Fig. 62. lPbmimadiogre of tha dog '"Belka during

orbttal flight. Upper recording - integral electro-
ca r Ij lower recording - cnact respiratory
sensor.
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Figure 62 illustrates the phonocardiogram of the dog Belka which was obtained

during the circumterrestr-ial flight of the second orbital spacecraft.

I

The electrical and sound phenomena vhich accompany heart contraction do not

provide a presentation on the final results of heart activity or with what force, I

regularity, and speed is blood pumped from the ventricles Into large arterial

trunks, arnd how filling of the heart occurs during diastoles. One of the methods

which makes it possible to investigate these questions is ballistocardiography;

however, its application under conditions of space flight is practically impos-

sible. Therefore, with the cooperation of L. A. Kazar'yan, we developed a special A

mo1ification of ballistocardiography called seismocardlography [39]. It Is
I

cssentially the recording of the third and fourth derivative of the dorsoventral 3

(or longitudinal) pectoral ballistocardiogram [1903. Tim principle of the method

is based on the conversion of pulse motionsa of the chest wall into oscillations of

an inert (seismic) mase which iS elastically coupled to the aiihipot of measurement.

The seismic mass has a natural frequency of oscillations which lies beyond the

range of cardiac vibrations. It should be noted that an analogous principle of

recording mechanical oscillations of cardiac origin has been used in ballisto-

cardiography (39, 186] and in kinetocardiography.

Several versions of seismocardiographic pickups have been developed. The

first type of pickup was developed jointly with engineer L. A. Kazar'yan- [28].

A drawizig of thia pickup is illustrated in Fig. 63. The pickup is intended for

investigations on animals and was used during the flight of the third Soviet

ohital spacecraft. The pickup consists of a metallic box with the dimensionu

60 x 50 X 20 mm and a base made from laminated insulation to which a flat spring

with a seismic mass, which is simultaneously the magnetic element of the conversion

system, is attached. The second element of this system consists of two induction
colls with iron cores, which are attached to the base of the pickup and are

stationary relative to the moving seismic mass, i.e., magiet.

The pickup i placed on the back of the anima!. Body motions that are brought

about by heart contractions cause translovatiLon of the pickup housing relative

to the seismic mass. As a result of the action of inertial forces, the spring

is strained and natural damped oscillations of the seismic mass occur. The

frequency of the natural oscillations is 20-39 cps. The damping time is less
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Fig. 63, Two samples of seismocardiographl" rickup
designs, I - st~eel. core; 2 - Coil, 3 agit
seismic mass; 14 - pl]astic housing; 5 - spring (steel
string or plate); 6 - hermetically sealed holes for
pouring in damping fluid; T-pickup cavity;8-
maSnetic wire; 9 - wire to amplifier; 1O - miounting,~
plate; A) pickup used to study the dog Pchelka in
space flight; B) modernized pickup.

th"- 0.1 sec. Thus, each pulse translocation of~ the body is accompanied by r,

cycle of natural oscillations of the seismic mass and the appearancýe of el.ectrical
VoltageG at the Picihkurps output. The anp-litude- and duarastion evey oci~litlIT-L

cycle, other things being e~qual, depend on the magnitude or tthe accelerationi acting

upoti the pickup and upon the time of its action.

0 a. P. SI. 44 Y& Oki%
r AA ILA

at~j thebotom

Figur 6 4. il Stae thsynchronous recording of a seismocardiogram and an

electrocardiogram. As can be seen, the soismocardiographic couip~x v.cýr is:ts of'

two clearly determined parts (cycles): the systolic and tht. diarLtiLi. Trhe

amplitude of each cyclc: i!c directly related to the magnitude o" the forces acting

ina ivn hae f eat onratin.Te urtin f*th dmpn-peio92ped



un the time relationships between these forces. The fact Is that at cach mament riot

one, but several forces act synchronously. If the normal eynchronisuW oA forces Is

modified, I.e., definite forces appear with a longer than usual time interval

relative to each other, the damping period of the natural oscillations of the seismic

mass should be increased. This will occur because the appearance of new inertial

forces will cause out-of-turn vibrations of the body, which will lead to an Increase

in the time of damping the oscillations of the seismic mass. Thus, there can occur

svwan merging of two cycles into one, or there may appear new brief oscillatory cycles

(such phenomena were detected on seismocardiograms of cardiac patients).

Fig. 65. Seismocardiogram recorded during flight of dog
"Fahelka"' 2/1/60. From top to botto.ni seisuocardliograno
pneumogram, and electrocardiogram.

During the anal-ysis of seiamocardiograaa the following Indices are usually

determined. amplitude of the first (Saystolic) oscillatory cycle. which reflects the

magnitude of cardiac forces acting in the systo. period (A-i); awlitude of the

second (diastolic) oscillatory cycle, which reflects the --_nitude of cardiac forces

a-ting in the diastolic period (A-2); duration of the first oscillatory cycle, which

determines the synchronism of the cardiac forces In the systolic period (t A-1);

duration of the second oscillatory cycle, which determines the synchronism of cardiac

forces in the diastolic period (t A-2); duration of mechanical systole (time from

the beginning of the first to the beginning of the second oscillatory cycle) (t AIA2);

of the electrocardiogram Q wave to the beginning of A-i (t Q A-1).

Table 22 gives the values of some of theme Indices which were observed In dogs

while lying on their stomach.

Table 22. Normal Values of Seismocard orrsm Indices of a Doh

Index AI/A2 tAl, sece tAe tA IA2, see
Minimu 226valute 0.l5e 0.f 0.08 0.teeidie1hc wr beve nd
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In view of the fact that the frequency of natural oscillations or the seismic

• • onee s to ufficiently high, respiratory notion# and other slow movements of t•he b•ody

pZottQ.11y do not influmuce the recording, there are only respiratory variations in

the recordiM amplitude. Since the spring system of the pickup has only one degree

of freedom, only moveoents In one direction are recorded. High-quality recordings

are obtained, as a ruele, only under conditions of complete rest of the investigated

animal. During movement seimuocardiogram recording is impossible, and the pickup

works as an actograph. However, rapid damping of natural oscillations of the

seismo-pickup mkes it possible to record normal seismocardiagraphic complexes in

t the rest period between movements. It should be noted that also when recording

under conditions of coaplete rest the sensitive *eiamo-pickup detects a certainr I
J oscillatory background caused by the presence or microvibrations of the body, which

"1 is related to the biophysical fundamentals of heat-regulation in warm-blooded animals

1 [677). Figure 65 shows a selsmocardlogram that was recorded during the space flight

of the dog Pchelka. In each recording period the clearest and most expressed

complexes were selected. In view of the movements of the animal, a considerable
S portion of the recording Is an actogram; however, it was possible to select no less

than 15-20 complexes per recording period, which is quite sufficient for a statistical

o"aluation. Both the time and amplitude indices have fully reliable values inasmuch
!•,,• heconstruction Of th I&M ~ lc•• anticlprate-- rigid --t+t--hnment. of•.enr

j ý'uring the entire time of flight.

* Two other types of seismocardiographic pickups were developed for human research.

The first one is a variation of the pickup that was used in experiments with

arnimals. This pickup was also developed with the cooperation of L. A. Kazar'yan,

and then manufactured by the "OVA" (EMIA] plant. Normal seismocardlogram variations

were studied by examining 20 young persons between ages of 20 and 22 years [37).

Seismocardiograms were recorded from various points of the anterior surface of the

chest wall in the sitting and prone positions. An electrocardiogram and an

pneumogram were simultaneously recorded. The pickup was arranged in such a manner

'that the direction of oscillations of the seismic mass coincided with the dorso-

ventral axis of the chest wall. The pickup was secured with the aid or a rubber belt.

As a result of a comparison with other curves, it was established that the

S beginning of the oscillatory cycle A-i corresponds to the beginning of the phase of

rapid expulsion, and cycle A-2 is evidently connected with the forces which develop

in the return blood stream in the aorta and the pulmonary artery, and partially with

_I nh
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the rorcee which appearing during rapid fillInr of the ventrieles.

The time interval tA5A2 is practically equal to the duration of the mechanical

systole since the first cycle starts in the middle of the isometric tension phase,

when mechanical displacement of the ventricles occurs.

The results of the statistical processing of 20 seismocardlograas are Liven in

Table 23.

Table 23,. Norzal eLs wardloarem Variations In a Humn
- - Jelss oardoisam indi dice -

Statistical index t Q ARA IA2 tA I tA 2 Ai, mm A2, m A1/A2

see see coo see

Aritnmetic mean (M)... 0.10 0.31 0.17 0.1* 20.4 15.4 1.32 0.83

Standard deviation (a). 0.025 0.033 0.047 O.03. 3.26 5.0 0.54 0.22

Arithmetic mean error
(m) ................ 0.005 0.007 0.00 0.006 0.66 1.0 0.21 0.045

Variation factor (V)... 25% 20% 27% 22% 160 3A 30% 27%

Maximum value (XaX) ... 0.2,28 0.38 0.24 0.18 28.7 19.8 3.05 0.93

Minimum value (Xin)o...Io.040 0.27 0.12 0.08 12.9 8.3 10.76 0.75

Another type of seaismocardiographic pickup was developed at our suggestion by

N- q. Esustlov (FijE 66). Thia pickup was used in miniature form for research during

the flight of the "Vostok-5" and "Vostok-6." Figure 67 illustrates the simultaneous

recording of seismocardiograms with the aid of a miniature pickup deuigned N. 0.

Esaulov and a pickup manufactured by the "EM" plant. As can be sean, there is a

distinction only in the duration of damping the natural oscillations of the seilmic

mass, which is caused by the different degree or elasticity of suspensions &Ad the

different degree of damping (N. G. Esaulovis pickup employs oil damping).

Fig. 66. External appearance of seismooardio-
graphic pickups. A - pickup whose drawing is
shown in Fig. 64b; B - pickup designed by N. G.
Esaulov.

I- Q,-
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Fig. 67. Beismocardlograms recorded by "E" plant
pickups (A) an~d N. 0. Isauloyv' pickup (B). Electru-
cardiogram at top.

As indicated by Yu. N. Volkov'e investigations (S. M. Klirov VMOIA), which were
C =nductod at our Uu~estion, ceismocardiography in a very effective diagnostic method

In the clinic. Figure 6B shows seiamocardiogram of different patients. These

recordings illustrate the peculiarities of seismocardiograms for heart failure,

myocardial infarction and arrhythmia.

The application of the seismo-

A .cardiography method in the "Vostok-5"

A and "Vostok-6" fligh-s was an important
L l I - stage in research on the influence of

AAweightlessness on the human circulatory

-B system. The pickup was placed in the

region of the sternum and attached to

the clothing from the inside. Seismo-

hL grams were recorded on one telemetry

channel with an electrooculogram. This

was possible in view or "a different
frequency spectra of the processes

I' D'" "o which, in actuality. influenced the

amplitudes of the seismocardiograms

in the process of flight (see below).
Fig. 68. Seismocardiograms recorded in a
healthy individual (A) and in patients with However, neither the amplitude
arterioscierotic cardlosclerosis (B),
decompensated mitral valve failure (C), and nore the time intervals changed.S paroxysmal tachycardia (D).
parx a tFigure 69 gives a sample seismo-

cardiogram of V. F. Bykovskiy which

A nf



was obtained in flight.

During the flipit or the "Voskhod," seismocardiogreas were recorded sdiultaneodsly -
in all three members of the crew, The seismooardiogrsms were transmitted on one

channel with pneumogram.

S- ?5, '" • p

i9o

Fig. 69. sample of V. r. Bykovski•'s selamoOardlgema
recorded in spa•e flight. K

Xinetocardloarnhy

Kinetocardiography Is the method or recoraing the locai iow-rroquenoy

vibrations of the chest wall. The method was developed by Zddlen asd his V
associates (I10, 41ii]. Kinetocardiography is one of the methods of sesmaln pectoral

ballistocardiography [190] and makes it possible fundamentally to study the time

responses or phases or the heart cycle [17, 685]. Comparative investigations showed

that the kinetocardiogram both in form and in the information whioh It contains Im n1

very almilar to electrokymography [748], ultralow-frequency ballistocardiagraphy ]

[684], and dynemocardiogrphy (190]. During 0. S. Titov's flight, kinetocardiograms

.... A. recrde by er -, W;4ftb-. 
4
... the form of aInia 4~tur !!Jierepwho~ with s

preamplifter operating on one transistor (developed by 1. S. Shadrintsev). The . .

pickup was placed in the re3ion or the apex beat and attached to the inside of a
cheat harness. Vibrations of the cheat will war*t recorded In a frequency range

0-20 ep1s. FigUre 70 i•_lus.trates a kinetoc~adiograa that was recorded with the aid

m of tho indicated pickup on 0. S. Titov during flight.

-,--,..dThe disadyantagee
S , .' i , ...,• . Lof the oloctrousiinetic

v. te elotr~au~ticpickup are low sensitivity
Fi•. 70. n~sd du•rin .. t - and the Impossibility of

flight, recording vibrations in

a region of frequencies of the order of 1-5 cps. Therefore, attempts were made to

devise kinetouardiographic pickups on the basis of pieso-elements. One .of the

versions of this type of pickup Is shown in Fig. 12. Work was later conducted on

the miniaturization of this pickup with the use of piesoersmio elements. Figure 12
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_ ohm a pise~res. te piek ror uinetoee lUaes re owr (deesined by V. I.

Pollak"). ?Ids pickup PrOVIL4e •,o output sigal of 1- millivolts in a frequency

in rm & to 4O ape (%ehiM Into acamnt te chmrmterlettes of the entire

reeeIM ehannel). An Ulportgnt quality oe pies elocerm• piock"* Is their nvsenai-

tivity to ehimdeo in htmiity and temHprtua'e, their mll-sie, and suffelantl

assumel" euwigb.

A

L ,

0 L A. I L I L P,

Fia. 71 (As Do J 5imo-kileto A a nd ,-ocaW1ograw
recording with use of va•ious filters. Figure 73A
illustrates sciaemardlogreB (1), kineoocrdlOgram (2)
and phono. r o&iO.. -recordIngs, without a filter and
with- a filters 4~~ cpa (a).
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Fig 72 lutaeU!oocriga eod y

VVVV JV"y4VV " ' " " ¶vr"--'! iI

• 't I 'i A it 4-7 i cp4-

Fig* 7iSD illuitratee kinstocardilogre re d4 ng (1)I
in trequoeny rang. 2-3 cp| (21 r- •.e o)o-r

(a), iM-25 cps (5), 25-10 cp a ( n), and 4O50 epa (7). I
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Pig. 72. Samples of kinetocardiogr recorded with the
aid of a piezoceramic pickup in 12 positions. Figures

designate kinetocardiogram, waves according to L. B.
Andreyev.

When considering the various pickup designs, one should note the significant

relationship between the shape of the curve, and the band or recorded frequencies

[684•, 685).

The illustrated curves (Fig. 7IA, B, C) graphically demostrate this relation-

ship.

A kineto-pickup can be used to obta•m recordings which are quite similar to

seismo- and physiocardiogram recordings, especially when filters at fr~equencies

above 15 cps are employed.

It is difficult to select points for attaching a kineto-pickup. As It is
known, many different sites have been suteted for recording kinetocahdtogrmth.

Eddleman dof a selected points which correspond to the n -i chest positions that are

utilized in EnG research (these poikts are designated by the letter K thth s fiante

indlcating the betebenr Of the shpteoft• eand the benM or recao fre_ u nc

in the ilntrated re right and left costal grphes (desmonated as thsE rR, KEL).

L. B. Andreyev [17] proposes four positions:
e ) the fourth intercostal space near the rsiht edhe of the sternur (the site

where the atrium dextrum is attawhich corr hest wtll); 2) the point of Intersection
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e' of the anterior mediean line with the continuation of the fourth intercostal space

(She sternum scts as a unique integrator of the activity of all sections of the

heart)j 3) the fourth intercostal space near the left edge of the ctornum (the site

wihre the right ventricle is attached to the anterior chest wall) 1 4) the region of

the apex beat (left ventricle).i Figure 72 Illustrate* kinetocardiogrem sample@ that were recorded with the aid

of a pie!oeeiirm pickup in all the Indicated positions. Concieo curves were

obtained from points 2 and 4.

Became of the hih senuitivlty to the position of the pickup or, the chest,

kin•-'.card-Mography ts not very suitable for investigations under conditions of space

flight. This method &a expedient to use for pro- and postflight examination of

astronauts and in laboratory experiments.

Artergl Oacilloaraphy and Sohygmography

The measurement of arterial pressure and the study of pulse oscillations of

the vascular walls pertain to traditional cardiological methods and are extremely

important for evaluating the state of peripheral blood circulation under conditions

of space flight.

There are direct and indirect methods for measuring arterial pressure. Direct

methods, when the measuring instrument (manometer) is directly connected to the

blood vessel through a cannula or a catheter (probe), are applicable only in

"-tical experiments.

Indirect methods are suitable for the conditions of space flight.

The USSR has been employing the oscillographic method Which was davised by

!4arey (1876). This method was subsequently Improved by difrerent authors.

Considerable uae has been obtained by the tacho-oscillographic method developed by

N. N. Savitskiy. The methods of arterial oscillography are based on the recording

of pressure oscillatlons in a cuff which constricts the vessel. In the case of

tacho-oscillography the speed component of the oscillations is recorded. American

space research has been using an audio method for determining arterial pressure.

A apecial microphone is employed to record the sound phenomena that appear during

"the constriction of a vessel.

Arterial pressure was measured in animals by using a compression curt placed

on the carotid artery, which was exposed by a skin flap. Since the volume of cuff

was small (about 3 cm'), pressure was created Ira V b1 a- automatic piston.ty-t

device.
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Constructively, this
ISI m Hg1#t fr Hg

a Hdevice consists of a metallic

cylinder with a carefully

ground piston. The volume of

the cylinder in calculated In

such a imnner so that a

pressure of up to M20= Hg

Fig. 73. Arterial pressure recording. a) pressure
curve in cuff; b) timing; at the bottom is the is created in the cuff per
oscillation curve.

stroke. The piston movaes in

the cylinder under the action of a special cam which provides a slow (15-20 sec)

build-up of pressure in the cuff and a fast (2-5 sec) drop in pressure. The cam Is

dri en by an electric motor with a reduction gear. The influence of changes in

pr(-3sure and temperature of ambient air is counteracted by a pneumatic valve which

operates at a pressure of 220 -mm Hg and removes pressure from the compression cuff

regardless of the cam's position. The working cycle of the automatic pressure

control was equal to 40 sec. This working cycle duration was selected from a

calculation of the accuracy of the oscillator method (t5 - Hg). At a minimam

pulse rate of 60 per minute, there will be 40 oscillations on the recording in

40 sec, which corresponds to one oscillation per every 5 mm Hg. The pressure in

the cuff varied linearly and was converted to voltage with the aid of an electrical

micromanometer. Oscillations were recorded by means of a piezoelectric pickup and

an amplifier (similar to the EKM type). Pressure and oscillation curves were

recorded on different c-hannels. Minimu and maximum arterial pressure were

determined by marking points of the pressure curve which correspond to the moment

of the beginning of the increase in the amplitude of the oscillations end the

moment of the termination of the drop in their amplitude (73). The cuff was

attached to the ýýrotid by a special collar which was developed by O. G. Gozenko

and A. A. Gw' !ý-,hian [821. A sensor and a micromanometer were attached to the

L01 e a flight experiment could be conducted. special training with a skin

j'.!. •os8 the carotid was required. Without training with the flaps the

pr:-2 tnaged location of a cuff on it caused inflammation, traumatic damage to the
skinj and abrasion, The training consisted of gradual increasing the duration of .1
leaving a cuff on animals and the time of constricting the artery.
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The training of an animal to wear a cuff has a known value in collecting

sufficiently clear background data. Very hIgh figures are usually obtained in the

first pressure measurement, which is caused by the orientating, and sometimes the
. L'~ defensive, reaction of the animal.

1he values of arterial pressure that are obtained by the oscillator method

differ. somewhat from the results of direct measurements 1/49] but can be fully used

for a comparative

evaluation. The values

of maximum arterial

pressure in animals

Fig. 74. Measurement of arterial pressure in a finger. which we obtained with
The amount of pressure is determined by the time of the
beginning and end of the oscillations. Pressure builds the described method
up linearly in the cuff within the limits of 0-220 -m Ha.

were within the limits

of 80-130 -m Hg, while the minimum values were within the limits of 30-60 nm Hg.

For investigations of arterial pressure in humans, instruments with finger,

shoulder, and hip cuffs were tested (Fig. 74). The values of arterial pressure in

the digital arteries were very dynamic and depended on the position of the hand to

a considerable extent. When the hand is raised, the pressure decreases; when the

hand is lower, the pressure increases. Indeed, a similar phenomenon should not

occur under conditions of weightlessnessj however, it results in much inconvenience

in all background recordings. An advantage of the digital method is the simplicity

of the pickup, which is made in the shape of a ring. The entire procedure for

measuring arterial pressure amounts to inserting a finger into the ring and turniig

on an automatic device.

During the "Voskhod" flight, the arterial pressure of the crew members was

measured by a physician. He used a conventional tonometer. The cuff was placed on

the shoulder. Maximum and minimum pressure was determined by listening to Korotkoff

tones.

Arterial pressure in a human brachial artery was measured in the American

liMercury" space flights [788, 789]. A microphone was placed in the lower part of

the cuff, which turned out to be very efftectivt trm the point of view of oloise

immunity amd sensitivity of the measuring system [445].

In the first orbital flight of J. Glenn, there was no automatic prefsure

control and the astronaut pumped air into the cuff himself with the aid ofi a rubber
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bulb located on his chest. Subsequent flights employed autoastic pressure control.

A pre~sure curve and an arterial phone-oscillogram were recorded on one telemetry

channel.

The state of a vascular wall can be evaluated by oscillations or tones recorded

in the process of measuring arterial pressure. Thus, the height of tacho-oscillo-

gram waves characterizes the rate of change of the volume of an artery or tissue

at the time of systole. Maximum oscillations appear when the pressure in the cuff

is equal to the mean dynamic pressure in the artery. The amplitude of oscillations
depends to a definite extent on the magnitude of arterial vascular tonus.

By measuring the time lag of the beginning of the oscillator wave with respect
to the first tone of a phonocardiogram oz, In en extreme case, to the R wave of an

ele -trocardiogram, it in possible to investigate the speed of propagation of a pulse

w.ve through elastic-type arteries. When a second cuff is placed on a limb farther

away than the first, it is possible to measure the speed of the pulse wave through

muscular arteries. American researchers made attempts to measure the speed of a

pulse wave in a monkey during a flight experiment on a "Jupiter" ballistic rocket;

however, information was not obtained through this measurement channel due to

malfunctions in the equipment (449, 811].

All the mentioned methods for investigating a vascular wall are varieties of

sphygmography, one of the oldest instrumentation methods of studying the circulatory

system. The first Instrument for recording arterial pulses i.e., sphygoogram, was

created in 1855 by Vierordt [131.] At present, many different kinds of pickups have

been developed for converting the displacements of a vascular wall Into electrical

signals. Piezoelectric, tensometer, capacitative, and other pickups are being used.

In conjunction with V. 1. Polyakov, we developed a method for recording

sphygnogrras in dogs [30], which was applied during the flight oxperiments on the

fourth and fifth Soviet orbital spacecraft. The body of a cuff for measuring arterial

pressure in the carotid was used as a pickup. A tonsolite element (tube with carbon

powder) or a plezo crystal was placed in the position of the rubber cuff,

[...,... . ..,,, . . . . .... .. . . ......

Fig. 75. SphyW•ogram or the dog chernusflka In flight
(olectrocardlogram below).
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%Usne teosolite pickup hea 6 voltage divider circuit. The separating capacitance

Stsether with the Re' circuit form a simple low-frequlecy filter which limits the

tpeqMsy bend and thereby lowers the interference level. A filter in the torm of

a eapecitance wsa used In the circuit with the pl45 arystal.

Fi-ure 75 illustrates a ephy,-reW recording that "as obtained under conditions

ot space flight. Due to the tight, contact Ct the picmaos perceiving element with

the vessel, cuff sphysoarap pickups give very stable recordings. Their quality is

hardly Influenced by animl movements and even vibrations.

The application arterial oscillography end sphygoograph made it possible tn

obtain prelixanwry data on the influence of weightlesanese on peripheral blood

circulation. A lowering of aoterial pressure In the 4do Strelka was detected in

the beginning and at the ad of flight (38]. Sam hypotonis under conditions of

weightlessness and after flight has been noted by American authors [550].

These data to a certain extent confirm the apprehensions with respect to the

inclinatior towards an orthostatic collapse a" a result of prolonged hypodynamia

during submersion in water or under conditions of weightlessness [(78, 479, 48o,

550, 583, 584]. On the other hand, a lowering of arterial pressure can be the

result of the "unloadaig reflex" which Is caused by lowering the requirements of .

the cardiovascular system under conditions of weightlessness and by a certain

increase in tonus of the vagus nerve (38, 270]. All this, in the ends indicates

the necessity of developing special methods for invbatigating the peculiarities oi

peripheral blood circulation in flight, and especially vascular tonus.

Developmant of New Methodg for Rosess h on Circulation
Inoer Mce F bvgt U,•aC

The significant achievwwnts of space card,.'-,Ic to a larger extent were

brougbt abouty by the developoent of appropriate physiological methods and their

application in flight experiments.

The data obtaiLned made it possible to estimate basically the qualitative side

of certain reactions of the cardiovascular system and also demonstrated the

necessity or further development of cardiological methods.

Special attention is deserved by the stumd of the poselbi!itie- of evaluating I

the state of peripheral blood circulation since, with respe.ct to cardiac activity,

a definite amount of material has been accumulated, and a more detailed interpretation

of it requires data on such important hemodynamie indices as the minute volume, the
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mean dynaamic pressure, and Whe peripheral resistance. In space flight it is possible

!k employ only indirect methods for determining these indices. Indeed, direct i
Tiasuremcnts in animals are posoible with the aid of different types of pickups.

American reaearchers plan to set up a special flight experiment to study the

hemodynamic indices of primates [39)]. They propoaa to record arterial and venctl

"pressure, and the general work of the heart. i

Hemodynamic research on humans under flrgt conditions is very difficult.

The separation or a medical research system for periodic recording of given

parameters under conditions of rest facilitates the task to a certain extent. It

... ecoming possible to employ many methods which at present could not be used on a

31 iceship. The development of new methods is closely related to the creation of

new radio-electronic equipment, new pickups, and the coordination of the obtained I
pnysiological information with the earrying capacity of the telemetry channels and

the capacity of the memory units. 5
Let us consider certain methods that have been developed in reference to

conditions of space flight or suitable for use on a spaceship without essential

modification

One or the promising methods of space cardiology obviously is electroDleti•Imo-

wraphy. An electroplethysmogram is a curve that deflects the oscillations of

electrical resistance of tissues which are caused by translocations of the blood.

Siae the electrical conductivity of tie-.ue i- a i1ttl1e..s!;r than that of the

blood, the blood flow is accompanied by a decrease in Its overall resistance and an

Increase in its shifti". I [
Electroplethysmography is known in two variations in the form of rheography,

which was developed in 1945 by Poltzer, Norea, and Holtzer, and in the form of

dielectrography, the authors of which are Atzler and Lehaann [1932].

In both cases the measurements are based on the application of high frequency,

but rheography is used to investigate chiefly the changes in the ohmic component of

the Impedance of living tissues,. and dielectrography is employed to study the

capacitance component [14, iM5, 178, 4291.

The most effective is the application of electroplethyssography for research

T cerebral blood CIrC.t^. 51nc- :-ner th- inf!u'nee of a modified gravitational

field (G loads, weightlessness) there is observed a redistribution of the blood;

the central nervous system can then be under unfavorable conditions. It is quite

possible that the value of hemodynamic disorders in the brain for explaining
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""etibular-vgetative disorers observed in different flights Is minimized since

•eorO is no diectt information an the state of the cerebral blood circulation under

- the conditions of outer space.
In 1961-1962, jointly with m. Ye. nookalenko and 0. 0. Gasenkop we developed

Si an electroplethysmography method In reference to research on cerebral blood

circulation uder the condition& of a modified gravitaticnal field [180). Intra-

I I| I I 1 A11111 a .*ranial slactroplethysmo-
mree woere recorded in

animals with the use of

Implarted oleetrods.

These electrodes

halw ns st plexiglas plue with a
Fig. 76. Intrc•nial electroplethysmogrea of a dog silver plate, and are
during the action of an overload along the "head-to-
pelvis" axis (the magnitude of the overload in GO@ Is screwed into trepanation

4 shown on the bottom).
holes until contact with

the dura mater. Wires fro= the electrodes in polyethylene insulation are passed

under the skin and drawn out on the back or occiput of the animal.

Intracranial electroplethymogrems were recorded with the use of a portable

instrument designed by Yu. Ye. Xoskalwnko which was completely transistorized.
. Measurements were conducted at a frequency of 30 kilocycles with carrier amplification

and signl detection at the output. The Instrument recorded boil, slow and fast

plethysmogram of a dog durinr the action of an overload in the head-to-pelvis

direction. Figure 76 shows the result of one of the cxpertments. An can be aeon,

from the beginning of rotation to the moment of achieving "n overload equal to I G

there were observed separate oscillations of intr--cranial impedance whichc possibly,

reflected the processes of the com-pensator adaptation of cerebral blood circulation

to the action of acceleration*. When the overloAd was Increased above i 0, a
t distinct growth in intracranIal impedance was noted, which indicated a decrease in

the blood supply to the cranium. Of interest Is an eloctroplethysmogram of the

head which was obtained by placing the electrodes on teaporal regions [Fig. TT].

When the head is flexed, a decrease in resistance which corresponds to the flow of

blood to the brain is noted. The value of rheography in research on cerebral blood

ei-e•lation has been noted by many authors f147 . 179. 545, 580, 589]; however,

similar investigations in animals can also employ other methodas e.g., thermoelectric
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W a .... :O:il:'-::::' H= =H= =4=H=.H....HOthermoolements (140, 169, 5563.
3flt" - Eiectroplathmography In a

I.nitng the ýpsj"lhd thehuman is probably the only
.. •' •,method of stud~yingi the blood

supply to the brain which Is
1'"1. 77. Intracranial alectroplethysmogram of a
human during inclination and straightening of the applicable under conditionshead.

of space flights
Valuable information can be obtained with the use of slpctroplethymography

for an analysis of peripheral blood circulation in the extremities. Various methods

have been developed for studying arterial and venous circulation (61, 105, 668].
Ti c possibilities of employing electroplethysmography for evaluating vascular tonus

art arterial pressure are being investigated (402, 663, 555, 769].
Accordin" to Ye. 0. Potapova, the application of rheovasography in pressure

chamber tests has made it possible to detect curve changes in individuals with

vegetative instability at altitudes of 2000 m, while no changes were detected on

the part of the electrocardiogram or arterial pressure [212].

An important diagnostic value is given to pectoral and abdominal electro-

plethysmography (615.] In conjunction with A. Ye. Baykov, we developed a method

of pectoral electroplethysmography with the use of additional electrodes mounted

in the chest harness of an astronaut [see Fig. 51]. An instrument deeln by R. I.

Utyamyshev was used, which recorded the fast (pulse) components of the electro-

plethysmogram in a frequency range of 0.5-40 cps.

The pectoral electropletivysmogram in the COC1 lead has a rather complicated

structure. It makes it possible to estimate the phases of the cardiac cycle, the

speed of expulsion, and to indirectly judge the beat volume. A pectoral plethysmo-

gram was recorded with the breath held at inhalation and expiration since the

respiratory oscillationa a few times exceed the pulse oscillations (Fig. 78). The
-&me figure shows a volume kLnetocardiogram that was obtatzed .ith the aid of a

zensitive carbon 4icku. while the breath waz held.

Pulse oscillations also can be recorded by measuring the oecillattons of an air

column in air passages. This method is called pulmocardiography. It was developed

in the USSR by Ye. N. Luk'yanov [i16). Figure 79 shows a schematic pulmocardlogram

together with a kinetocardiogram. As can be seen from the figure, the pulao-

cardiography method will make It possible to estimate the phases of the cardiac
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c yole w-ith sufficient accuracy. Fros the point of view of its operation, the4

pafoeardlograph Is very suitable for application in medical research aystema on a

spesohlp. To obtain a recording, it is necessary to place the mouthpiece of an

-I ir duct In the mouth and accmlish slow and smooth expiration through the air duct

4 and the sensor cavity. The pulmocardiography sensor can be modified for complex

measurement of' parameters of heart activity, external respiration, and heat

regulation (a thermistor is placed in the oral cavity).

Ib I LL -

ear.

gA

Inspiration

t I F

Dx'• Untroubled
breathing

Fig. Pector.l elcctrapletlhw•m' (.--rr) [EPC-
during untroubled breathing and when holding the breath.

: 81) electrocardiogrsam *sesmocardiogrrai; 1")
"pnhumogram. A carbon rem iration sensor records the
volume kinetocardiogram o) [(KOo] when the breath
is held.
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A large value Is given to re,-a..h on peripheral blood circulation. The

development of the varloua methods and instruments for masuring arterial pressuresi

in humans [482, 477, O8, 671i, 538, 303) and in animAls 142. 44121, 721, 666, *
* 229) to the subject or a great deal of literature.

U Less attention is given to questions on the study

at vascular tonus 1.91). They are partially

considered In monographe by V. V. Orlov (1871 and 5
:;:1N. :. Artn:hin l21o.

W!
Special interest Is aroused by the development

79. _-lfo di . of methods for studying the venous tonum of those

FIR•. 79. Pulmocardlograa (b) regions where blood deposition Is possible. One

-i.-,hronously recorded with a of the moat accessible portion@ of the venous
kin-!:tocardiogram (a) and an

el:,trocrdioram c).system for research is venous network of the lower

extremit ies.

At the suggestion of A. M. Oenin, we developed a measuring system for studying

arterial pressure and vascular tonus of the lower extremities. The system includes

a femoral compression cuff and a plethysmographlc sensor which is placed on the

knee. The femoral cuff Is used to control the blood flow in the lower extremities

and to measure arterlal pressure. This Is a simplified system in which only pulse

oscillations of the plethysaographic curve are recorded. Vascular tonus is

evaluated by the pressure difference in the first and second measurement (91] or by

the difference in cumprevo a•idde decompression pressures [21].

A more detailed study

of peripheral blood circulat-on

A J involves the use of N. I.

Arinchin's method. It maker.
-_- - it possible to evaluate the

venous vascular tonus.

S•M•e w N. I. Arinchin's method

(21] is based on the recordine *
Fig. 80. Diagrams for determining venous tonus. of volue chan of an

A) measurement of the increase of volume (H) with extremity during a gradual
the increase of pressure in the constriction cuff
from 0 to o mm Hmg; B) measurament of voi* ............
increases with the gradual increase of pressurel
1 - plethysmogram; 2 - pressure in cuff (according cuff that Is worn proximal to
to V. V. Orlov).
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n te lnvstU&ted portion. Thee NaGuo Of ve=us tonus in this case is the height

%o Whit-h the plethymmWnp6 e curve rises. However, the amount of blood contained

jy the venous reservoir., and conseountly, the height of pletymfmographic curve,

4spend on the rate of blood flow and the speed of constricting the arteries.

Yheretore, the more correct method is the one based an the rise of pressure to a

peifIc n wtuoe, e.600 40-60 = H3S, and measurement of the maximm height to

which the plethyrsUarephic curve rises. According to available data, the maximum

rise occurs 15-30 sea after the veins are constricted. The method of gradually

increasing the pressure Is even more exact. Hers, the lnc.,ase in the height of

rise does not depend on the initial venous pressure (see Fig. 80).
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CHAPTER 8

RESEARCH ON THE EXTERNAL RESPIRATORY FUNCTION

External respiration is the exchange of gaseous constituents between the

external air and the blood in the pulmonary capillaries. Changes in the external

respiratory function occur in various states which are involved both with changes

in the gas composition of the external medium (an increase in the carbon dioxide

"oontent, a decrease in the oxygen content) and are also caused by pathological

shifts as a result of extreme influences of various character (G-loads, hyperthermia).

The function of the external resbiratory system is closely related to the

circulatory and heat-regulation systems, and also the central nervous system (106,

170].

The indices of external respiration can be divided into three groups [3O31:

1) indices which characterize external respiration on the "external air-alveolar

air" stage. The frequency and rhythm of respiration, lung volumes (vital capacity

of lungs and others); 2) indices which characterize external respiration or. the

"alveolar air-blood in pulmonary capillaries" stage; composition of alveolar air,

amount of oxygen absorbed, quantity oi carbon dioxide eliminated, and otherS; 3)

indices which characterize the gases in the arterial blood: the percent of oxygen

saturation of the blood, its carbon dioxide content, and others.

It is very difficult to carry out a complicated sequence of functional investi-

gations under the conditions of space flight especially those whose purpose is to

study the indices of the second and third group. Therefore, prime attention is

presently being given to the recording of external respiration indices which are

related to the respiratory rate and rhythm and the lung volumes [106]. The

following methods can be used for investigating the values of these Indices:
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~) merafty - reaorilr4 the changes In the chest perimeter (303, 6U9]; b)

"- I nrapQ - recording the volume of Inhaled and exhaled air [240, 260, 664];

a) p•eumotachogriphy - recording the chagres in the rate of inhaled and exhaled air

1165, 206, 311]; d) recording the changes In the intrapleural or intratr&cheal

pressure [144111] e) recording the changes in electrical resistance of the chest

(Ifteance PnVM'rapW) 14414, 55711 f) recording the biopotentials of the respirt=

tory maseles (25•, 276, 426, 5O0, 53531 a) recording the mchanical translocations

of the boy that an caueed by respiratory ements [3913 h) recording pressure

oecillations related to respiration In a pressue chamber (3193.

From the rather coneiderable numer of mthods It Is possible to note those

which are absolutely u•acaeptable for space flight conditions (g) and also those

which are unsuitable for the Investigation of hunmans but can be used In experiments

with animals (d). Many of he mthods can be used with some modification for

Investigations on a spaceship.

InasnmAh as the main task In the first space flights was medical monitoring,

respiration was recorded by the siplest method, i.e., pneumography. The short-

comings of the pneumographle method are well known: the Impossibility of moni-

toring the depth of respiration, the significant dependence of the character of

the recordings on the method of attaching the sensor, and the interference during

pneumogram recording which Is related to the movements of the subject and conver-

sations.

In the process of preparation for the flight experiments on the "Vostoks"

diverse variations of sensors for pneumography were tested, including sensors based

on the piezoelectric effect, wire potentio-• ter, end tensometr eirnuits. All of

them turned out to be unsuitable either because of their bulkiness or due to the

necessity of creating a special measuring and amplifying circuit. From the point

of view of simplicity and econo, the most useful device turned out to be a carbon

sensor made in the form of a rubber tube filled with carbon (microphone) powder.

In its nonexpanded state, this sensor has a resistance within the limits of

100-500 ohm. When expanded, its resistance is Increased to several thousand ohms.

Its sensitivity can reach over ten ohms per = of movement. However, carbon

sensors are nonlinear. Their sensitivity changes depending upon the magnitude

of initial expansion (see Pig. 9). The suitability of these sensors for respiration

recording is determined by the fact that pneuwgraphy practically investigates

only the respiratory rate and rhythm, while the depth of respiration cannot be
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recorded by this method. Thus, the nonlinearity of the carbon sensor does not

prevent its application for pneumography.

To measure respiration under space flight conditions, the carbon sensor is

uttached to the chest harness in such L way that it expands together with the rubber

inoerts during respiration. The sensitivity of the sensor depends on the following

methodological factors: selection of the site for attaching the sensor; elasticity

of the rubber inserts; initial magnitude of expansion of the sensor.

It is clear that such phenomena a3 displacement of the harness In flight,

weight loss and weight gain of the astronaut, and the pressure of the clothing or

ýipace suit on the sensor can lead to a lowering in the sensitivity of the sensor

and even to a complete cessation of recording. Therefore, the careful installation

•;•. individual fitting of the respiration sensor take on an important value in the

tro'ess of flight preparation.

Another type uf sensor for pneumography is called the contact sensor. It is

based on the closing and opening of an electrical circuit with the aid of a

microswitch that is controlled by a caprone cable. The contact sensor is actuated

uve-'y time the caprone cable changes the direction of its motion; the cable is

attached to the chest harness at the end of the rubber insert opposite the sensor.

Square pulses are recorded which correspond to inhalation and expiration. From

the point of view of reliability, the contact sensor is preferable to the carbon

sensor since its work is not distrubed when the initial tension of the harness is

changed.

both types of sensors were used in the "VOsto•ft fl4ghts. The carben sensor

operated with a transistorized amplifier that had an amplification factor of about

20 and a frequency range from 0.1 cpa to 40 cps. This channel was connected to

the main telemetry system and thi on-board memory unit. The contact respiration

sensor wa-s used to montnr th. repanratory rate in the decent phase after ejection.

ihecording was performed by a self-contained recorder which was located in the

pilot's [NAZ] (HA3).* A sample of a respiration recording which was obtained with

the aid of a monitoring sensor during the descent of astronaut P. R. Popovich

is illustrated in Fig. 81.

*Tran. Ed. Note: This abbreviation is not explained in the text. It may
possibly denote "automatic recording set" or "personal (Individual) recording
equipment."
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P~l4. 81. Put ~rlaa recordi.g bya contact sensor for
"troiUt P. R l ovpich duri rAs arkte dscent
after eeeting frm the spacecraft cabin (tg - duration
of respiratory cycle).

On the pneuigra recorded by the carbon sensor It is easy to differentiate

the respiratory motions from conversation and other notions (Fig. 82).

Fig. 82. Recording of a pneuinras [P0] (IT) during
a conversation.

Recording of respiratory motions In animals was accomplished with the use of

a special be], with tensolite and contact sensors, Elastic inserts were sewn into

the belt in &uch a way that an Increase of the perimeter of a dog's chest at

inhalation and a decrease at expiration caused strengthening and weakening of the

tension of a rubber tube containing carbon powder. When the belt was belng designed,

measures were taken to standardize the tube tension with the aid of a special

functional diagram. The sensor was placed in a box made from organic glass. This

increases the operational qualities of the sensor, facilitates its adjustment on

the animal, and ensures the absence of distortions involved connected with the

location of material over the sensor.

Of importance in the investigation of animals was the correct Installation of

tht Luelt wIth thC rcspir-tion sensor, 1eespratory motions in dois are the most

expressed in the abdominal region. However, the installation of an abdominal belt

is impossible due to impairment of ihe functional btate of the animals when the

abdominal organs are compressed. Therefore, the fitting of belts with respiration
|,,

sensors required tedious work on the selection of the most successful sites for

installing a belt in the sense of obtaining the highest recording amplitude. The .

necessity of obtaining a sufficiently high recording amplitude was caused by the

fact that the tensolite sensor was included in the recording circuit without an
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amplifying channel. Due to this, the sensitivity and frequency-response curve of

the pneumogram-recording system were determined by the sensor and the telemetry

system. It is interesting to consider cert,tir indirect mthods of monitoring and

research on respiration on the basis of the results of telemetry measurements in

flight.

An electrocardiogram is a good indicator of respiratory motions. Changes in

the tonus of the vagus ner'?p during respiration lead to changes in the functions of

,utomatism, excitability, and conduction. The duration of intervals Is increased

at inhalation. The respiratory arrhythmia is quite clear in doge. In addition,

the respiratory motions of the diaphragm affect the position of the heart in the

chest. This leads to a change in amplitude of the electrocardiogram waves. For

iL<. ance, in the 1st lead, at inhalation the R waves decrease, and increase at

;.ý!.alation. The seismocardiogram also changes during respiration. At inhalation,

due to the intensive flow of blood to the right ventricle, the speed of expulsion
is increased and the amplitude of the first cycle is increased. The second cycle

usually decreases due to blood deposition in the vascular channel of the lungs.

The duration of oscillatory cycles also changes. Respiration also can be monitored *
according to other parameters: by a phonocardiogram, sphygmogram, or electro-

rkyogram.
American space research has been using different methods for recording respira-

tion: pneumography (a rubber tube containing a copper sulfate solution),

pheumotachography (a variation with a heated thermistor which is attached in the

form of a microphone in the flow of exhaled air), and impedance pneumoraphy

(measurement of the electrical resistance of the chest).

The method of impedance pneumography was applied during the flights W. Schirra

sad G. Cooper [788]. According to American authors, the respiratory changes in

impedance when the electrodes are placed in the 6th interecostal space on the left

and on the right along the midclavicular line are directly proportional to the

magnitude of pulmonary ventilation [557].

There is a report on a miniature impedance pneumograph to be placed the

astronaut's clothing (632]; Its size is 13 x 56 x 94 cm, and its weight is 125 g.

It is interesting to note that the American researchers have developed special

barrage filters to decrease the number of electrodes on the astronaut's body;

these filters permit the recording of an electrocardiogram and an impedance

pneumogram from the sae electrodes. The filterp are tuned to the frequency of the
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o� p re4u•ph osllaIStOr and are connected at the input of the EKO amplifier [443].

Tt/- method of impedance pneumoraphy has definite advantages over the other

methods w hieh eanot involve the use of a mask in the sense of the possibility of

a quantitative *:*.mate of pulmorary ventilation; however, it is not suitable for

prolonged investigations (see above).

The study of respiration in space flight accordin to pneumography data is of

interest both to the phlslclas that monitor the astronaut's state in the course

of a space flight and also to scientific research on the influence of flight factors

on the respiratory system. From the point of view of monitoring, the very fact

of the presence of respiration sigrals indicates the preservation of vital functions.

There Is a report on the use of an "electronic attendant" instrument which

monitors neonatal respiration and sends out a warning signal in the event of

respiratory failure ([12). A special monitoring device, I.e., a self-contained

respiratory recorder, which was actuated at the moment of capsule ejection, was

employed during the animal flight an the second Soviet orbital spacecraft. This

device was intended for accurately determining the moment of respiratory failure

in the event of the appearance of any unforeseen extreme influences. As we know,

Belka and Strelka were returned to Earth alive and unharmed, and the self-contained

recorded plsyed only a prophylactic role.

The ret-iratory responses during the action of accelerations make it possible

to evaluate the state of animals or humans [686, 782], and they indicate the degrce

of adaptation of the organism under weightless conditions. This could indicate a

possible decrease in pulmonary ventilation and metabolism; however, for such a

conclusion necessitates more direct variations of the parameters of external

respiration.

Two gro%.. of instruments can be used to estimate the respiratory minute

volume, the vi I capacity of the lungs, the depth of inhalation, and other indices

related to a chance in the lung volumes; instruments which require the Installation

of a sensor in thv flow of exhaled air and instruments which are not involved with

this requirement. Instruments of the first group - spirographs and pneumotacho-

graphs - have obtained the widest application. Spirographs are designed with the

use of the various principles of converting air volumes into electrical signals.

One of the simple methods is the &_emometric procedure: the exhaled air revolves

a light-weight turbine which is connected to an electrical converter [256].

Figure 83 Illustrates a sample of a spirogram that was recorded by an impeller
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Fig. 83. Recording pulmonary ventilation with an
anemometric impeller pickup [LV] (IB) synchronously
with a pneumogram [P01 (IT).

pickup desnined by the SKTB (Special Technological Design Bureau) "Biofizpribor."

A pneumotachogram is obtained for recording the speed or the air flow. This

method has many modifications and uses of different types of pickups. The universal

m:otachogram that is mass-produced by VNIIMIIO uses an optical recorder with a

di,.'erential manometer, and its pickups consist of a hollow tube with a diaphragm

or a cylinder with a plate that is mounted in the flow of air, which creates a

certain resistance (206]. There also are pneumotachographs with electrical conver-

ters [(48]. Bartlett (301] has proposed a new method for evaluating respiration

by means of the speed-volume loop which le formed as a result sending signals from

a pneumotachograph to an oscillograph screen (one directly from the instrument,

another integrated). The method makes it possible to investigate numerous indices

of external respiration. Clinical data indicate the diagnostic effectiveness of

the method. The obtainment of a "volume-speed" loop requires a total of one

telemetry channel since the volume curve can be synthesized from a pneumotachogram

on Earth.

From the other methods of investigating external respiration, attention is

deserved by the electromyographic methods. L. L. Shik [276] pointed out the

presence of a dependence between the amplitude of currents of the action of inter-

costal muscles and the depth of inhalation. Many authors are using this method

to monitor respiration in animals and humans [426, 508, 535].

Of special interest to space physiology are the possibilities of eoaluating

the indices which characterize the composition of inhaled and exhaled air and the

gases in the arterial blood.

There are many bulky and complicated stntionaary instruments for evaluating the

gas composition of exhaled air. Of the miniature instruments, the widest application

has been obtained by instruments based on the ultrasonic method of determining

carbon dioxide content [564, 737] and the polarographic method of determinating
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eMen sontent 1742, 124). An electrolytic method for determining oxygen con-

sa tion in small animals also has been developed (322]. Some application for

0 uwing rbon dioxide has been obtained b pickup* whith so rate on the principle

at the difference in thermal conduction of air and carbon dioxide. The pickupI aviests of a balanced bridge made from heated platinum elements (resistors) placed

an the duets of exhaled air. The appearance of canbon dioxide causes disbalance

of the bridg (689. Vith an appropriate degree of heoting the platinum elements,

this bridge also can be applied for oxygen measurements. According to Visser (762],

a pickup that Is made from tour platinum wires 6 cm long and 20 microns thick

possesses a sensitivity of 0.1 mv per 1% of carbon dioxide when heated to 500C

and I mv per i% or oxygen when heated to 4000C.

One of the possible variations of investigating the Sas composition of air by

means of taking samples followed by their analysis under laboratory conditions

should also be pointed out.

Oxygen saturation of the blood under the conditions of space flight can be

estimated by the oxyhemography method. This method was developed in the USSR by

Ye. M. Krtps. The main component of the oxyhemometer is a pickup which is placed

on the pinna. . beam of light whieh Is passed throý%gh tissues and subjected to

absorption and diffusion in them, strikea the light-sensltive layer of two

photocells - "red" and "green".

The resultant photoelectric voltage Is determined by the oxygen saturation of

"the blood, regardless its amount contained In the tissues [152]. This pickup can

be independently attached for the period of medical research.

Recently there have appeared proposals with respect to the creation of combined

instruments for simultaneously investigating a large number of indices of external

respiration. One of these instruments makes it possible to record 11 different

quantities. it Qona•ats of a pneu--ota-hogram with an integrator, gas analyzer,

an* oxyhemograph (3613. A similar instrument with some modernization, e.g., the

addition of heat pickups for measuring the temperature of exhaled air, could

be used successfully in a space flight for fulfilling a specialized program of

medical research on the external respiratory function (see Table ±0).

Figure 84 illustrates a sample of the complex recording of a pneumogram and a

seismocardiogram. This method was developed at our suggestion for application• on

the "Voskhod" for the purpose of a more economical use of the capacity of the

telemetry links. In this case a comon amplifier was employed for pneumography
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F?±. 84 Sngle-chanel recording of a seismocardlogram
and a pneumograa (8KG+ P0] (Mr +

nnd seismocardlography, which is an example of the creation of a combined instrument.
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CHAPTER 9

METHODS FOR STUDYINO THE NEUROMUSCULAIR SYSTEM
AND WORKING CAPACITY

Research on the human working capacity is of paramount value for the solution

of practical problems of astronautics. The questions of spacecraft control by a

human operator can be solved only on the basis of the optimum selection of infor-

mation characteristics of the "man-machine" system and the quarantee of the

necessary coordination of voluntary motions. Motor acts are processes of the

active influence of an organism on the surrounding world and each act Is the

solution (or an attempted solution) (46, 47] an action problem. An action problem a

reflettion of the "necessary future" which it coded in the nervous system. Thus,

the purposeful activity of an astronaut in spacecraft control and the performance of

natural and working acts, from the point of view of contemporary science, can be

represented in the form of a series of realizations earlier programmed motor skills.

A definite role is played by the processes of information perception, processing,

and transmission on each stage of realization.

The information links between the astronaut and the spacecraft systems are of

both scientific and practical interest. On the one hand, it is important to

clarify the question concerning the influence of space flight factors on the

various information processes. Thus, it is known that the zero-gravity state Is

accompanied by a lowering in the flow of afferent impulses. This circumstance is

increased by hypodynamia and relative isolation. Information processing in the

astronaut's central nervous system and the acts of realization of known motor

skills also can change under the unusual conditions of space flight. The practical

side of the matter in the final result involves the ability of the astronaut to

perform purposeful actions and, in particular, to perform the control process.
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Porting with the Investigation of the simplest autamated motor acts, which

be studied In aiinals, and ending with the eolution of strictly "human"

*#reb loms Involved with the control of complicated syse, an Important role is

Iplaotd by the single mthodological approach in the sonse ct the physiological

masurement of the Information processes that take place in the singlea "man-

The first fligbtc positively answered only the question concerning the pos-

-sibility of performing specific workIng operations under the conditions of apace

flight. The astronauts cconducted radio eomanications, orientated their spacecraft,

"ecorded this Impressions In the fli~ght log, and took care of their natural needs-

allI this indicates that the action of space Mliot fact~ors does not cause essential

Aisturbances int working capacity. Put the question concerning the functional

capabilities of the pilot-astronaut, his ability to perform certain specific

'operations, and fatigue requires further special research.

The ability to perform purposeful activit,.i is closely related to the state

of the nervous and smsculiar system. The first investigations of these systems

-were conducted during flight experiments with animals. The methods of actography

and electromyography were used. Astronaut activity was subsequently evaluated by

means of radio conversation materials, television data, analysis of recordings in

the flight log, and others.* An Important method of Investigating the state of

j] the central nervous system was electroencepha'lograpby.

A new stage in physiological research an working capacity began with flight

of the Soviet "Voskhod" spacecraft. A special method for providing & quantitative

and qualitative calculation of specific astronaut activity (programmed research)

was used for the first time. New methods which directly characterized working

capacity and precise motor coordination were employed. Finially, the participation

of a physician in the flight made it possible to give a medical evaluation of the

astronaut's health, condition, and certain features of their activity In flight

which could not be recorded objectively.

Actography iRx the method for studying motions. The motor activity of humans

and animals appears in the form of coordinated and purposeful acts. Notion is one

of the universo. manifestations of the vital activity of humans and animals.

Human motions reflect activity that Involves work and contact with people, working
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operations, professional skills, and also very precise spoken and written coordina-

tions which occur on the basis of reflexes of the secon4 signal system [18, i64].*

Actography makes it possible to Investigate motor activity in time. There in

general and differential actography [3033. In general actography, motions are

recorded regardless of to what they are related. Differential actography examines

only specific special motions (e.g., the control process, writing, or moving the

head).

Research on motor activity under space flight conditions can be conducted on

the basis of television data and certain artifacts of a numer or phyuiol•gc4al

recordings, e.g., electroencephalograms or seismocardlograms. A seaimocardiographic

pickup can be considered as an actograph. Under conditions of rest, It records

boly motions that are related to heart activity. During the motion., It provides

information on the motor activity of the human or animl (Fig. 85).

Fig. 85. Recording of motor activity by mans of a
seismocardiographic pickup (sample of a telemetry record-
ing during the flight of the third Soviet orbital space-
craft). The dog "Pehelka."

The application of seismic pickups for investigating motor activity has been

described by many authors. Cavagna, Saibene, und Margarita [3791 described a

three-directional accelerometer for analyzing body movements. It consists of a

flat steel spring that is secured in a rigid frame. A small weight i attached in

the center of the spring and tensometers are glued on both sides. A bridge circuit

makes it possible to record a disbalance signal which is proportional to the

acceleration. Three of those transducers make it possible to obtain a three-

directional accelerogram. The size of the transducer block s e40 X .40 X i5 and

the amplitude characteristic ps ± p g, The frequency-response curve ti 0-100 cps.

*Tran. Ed. NMote: The second signal system is a cortical system which is
related to the development of speed and thought. It consists of conditioned
stimuli formed by words and their connections.
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Two ype oftrasduers ereuse toInvstigate the motor activiiby of
Uiamis. On ftkmm, icnimtesulh was controlled by a caprone string

ams c -Lnneted to th ameofado.the of these transducers, which are

attached at different points In the cbnand recorded emlUal movement along three
I mtually perpendicular a&no, make It possible to obtain an Idea of the spatial

pesitAIN at WSa WM WA its mtor respmods. UNvWTrs this is not sufficient

tor a study of the manitude of animal eftortsa therefors, D. A. Ihuravlev IiiT]

proposed tt~uaO@15 of Smother types which Wre built Into the cables which secure

'Mw dog to tOn cabin floor. Msem contact potentiometer pickuap* were used only
whien a cale becam teaut, mad they chwnged theIr resistance, in proportion to the

applied tome..

An analsis ot wvemsets was conducted by means of cmari~ng actograms with

a television picture. Sesmee of the coaftne$ evaluation of all data, it was
possible to came up with an Idea about the behavior of animals under weightless

conditions [18. 1*3. b6iemstry recording of actograms also Is of definite value
for evaluating other Indices since It makes It possible to determine the artifacts

related to animal movements.

Many diverse methods have been proposed for Investigating the motor activity

of animals: recording the oscillations of the bottom of a cage made out in the

form of a diaphragm and connected to electromagnetic transducers (738]; recording

the number of interruptions in a beam of light passing through a chamber containing

an animal [MID; attaching a magnet to an animal and recording the eaf that appears

In coils 'which afe located in various points of a cage (1423], and other methods

(i143, 6T5, 726].

In addition to these methods, special pickups can be employed to estimateI human motor activity. The recording of differential actograms is of much Interest.
For :instance, It wes shawn that even during uniform motion of the forearm its

speed in different sections Is unequal (272]. The importance of recording motorfacts is Indicated by the application of actographic methods in the study of the

L biomechanics of physical exercises (1153, posture studies [1531, research on higher

nervous activity [353], and lpvestigations during sleep (273] arA work E4~69, 1484].
one of the variations of differential actograph :is the method of recording the

ii processes of written language (see below) %hich% we developed.
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FlectromvosraDhy

Investigations of muscular biopotentials are of much interest for evaluating

the mechanisms of motor coordination and the peculiarities of biomechanics under

zero-gravity conditions.

Electrovography is one of the methods which makes it possible to investigate

the process of muscle contraction under the eonditiona of an integral organism.

An important role is played by *lectromography when evaluating the state of

muscular tonus [136, 283]. Ye. K. Yuganov, 1. I. Ka'yan, and V. 1. YTdovskly

applied an electromyographic procedure for studying the Influence of weightlessness

on the state of muscular tonus in animals during flight In the cabins of ballistic

rockets [282]. Electromyography has an important val.u in the study of work and

fettgue [604, 698, 641, 225, 150, 217].
Blopotentials of muscles are characterized a very wide spectrum of frequencies

and amplitudes. Thus, Volkers and Candil [7111 recorded electroqogrem In a range

up to 130 k•locycles and noted essential distinctions in the content of the high-

frequency components of muscular blopotentials in sick and healthy Individuals.

These authors express an assumption concerning the possible radiation of electro-

magnetic energy during muscular work.

It usually is considered sufficient to record electromyograms in a range from

10-30 to 300-500 cps [136, 2814]. Human muscular biopotentials are recorded by

means of attached, surface electrodes, and those of animals are recorded by means

of implanted electrodes.

Experience in telemetry recording of electromograme in 8oviet space research

was obtained during the flight of third Soviet orbital spacecraft. The "Integral"

electroiqogram recording method was employed for traunsmttin relatively high-

frequency signals on muscle biopotentials (to 500 cps) through telemetry channels.

This method consists of detecting and Integrating the outpat signals of the

amplifier. The "envelope In this came corresponds the uplitude-frequency response

of the electrom~ogram, i.e., at uniform frequencies It Is directly proportional to

amplitude, and at equal amplitudes it is proportional to frequency. Figure 86

illustrates a sample synchronous recording of a "natural" and an "Integral" electro-

myogram of a dog while bendi* Its head. As can be seen fro the figure, an

the blopotential changes caused by movements me well recorded on the Integral

electrolmogram. Satisfactory results were also obtained in an investigation of

static muscle tensions. Thus, the "integral" electramograpby method ashes It
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2 "Integral --'tro grm.

~~mibl466 GO *Uuam 00t MOM eietuwelu o sgOW4* by movements and static

I*a@ s.GO1 SM+tM I ith an•R QC+t.+ sam be ase for the characteristics

of the motor acts or an @MM in tiiat. him Integral eleetrcomrapby method

G&O was used In cOrt"Aa t@'SIU"WOMOstg~SSION C(333 4W, 720]. The authors note

*direct relaI~tiamhi bttWee IntegraGl Octrvlegrm readings and total muscular

activity* amiat% Of load, and rcaotiomA1 activity (respiratory muscles) [42T]..
The theoretical basis, of the applied mftbod of "Integral" electromyograptny

ensues from the following positions (207]. The parameters of an electrc~ogram

are dotermined by the number of motor units that amwective at a given moment, the

II

discharge frequency In each of ths, and the degree of their synchronization.

During Isoetic cntrcin the are of an iu3,aee tot prprtoa tothe

contraction force, but this relationship Is disturbed during fatigue, since the

synch1onization of motor units in amplified. Por moderate and medium loads, the

S man amplitude is a measure of the force, and the man frequency Is a measure of

the load. Thus, the *Integral" eecttot, ograe during meteredI loads makes it

;*&*possbl, to Investigate the fatigue process, ant during spontaneous activity It

provide. an estimate of the an force ebedture, ( Ichtos directly related

to the study of metabolism.

The purpose of the first Investigations In flight em e to compare the level of

spontaneous muscular activity under conditions of naor*", Increased,, and decreased

gravitation. Considering that the heat of an animal actively participates in all

k motor responses (orlentathngol foot, defensive) , the electrodes were Implanted in

the region of the splenius cetwitisr To obtain control recordings, a 2.0-2.5 kg

weight was suspended to the head of a tog. There then appeared static musiacle

tensions, which were well recorded by the described method.

In addition, other methods of tapping muscular biopotentials were investigated.

@t• •lod.TI•+ imuJto~rl" 18tl Sr 4tr~• t~ro ].412 a8-I
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Biopotentials of the muscSe groups which bend the launch were recorled from

eluctraOdi that were located in the aid-third of the hauch. RecordU4 was con-

ducted both in the calm state of a dog In the standing, sitting, and prone positions,

and also during the transition from one state to another and under conditions of

"suspending" the dog on its stomach. As a result, rather distinct data were

obtained which made It possible to estimate the degree of muscular loading.

Experiments were also conducted by the "complex" electrono~grapW methods which

consists in recording the total blopotentials of a large number of muscle@. This

approach involves a study of the state of muscular tonus. When the an& of the

biopotential lead is large, the specific character of the bioelectric responses

of individual muscle groups is lost. The total overall level of muscular activity

16 -stimated.

The electromyography method is of much interest when Investigating human

working capacity. V. D. Moncharov reports on electramographic Investigations with

the application of an electrical integrator. The integral values of muscle bio-

potentials were higher during physical work than under static conditions. The

author explains this by the fact that the best conditions for manifestation of

the influence of the central nervous system by the involvement of new muscular

units are created during dynamic work [177].

Methods of automatic electromogram processing have lately been extensively

employed, wAh ...ch 4i p,.e4hpa ., ni o.rati.o-nallv evaluate the tatae of the

muscular system in the process of work. Large prospects are opened up by the

application of contemporary mathematical methods, e.g., auto- and cross-correlation

e.1.alysis (207].

Elec troencephalomraDhy

The recording of electrical activity of the brain to a certain extent makes it

possible to evaluate the functional state of the cerebral cortex [ll4, 12, i46,

151]. Electroencephalography data are related to the most diverse sides of vital

activity - from the metabolic processes on the cellular level (slow bioolectric

oscillations) (13] to higher psychic functions (354, 585]. It In natural, therefore

that there are many works on electroencephalography and the application of this

method in the study of individuals whose profession requires an extreme degree of

njrvous tension. There is a great deal of literature with respect to electro-

encephalographic research on pilots, both for examination and selection (667], and
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&I", ter the purpose of moitoring the state of alertness (11721 and stresses :in

tlast 1704, M0, 764). Semm-Jacobsents data on the results of *lea troencophalography

"of jet pUedo ftring be& tw uen veaa mmvr au'.e a nteresting [50)1. It has

Meen established that Individualm without essential electroencephalogram changes

1=beia to the uou at #tst that have encnitd their mission well. Individuals

with ele •otteneephalo iph*l chsaugm (Slow W*v). es & rule, had poor flight

"toloreree an did not completely excute their missics.

SAwr~ti researehrs an exmsively stuftdt the possibility of the applica-

tion of eleetroencephalograpll ftr evaluating the stress of space flight (306].

SUnited State has also created miniatur equipment to be placed In the

astronut's helmet [I]23, and has conducted a lais series of electroencephalo-

graphic Investigati.ons oa o=NkeYs 4during the action of acceleration& and vibrations

(305]. Methods for recording brain bLopotenti•l in aniams ae beLin developed

(1211. 30, 43L. 11963. However, the first eleotroencopbalograms from outer space

welt obtained bty the 3oVW*, Iftion [74, 863.

As It is known, there are two forms of electrical cerebral activity:

spontaneous activity and evoked potentials [11i6). Spontaneous (background)

activity Implies the general and continuous activity of the brain which is

observed in the absence of special external stimnali. The evoked or reactive

potentials appear against the background of spontaneous activity in response to

the stimalation (direj. oz i ;..t) of ganglion formations. In the space flights

of the "Vostoks," only spontaneous electrical activity of the brain was recorded.

The main purpose of the application of olectronencpbalography consisted in

providing for medical monitoriW. , the functional state of the cerebral cortex.

The task of obtainin scientific materials on the Influence of flight factors on

brain blopotentials had a coordinative character. The recording of electro-

encephalograms under space flight conditions demanded the solution of several

methodological problems: relible contact of electrodes with skin for several

days; selection of the most effective electroencephalogrsphic leads from the

standpoint of medical monitoring and noise immn ity; distribution of electrodes in

the space beneath the helmet in such a way as not to cause discomfort or difficulties

during work.

Diverse variant, of electroencephalographic research were tested when solving

these problems. U recrodings were made at different points of the cranium,

mono- and bipolarly, with a study of the reactions to opening and closing the
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eyes and to picking up rhythm. The noise Imunity" oi the recordin.,a a.Lo was

investigated during blinking, compressing the Jaws, turning the head, and moving

the arms and the trunk. The following bipolar leads were studied: "forehead-

occiput," "occiput-occiput," "forehead-.orehead," "forehead-sinciput," and

"sinciput-occiput." The following monopolar leads were Investigated: "frontal,

sincipital, and occipital#" an the right end on the left.

As a result of all the experiments, the "forehead-occiput" lead was selected.

This lead also has been widely employed in smosthesiology E113] for moitoring the

state of patients during surgical operatims, Indeed, the "forehead-occiput"

lead also has opponents who assert that the opposite phase directivity of points

"A" [forehead] and "3" (occiput] Introduces distortions Into the curve (87). In

Q(I opinion, these danger refer. only to research electroencephalography. In an

eisctroencephalogran recording that is made for purposes of medical monitoring,

the survey lead "forehead-oCciput" •s the most expedient oe.

Reliable sustained contact of electrodes with the skin was ensured by the

application of contact pastes and depilatories. Electrodes similar to the EKG

type, together with an orlon washer-lining, were mounted an the inner surface of

the helmet. Wires were sewn under the lining and were drawn out into a commn plug

connector. The described biopotential lead system was checked out in multi-driy

experiments and indicated good results.

To ensure the possibility of recording electroencephalograms on the already

existing electrocardiographic channels of the on-board equipment, special pre-

amplifiers were devised. TVe application of preamplifiers located on the astronaut,

besides the purely technical advantages, has a definite value in the sense of

increasing the noise Immunity of the 110 channel.

During space flight, electroencephalograam were recorded In A. 0. Nikolayev,

P. R. Popovich, V. F. Bykovskiy, and 7. V. Tereshkova. In P. R. Popovich, for

technical reasons, the recordings were of low quality, small amplitude, and vascular

interferences (R wave of EKG) were present. The recording@ of the remaining

astronauts were sufficiently high-quality. The electroencephalogream recorded

during flight reflected blinking and motor activity of the astronaut. During

analysis, it is necessary to anrefully select separate sections of the curve which

are free from interferences. All rhythm forms are well defined in the "space",

electroencephalogremst alpha (8-13 cps), beta (14-30 cps), delta (1-3 cps), and

theta (4-7 cps). These types of bioelectric activity are represented in the form



Fig. 07. Slectroeanephaloarsm of V. F. fteovskly
du"Ift spoeo fMot.

S'""""uu,""".s....s "' *s~9~9s.... " ~ .... eyOs

SPig. 88. Z otrofephal gran in spae fnight (V. V.
'taz~re shkvm).

e telemetry recordings In Pigs. 87 and 88.

Galvanle Iki Mas~me

As It ts known, the electri•al conductivity of the skin depends an the state

of the vegetative nervous system (3f2 303, .34)•. The degree of electrical con-

duactivity of the skin to determined by many factors, the activity of the sweat

glands, the permeability of biological mmbranes, the hydrophille nature of the

skin, and the blood supply. Under the influence of various factors there can occur

changes In electrical conductivity. Bach factors can be painful sensations,

neuropsychic tension, and various afferent stimuli (light, sound). Changes in

skin resistance frequently ae designated as the galvanic skin response inasmuch
as they ae accompanied by chanpe In the galvanic potential of the skin (I. S.

Tarkhanov'a phenomenon. 189).

There are two methods of recording galvanic akin responses: Tarkhanov's
method (recording the electrical potentials of the skin) and Ferrier's method
(recording the electrical resistance of the skin). both imthods give Identical

results. Galvanic skin responses are the result of a change in the current
balance of the sympathetic sad Wasyqwpthetic ste~f imI. Thse responses are non-

L 1 specific to a higher degree In"auch " they can be related both to complicated

neuro-endocrine shifts and also to changes In the Information flows In the central

nervous system. Undoubtedly, an Important role in the realization of galvanic

skin responses Is played by reticular formation.

Upon stimulating the SYmpathetic system, the galvanic skin response appears
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in the form of a drop In electrical resistance (the result of inten-lve activity

of the sweat glands) or in the form of increased electronegativity (the result

of neuro-energetic processes which are accompanied by a change in the electrical

'harges oit the surface of the skin). Farasympathetic responses are accompanied

Ly inverse measurements.

There are spontaneous and evoked galvanic skin responses. Significant

spontaneous responses frequently ere observed in mental instability, e.g., in

achizophrenic. [537]. During flights on a Keplerilan parabola, oscillations in

electrical resistance were detected (699], wtich apparently cannot be said to be

apontaneous inasmuch as they are related to the intermittant action of weight-

lessness and G-loads. The galvanic skin response to some stimulus is characterized

by 'Ls latent period and amplitude. In schizophrenics, an essential lengthening

LI"' tne latent period is noted. In general, the duration of the latent period is

inversely proportional to the depth of cortical Inhibition (221].

Slow (hourly, daily) changes in skin resistance also have a definite diagnostic

value. It is known that there is observed an increase in electrical resistance

of the skin during sleep. This makes It possible to monitor the state of sleep

and consciousness [600]. When the vestibular apparatus Is stimulated, a decrease

in skin resistance is observed [561].

Galvanic skin responses are considered as an index of the alertness and con-

sciousness of a pilot. Various emotions - excitement, fear, apprehension - are

clearly recorded by this method; therefore, it Is recommnded in mny telemetry

programs for space research (415, 512, 413, 756]. This wethod is being used suc-

cessfully for monitoring and research in aviation (73, 699].

Thus, galvanic skin phenomena can be used to evaluate the state of the

vegetative nervous system and to indirectly assess the functional interrelationships

in the cerebal cortex. This determined the application of the method of measuring

electrical skin resistance leather under space flight conditions.

Two types of instruments were developed for recording galvanic skin responses

(see Chapter 3): one for measuring the absolute values of skin resistance and

its slow changes; the other for recording only fast oscillations of resistance.

The "Vostok-3" and "Vostok-_1" spacecraft had an instrument of the first type, while

the "Vostok-5" and "Vostok-61| had an instrument of the second type. The problem

of the electrodes was very complicated. It was necessary to ensure prolonged

recording of electrical skin resistance, whereas it is known that even in brief



- invostlgations errors am oseirvd which an caused by the increase of Inter-

eja"trode resistance due to a disturbance of contact and polarisation phenomna

()Up 38]. In addition# it wa Important to ensure the absene or uncomlortable

sensations as a result of the prolonged location of electrodes on the skin.

OConnell and his associates Investigated five tyes of electrodes for recording

pivenic skin responses and found that the best electrodes were those of the Ag-Cl-

sponge type. However, these investigations considered the recording of galvanic

skin responses for on hour. Under the conditions of space flight, it was required

to ensure recording for several days. Th use of electrodes of this type. Just

as for electrocardiography, good skin treats=.%, and propei selection of an

appropriate paste ske it possible to successfully solve this problem (I. T.

Akulinichey, A. Ye. ftyikov). The electrodes were placed cn the plantar and dorsal

surfaces of the astronait'sa foot and were secured with the aid of an elastic

bandag. Figure 89 Illustrate, recordings that were obtained during the flight

of A. 0. Niikolev. As can be seen, there is a da•ly dynasd• character of the

magnitude of skin resistance: it decreases towards evening and increases by

morning. In propelled flight and before descent, due to emotional tension, a

lowering in electrical resistance of the skin was observed.

1i Days of fligh~t

'Revolutions,

Fig. 89. Scentic coiy of recordings of electrical
SMJJI :-"5J.tL &Ce Lof A. 0. Nikola.yev in space
flight.

In astronauts V. F. Bykovskty and V. V. Tereshkova, rapid oscillations of

electrical skin resistance were studied. This essentially amounted to recording

spontaneous responses. The response level was monitored during the Influence of

space flight factors. On the recorded curves it was possible to distinguish three

types of responses: 1) slow single-phase, 2) fart two-phase (duration less than

2 seconds), and 3) combined responmes.

As a result of the Investigations it was established that the average reactance
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of the astronauts (expressed as the e.ver'age reacotion per minute) varies from

6-8 to 2-3. Reactance was increased In the beginning and at the end of the flight,

which is caused by higher neuropycyhic tcjnnlol,. In separate moments of flight, in

conuiectiurt with emotional tenslun, a vv'ry high reactance is observed (up to 15

;-,actions per minute): e.g., directly belore launching, and also prior to descent.

At the time of severe emotional stress before V. V. Tereshkova's descent, along

with an expressed Galvanic skin response, a change in the eeismocardlographiu curve

was recorded in the form of a third oscillatory cycle. The presence of the extra

cycle indicates the appearance of additional forces (accelerations) in the beginning

of the diastolic period. It is most likely that these forces are related to the

accelerated filling of the heart. A similar picture can be obsezved during the

Ini vnse flow of blood to the ventricles, i.e., when blood is deposited in the

p,ilmonary vascular channel and the venous system [511]. Emotional stress causes

a sympathetic-tonic vascular reaction of the hypertension type. As shown by

V. V. Parin and V. Z. Meyerson, in an acute cese of reflex hypertension in the

greater circulatory system, blood is displaced into the lesser circulatory system,

and the volume of blood In the lungs and the pressure in the pulmonary vessels is

sharply increased (2031]. Conditions are then created for accelerated filling of

the left ventricle, and consequently, for the appearance of a third, additional,

seismocardiogram cycle. A similar situation, however, is brief and transient.

Thus, the presence of a third seismocardlogram cycle was observed in flight for

only about 15 sec. The fact is that an increase of pressure in the pulmonary

vessels leads to the appearance of an unloading reflex reaction (V. V. Parinz's

reflex) which consista of a drop of blood pressure in the arteries of the greater

circulatory system, and the appearance of bradycardia and blood deposition in the

spleen (1189]. This react•on UL one of the parasympathetic reactions [4091. Very

interesting recordings were obtained at the time of awakening (Fig. 90). Here

we have an example of an "evoked" galvanic skin response. The recording clearly

illustrates how ghutting the eyes occurs at the height of inhalation (electro-

oculogram). A little earlier, the slow rhythm of cerebral blopotentials Is

replaced by alpha- and beta-waves. A drop in skin resistance (rise of curve)

coincides with opening the ey&*.

The nonspecific character of galvantic skin responses dictates the necessity

of their constant comparison with other physiological indices, with radio-

conversation recordings, and with television pictures. At present it is difficult
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Fig.heso 90. Caase iI phaooia sanersat the ti..0

of Wmaknlag under space flight codbios_(V. V. Nikolayeva-
Teregbov)., Top - pneumogrem, electrocardiogram,
gWvani akin response, oleo troemoephalogroam Bottom -
soismocardiogram recorded Jointly with e lectrooculogram.

to estimate the value of this nthod for purposes of medical monitorIngI here it

Is necessary to gain further experience in the recording of spontaneous and evoked

reactions under the conditions of various toene situations.

The methods of .,Laplex evaluation of galvanic, skin responses with known

stimuli can be importance: e.g., with stimulation of the vestibular apparatus,

"psychologic tests," and in the study of working o~pacty American researchers.

are working on the crettion of automatic analyzers of galvanic skin responses [32].

Problems of Evaluations Work C-Dacity Under
SPace Flight Conairtiona

Flight experiments with ^nimals showed that wel.IgIIhtless conditicns do not

Ij ýause shift~a in the neuromuscular system which would prevent the normal vital

* activity Of the animals. The anina.l ate, attended to their natural needs, and
reacted to various external Influences (e.g., turning on light in the capsule).

Investigations on laboratory rats, which were conducted before and after flight,

indicated the pres~ervation of earlier developed conditioned reflexes [±8, 86].
According to actography data, which was supplemented by television materials, it

was possible to make a conclaision concerning the fact that the motor responses of

animals under weightless conditions remain sufficiently fast and adequate.

Electromkyographic investigationsdid not indicate an essential changes in muscular

tonus. Thus, even the preparation of the first manned space flight did not

encounter any gross changes on the part of the neuromuscular system. American

researchers, however, detected certain disturbances In the work capacity of an

chimpanzee in powered phase and the descent phase during ballistic and orbital

flights under Project "Mercury" (i483 , 676]. Nonethele~as, the Investigation of



human work capacity and, in particular, the state of the human neuromuscular

apparatuw was of much interest. Investigations of human work capacity and fatigue

differ in principle from the study of the problem of fatigue in the general

biological program on animals and other biological specimens. One of the most

Important methodological premises in the study of human work capacity and fatigue

consists in the fact that it is necessary to conduct the Investigations under

conditions which are as close as possible to the natural conditions of human

activity [217].

The central-cartical theory of fatigue Is presently considered to be the most

proven one. This theory is based on the works of I. 1. Sechenov, 1. P. Pavlov,

and N. Ye. Vvedenskiy. The central-cortical theory is conseiered in the monograph

"Tike Problem of Patigue" by V. V. Rozenblat. The problems of work capacity and

fatigue are the subject of many publications (81, 102, 217, 457, 509, 575, 625, 775].

This problem is considered to be one of the most important and urgent problems of

physiological science. Prime attention was previously allotted to the study of

muscular work; now, the automation of co.ntrol processes and the increase of man's

role in complicated systems have led to the necessity of paying special attention

to mental work capacity. However, both mental and physical work capacity, in

spite of the distinction In methods of evaluation, have a comon cortical mechanism

of fatigue and influence one another (217].

Work capacity can be estimated both according to the character of performance

of the work itself, and also on the basis of changes in the state of the various

organs and systems as a result of performing a given task. According to V. V.

Rozenblat [217], changes in work capacity can be expressed in the following forms:

a) a decrease in the quality of work, b) a decrease in the quantity of the work, and

c) a disturbance in coordination of the processes involved with the performance

of a given task.

The varied activities of an astronaut under space flight conditions provides

a great deal of m-terial for evaluating his work capacity. The introduction of

radio communications, flight-log recording, special observations, and actions in

orientating the spacecraft - all this professional activity of an astronaut

characterizes his work capacity. But the fulfillment of all elements of the flight

missions makes It possible to discuss only one side of work efficiency, the absence

of its qualitative changes. To explain quantitative shifts and especially changes

in coordination of working processes, it is necessary to introduce definite,
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S3.l-masurwe actions Into the tliot progra.

The method of proriid mmtica1l research which we Geveloped to include the

Sotive participation ot the astronaut Is one of variations of a measured working

jo d. Here, first of all, time measurement is accomplished. A strict tim. schedule

&Md trhinem motor skills create as If a "chain reaction" which consists of motor

sacts tht an Strictly t4 Ia inmarointeras f time. According to A. A.

Ukhtomskj. the macroilterval is an Important Index of the lability of system

formations. M. 8. Toc•ilov developed the theoreticalfumasmntals for the analysis

of integral motor acts with repeated activity of various complexity [250]. He

considers the tims and content of thq motor mats: its active (movements) and

passive (pauses) elements. Element-by-element analysis of tIm-study data makes

It possible to evaluate the lability of the motor analyzer with respect to the

generla conditon of the organism. In a programd Investigation, the analysis of

a set of recordings not only makes It possible to clari•y the active and passive

elements, but also to snalys the content of the work performed and to evaluate

Its quality. It should be noted that special Instruments have been constructed

abroad for the simple Investigation of only "pause-work" cycles: e.g., a device

for recording the moment contact with the control stick (71•].

Considerable attention Is presently being given to the disturbance of the

information processes related to the performance of a specific task. The benefit

of the cybernetic concept of "man-machine" also has appeared in stidies on the

Sproblem of work capacity and fatigue. V. S. Farfell and his associates investigated

changes in work capacity on the basis of indices of the volume of perceived

information. They studied the tasks of subway operators and took the number of

visual signals appearing along the route in 30 minutes as a criterion. It was

established that toward the end of the work shift the volume of perceived Informs-

tion decre-kises [258]. The information processing in the brain (624] and the

reactions of an operator to various stlmuli [432, 520] are being studied to evaluate

huzar work capacity. If we consider programmd research from the positions of the

"men-machine" concept, it is possible to imagine the activity of an astronaut as

a process of consecutive realizations of a standard set of "models of the neces-

sary futurfe" which are prelintnarily coded in his brain, and to consider his

S action as a control process. As a result of comparing (automatic or manual) the

information obtained on the activity of an astronaut with the assigned program, it

is possible to estivate the quality of the control process. Thus, prograe1d
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research makes It possible to evaluate astronaut work capacity quantitatively on ii?
the basis of the size and number of errors made during fulfillment of the program.

Finally, the possibility of evaluating the coordination of working processes

according to programmed research data was brought about by the fact that In the

process of performing an assigned sequence of actions several vegetative and

neuromuscular indices are recorded which reflect the state of the organism at the

time of the activity. The mutual relationships between indices and their changes

as compared to the standards obtained during training sessions permit a detailed

evaluation of many interdependent processes which ensure the realization of specific

motor acts.

Evaluating work capacity on the basis of reactions on the part of the

circulatory, heat-regulation, respiratory, and other systems is one of the widely

u:, d methods. The concept of the reflex interaction of various system has long

b-en recognized in the physiology of work. Respiratory oscillations of muscular

tonus were described by Yu. S. Yusevich [284]; M. R. Mogendovich and his associates

have been working out the problems of the relation of locomotion to the state of

visceral systems for many years [(45. The simultaneous recording of motor and

vegetative functions occupies a conspicuous position in diagnosing fatigue [1,

120, 217, 239, 436, 439, 641, 813). Data have been published concerning the

influence of fatigue on the daily period of physiological functions [166, 219, 3142).

Investigations of vegetative indices for manifestation of emotional stresses are

well known [213, 320, 344, 4•.O]

We must not forget to mention the group of methods involved with the study of

the reactions of the nervous system of a subject ot various stimuli: e.g.,

acoustical (72], visual (3033, and electrical [26, 149].

The problems of studying human work capacity under the conditions of actual

or simulated space flight are the subject of a large number of investigations.

These investigations concern the vegetative and emotional sphere of the astronaut,

his mental and physical work capacity, the possibility of spacecraft control, and

the fulfillment of a program of scientific investigations. The first "Vostok"

flights proved the possibility of maintaining the necessary level of human work

capacity under space flight conditions (293, 294, 295]. Starting with the "Vostok-3,"

new methods of monitoring and research, electroencephalography and recording of

galvanic skin responses were introduced. During the flights of the "Vostok"

spacecraft, astronaut work capacity was estimated according to the volume and
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pqlity of rutitllInV tVw flight mi.sion In paLo s es of flight, and also

weIaasrm to the perfomlrm of a UM nmlber of tests to study the reuropsychic

sown, which were directe towards the manifestation of mntal fatigue. These

tests include: a proofreading test (the astronaut had to loudly call out geometric

figures that wore drawn an a table: e.g., a roboid, triangle, square, and others);

! W redaif regi was eteftnAed bW en inaction (horwMctal reading, across

one figure, vertical reading, across two figures, and other.); a numerical test:

mental aritmetic; detertination of ense ot t1ie" (preservation of the ability

to count off a specl•cl %im Interval withowt a stop watch). These Investigations

showed tUat under conditions of prolonged weightlemmsess a man can perform various,

quite coplicated tasks. Investigations under laboratory conditions, where the

various aspects of space flight were miwulated - prolonged Isolation [93, 125,

499, 577), control processes [50, 567, 602), various activity (625, 8033 -- made it

possible to reveal a large number of IntorestU% facts not only with respect to

work capacity, but also with respect to the state of the vegetative functions.

Thus, a close relationship between the research methods employed for evaluating

the neuromuscular and vegetative functions of an organesm is noted.

We attempted to develop a specialized program for investigating work capacity

on the basis of studying various reactions and loads. We took three circumstances

into account.

1. In the process of executing the program, the organism of the test subject

should be consecutively on different functional levelos complete rest, ordinary

activity, tense mental activity, and tense muscular activity.

2. Three types of reactions must be recorded: indirect, by way of the 2nd

signal system; evoked by the lot sIgal system; vegetative (unconditioned) reactions.

S1. Physiological functions which characterize the state of the cerebral

cortex, the auscul&r system, respiration, and blood circulation must be recorded.

After selecting a task envolving a light tableau as the mental load by means

of the conditioned-motor mthod, and work on a dynamometer as the muscular load,

we encountered difficulties In selecting an activity whtch would be "ordinary."

Finally, we decided on a writing test which, under flight conditions, consisted

in the task of keeping a diary and, apparently, did not cause increased tension In

the astronauts. The processes of written lsnguage are ag the daily actions of

almost anyone and are essentially well automated motor skills. The investigation

of the processes of written language is presently of Interest not only to
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specialists in forensic medicine [168] tui psynhiatry [164), but also to engineers

working in the field of the problems of Identifying images [502].

We will latter describe two tiew i:ettious - dynamography and graphometry (the

recording of written language) - which wcr, devLltoped s]pecially for purposes of

programmed research under space flight conditions, and we shall then give an

account of a specialized program and its test results.

An electrodynamograph was developed at our suggestion for recroding dynamo-

grams (V. R. Freydel' and associates). Ito scale was linear in a range of up to

5O kilograms; the use of a potentiometer provided a frequency rane from zero.

Strength, endurance, and fatigue can be studied with the aid of an electrodynamo-

meter. Strength measurement is an extremely simple procedure and does not provide

im. 2Iclent information for evaluating work capacity. Endurance is usually studied

or; the basis of the time of sustaining a furce that is equal to half of the maxi-

mum [67, 217] or with respect to the amplitudes of strength in the beginning and

at the end of a given time interval, during which a force close to maimum is

sustained [71].

The study of fatigue was conducted by the ergography method. The test subject

was assigned a compression rate and force (or these parameters were arbitrary)

and work capacity was then considered within the limits of a specified time

interval. With the aid of the dynamograph, it was possible to record responses

during the investigation of conditioned motor reactions. Together with the

dynamogram, an electromyogram of the forearm flex or longus. Silver electrodes

were attached with paste by means of elastic cuffs in the upper and lower third

of' the forearm (Fig. 91). As it is known, during muscular fatigue there occurs

an increase in the amplitude and a decrease in the frequency of the blopotentials

[566, 698, 604, 747]. The recording of a dynamogram together with an electro-

myogram is known as ergoelectron-ography. This method makes it possible to

quickly determine the approach of fatigue on the basis of the opposite directivity

of changes in recordings: in the dynamogram it is a decrease in amplitude, and in

the electromyogram it is an increase in amplitude E628].

A new method for investigating written language is based on recording the

movements of the writing implement (pencil). In distinction from N. M. Rachkov's

method, which is described by A. I. Mantsvetova and V. F. Orlova (168], In our

method the forces applied to tne penoll point during writing are not recorded;

ii. speed and direction of its movemeni tt each given moment of time are
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Fl•a4. 91. RecorI 1  (a) a 4Amaonra and an electrogram
T -- photograph a electrode with retainers

recorded (200).

The instrument consists of two wooden (or plastic) platforms that are rigidly

connected by mans of four flat epring elements made from organic glass (Fig. 92).

The mutual translocation of platform is possible only in a direction perpendicular

to a spring plane. Inside the Instrument there are a permanent magnet and

Induction coils which are attached to the opposite platforms in such a way that

the induction current at the coil output Is maximm during their mutual transloca-

tion (together with the platforms). To remove the various interferences of a

mechanical and electrical character, a capacitance on the order of 5-10 mf is

connected in parallel to the coil. If a sheet of paper is placed on the upper

platform of the instrument and some letter or number is written on it, the move-

ments of the pencil will be transmitted to the platform and cause it to move.

Due to this, in the coil there will appear an induction current that is proportional

e8Le

SFig. 92. Instrument for invectigations of written 1
S~langua~de. B -- upper platform_- V- lower platform; M --

magnet, L -- inductance coil; R -- device for securing
paper; n -- springs (organic glass); C -- capacitor;
a, 6 -- outputs to recording instrument.
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to the speed of motion of the pencil and the sfie of the angle formed by the

direction of displacement of the platform and the direction of notion of the

pencil. A maximum signal at the Instrument's output is obtained when these

directions coincide. Maximum output voltage does not exceed 0.5-1 my and the

signals were recorded by means of conventional ZUG channel. To facilitate work

with the instrument, the paper Is precut to Ute siso of tVe upper platform and

secured by a clamp from the folder.

4,-

Fig. 93. Oscillograms of the letters Ig and I which were
obtained during horizontal (a and b) and vertical jc and d)
movement of upper platform.

Figure 93 illustrates oscillogram of the letters 1B and 9 which were obtained

with the aid of the described instrument. The inscriptions of these letters are

very similar and they consist of an identical number of elements. If the letter Z

is turned at 90 clockwise, the letter 2 will be obtained. The oscillagrams of

the letters N and E which were written horizontally are analogous to the oscillo-

grams of the letters E and M which were written vertlcally. This is related to

the fact that the elements which coincide in d1rection wilt the direction of

platform translocation of the Lnstrumnt have $he greatest amplitude. The sequence

of writing the elements of the indicated letters Is determined very well on the

oscillograms. Figure 94 illustrates on oscillograt of the number 6 and the

methods of analyzing It. As can be seen, a very precise time and amplitude
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analysis of written luWao Is possible.

A consideration of the examples given above shows that the now method make.

it possible to objectively analyse the motor aot that is performed In the process

of written language from the point or view of Its followian Indices:

a) the duration of the entire motor act wA Its separate elementaj

b) the speed of separate uotionsI

c) the direction of action w1en executing each element;

d) the sequence of elements of the motor act.

It is natural that the above-described sim*le version of the instrument does

not make It possible to reveal all the possIb.lties of the method. In particular,

in our opinion, an Important role could be played by the vctor principle of

analysis In which all three motion components would be meorded. It Is quite

probable that the shape and area of certain loop,. d also the direction of

motion of the vectors of each elesmet, will considefebly expend the Information

on the motor acts of, written languar.

A specialized program wa developed for Imvestigating work capacity. The

total time of Investigation is 7 minutes. The progreI anticipate* three standard

writing tests: the background, after mental emewliseand after physical exercise.

Same of the research methods ae electrocardi•op'mpy, sIeimcardlography.



pnemography, and arterial oscillography. The Indicated program w" tested during

a 20-day experiment under conditions of Isolation and limited mbility. Programming

of work-capacity Investigations made It possible to deteot a number at charges at

the end of the experiment which indicate the absence of fatigue phenomena. The

analysis of vegetative reactions and, in particular, the rhythm of heart contractions

is of much interest. Table 24 shows the dynamics of 3R Interval of an electro-

cardiogram in the process of executing a specialised progreammd investigation.

The data obtained from one of the test subjects in the beginnIng and at the end

of the experiment are given. An analysis of the table information gives us a basis

to consider that toward the end of the experiment there ts a certain Increase in

tonus of the parasympathetic nervous system. Investigations were conducted during

tt, flight of the "Voskhod" on a combined program which was formulated on the basis

of several specialized programs (D. 0. Maksisov). The program consisted of several

part3 (tour).

1. Investigation of the central nervous syystem, i.e., recording an electro-

encephalogram with eyes open and closed.

2. Investigation of muscular work capacity, i.e., recording a dynamogram

(60 compressions of hand dynsmograph at a rate of one per second).

3. Investigation of precise motor coordinaticns by means of recording the

motion@ of the writing Implement In the process of writing (with eyes open and

closed).

4. Investigations of the functional state of the vestibular apparatus, i.e.,

recording an electrooculogram during the performance of vestibular tests (stiU•lation

of vestibular apparatus).

Table 24. Sow Static Indices of a Dynamio Number of RR Intervals of an
Electrocardiogram During the Execution of a Specl&izLed Program of Medical
Research Under the- Conditions'of a Prolonmed soe. $1me Al

v nd day of exDerr nt. 15th w of expDeriment
see SteActivity of tester , II ec 1711 Y-e7- W, " IK 7iii, me1', Y,'. 3X7

- -.-. sec - 8ec

"Sits calmly, with-
out tension . . . . 0744 0.066 8.9 0.25 0.62 0.108 12.5 0.4

Writes (1). ..... . 0.71 0 071 10.0 0. " 0,77 0.091 12,.5 0.5

Resgonds to can- 18staoned ls. 0.66 0.055 8.3 0.20 0.72 0.074. 10.2 0.35
Writes (2). . . . . . 0.75 0.082 10.9 0.1 O.T7 0.0185 1.0 0.35

Dynao•graphy. . . . . 0.07 0.072 10.7 0.3 0.74 0.059 7.9 0.3
Writes (s). . . . . . 0,75 0.068 9.0 0.35 0.75 0.06T 8.9 0.3
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suh B a w so a" to pertonm onsecutive rmoftnbg of all the Indicated parameters.

Mes preai•md fretsa h e conduct.ed by the ftelc an oa hiself and an the otnor

.selrs o the reow in the beglrUmJ mIdlio, amd at the end or the f light. Some

umnqim siaontitic4a wert - s obtain4.e
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MIHWS) FORl STUDYING THE V7IPTISIAR APPARATUS

After vestibular-vegetative and vestibulaw-senlory disorder@ were detotted

in G. S. Titov's flight [2911], the physiological mesureont began to include

parameters which make It possible to characterize the functional state of the

vestibular apparatus. The vestibular apparatus is closely related to numerous

analyvzoer (kinesthetic, optic, auditory) and, together with them, performs the task

of spatial orientation. V. F. Undrits [3031 considers the following ways of

investigating the vestibular apparatus:

i) a study of the sensitivity to adequate (accelerations) and inadequate

(temperature, electriciIty) stimulationsi

2) an investigation of the state of the vestibular analyzer during a known

working load (e.g., during rotation);

3)an evaluation of the reflex reactions that accompany stimulation of the

ve stibular apparatus.

Investigations under space flight conditions used all of these methods.

A set of four special tests was developed which alternate coordinatio~n and

loading tests [295]. These tests consisted in evaluating spatial orientation

with eyes closed and open, performing a series of incli.nations of the head and

trunk, and finger-nose tests, a determination of the possibility of performing

precise coordinated actions (writing, drawing, with visual control- end rithout It).

In estimating the various reflex shifts Uused by vestibular stimulations,

of much value was the c~omplex e valuation of all the remaining recorded parameters:

electrocardiogram, respiration, electroencephalogram. Starting with A. 0.

Nikolayev's flight, the telemetry program included electrooculography.
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me of the constant "flex reactions em the part of the striated muscles it

response to stimulation of the mullar portism of the vestibular analyzer Is

vastaspu. The•L ma" m metbods tor stiauinS nzytems [368, 305, 552, 654, 263,

SThe eleatrooculopY74F•j method ha" beeo 4waoyed extensively for the purpose
0 •69, 383, 704, W4o G, Me• "ISP] U 4* 10"ql It papp~be to record ay'stagmid

movements. 1leotreooiile us". the zesdlng of c1pms In potential difference

tat appear durIng eyeball ovmewt, It tLo $mqm that the anterior pole of the

eyeball is iulettricalle y poa1t4v with rospee$ to th posterior pole. If nunpolaring

electrodes are applied In the reglon of the jaternal end Internal centhl, it Is

p•ussietle to record the ahamg In potential dTeaeme awIg eye movement to the

right or to the left, Ui' WIpacin elawtrod*a4sea the upper and lower edge of the

eye orbit, it it ptiýalble to record vertical trmnelocatione of the eyeball.

The perfoimome ot .•ert~oo•14ispe uer oeuaitIans or a multiday space

flig.t entails may motbodological diftioultu,.

Thus, it is practi 4 lvuiposseible to ea3loy nonpolarizing electrodes. It

is Impossible to ensme relalkle contact of electrodes with the skin for a

prclonged length of time uben the electrodes ewe located In the above-mentioned

pofts. Thereore VW was roqui:rd tu modernrse the method and to develop a

prccedurc for recordlng elactroocuaogrems under specific conditions.

Electronculogramw were recorded In the first two flights with the use of

silver electrodes tnst were built into apring-type plasuic inserts and securely

connected •o the helmet. The electro~es ware pressed tightly to the skin in the

region of tli cheekbone near the external cwntbl of both eyes. Eye movements to

the zight And to the left coused both the appearance of blopotentials related to

eyeball movement and also action potential. of the facial and oculomotor muscles.

The magoitude of the potentials was 50-i00 microvolts. Thie demanded the

application of a preamplifier with an amplification factor of about 20. Alternating

current ampliriers wera uWeu3 themefore, the elctroaculogaem was recorded as the

first derivative, I.e., a &oeed curve [494, 7W].

Blectrooculograms recoried with the aid of the Indicmted method have several

components? those which reflect eye movement, blinking, end activity of the

facill muctles. Hystagmus hem a well-defined typical form on an electrooculogram.

A method of electroocula•tm recording by mans of detachable electrodes



located in direct proximity to the external canthi and connected to amplifiers

with the aid of pushbuttor. plug connectors with outputs on the helMet "a

subsequert¥y r•eveloped (D. G. Maksimov). This method provides more qualitative

rccordiges, but requires preliminary instruction and training of astronauts.

O 9 0 Sl II i

Fig. 95. Sample of electrooculogram recoiding duringV. F. Bykovskiyls fligh~t. m

The electrooculography method was applied in four flights, whereby In the last

two (on the "Vostok-5" and "Vostok-6") electrooculogram and seilmocardlogra•

recording was applied. Simultaneous recording of two parameters with different

frequency responses on one channel turned out to be very effective. There were no

difficulties in analyzing the telemetry information. The amplitude of the

seismocardiogram in the beginning of the flight was very low In view of the shunting

of the seismotraneducer by a low interelectrode resistance. As a result of the

electrodes drying, there occurs a gradual increase in Lnterelectrode resistance

and the amplitude of the seiamocardiogram in increased with a certain decreose

in amplitude of the electrooculogram.

According to electrooculography data, it Is possible to evaluate the

following: oculomotor reactions; oculomotor activity: speech reactions of the

astronaut; checking for the presence of nystagmoid reactions.

Various tYpes of the electrooculographic curve were detected in flight.

Figure 95 illustrates samples of recordings of single and group movements,

muscular stresses, and nystaoid movements. Oculomotor activity, which can be

evaluated according to the number of eye movements, is of interest. Thus, in the

beginning of V. F. Bykovukly's flight there were observed from 100 to 180 eye

movements per minute; toward the end of the flight, they mounted to 18-30 per

minute. Vestibular teats also are expressed very well on ln (ZOO] (9W).

The "Vostok" flights demontrated the individual character of vestibular

reactions during the prolonged action of weightlessness. The manifestations of

the vestibular reactions were also different. In 0. 8. Titov there predominated

vestibular-sensory changes, although on the part of the vegetative functions there
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Wee ebsesVe def inite chlbge., SW*b as e3W@ssd pulse fluctuastion, lengthen ing

or the alsectrmeahnical delay In the cardiac cycle#AN others. In P. R. Popovich

hbere were observed onua Illuasions of positMIon the first minutes of

wel~tlesmness. Zn V, V, !ereshkov'a. who Ubmn subjective complaints, several
Me -t MW vegftft shifts ware noto. At premset the concept of the

SOL&" 0wiiee it w'emLmm10 frti the Vetibuidi' SMinZYsr with I& oW nErsi

In ectivIlaty of the afrevent systemns, In particular a decrease in pulsation

frmthen pyw.icepters (866, Is being advanced as the main hypothesis of the
OqOWNmieat Yeetibuauw-getive disorders SLn weiotlessness. As a result of

amUen smye In activity of the vestibular ainters, there can appear various reflex

reactions. btsan . WW"eweam also other opinions (180). ýfuss the appearance of
fuoctimml aiMt emm be related to relative kwbouia of the train as a result of

a possible i e see- se Sm ardinaet A Geftleite role Is apparently played by the

later ~ ~ ~ U 1 ia eenhear%=t and seortax. the type of higher nervous
Setivity. tNo owtlit at subcodit tal @mters, and other factors.* The data that

haew bees rn taaei to the present time do niot make It possible to express a final

conclusion an the meshnisms of vestibular-vegetative shifts wnder weightless

ecadItione. Parther Inventlgetiuis, In this direction are necessary.

SlectraooulopgieO Is undoubtedly an Important mathod for determining nystapius,

symmyetry of eyeball movements whan performing vestibular tests, and general
oculomotor activity, IMe further Improvemm~of this method should proceed in two

o4 .rectiouist Improvement of the methods of leading off biopotentials and development

of appropriate fnnetional tests. The simultameous recorting of horizontal and

vertical e"ball msevants end vector electracculo~ams aWe of Interest.

To Investigate the sensitivity of the vestibular apparatus, in! adqtion

to adequate stimulationsimsed movements)$ inadequate electrical stimulations are

proposed [281]. As it Is knwn electrical stlmulatlon at the vest ibular

apparatus was used as a diagostic test by physician-astranaut B. B. Tegorov during

the investigations conducted on the "Voskhad" spacecraft.

In Investigations of t~vestibular apparatus, besides eyeball. movements,

trunk movements [T54&] and head movements are ionsidered. For objective recordingI of these movements, special pickuaps located In the astronaut'sa helmet [5341] can be
used, The above-described seismocaazdographlo pickup, which in attached to the head,

also can be used for these purposes.
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Xt is expedient to device multicomponent seismotraneducers with separate

sensors for each mutually perpendicular direction.

Investigations of head movements are important both for the characteristics

of the accuracy In performing vestibular toots, and also for evaluating the reflex

reactions in respns•e to stimulation of the vestibular analyner. It Is necessary

to improve the methods for evaluating other reflex reactions aelso e.g.,

somatic and vegetative. As It Is known, one of the manifestations of vestibular-

somatic d° Qrders is a disturbance of motion coordinations. During the "Vostok"

flights, special tests were conducted to evaluate motion coordination (294],

which included writing tests that consisted in tracing various geometric figures

with the eyes open and closed. An important role in evaluating the state of the

veL,tibular apparatus is played by the analysis of the various vegetative reactions,

pulse, and body temperature [160, 161, 182]. There are investigations which

indicate the influence of vestitular stimulations on the electrical potentials

of the stomach [265].
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P B TRMNDS IN THE DZVZLOPIUPIT OF JI YSIOW GCAL REnEZA.
IN ATRKAMIC8

The great achievements of space biology and medIcinemn the solution of

problems related to flight experiments with animals and the "Vostok" flights to

a considerable extent were due to the application of physiological methods for

in-flight monitoring and research. The first steps of space physiology involved

the neoessity of studying basically the most Important system of an organism

from the point of view of general vital activity and work capacitys the

circulatory and respiratory apparatus, the neuromuscular system, and the vestibular

analyzer. However, for an exhaustIve study of the physiology of animals and humans

in space flight, the functional state and other systems and organs, and also the

physiological mechanisms which unite and regulate their work, should be analyzed

and evaluated [5321.

Just as there exist physiological. constants of a healthy individual for

terrestrial conditions [653], similar constants must be created for lift-support

conditions in outer space. Without a clear concept af the specific character

of the norm and pathology in space flight, it is neither possible to realise

reliable medical monitoring of an astronaut nor to autmte this process. Finally,

this is related to the development of measures that mut be taken to ensure normal

functioning of the organism in conditions that are unusual for it and optimization
I0-

of man's relationship to the spaceship systems. The ehafsion of our knowledge

in the field of space physiology will undoubtedly proceed towards the creation

of various models on Earth, but the basic means of obtaining new information on

the Wnfluence of space factors on a living organism will remain the flight experiment.
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GIN of OWt most IMsat~mt talks ot .paee physiolo~w consists of creating

toosdattem tow oans 'actIng a Ospace" dissass clinic, without taking into

'40ssat the possible disease rate of Interplanetary arems, it In Impossible to

P&m iMfg-term and long-range flights. Vlthoaut a knowledge of the physiological
?,eeALMties Ot the pMeMee at wIhel G*UvLIWt Mer space flight conditions

WS1 Othe OWt "U t VWSM et~ele. SO Is Impessie to Imagine the probable

4166"0. MUt In W&LS 3M resent yeaws, meaerob wrn in the area or the clinical

"Papcts Or agtU'MU0i ham ben ooa"Ierably intensified. Thus, Berry 132T)
considws, AA detail the problosis of tbe appli~tIon of drugs In prolonged space
fliMt P, V, Wail6ye " V, To, S*Uelaywe Investigated the Influence of various

phaimacologic meano f)]. Waggoner (7653 Inve.stigated the possible disturbances

of the *+t*t of health wur spaeo fliS oadlticuas, A comparative appraisal of

VWe psycbolgieal ohmRGUeteIstios of eSodUlcasts sand Antarctic scientists is of

Interest (725], There have been works which consider, for"instance, the possible

changes an the part of the blood system or the procedure for Investigating

Iinano-biological problems In space [460, 461, 260, 5293. A survey of data on the

problem of eqpanding the rings of physiological investigations in space flight

will be given later,

NetabolisomW and hei xchanas. TherinoreualtiRD

The considerable physical and emotional loads In spae flight, and also the

rearrangement of a number of functions caused by new physical conditions

(weightlessness),* should also cause definite changes In metabolism and eniergy

exchange. It Is known that energy exchange depends on the cycles of sleep, rest,

and work [140T, 7661, and also on eowtional stresses [6261. Investigations of this

problem are extremely impowtant ror the solution of a number of practical

problems of astronauticas Selection of the design and operating conditions of
air-conditioning and heat-regulation. systems, substantiation of requirements with

regard to feeding astronauts, and the development of a rational program of work

and rest in flight.

The first attempts of 4avostigating energy exchange sad thermoregulation

in space flight were made during the first flight experiments with animals.

Ye. Ta. Shepelev proposed a etmalator instrument that made It possible to stuly

the thermal balance of an animal and its onvironsent. He Investigated the skin

temperature of animals.



Animals thermometry was conducted with the aid or riat thetraitor pickups

that were built Into a rubber casing. The pickups wore placed in the region of

the back and front extremities. The pickups were connected to a potentiometer

circuit with a vacuoum-tube dc amplifier with the aid of a commuta~tor sonce every

20 sec. Reading was performed according to the recordUW level and a calibration

curve. The temperature stanldards or anmas were prellmnaI studie in th~e

two indicated points. The average temperature In them* rlegin wa e•m to

36 and 37.5°C, respectively. In the course of flight, cabin• temprturean

humidity wore measured simultaneously, which made it possible to obtain an Idea

of the character of thermoregulatton under weihtless conditions*

Investigations of the energy exchag in huz~ne can we the data obtained

d,ý:ing the investigation of perspiration [51T) and monitoring of th temp~erature

of space below the pressure suit,. the temperature and ga compoition or cabin

air, and the operating conditions of the air-conditioning system. However, this is

all indirect data. Direct investigations of energy exchange can be based on a

study of gaseous interchange. Ford and Helersaein [434 present a formula for

determining energy expenditure in kilocs.1ories per minute $W ) depending upon

pulmonary ventilation in liters per minute (M)i

-. --- Od ÷o1 JB

There are data on the possibility of determining energ exch~ange according to the

amount of oxygen consumed by the organism per unit time and accordin to averae

body temperature, which is porportional to basal metabolism. Investigations of

metabolism and energy exchange can be carried out on the basis of the "food

ration" method (exact calculation of caloricitt of fond taean) with monitoring

of body weight. Finally, it in quite possible to employ the method of direct

calorimetry Inasmuch as the cabin of a spaceship Is a natu~ral calorimeter and

it is necessary only to equip it with approproadte pickuap for measurio the heat

given off by a human or animal. In addition,' the methods of mathematical

analysis of the dyneamic of vegetative functions during apportioned loads appear

very prombsinl to us. There is information on the presence of & de giotno

relationship between a number of plysiologital functions and the state of metaboliem

and energy exchangews Lpt u recall, for instance, that practical medicine uses

the empirical method of estieateng body temperature according to pulse rate, and
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IM @aed aemelatim or pulse rate with the magnitude of energy

emmire ts ladleated In a l.arge number of invustigations (3J13, 617]. Pulle

Amst is prowotioaml to booy temperatur' ed MA 02M-- sme tion during work (503],

WA the 4? interval eorrelates with the mplitude or basal metabolism [491.] A

Agetabnme. of tUh e In the mseles san be established electromyographically

,i As3 Javestaim s abelim *un tah cellar level is of iaterest,

smeamah s gmpatatm oeros eam laluesee the enditLiens of traislocation of

mntrients mad the elilosdtim of waste material. Oentrifuge experiments indicated

that the rate of the metabolic process changes. Aircraft experiments studied

the influene of brier weihtlesseess an amoeba activity. It was visually

established that the speed of its movements Increases, which indicates the

influ*ens of weightem sa on the metabolism oad energ processes in a cell [650].

The digestive prooess plays a leading role In providing constant augmentation

of energ and building reacurces of an organism. In the digestive channel there

occurs mechanical and chemical processing of food, and also auction.

Investigations of diCestion under space flight conditions are very difficult

in view of the inapplicability of the majority of known laboratory methods.

Indeed, there exist proposals cn the applicatloon Pavlov's fistula for studying

digestion under flight conditions (400].

Quantitative methods of evaluating salivation and gastric secretion have been

sufficiently developed. Moreover, the firat experiment In telemetric transmission

of physologicalc data [25] also Involved the reordin of the number of saliva

drops of an experimental animal. There are methods for objectively recording

the movements of the stamach and intestines with the aid or the methods of

inductography [•593, and olestrogmstrogrqft (176], but the most promising is

the application of andoradlosonde technique (61J. 615i, 45, 76, 46]. There are

capsules for investigating temperature, pressure, and acidity, and also for

determining hematemeses (562]. Probes have been described for studying hyperemia
of the organs of the abdominal cavity [192]. Qf much intetest are the passive

capsules which &re twice as Mall " the conventional kind. This type of

capsule works duo to the energr of an external electromagnetic field, and the

parameters of its oscillatory loop depend on the physiological parameters e.g.,
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temperature and pressure in the gastrointestinal tract (784, 787]. From the other

methods we may mention the investigation of the reactions of the various systems of

an organism In response tc apportioned Lt imulations of the gastrointestinal

tract. For instance, we know of hemodynamic shifts which occur as the result of

mechanical stimulation of the stomach [158], after eating, and during mgteorism.

It is also possible to consider that the study of a number of vegetative functions,

and also the energy balance of the body before and after the reception of

apportioned food rations, can give answers to many questions concerning the state

of the digestive function. It is possible that the development of mthods of

automatic analysis of waste products (urine and feces) with the creation of

corresponding norms for eating foods of a specific composition would be expedient

fo space flight conditions. Finally, one of the possible methods of studying

digestion in flight is electroplethysmography of the abdominal cavity, which makes

it possible to estimate the movement of blood to the digestive organs.

Internal Secretion

The endocrine glands play a large role in the processes of regi •ating

physiological functions. At the same time, these glands themselves are under the

control of the central nervous system. The severe physical and nervous stresses

that accompany space flight can lead to changes in the state of the endocrine

glands. Thus, for instance, it is known that physical work and emotional stress

cause an intensive release of adrenaline into the blood. Data have been

published on the increase of adrenaline and noradrenaline in the blood during

action of accelerations (470], and on the increase of the content of corticosterones

in the urine of parachutists and pilots (41, 619]. Considerable changes in the

function of the endocrine glands can lead to disturbances in normal activity

of an organism, and consequently, to impairment of the tolerance to the factors

of space flight.

In long-term space flights, a disturbance of the function of the endocrine

glands can be the cause of various psychic disorders, changes in the energy

balance of the organism, and a lowering in work capacity.

Two methods of investigating the function of the endocrine glands under space

flight conditions are possibles

a) purposeful investigation of the various physiological functions with the

clarification of symptom complexes which correspond to specific secretory
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b) intro4dUtion of eatracts tram glands, or aftifloial preparations which

Corre*spd to tem, with sbe4eIvy recordifi of the c€ws of a number of

Zn55tiektiOfSt an #NUA W skf)' seu" va ime, hoda for the removal and

•t115lSn lfr t oeCrta1 limO., folissi Ji a stW ot the tolerance of these

mnImials to the factor• s of sa tl1t.

Neuroen4ocrinsi regu.latiu of ph"loloji'oal functions, which is stipulated

by the Jo•nt activity of the endocrine apparatun and the central nervous system,

can be investigated by various metbods. Mhus, we developed a variational

pulsomety m•ethod to estimate nourcendocrine regulation acoording to the state

of the vegetative nervous system, which deteimiee. In turn, the state of

the function of cardiac automatism. Investigations on a denerved heart would

makge It possible to -n-1 so the direct affect of endocrine influences that are

transmitted by humoral mans.

An interesting trend in research on neuroendocrine regulation of an organism

in the study of biological rhythms. This problem is the subject of a significant

number of works (298, 359 495P, 7231, including research on daily cycling under

the conditions of space flighte [510, 740]. Biological processes have various

rhythas: pulse and respiratory, daily and seasonal, those involved with a change

,Yj in vascular tonus and with the oxygen content in the blood or synchronization of

excitable formations. All these rhythms either directly depend on the state of

the various neuroendocrine systems or are indirectly related to changes in the

nervous and endocrine systems of the organism (161]. At present the search for

new biological rhythms continues. The interest toward slow minute and hourly

rhythms Is great [623]. This interest is justified by the tendency to penetrate

more deeply into the essence of biological processes. It Is possible, however,

to assume that there Is a connection between the rbythms and activity of specific

neuroendocrine systems. This opens up the prospect of establishing rhythms that

correspond to specific neuroendocrine systems, and consequently, the possibility

of objectively studying this omplicated question in an integral organism under

the conditions of space flight.
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Analyreru

The inseparable relationship of an organism to its environment and its

perfect "self-control" are based on the analysis of the influences rendered on the

organism from the external and Internal medium. The analyzer systems of animals

and humans consist of three sections: receptor, conductor, and cortical. Signals

proceeding from the receptors to the cortex of the cerebral hemispheres are subjec-

tively perceived by man as sensations. Sensations are of much importance in the

process of astronaut training and during space flight. They signal about the

external world, ensure orientation in the environment, and make it possible to

estimate the work of the motor apparatus. Rowever, not all afferent signaling is

perceived, and many reflector reactions can occur without the participation of

, -sciousness. As an example, we may cite the vestibular analyzer, the stimulatton

Z, which causes various reations that are both subjectively perceptible (nausea)

and also imperceptible (quickening of pulse). There are extero- and interoreceptors.

In actual space flgkhts, an eapecial• large role belongs to the exterorecep-

tors. Intero- and exteroreceptors are interrelated through the nervous system as

the links of a single receptor system oif the organism. The methods of investigating

the vestibular and motor analyzers were considered nbove. The methodological

fundamental of the study of other analyzers obviously should be analogous (apportioned

stimulation for the purpose of determining sensitivity, investigations on the

character of functioning under a known working load, a study of the tolerance

to maximum loads, and research on reflector reactions related to analyzer

stimulation).

The skin analyzer analyzes signals from the tactile, temperature, and pain

receptors. A decrease or increase in the sensitivity of the skin analyzer can

lead to incorrect actions of the pilot-astronaut. Therefore, the determination

of all forms of sensitivity is very important in the process of astronaut selection

and in the pre-launch period. During flight, the stimulation of receptors can be

evaluated by means of methods for recording galvanic skin responses, electro-

encephalography pulse tachometry, and others.

The visual analyzer plays an extremely important role in human life since

niore than 90% of all information about maI's external world is obtained through

the visual organ. A determination of the sensitivity and functioning of the visual

organ under various loads is definitely necessary when selecting and training
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S uastronauts. It is known that durirg the S•-own of O-lals there can be observed

a lowering in visual auity,, a disturbance In color seasation, and the appearance

"I " of amoaroais. SWimlar phenomena under rlit conditions can disturb the

orientation and work cpacity or an astronaut. The state of the v'sual organ snm

be studied in flight with the use of the uual methods for determining visual

acuity nd color sensation " was done by tMe p•y •an during the "Voskhod" flight.

Indirect date can be obtained with the aid at olectroancephalograp.•7, and

electtroocuiography. It is necessary to study the problem concerning the

applicability of electroretinography and methods of optical chronaximetry under

space flight conditions, both adequate (P. 0. Makarov) (298, 302] and inadequate

(phosphine [26)). Conditioned reflex research methods also can be used [81].

The sound analyer in very important in view of the necessity of conducting

radio communications between the astronaut an Earth. An objective investigation

of hearing can be conducted with the method of galvanic skin audiography (93] in

which the threshold of perception is estimated on the basis of the appearance of IJ
a galvanic skin response. Electroencephalography may also be used. Conditioned

, reflex mathods C_--. detect nh-ges related to the cortical section of the sound

analyzer (171].

The taste and olfactory analyzers are of definite interest from• the point of

view of evaluating the general state of the receptor system of an organism (94].

They can be investigated by using stimuli and also by me",& of th .chr.•-•oetry

met-hod (for the taste analyzer). An 1uportant role can be played by the application

of conditioned reflex methods.

In conclusion, we should also note the necessity of devising objective

imethods for investigating voice and speech, which is directly related to providing

for reliable radio contact between an astronaut and Earth. Analyzers of the

sound spectrum, and determination of the parameters of separate words can be

used for this purposes their duration, loudness, and frequency composition. The

indirect analysis of speech can employ a number of other methods: e.g.,

pneumography and S pcial methods ?or a•_lyW ng the speech

process for purpose of creating systems for automatic speech identification

have been developed by V. A. Kozhevnikov and L. A, Chistovich i±451.
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CONCLUS ION
U

The principles of constructing physiological measurement and information

systems, and the selection and development of physiological methods compose an

important area in contemporary space biology and medicine. An follows from the

th, awalevemat' -- u- In space tec.nogy and in turn renders n. influence on

the organization and realization of flight experiments in space.

The experience gained as a result of conducting physiolocical measurements

in single and group orbital flights up to five days in length has been extremely

valuable both for a critical evaluation of everything that was accomplished

and alou for the theoretical *And experimental development of problems concerning

long-term anid long-range flights,

At present, the development of physiological methods in astronautics has a

very multifaceted character and can be considered in the following three aspects:

technical, methodological, and naturally, physiological.

The technical aspect does not pertain completely to the prerogatives of

engineers, although it is mainly involved with the development of pickups and

equipment of measuring systems. In space physiology, probably earlier than in

the other fields of science, it was required to etalblish a new type of

collaboration between physicians and engineers. The physician activity

participates in the discuusolw of all engieerling probl---, vhlli the engineer

takes part in medical problems, The extensive use of radio electronics,

automation. and cybernetics to a considerable- degree promoted the cn-ntsaet. between

physicians and engineers, while the stringent requirements imposed by space
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tecbnology to the physiological measurement system dawn4e the j(Int dlf ý xilon

and making of a number of compromising decisions, withrt which the realiation

of any in-flight research would have been impossible. The main trend in

technical research in reference to the problem of space physiology at the present

consists in improving the methods of colloctin information, the creation new

biotolwnetry and radioelectronic devices with increased reliability and economy,

the microminiaturization of equipment, the introduction of automation and

computer technology, and the further development new, more improved designs for

pickups, instruments, and measuring circuits.

The methodological aspect is related to the solution of problems of the

optimizatwio of aJsologicalmeasurements in space. The main trend in

methodological research is the search for the principles of constructing

physiological measurement and information systems in reference to specific forms

of flights. The correct selection of the measurement principle subsequently

ensures the most effective utilization of spacecraft equipment and maximum

research and diagnostic capabilities. It was shown that an increaae in the

duratiorn and range of flights was related to the application of new principles

of constructing a physiological measurement system.

At present it is possible with sufficient definitiveness to point out three

basic types of physiological measurement and information systems!

i) for "Vostok" spacecraft and analogous flights;

2) for flights lasting from several weeks to several months (e.g., flights

to the Moon and around the Moon), when most of the research, diagnostic, and

medical work still can be carried out by a ground staff. These flights can

take place both with the participation of a physician and also without him.

The possibility of returning astronauts to Earth in period; from several hours to

several days and the possibility of transmitting the necessary volume of

medico-physiological data to Earth (with the application of automatic data

processing systems) are important here.

3) for interplanetary flights, when the guiding principle is that of spacecraft

autonomy and the Earth can render only consultational assistance to the on-board

physician.

It is natural that under specific conditions there also can exist numerous
transition types of physiological measurement and information systems. Moreover,
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the Isolation of these three basic types is quite tentative and ensues from the

materials that have been accumulated to the present time. We do not exclude that

a major reconsideration of a number of methodological principles will be demanded

in view of the future progress of astronautics and the appearance of new problems.

In particular, It is possible to expect the development of a special trend in

physiological measurements in reference to human life support on the surface of

the Moon and planets.

This requires, first of all, an investigation of the influence of flight

factors on the human and animal organismj then there is the task of selecting

(or devising) appropriate methods for conducting reliable medical monitoring and

obtaining the information that is necessary for making a diagnosis.

Finally, it is no less important to expect possible disturbances, which

i-equires the collection of the most diverse Information on the state of man and

other biological specimens (bioindicators) during flight. Thus, the physiological 3
aspect includes three areas: research, diapote.ir, and 2roanotic. Thea c-C A

are closely intrre-teA to the -mozt divnrs- probl•e o• ipave phyniciog-, and

they are directly related to the maort of experimental aad theoreticai research

that is conducted on Earth and in space. What kind of Information is needed for

the rapid manifestation of deviations in flight? What data must the physician

have in order to make a diagnosis? What must be studied in order to make a

prgolT esand smlrqetoscntbeanswered without taking into

account the entire complex of data which is At the dispo6si of space bioiogy and

medicine4 Without an answer to these questlons, it is impossible to construct

Seffective systems for physlulogical measurements in space flight.

In the final result, the main purpose of the application of physiological

methods in astronautics is to provide the moot optimum combination of man and

spacecraft systems. The data obtained in the cotirse of flight experiments make

it possible to evaluate the state of an astronaut and, If necessary, to provide

trie necessary measures, right up to an energency return.

Postflight &nalyols of physiologicai information makes it possible to obtain i
the data necessary for the ftrther development of theoretical and laboratory

investigatione, and then the formulation of "sw flight experiments.

In the future, physiological information will be able to be used directly on

a spacecraft, The presence of on-board automatic procebiaiii &.v~tems will make it
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Possible to ismie eertioa or even an 4 rer Gewleerm avestet

"" to the cew 0.6., ereunfo osn suppo u (biocomtrwe T. a, the furs tasks

of 01o1•04 io•oga easuzmts In space flSWt Lntve -No optilisation of

relationships in the me- ie|w system. Te exchange of Information in this

System Implies not only the Obt&LrAnt of " from Mnn, but also the opposite

influence of the autoatlesl• prooessed inuatcim as the object of measurement.

In considering the piwlologioal m"eaimnt and lormation system as a

cybernetic system, and amphasising the role of feedback, we enter the area of the

methods O0 phynlog08ical retearch from strietlv methodological problems to general

methodological ones, end even philosophicSl questions related to the further

Ievelopment of space science. This approach mkes It possible not to restrict

research In this area to pickups$ amplifying epipmentg end individual methods.

Tt makes It ansslbla tft enne164pr thin Astwwaut vno nvn1v mas armir a nP 4IetaP inn

but also a the object of the influence of the control signals that are

generated by the data analysis system. It makes it possible to consider the

phyhician as the link in tzu physiological measur•ment syste which provides for

the optimum processing of lnfo-zmwal into control igrA by means of direct

participation in this process (on Earth or on board) or through on-board automatic
devices which perform according to algorithms devised by the physician.

Scientific progress in possible only by means of the selective collection

c±' mutually-comparable information. In this sense, the data obtained on Earth

Lfld in flight serve as a comon goal, i.e., the expansion of our knowledge

concerning the reactions of a living organism to the action of unusual factors

and the guarantee of safe life support in o,'ter space. A deepening of this idea

leads to the necessity of snalyzing numerous "terrestrial" situations with space

methods, i.e., to the use of the pkysiological methods employed in astronautics

for clinical and hospital research on. Earth. Only with a similar method can

we quickly collect the information needed for refining the methods of monitoring,

research, and diagnostics in the forthcoming long-term and long-range flights.
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